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ABSTRACT 
Kerala is a small state situated in the southwest comer of India 
representing only 1.18 percent of the total area of India and 3.4% of the 
country's population. The state constitutes 14 Districts and the total 
population of the state as per the census based on 1991-2001 is 
31838619. Out of this Muslim population constitute 7863842 which share 
23.33 percent of the total population. Therefore Muslims or Mappilas in 
Kerala constitute a significant portion of Kerala population and they have 
also characterized a unique and historical society whose culture, 
literature, tradition, social ethos and politics have been moulded through 
the passage of time. 
Kerala Muslims, as a vital religious community, had well cherished 
dynamism and creativity in every walks of history. Even after the very 
advent and spread of Islam in Malabar shores since 7 century A.D, there 
has been contributed a considerable volume of Islamic studies. But these 
contributions to the Islamic studies have not been exclusively assessed 
yet. The prime aim of this research is to substantiate this shortcoming. 
As a debutant attempt of its kind the scope and significance of the 
study is updating the development of Islamic studies in Kerala. The 
present research programme exclusively explores the contributions of the 
Muslim scholars and others in the field of four major disciplines like 
Quran, Hadith, Fiqh and Tasawwuf Studies, during 18* to 20* centuries 
A.D. 
The sources explored for writing this work are mostly primary in 
nature. The original sources including both published and unpublished 
manuscripts have also been utilized for the study. The introductory 
chapters, the first and second one respectively substantiated with a 
volume of secondary sources. 
Regarding the methodology applied in the Study, in which the first 
two chapters, a method of a general Survey is used imparting introductory 
information. The subsequent and second part of the thesis carries an 
anatomical study on the development of four cardinal disciplines like 
Quran, Hadith, Fiqh and Tasawwuf. In this regard several 
recommendable primary and secondary works have been studied. The 
criteria for selecting a work in this research is strictly based on its merit, 
those books having standardized information, methodological 
presentation, historical relevance are subjected to the study. The 
materials thus collected are analysed and synthesised. Personal interviews 
with some experts and scholars and local resource persons have been 
conducted to widen the perceptions. In addition to these sources Kerala 
Muslim directories, encyclopedias, latest Census Report, autobiographies 
and Gazetteers have been used and listed out in the bibliography. 
The thesis is presented in 6 chapters, the opening chapter deals 
with 'Development of Islamic Studies in Kerala: A General Survey' 
The present chapter throws light on the advent and spread of Islam in 
Kerala and proceeds to pivotal instances and circumstances which led to 
the formation of Muslim Society. The cooperation of the local rulers, role 
of Sufis, Sadat and missionaries, construction of mosques, installation of 
Darses, and formation of Arabic-Malayalam and so on vividly surpassed. 
The chapter also highlights impact of colonial encroachment upon the 
Muslim Ummah and their reaction towards the same. The chapter 
ultimately constitutes an astonishing picture that even in such a 
catastrophic situation, how the Muslim scholars had devoted their time 
and energy to the promotion of Islamic Studies. Thus early developments 
of Islamic studies have been surveyed in its chronological order. 
The subsequent chapter, 'Contribution of Religious and 
Academic Institutions in the Development of Islamic Studies in 
Kerala' has been vividly enumerated while correlating with the socio-
political condition of the Muslims at the advent of Islam and the 
circumstances which led to the installation of religious and academic 
institutions like Darses, Maktabs, Madrasas, Arabic colleges and 
universities in Kerala. The discussion primarily focuses on the mode of 
curriculum, style of pedagogy, and its specific roles played in the 
promotion of Arabic and Islamic Studies in the region. The present 
chapter throws light on the mile stones, pivotal instances in the process of 
evolutions of Islamic education as parallel to the progress of modem 
education in Indian sub continent. Also discusses the visionary role of 
Islamic organizations to institute the aforesaid religious and academic 
institutions. The steps and measures of the government of Kerala enacted 
at different times have also been reviewed in this connection. In short the 
entire findings of the first two chapters can be summarized as follows: 
Some historical factors and land marks can be perceived in 
sociological and cultural self determination and resurrection of any 
society. An Islamic society with all its radical features and perfection was 
prevailing in Kerala ever since early times. Bars (mosque school), Oattu 
Pallis (Maktabs), formation of Arabic- Malayalam, creative Muslim 
leadership and warm reception extended by the indigenous leaders and 
people are such landmarks in Kerala Muslim's history. The well 
organized community led by Ulama and Umarah followed by a 
disciplined Muslim rank and file surprised the history. 
The households were centered around the mosques and new 
mosques were set up to cater newly enacted settlements. The symbolic 
relationship between mosques and society that prevailed in the halcyon 
days of Islam was perceivable in Kerala. It is also understood from this 
study that the academic movement launched by mosques ( Dars), the 
creative harvest of Arabic-Malayalam and an ideal leadership were the 
most progressive, effective and timely advantage of Kerala Muslims. 
However this haven of scholars failed to expand and rejuvenate the ethnic 
knowledge consciousness launched by Dars system and its process of 
dissemination of Knowledge. Kerala, which was the play ground of 
Islamic scholars and organizations, failed to preserve the momentum 
triggered by the explosion of creativity through Arabic -Malayalam 
literature. This failure resulted in the extinction of a society in which 
spirituality and creativity moved in tandem. 
The third chapter is related to the Development of Quranic 
Studies in Kerala which is the first and for most branches of the Islamic 
studies. This chapter is designed under some broader headings as 
historical overview, the origin, development and trends of Quranic 
studies, a survey of the works done on Quranic studies, major Quranic 
studies and a review of Quranic literature. The region has contributed 
some minor and partial works on Quranic studies in earlier times. In this 
regard several chapters of Holy Quran were translated in to the local 
language. But the major attempts have carried out in so late in 1960's. By 
the appearance of Tafsir al Quran al Hakeem of C.N Ahmed Maulavi 
inl956-1963, Tarjama al Quran by K.Umer Mauvlavi inl970,rq/5/r al 
Quran byT.K Abdulllah Maulavi in 1967-70, Fath al Rahman fi Tafsir al 
Quran by K.V Muhammed Musliar Koottanad inl981-84, Tarjamat 
Maa'nil Quran by Abdul Hameed Madani in 1997 were came in to being. 
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Examine the all afore mentioned works produced in this field it is 
very disappointing to say that no acclaimed and worth mentioned 
creation has not yet been compiled so far. The overall information will 
authenticate a comprehensive account on the nature and characteristics, 
trends, milestones, dimensions, growth, genesis and development of the 
Quranic studies during the last two centuries. The characteristic features 
of Quran studies in Kerala can be understood in the following words. 
1. The foundation stone of Qur'anic learning in Kerala may be 
assumed to be laid with the installation of mosques by 8"^  century A.D. 
Qur 'an, Tafsir, Tajwid , constituted an indomitable part in the academic 
progress of the aforementioned Bars system of religious education. By 
the expansion of Madrasa movement in the latter half of the 20* century 
a lay man Muslim could make use of Qur'anic preaching in his life 
(especially in his five time prayers). 
2. Another distinguishing output arising out of this study related to 
the Qur 'anic writings is the metamorphosis from the simple and partial 
works into the acquisition of deep, vivid and broader perspectives in 
scholastic creativity. It has to be understood that a graphic and serialized 
augmentation had been taking place during this period. 
3. The emergence of reformative organizations marked a great 
epoch in the arena of literature, academism, observation, translation and 
interpretation of Holy Qur'an. 
4. Another important reality worth mentioning when speaking of 
Quranic literature in the region is the ideological explosion originated in 
the religious sphere. It was spearheaded by the supporters and oppressors 
of the translation of Holy Qur'an. 
While analysing the developments and contribution in the study of 
Quran during the specific period under study, it is disappointing to say 
that no work worth mentioning was produced in this field. This time is 
synchronic with the literacy revolution in Muslim world when many 
classical works were produced on Quran in Arabic and other languages 
though the debate over the permissibility of the translation oi Quran was 
appeared only many years after in Kerala. In 20* century, the study of 
Quran was progressed only through the denominational controversies 
among various religious out-fits. But unfortunately, no work worth 
presenting before the world was written in this belated period also. 
During the period many Quranic literary works from Arabic and Persian 
were translated into Malayalam, but they were out modeled and 
anachronistic. But due consideration was given to the translation of 
literary works written to support the global Islamic reformist movements 
of 20"^  century. We cannot underestimate the intellectual contributions of 
Kerala Muslim Community despite its linguistic and civilizational 
constrains. Such advancement could not be seen in other regional 
languages. The denominational contest in 20 century, to a great extent 
remarkably contributed to this achievement. 
The fourth chapter deals 'Development of Hadith i^ tudies in 
Kerala' along with a brief historical overview. An assessment on the 
genesis and general characteristics of Hadith studies in the region has 
been provided. Then systematically approaches, a study of translated 
works, by which Malayalam versions of Sahih al Bukhari, Sahih al 
Muslim, Riyad al Salihin, Bulugh al Maram, Mishkat al Masabih, Matnu 
Arbai'n and Adab al Mufrad have studied. After that general works on 
Hadith Studies have been analysed. The total yield of this Study can be 
inferred in the following words: 
The development of of Hadith S^tudies is deplorable in the period 
under study. Even though the scholars spent years for the learning of 
Hadith, no remarkable works were produced barring some works written 
in the last decades of 20* century. In Kerala, no serious task comparable 
with the great venture in Arabian countries or study and research in Urdu 
and Persian was undertaken in the field of the codification of Hadith. 
This statement is made while considering the contribution of Kerala 
Muslims who rendered their service in foreign countries. Even if Kerala 
is a land of numerous religious scholars and scores of Arabic Colleges the 
state still lacks genuine works on Hadith. Translations of renowned and 
acclaimed works have not yet been made their charisma in the region, 
even the masterpieces of the North Indian Scholars like Shah Waliullah 
Dehlawi (d.ll 14 A.H), Shaikh Abdul Haq Muhaddith al Dehlawi, Shaikh 
Abdul Aziz Dehlawi (1159-1239A.H) etc. are still unknown to the 
region. Regarding the origin work in Hadith we have a few titles such as 
Mir at al Mishkat, a commentary of Mishkat al Masabih, in eight volumes 
of Shaikh Ismail Musliar Malabari, Khairu darain by Abdul Qadar 
Fadhfari (1895-1944), Sihahushaikhain, a collection of Hadith selected 
from Valakkulam Abdul Bari (1880-1965). 
The fifth chapter 'Development of Fiqh Studies in Kerala' 
discusses the historical overview on Islamic jurisprudence and examines 
the historical development of Fiqh studies in region which handles the 
characteristic features of Islamic Jurisprudence in Kerala, evolution of 
Shafii' School of Islamic Jurisprudence, the rare presence of other 
schools of Islamic Jurisprudence, Qazi system prevailed in the region and 
the series of debates on the jurisprudential matters. The central study is 
oriented on the title 'Tarjamat' or translated works on Fiqh. Other 
significant information has been displayed according to its thematic 
sequences such as Ibadat. Muamalat, Munakahat, Fatawa. The important 
feature of this part can be sufficed as follows: 
'Fath al Mui'n' authored by Shaikh Zainuddin Makhdum 
Saghir(l532-1618 A.D ) is considered as classical manual of Shafii' 
school of Islamic Jurisprudence. Some commentaries were written on the 
same by the regional scholars and abroad as well. Also compiled some 
commentaries on the masterly works of certain renowned authors. 
Meantime fatwa (religious ruling or decree) emerged out of creative 
debates and responses to polemics rejuvenated the study of Fiqh. But due 
to regional constrains these ventures covered only the tail-end of Shafii' 
school of jurisprudence. A school of jurisprudence imbibing the socio-
economic features of this land was not developed. The major reason for 
this situation was the extinction of free and bold traditional approaches. 
However In this discipline the region has contributed some minor works 
on various jurisprudential issues and limited translations and 
commentaries. There is hardly any well- acclaimed attempt like Fath al 
Mui 'n has not yet been compiled so far. When compared to Quran and 
Hadith studies, Fiqh studies would have to get a wider acclaim. But here 
also the state of affairs is not different. Religious scholars in Kerala had 
asserted a significant stress to the study of Fiqh from the very beginning 
of Islamic studies in the region. The above mentioned classical works are 
the precious offspring of this outlook. 
The sixth chapter envisages 'Development of Tasawwuf Studies 
in Kerala'. After the historical over view, Origin, Development and 
special features of Sufism in Kerala, a study of Sufi poems in Kerala 
including Muhiyuddin Mala, Kappapattu and Nool Madhu, Hidayah al 
Adhkiyah, Allaf al Alif, Jauharat al Tauhid, Qasidah al Umariyah, Al 
Mawahib Al Jaliyah and Manqus Moulid have been executed. 
Subsequently analyses some selected case study on the renowned Sufi 
personalities whose works and thoughts have tremendously influenced 
the region. They include Shaikh Abdul Qader Jilani (1078-166), Allama 
Abu Hamid al Ghazali (1058-1 lllA.D), Umar Khayyam (1048-1123 
A.D) and Maulana Jalaluddin al Rumi (1207-1273A.D). The overall 
assessment of the study has been reviewed in the following words: 
The original and classical contributions of Kerala made during this 
time span were mainly in the field of Tasawwuf. It shows the spiritual 
vivacity of Muslims of Kerala. Keralites are obliged to Sufis and their 
refined and glorious mentality for the tremendous growth in Tasawwuf, 
which is missing in Quaranic studies, codification of Hadith and 
deductive study of Fiqh. Sufis paved a placid culture in Kerala and a 
strong foundation for Tasawwuf Besides those who migrated to Kerala, 
the indigenous intellectuals contributed richly to the Mappila literature. 
World renowned. 'Muhiyuddin Mala', Viruthams of Icha Masthan, 
Kappa Pattu, Safala Mala, and creations like Hidayah al Adhkiyah, 
Manqus Moulid, Qasidah al Umariyah, Allaf al Alif and Al Mawahib al 
Jaliyyah like are only a few among them. If they are remaining obscure to 
the world, it is due to linguistic incapacity of Keralities to present them 
before the world and the distance that exist from the global scholars. 
Most of the masterly works of Shaikh Abdul Qader Jilani (1078-1166 
A.D), Al Ghazali (1058-1 lllA.D), Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi (1207-
1273A.D) and Umar Khayyam (1048-1123A.D) have already introduced 
in Malayalam. Among which Umar Khayyam and Rumi well impacted in 
the realm of literary and cultural spheres of Kerala. Umar Khayyam's 
Rubai'yat got sixteen beautiful Malayalam versions of appreciations. 
The specialty of Sufi works was their popularity and simplicity. It 
was well accepted by all people, from ignorant house-wife to learned 
scholar, The Keralite tradition of spiritual ambition was so excited. These 
works, studied with all the qualities of philosophical insight and spiritual 
depth won popularity through their musical charm. The fragrance of these 
literary works was spread through hearty service rendered by Sufis to the 
masses. Prosaic research works in the field of Tasawwuf V^QVQ scanty. It 
was happened due to the absence of the use of printing technology and 
text book system in Kerala. In the early period Sufiis followed popular 
methods and straight to heart approach. 
The reformist movements and organizations appeared in 20* 
century produced many original studies and translations. But they 
demolished the glory of Sufi tradition. The reformist movements 
attempted to modernize a society that was grown up with Sufi world view 
and life-style. But they targeted to uproot such a world view and life-
style. The scholarly organization launched to resist the reformist 
deviations, spent their energy in superficial debates and polemics and 
alienated the Sufi tradition in the sphere of action. The reformist-
traditionalist debate unfortunately created a skeptical approach towards 
Sufism, even among the traditionalist scholars. The reformist effect on 
the traditionalist scholars was visible by the fact that they became 
indulged in Fiqh and drifted away from the heavenly world of Sufism. No 
significant development was took place in the field of Tasawwuf ^ t.QX the 
institutionalised partisan approach was adopted by the elite-scholars in 
20* century. The pedagogy of Madrasa and text books spread in all 
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nooks and comers in Kerala. It drifted people away from spiritual 
epistemology and neared them to mechanistic pedagogy. This new 
pedagogical system was denominationally partisan, competitive and 
institutionalised. Now this system has reached the climax of 
institutionalisation. This institutionalising tendency has not delivered 
anything of historical relevance. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Kerala is a small state located in the south west comer of India 
representing only 1.18 percent of the total area and 3.4% of the 
population. At the time of independence this region was ruled by three 
administrations, two princely states, Travancore and Cochin, and Malabar 
which was under the direct Administration of the British. These three 
units were united to form the present Kerala on 1^ ' November 1956. The 
state constitutes 14 Districts and the total population of it as per the 
census of 1991-2001 is 31838619. Out of this Muslims constitute 
7863842 which share 23.33 percent of the total population.' So Muslims 
or Mappilas of Kerala have a significant position in its population and 
they are also characterized as a unique and historical society whose 
culture, literature, tradition, social ethos and politics etc have been 
moulded through the passage of time. But a very few studies have been 
appeared dealing with these aspects of the Mappila Muslims of Kerala 
even though several studies have been appeared up to date focusing on 
their historical and socio-cultural aspects and pertaining to some limited 
parameters and related issues like Mappila politics, folklore, culture, arts, 
songs etc. On the other hand, there is hardly subjected any painstaking 
efforts unfolding the development of Islamic studies in the region yet. 
In this context I would like to pinpoint the sound relevance of this 
research program me on the topic of 'Development of Islamic Studies in 
Kerala during W century to 2(f century'. At the very outset I must 
clarify the concept and relevance of 'Islamic Studies'. 'Islamic Studies as 
a subject has very wide concept, it includes all studies which either 
See Appendix> Table-I, p.245. 
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originated with Islam or developed and advanced under its influence, 
whether it be theological, philosophical, literary, scientific or historical'.^ 
'The term 'Islamic Studies', currently used in scientific and 
professional journals, academic departments and institutions, 
encompasses a vast field of research with Islam as its common bond. 
References to Islam, whether in the sense of culture, civilization, religion 
or tradition, have become even more frequent since the appearance of a 
plethora of literature in European languages treating the notion of 
political (fundamentalist) Islam. The literature speaks of Islamic banks. 
Islamic economics. Islamic political order. Islamic democracy, and 
Islamic human rights and so on. However the Islamic studies covers a 
very vast area dealing with all the phases of Islam and Muslim, past and 
present, regional and universal, religious and political, cultural and 
social'.^ 
Even after the very advent and spread Islam in Malabar shores 
since 7' century A.D, there have been a number of scholars contributed 
to different aspects of Islamic studies. It may be pointed out that present 
research work mainly gives focus on the contributions of the Muslim 
scholars and others in the field of Islamic sciences, like Quranic Studies, 
Hadith, Fiqh and Tasawwuf, during 18 century to 20 century A.D. It 
is also remarkable that there has been no systematic and comprehensive 
study on this important topic carried out so far. Therefore the scope of 
the present study is upgrading and updating the development of Islamic 
Studies in modem times as a debutant effort. 
^ N. Akmal Ayubi, Presidential Address, Bulletin of the Institute of Islamic Studies, Aiigarh, No. 22., 
1989, p. 1. 
^ .The Oxfc 
University Press, New York, 1995, p.332. 
 .  ford Encyclopedia of the Modern Islamic World, edited by John L. Esposito, Vol. IV, Oxford 
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Sources and methods 
The sources for writing this work are mostly primary in nature. The 
original sources including both published and unpublished manuscripts 
have also been utilized for the study. On this occasion I must mention the 
limits of a researcher on the topic of this kind especially in the context of 
Kerala. A good number of original source materials written in Arabic 
and Arabic- Malayalam which would have been vital in the research are 
lost. Also there is a large volume of Arabic and Arabic-Malayalam 
literature, some of them published and many still remain unpublished. 
They remain scattered in the form of moth eaten manuscripts copies in 
shelves stacked carelessly in libraries attached to mosques and in private 
possession of individuals all over the state. Most of the materials were 
found in tl^ e form of lithographs from the decayed ware houses of old 
publications. By facing all these hardships and adversities, a hectic search 
has been carried out in the personal collection of certain scholars and 
experts in different parts of the state. 
Regarding the methodology applied in the study, in the first two 
chapters, the method of Historical survey is used imparting introductory 
information. The subsequent and second part of the thesis carries an 
anatomical study on the development of four cardinal disciplines like 
Quran, Hadith, Fiqh and Tasawwuf. In this regard several 
recommendable primary and secondary works have been studied. 
The criteria for selecting a work in this research is strictly based on 
its merit, those books having standardised information, methodological 
presentation, historical relevance are subjected to the study. The 
materials thus collected are analysed and synthesised. 
Introduction 
Also conducted some personal interviews with some experts and 
scholars and local resource persons to widen the perceptions. In addition 
to these Kerala Muslim directories, encyclopedias, yearbooks, latest 
census report, autobiographies, gazetteers have been used and listed out 
in the bibliography. 
Design of the study 
The thesis is presented in 6 chapters excluding the introduction and 
conclusion, The opening chapter deals with a general survey on the 
development of Islamic studies in Kerala. The present chapter throws 
light on the advent and spread of Islam in Kerala and proceeds to the 
pivotal instances and circumstances which led to the formation of Muslim 
society. Co-operation of the local rulers, role of Sufis, Sadat and 
Missionaries, construction of mosques, installation of Darses and 
sprouting of Arabic- Malayalam have been vividly surpassed. The chapter 
also highlights the impact of colonial encroachment upon the Muslim 
Ummah and their reaction towards the same. It ultimately constitutes an 
astonishing picture that even in such a bubbling and boiling situation, 
how the Muslim scholars had devoted their time and energy to the 
promotion of Islamic Studies. Thus early developments of Islamic Studies 
have been surveyed in its chronological order. 
The subsequent chapter, 'Contribution of religious and academic 
institutions in the development of Islamic Studies in Kerala' has been 
vividly enumerated while correlating with the socio-political condition of 
the Muslirns at the advent of Islam and the circumstances which led to the 
installation of religious and academic institutions like Darses, Maktabs, 
Madrasas, Arabic colleges and universities in Kerala. The discussion 
primarily focuses on the mode of curriculum, style of pedagogy, and its 
specific roles played in the promotion of Arabic and Islamic Studies in 
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the region. The present chapter throws Ught on the mile stones, pivotal 
instances in the evolutionary process of Islamic education as parallel to 
the progress of modem education in Indian sub continent. Also discusses 
the visionary role of Islamic organizations to institute the aforesaid 
religious and academic institutions. The steps and measures of the 
Government of Kerala enacted at different times have also been reviewed 
in this regaj-d. 
The third chapter in related to the 'Development of Quranic studies 
in Kerala' which is the first and for most branches of Islamic studies. 
This chapter is designed under some broader headings as historical 
overview, the origin, Development and trends of Quranic studies in 
Kerala, a survey of the works done on Quranic studies in Kerala, Major 
Quranic studies and review of Quranic literature. The overall information 
will validate a comprehensive account on the nature, characteristics, 
trends, milestones, dimensions, genesis and development of the Quranic 
studies during the last two centuries. 
The fourth chapter deals with the 'Development of Hadith studies 
in Kerala' along with a brief historical overview. A special assessment is 
given on the genesis and general characteristics of Hadith studies in the 
region. Then systematically approaches towards the study of translated 
works, by which Malayalam versions of 'Sahih al Bukhari', 'Sahih al 
Muslim', 'Riyad al Salihin', ' 'Bulugh al Maram', 'Mishkat al Masabih', 
'Matnu arbai'n' and 'Adab al Mufrad' have been studied. Besides 
general works on Hadith studies were also analysed. 
The fifth chapter 'Development ofFiqh studies in Kerala' contains 
historical overview on Islamic jurisprudence and examines the historical 
development of Fiqh Studies in Kerala which handles the characteristic 
features of Islamic jurisprudence in Kerala, progress of Shafii' school of 
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Islamic jurisprudence in the region, the rare presence of other schools of 
Islamic jurisprudence, Qazi system prevailed in the region and the series 
of debates on the jurisprudential matters are observed. The central 
analysis is oriented under the titles of 'Tarjamaf or translated works on 
Fiqh. Moreover relevant information were also provided in this chapter 
about 'Ibadat'. 'Mua'malat', 'Faraldh' and 'Fatawa\ 
The sixth chapter envisages the 'Development of Tasawwuf Studies 
in Kerala'.. After the historical overview, origin, development of Sufism 
in Kerala, A Study of Sufi poems in Kerala including Muhiyuddin Mala, 
Kappapattu and Nool Madhu, Hidayah al Adhkiya, Allaf al Alifu, 
Jauharat al Tauhid, Qasidah al Umariyah, Al Mawahib al Jaliyah, 
Manqus Moulid have been undergone a considerable review. 
Subsequently analyses some case study on renowned Sufi personalities 
whose wotks and thoughts have tremendously influenced the region of 
Kerala such as Shaikh Abdul Qader Jilani (1078-1166 A.D), AUama Abu 
Hamid al Ghazali (1058-111 A.D). Umar Khayyam (1048-1123 A.D) and 
Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi (1207- 1273 A.D). This enquiry proceeds to 
the significant general works on Tarawww/Studies. 
The concluding session critically analyses the overall findings of 
the study. It takes into consideration the contemporary realities, problems 
and prospects of the Muslim Community in Kerala. An exhaustive 
account has been furnished on the genesis, spread, social and cultural 
formation and educational land marks of the Muslim Ummah in Kerala 
which cross examines the role of the Muslim scholars and Muslim 
organizations in the promotion of dynamism, academism and creativism. 
The undesirable aptitudes and habits created by the said organizations 
have also been critically projected. 
Introduction 
Appendixes on latest communal vis demographic population as per 
the census 1991-2001, tables of Cadre based Muslim Organization and 
institutions in the region are provided. A detailed table of Moulids 
(eulogies) compiled by the Keralite scholars and poets are furnished. 
Bibliography and glossary are also given at the end. 
Chapter-1 
Development of Islamic Studies 
in Kerala: A General Survey 
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CHAPTER - 1 
DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC STUDIES IN KERALA : 
A GENERAL SURVEY 
It has now been indisputably proved that Arabia had trade relations 
with Indian ports long before the establishment of the Roman Empire'. 
The vast stretched beautiful coast of Malabar extending from Kasargod to 
Kanyakumari fascinated the foreigners especially the Arabs to have trade 
contacts with this land from several millennia ago. These trade contacts 
helped immensely for the mutual co-operation between the two 
subcontinents and the advent of Islam in Malabar during the lifetime of 
the Prophet itself and the formation of an innate cultural entity. Malabar 
had an important place in the mercantile world map from the unknown 
time. Historical evidences show that the Arabs were the controlling force 
of the world trade in those ages. The quintessential feature of this 
commercial development was the bliss of the region with natural 
resources and spices. The Arabs were taking the commodities like pepper, 
ginger, sandalwood, lemon, tamarind, camphor, cloves, teakwood etc 
from India, China and Sri Lanka in order to store them in the large go-
downs of Yemen and to re-transport to Syria on caravans numbering 
more than 2800 to 3000. They had transported one part thereof to Egypt 
See Sayed Sulaiman Nadavi, Indo Arab Relation, Institute of Indo-Middle East Cultural 
Studies Hyderabad , 1962., Roland E. Miller, Mappila Muslims of Kerala: A Study in 
Islamic Tre,nds, Orient Longman 1976., Tarachand, Influence of Islam on Indian 
Culture, the Indian Press Ltd, Allahabad., Sastri K.A.N., Foreign Notice of South India, 
Madras, 19$9., Ishtiaq Husain Querishi, The Muslim Community of the Indo-Pakistan 
Subcontinent (610-1947), Montan and Company S. Graven Hage, 1982. 
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and Alexandria and another part to Rome and take from those countries 
commodities Uke dates and other things to this land. Besides, the 
geographical proximity of the region with coastal area certainly boosted 
the commercial activities. Commenting on the Indo-Arab relation in the 
ancient period, an eminent historian Sayed Sulaiman Nadvi (1884-1953) 
states with reference to Al Masudi that "Arab-merchants obtain 
camphor, coconut, sappan wood, cane and gold from Maldeep, Sangai 
deep and other islands of the Indian Ocean . In addition to this Dr. 
Tarachand opines that "the Arab vessels started either from the Coast of 
the Red sea or from the southern coast, and their objective was to 
disembark either at the mouth of the Indus and in the Gulf of Cambay by 
sailing along the coast or on the Malabar Coast, in which case they 
profited by the Monsoon to proceed to Koulam (in Malabar) and the other 
ports directly. The ship starting from the Persian Gulf followed the same 
course, and by the help of the Monsoon reached Koulam, the Malay 
Peninsula, the Eastern archipelago and China'' . 
It is Roland E.Miller who also accredits the same fact by stating 
that "Kerala holds an all important position on the trading map of the 
ancient world. Its port of Muziris (Kodungallur in Malabar), was one of 
the greatest commercial emporia of the world, challenged in India only by 
Quilon (a Southern city in Malabar), which lay 110 miles Southward on 
the same coast. Muziris was a meeting place of the east and the west. 
From the East came Chinese and probably East Indies traders, while from 
2 
Ibn Masudi, Mwuj al Zahab, p. 16., quoted by Sayed Sulaiman Nadvi op.cit. p.40. 
Tarachand, op.cit. p. 31, 
" Roland E, Miller op.cit. pp.39-40. 
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the West came the Phoenicians, Romans, Arabs, Persians, East Africans, 
and others to exchange goods and draw on the treasures of India"'*. 
Considering the ancient Indo-Malabar commercial relations, a 
number of Socio-political factors had their role in the expansion of 
commercial relationship between the Arabs and Coastal towns of South 
India. These include the co-operation of the local rulers like a Zamorin of 
Calicut, Kolathiri Rajas to the north, Cochin Rajas to the south and the 
inland Valluvanad Rajas who ruled over the region from 11* to 16* 
centuries, provided them protection and had given full support for their 
commercial settlement and activities in their territories^. Commenting on 
Indo-Arab relation in the ancient period, a modem scholar rightly 
observes that "It was natural for the Arabs to make Kerala coast their first 
and chief port of call Not only was it the nearest halting place, but it was 
also the source of pepper, the black gold, as well as many other valuable 
products. The local Hindus warmly accepted the Arabs as they accepted 
merchants and sailors of other nationalities, and the Arabs in turn 
reciprocated by a non-aggressive policy, thus there were Arabs sailing 
back and forth between Arabia and Kerala at the time of the Prophet 
(pbuh), some of them were domiciled in major ports and intermarriage 
was going on. Although some of these Arabs may have come from the 
Hijaz, Oman and Bahrain, they were chiefly businessmen from Yemen 
and Hadramaut. Many Mappila families particularly those known as 
'Tangal families trace their origin to the latter areas" 
Roland E.Miller op.cit. pp.53-54. 
The Malayalam word 'Tangal' is used as an equivalent to the 'Sayyid' in Arabic form. 
It signifies those who trace their descent to the Prophet's family. 
Vander Meulen, Aden to the Hadramaut, London (John Murray), 1947, quoted by Roland E. 
Miller, op.cit. pp. 41-42. 
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As far as the advent of Islam in Kerala is concerned the local 
tradition may be scrutinised. This tradition has also been recorded in 
'KeralolpathV . Commenting on this issue a noted scholar 
S.M.Mohammed Koya quotes that 'the advent of Islam in Kerala is 
attributed some historians to conversion of the last Chera emperor, 
Cheraman Perumal into Islam, a legend deeply embedded in the local 
tradition prevailing the Muslim as well as Hindu Society. Though the 
legend is very popular, as it is pleasing to the religious sentiment of the 
Muslims, it is not corroborated by any contemporary record or evidence. 
It has been suggested by a historian of Mappila community that the 
growth of Islam might have received an added encouragement through 
the conversion of a Malayali ruler^ . 
According to the traditional account his conversion was due to a 
dream in which he saw the splitting of the moon. Just then he happened to 
meet a party of Muslims who were returning from Ceylon, their leader 
Shaikh Sekkeuddin interpreted the dream, admitted him into the Muslim 
fold and gave him the name Abdul Rahman Samiri. After his conversion 
the king left Malabar for Arabia and landed at Shahr where he died four 
years later. He sent Malik bin Habib, Malik bin Dinar, Sharf bin Malik 
and their family to Malabar with a letter of instruction to the then ruler 
regarding the government of his dominion and reception of Muslims. 
They were treated hospitably and permitted to build mosques. As a 
consequence mosques were erected at eleven places on the Malabar 
Coast'°. 
Hermondi Gundert, fera/o/pa//;/, Balan publication, 1961 pp. 66-78. 
S.M.Mohammed Koya, Mappilas of Malabar: Studies in Social and Cultural History, Sandhya 
Publications, Thiruvananthapram, 1983, p.6. 
William Logan, Malabar Manual, Vol. 1, Superintendent of Government Press, Madras, 1951, 
p. 245. 
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Regarding the same incident a noted modem scholar Roland E. 
Miller adds that '^according to the first of the two Mappila forms of 
traditions, the conversion process began when Cheraman Perumal, who 
was reigning at Kodungallur, experienced an unusual dream. The new 
moon at Mecca split into two, one half remaining in the heavens, the 
other half falling to the ground; thereafter the two halves joined again, 
and the moon set. Some months later a party of Muslim Pilgrims on their 
way to visit the foot print shrine at Adam's Peak in Ceylon stopped at 
Kodungallur. There they narrated to the Perumal the story of how Prophet 
Muhammad had converted some unbelievers by the miracle of the moon. 
On the basis of this experience the Perumal reached a decision to become 
a Muslim. He secretly determined to join the pilgrims on their return to 
Makka. Disposing of his business he assigned various territories to local 
rulers, recording the assignments in a written deed. Having left the 
impression that he would return soon he travelled to Arabia with the Arab 
Pilgrims. There he settled, changing his name to Abdurahman Samiri". 
Another form of tradition positions the dream of the Perumal at the exact 
time of the Prophet's miracle. When the king went to Arabia he 
personally met the Prophet, who taught him Kalim-i- Shahada. The new 
Muslim adopted the name Thajud-Din and he died in Makkah 624 
A.D"'l 
Considering all versions of opinions it could be proved that the 
Islamic propagation has been strengthened in the region after the 
conversion of any Perumal probably may Cheraman Perumal into Islam. 
The term 'Perumal' denotes the king who ruled over this region from 216 
A.D to 825 A.D. In this series of Rajas includes Keya Perumal, Bhana 
The rulers Of Malabar were called Samiri by the Arabs . Samirrs origin of 'Samudiri'm Sanskrit 
and generally called Zamorins in English. 
Roland E. Miller, op.cit. pp. 47-48. 
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Shasnas, Stanu Ravi Gupta, Bhaskaravarma Perumal, Pallibana 
Perumal, Harichandar Perumal and Cheraman Perumal who is 
considered to be the last of them and the one embraced Islam. 
Commenting on the same conversion of Perumal, eminent scholar 
Tarachand asserts that "The south of India was then greatly agitated by 
the conflict of religions, for neo Hinduism was struggling with Buddhism 
and Jainism for the upper hand. Politically too, it was a period of 
unsettlement and upheavals. The Cheras were losing power and new 
dynasties were emerging into power. Naturally, the minds of the people 
were perturbed and they were prone to accept new ideas from whatever 
quarter they came. Islam appeared upon the scene with simple formula of 
faith, well defined dogmas and rites, and democratic theories of social 
organisation. It produced a tremendous effect and before the first quarter 
of the ninth century was over, the last of Cheruman Perumal, king of 
Malabar who reigned at Kodungallur had become a convert to the new 
religion" . 
The delegates sent by the Cheraman Perumal under the leadership 
of Malik Ibn Habib landed in Kodungallur (Malabar) in 642 A.D. These 
delegates are considered as the earliest ones who arrived in the region. 
Keeping in view of their religious cause these people obviously have 
done great work for the introduction and spread of Islam in the region. 
The delegates consisted of Malik bin Dinar, Malik bin Habib, his wife 
Qamariyya and their nine sons, Muhammad Habib, Abdul Rahman, 
Tiqiuddin Hasan, Saeeduddin, Musa, Ibrahim, Ali and five daughters 
Fathima, Ayisha, Zainab, Tahira, and Haleema, Saifiiddin Mohammed 
Ali, Haji Mustha Maddukat Ali Kwaja, Haji Neeli Nishad, Ahmad 
Kwaja, Haji Neeli Nishad Othman Kwaja, Haji Shajibad Husain Kwaja 
William Logan, op.cit. Vol.1, p. 245. 
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and other twenty two scholars were also accompanied with them'*. On 
account of their dedicated effort they have been able to set up ten 
mosques which also became centres of religious teaching and learning. 
Shaikh Zinuddin Makhdum Saghir (1539-1581 A.D) has given full 
account of these ten mosques, which were constructed in Kodangallur, 
Kollam, Ezhimala-Madayi, Shrikandapuram, Dharmmandam, 
Panthalayani, Chaliyam, Mangalapuram, Kasargod and Fakanore'^ 
Besides, Umar bin Muhammed Suhrawardi has made reference to eight 
more mosques and has given the list of Qazis appointed by Malik bin 
Habib as Jafar bin Sulaiman (Chaliyam), Abdulla bin Dinar 
(Panthalayani-Kollam), Jafar bin Malik (Mahi- Chombal), Ali bin Jabir 
(Tanur) Habib bin Malik (Mahi), Hassan bin Malik (Dharmapatanam), 
Abdulla bin Malik (Ezhimala), Jabir bin Malik (UUalam-Kasargod), 
Hamid bin malik (Mangalapuram), Qazi Hammad (Kochi- Palluruthi) 
Qazi Musa (Alappuzha) Qazi Abdul Majeed bin Malik (Ponnani), Qazi 
Aasi (Kollamj, Qazi Buraidah (TiruvanthapuramJ, Qazi Zubair (Puvar) 
Qazim (Kavilpattanamj and Jabir bin Malik (Chavakkad)'^ . 
Commenting on the roles of early Qazis and missionaries I.H 
Qureshi quotes that "Every settlement had atleast a mosque and generally 
a well trained scholar was attached to it as Imam . Though Islam does 
not require any priesthood to lead the religious and traditional services, 
and yet for the sake of convenience, it has been customary to have small 
staff attached to every mosque so that it may be kept in good order and 
the needs of the worshippers may be catered to. The head of this staff is 
Imam, whose main function is to lead congregation in prayers at the 
'" Muhammad Ibn Umar Suhrawardi ,Rihlal al Muluk, p.l8., Quoted by C.N Ahmed Maulavi, 
K..K Muhamad Abdul Kareem 'Mahattaya Mappila Sahitya Parabarayam' (Glorious Heritage 
ofMappilas), Al Huda Book Stall, Kozhikode, 1970, p. 127. 
'^  Shaikh Zainuddin, Tuhfat alMujahideen, p.2I. 
"' Muhammad bin Umar Suhrawardi op.cit. p.41. 
" IbnBatuta,Vol.lllp.56. 
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appointed times. He is also generally consulted by the people living in the 
vicinity on points of theology and even the Islamic law. The autonomous 
settlements of the Muslim traders maintained their own Qazis or judges, 
who disposed of cases involving their personal or civil law. The more 
prosperous settlement had also their Muftis, who pronounced 
authoritative opinion on legal and theological matters. They played an 
important role in the religious life of the community and some were 
endowed with missionary zeal'' . 
The second group of Muslim delegates comprising of twenty one 
members landed at Calicut, a coastal town in Malabar in 27A.H, under 
the leadership of Mugirah bin Shua'ba during the Caliphate Hazrat 
Uthman bin Affan (644-680 A.D), and continued their religious mission 
here up to Hijra 41 and built a mosque at Calicut commonly known as 
Moodakkara mosque^^. As a result of their efforts hundreds of non 
Muslims are reported to have embraced Islam including Abdurahman 
Samiri, Abdulla Samiri who belonged to the Hindu Brahmin or Samudiri 
family in the region . 
There afe enough evidence to suggest that Islam was introduced in 
Kerala before the end of the seventh century A.D, which could also be 
cited in the light of the documents of the special grants to Christians at 
the St.Terese church by the king Sthanu-Quilon, (Tarishapalli Shasanas 
849 A.D) which includes the names of eleven Muslims, Matimu b 
Ibrahim, Mohammed bin Mami, Salih bin Ali, Uthman al Marsiban, 
Muhammad bin Yahya, Amar bin Ibrahim, Ibrahim bin Alfari, Bakar b 
"* Ibid. 
" Mammed Koya Parappil, Kozhikote Muslingalude Charitram (History of Muslims in Calicut), 
Focus Publication, Kozhikode, 1998, p. 90. 
°^ Ibid. 
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Mansur, Alsam bin Hamid, Mansur bin Isa, and Ismayil bin Yaqub '^. 
These documents throw Hght on the strength of Muslims and that how 
they developed as a community by the time of 849 A.D. 
While considering, the progress of Muslim community from 1^ to 
12* century in Kerala, Roland E. Miller writes that "Islam grew as it 
began, peacefully and it grew steadily. The first eight centuries of 
Mappila growth following the establishment of Islam in Kerala were 
marked by a calm forward movement. The peaceful contact and 
development stand in sharp contrast to the progress of Islam in north 
India" . Commenting on the same Nafis Ahmad also writes that 'Islam 
has come to these region without any political help whatsoever and 
remained rooted in the soil for centuries away from the turmoil of 
Mahmud's invasion of India, and the struggle between the cross and 
crescent in the world of West . Prominent local historian K .M Panicker 
(1896-1963) also accredits this fact by stating that "Malabar was leading 
a comparatively happy though politically isolated life. In many her 
organization was primitive, but she had evolved a system in which trade 
flourished, different communities lived together without fraction and 
absolute religious toleration existed"^ "^ . 
The process of conversion to Islam played a major role in the 
development of Muslim community in the region especially from seven 
century A.D onwards: Roland E. Miller states, "the conversions not 
limited to the fishermen, but included other low castes. The reasons were 
partly the attractions of the influential and wealthy Arabs. But there was 
also a utilitarian aspect, since Muslims would be able to transport goods 
'^ Tarisapally Copper Plate, Kerala Society paper, Tiruvananthapuram, 1913, 
VI/323. 
^^  R.E.Millerop.cit. p. 51. 
^^  Nafis Ahmed, Arabs Knowledge of Ceylon, Islamic Culture, XIV, (1945), p. 226. 
*^ K.M.PaniKkar, Malabar and Portuguese, Bombay,, 1923, p. 24. 
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for trade with less restriction than outcastes. The sixteenth century 
Portuguese Caspar Correa reported that 'No one of the Nairs ever turned 
Moor; only the lower people turned Moors. By becoming Moors they 
could go wherever they liked and eat as they pleased, when they became 
Moors, the Moors gave them clothes and robes with which to clothe 
themselves . In addition to these the words of Shaikh Zainuddin, the 
local and contemporary historian seems to be more credible. He reports 
that 'the Nairs do not molest their countrymen who have abjured idolatry 
and come over to the Muslim religion. But treated them with same 
consideration and respect that they evince towards all other Muslims, 
although the persons who have thus apostatized be of the lowest grade" . 
The factors that led to the spread of Islam in Kerala can be 
classified under four heads; social, intellectual, political and religious. 
Considering the social factor Prof. Sayed Mohideen Shah (1907-1988) a 
distinguished author writes "it is believed that the spread of Islam in 
Kerala was the effort of immigrant Arab traders who were constantly 
being reinforced by new arrivals. Their settlement gradually brought 
about establishment of their faith among the inhabitants of this land"^^ 
In this context Prof Humayun Kabir's words are note worthy. "There 
was a willing acceptance of new faith by large numbers on whom the 
existing social order pressed heavily . The lower castes welcomed Islam 
as a chance to win some degree of social freedom denied to them by 
Hinduism on account of its cruel and rigid caste system. The second 
cause was the attraction of Islam to those who had developed a sense of 
26 
27 
28 
G.Correa, The Three Voyages of Vascoda Gamma, Trans .by Henry Stanley, Londan Hakluyt 
Society, 1849, p. 155. 
Tuhfal al Mujahidin p. 56. 
Prof. Mohyddeen Shah , Islam in Kerala, The Muslim Educational Association, 1972, Trichur, 
p.32. 
Prol^ Humayun Kabir, "Cultural Heritage of India", p.584.,quoted by Prof. Sayed Mohiyuddin 
Shah,op.cit.p.32. 
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dissatisfaction with the prevailing reUgion of the country, as was the case 
in the early thirties of the century. It was therefore not only oppressed 
and unprivileged who accepted the new faith, but also a section of 
intelligentsia fascinated by its simplicity and vigour"^ .^ 
Considering the political factor, the warm reception that the 
Muslim Arabs received by local Hindu rulers may also be taken into 
consideration. The religious teachings of Muslim scholars and 
appreciation of Islam by Hindu kings also played their part. The native 
kings not only respected the new faith, but also rendered all possible help 
and protection for its propagation. For example the Zamorin of Calicut 
deliberately encouraged the lower castes to become Muslims in order to 
have sufficient sailors to man his warships and to this end he ordered, that 
in every family of fishermen in his dominion one or more male members 
T A 
should be brought up as Muhammadans' . 
In view of the religious and intellectual factors that led to the 
spread of Islam, the intentional attempt brought about by scholars and 
Qazis appointed in various mosques may also be taken into prime 
consideration. In addition to this the series of Qazis of Calicut is quite 
remarkable. The great Arab traveller Ibn Batuta has recorded in his 
travelogue about Fakkruddin Uthman (d. 1370 A.D) as the Qazi of 
Calicut and Shaikh Shihabuddin Kasaruni the great Sufi who enlightened 
the region with spiritual leadership . After the demise of Qazi 
Fakhruddin Uthman (d. 1370 A.D), Shaikh Muhammad Livauddin 
became the Qazi of Kozhikode who worked whole heartedly for the 
propagation of Islam. The noble works were further carried by his own 
son, grandsons other descendents including Ramzan alias Zainuddin (d. 
^' Ibid. 
^^  Thomas Arnold, The Preaching of Islam, Law price Publication, Delhi, 1913, p.266. 
31 Ibn Batuta, p. 84 . 
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1451 A.D) an eminent scholar of that period. He is reported to have 
compiled a Fiqh work in Arabic called Vmdat al Ashab' which may be 
considered as one of the earliest religious produced worlds in the region. 
The period of Ramzan Zainuddin is well-known for remarkable 
development in the field of Islamic sciences. 
Of the written accounts we have of Sufi saints and missionaries in 
Malabar the earliest is the account left by Ibn Batuta (1304-1368A.D) 
who was in Kerala between 1342 and 1345A.D. He mentioned that he 
came across at Hily (Ezhimala), a virtuous theologian, Sayed by name, a 
native of Mtiddashan at Cannanore. Ibn Batuta visited a famous 
theologian from Baghdad a man of great merit named Sirsary, after a 
village 10 miles from Baghdad, on the road to Kufah. He met at Calicut 
Shaikh Shahabuddin of Qazarun, a great saint at the hermitage. The 
people of India and China vow and send offerings to him. The Qazi of 
Kulaum (Quilon) was a distinguished man from Quazwin. Ibn Batuta 
spent some days at Quilon in the hermitage of Shaikh Fakhruddin, son of 
Shaikh Shahabuddin al Qazaruni, the superior of the hermitage of 
Calicut . Any how the Sufis have played a prominent role in the spread 
of Islam and the creativity cherished by them certainly contributed a 
considerable development to the Islamic Studies and literature. 
Abubakr b Ramzan Shaliyati (d. 1500 A.D) was also known for his 
great contribution to Islamic studies. He has written a commentary of 
Qazidat al Burda and Banat Sua'da entitled 'Takhmis al Burda' and 
'Takhmis al Banat Sua'da'. In the later period Shihabuddin Ahamad 
Kalikooti (d. 1566 A.D) and his son Qazi Abdul Aziz (1578 -1606 A.D) 
worked for the development of Islamic learning and upliftment of the 
^^  K.A.N Sastri, Foreign Notice of South India, Madras, 1939, pp. 239-246. 
" See for more details, ChapterVl, pp.181-192. 
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Muslim society. They also resisted the rising of the Portuguese power in 
the region. From the last decade of the 16* century onwards Ulama of the 
region not only focused their attention to the upliftment of the Muslim 
society but also struggled for checking the Portuguese power in the 
region. 
Qazi Muhammed I (1579-1615A.D), son of Qazi Abdul Aziz (d. 
1600D), a celebrated poet and noted scholar, was also known for his 
contribution to Islamic studies. He was well acquainted with Quranic 
Sciences, Hadith, Fiqh, Tasawwuf, and rational sciences like 
Mathematics and Astrology. He was considered to be an exponent of 
Qadiriya order and composed a long ode in Arabic Malayalam medium 
about Shaikh Abdul Kader Jilani entitled as 'Muhiyuddin Mala' which is 
considered as the first work in Arabic-Malayalanv''^. This ode was given 
great respect and importance by the saintly Muslims and they used to 
recite it daily in the evening especially after the maghrib prayer . The 
other works of Qazi Muhammad I are 'Maqasid al Nikah' (Fiqh), 
'Multaqatul Faraed' (Fiqh), 'Nasihat al Mumineen' (Tasawwuf), 
'Mukhlid al Jinan' (Tasawwuf), 'Ayyuhal Ikhwan' (Tasawwuf), 'Durrat 
al Faseeha fil Va 'ileen al Naseeh' (Tasawwuf), 'Tanbih al Ikhwan fi 
Ahwali al Zaman' (Tasawwuf), 'Silsalah al Qadiriyah' (Tasawwuf), 
'Silsalat al Hamadaniyah' (Tasawwuf), 'Zubdat al Mafakhirfi Manaqibi 
Shaikh Abdul Qader' (Tasawwuf), 'Malum al Ajnas '(grammar), 'Malum al 
Qatarnida' (grammer), Malumu al Avamil (Grammar), 'Manzumat fi llm 
al Aflaki wal Mujum' (Astrology) and 'Mandumat fi llm al Hisab' 
(Mathematics). 
•'* 'Muhiyuddin Mala' firstly published in 1939 in Talassery and it has republished in several 
times. See for details Chapter, VI, pp.193-197. 
" Ibid. 
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Qazi Muhiyuddin I (1595-1656 A.D), son of Qazi Muhammad also 
played an important role in the development of Islamic studies. His main 
teachers included Shaikh Allama Makki and Habibullah Aziz Ibn Bakari. 
He was appointed the Qazi when the Dutch and other colonial powers 
were competing with each other to establish their colonies in the region. 
Any how the ardent scholar Qazi Muhiyuddin openly showed his 
resentment against the colonial powers in the region. He issued many 
Fatwa in local Arabic- Malayalam and compiled some works in Arabic 
such as 'Qasidah fi Madhi Mahmud khan Khakan' (Poetry), 'Marthiyah 
ala Shaikh Muhammad al JifrV (Elegy), ''Qasidah fi Madhi Mohamad 
Salih al Mashhur' (Poetry), 'Qasidah fi Nahs al Ayyam' (Poetry), 
'Qasidah Basharat al AH Mahifi Qissah Nusrat al AH Mahi' (Poetry) and 
'VellaU Mas ala' in Arabic- Malayalam (Fiqh). After the demise of Qazi 
Muhiyuddin in 1656 A.D, Abdul Salam I (d. 1700) and Sadaqatulla (d. 
1630-1701 A.D) along with their successors followed the same glorious 
tradition subsequently. 
As far as the spread of Islamic learning and development of Islamic 
studies in Kerala the role of Makhdum Family in Ponnani cannot be 
overlooked. The significance of the Makhdum family is evident from the 
fact that modem scholars and researchers have shown great interest in the 
study of the works of Islamic culture. It is an established fact that the 
Makhdum Family was migrated from Malabar (Yemen) in the nineth year 
of Hijra and propagated Islam in Keelakkara, Kayalpattanam, Madhura, 
Tanjavoor, Tiruchirapally and Nagore in Tamilnadu and then came to 
'^' Ponnani is situated at west southern part of Kerala, being a meeting place of Ponnani river and 
Bharata river. In 1861 Ponnani Taluk was constituted and in 1907 Ponnani village Panchayat 
and subsequently got the status of Municipality in 1977. 
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Malabar in the same year and settled at Kochi where AH al Ma'bar did 
his best for the spread of Islam in the region^ .^ 
Abu Yahya Zainuddin Ibn Shaikh Ali Ibn Shaikh Ahamad al 
Ma'bari popularly known as Shaikh Zainuddin al Kabir, bom in 1467 and 
later settled in Ponnani, was taught by Abubakr Ramzan al Shaliyati (d. 
1500 A.D), Imam Jalaluddin al Suyuti (d. 911 AH/1512 A.D), Imam 
Muhammad Assamhud (d. 911 A.H/1512 A.D) and Imam Sayyid 
Abubakkar al Hazrami Makki (d. 914 A.H / 1525). He has contributed 
twenty works on different subjects. These are, 'Shua'b alIman' (Aquaid). 
'Kifat al Faraidfi Iktisar al Kafi' (Fiqh) , 'Kitab Safi Min Shaft' (Fiqh), 
'Hashiyat ala Irs had' (Fiqh), 'Sharh al Tuhfah al Ibn Wardi' (Fiqh), 
'Sharh Ala Alfiyah Ibn Malik' (Grammar), 'Tahreed Ahl al Iman ala 
Jihadi Abdat al Sulban' (Poetry), 'Murshid al Tullab Ha Kareem al 
Wahab' (Tasawwuf), 'Siraj al Quloob' (Tasawwuj), 'Siraj al Muneer' 
(Tasawwufj), Al Masa'dfi dikr al Maut' (Tasawwuff), 'Shamsul Huda' 
(Tasawwuj), 'Qasas al Anbiyah' (History) and 'Seerat al Nabi' 
(Biography). The book 'Tahridh Ahl al Iman ala Jihad Abdat al Sulban' 
considered as the masterpiece of the Zinuddin Makhdum al Kabir, 
consisting of 135 lines and the heroic poem declares 'Jihad' against the 
Portuguese which is considered as the first anti colonial literature of the 
region .This work throws light on the sense of patriotism and national 
sentiments of early Indian Ulama. 
Shaikh Abdul Azeez Makhdum (1515-1584 A.D), the elder son of 
Shaikh Zainuddin Makhdum Kabir was a well-known writer and scholar. 
He contributed eleven works on different subjects of Islamic studies 
37 See for more details Prof .K.V Abdulrahman's Islam in Ponnani, p.23., Makhdumum 
Pomaiyum (Historical Studies), Edited by Dr.Husain, Ponnani Juma Masjid Committee,1988, 
pp. 33-62., Konicanam Veetil Ibrahim, Qasidali al Makhdumiyya, Ponnani, 1924. p.8. 
Hamza C "Adhinivesha Virudha Sahithyangal" (Anti Colonial Literature) Prabodhanam 
Special Issue on 'History of Kerala Muslim Renaissance', Kozhikode, 1998, p. 34. 
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including Fiqh, Ilm al Kalam, tasawwuf, grammar and medicine. These 
works may be mentioned as 'Shark Alifiyah Ibn Malik'{Grammar), 'Al 
Mutafarrid' (Fiqh), 'Arkan al Salah'(Fiqh), 'Arkan al Iman' (Ilm al 
Kalam), 'Mirqat al Quloob' (Tasawwuf) 'Maslak al Azkiyah' 
(Tasawwuf), Irshad al Ahibbah' (Tasawwuf) 'Qasidah al Aqsam fi shifa 
al Asqam' (medicine) , 'Babu Ma 'rifah al Kubra '(Tasawwuf) and 'Babu 
Ma 'rifah al Saghir '(Tasawwuf). 
Allama Zainuddin Makhdum Saghir (1532-1618A.D) the second 
son of Shaikh Zainuddin Makhdum Kabir, was a prolific writer, gifted 
teacher and eminent historian. He showed keen interest in Islamic 
learning and worked for its transmission to the entire region. His Dars 
(lectures) in Ponnani mosque in those days was very popular and students 
and scholars flocked to his centre from far away places including even 
Indonesia and Malaysia'*". Shaikh Zainuddin al Makhdum Saghir had 
written ten books on various subjects such as 'Tuhfat al Mujahideen' 
(History), 'Ahkam al Nikah' (Fiqh), 'Qurrat al Ain' (Fiqh), 'Fathul 
Mui'n' (Fiqh) 'Irshad al Ibad ala Sabeel al Rashad' (Fiqh and 
Tasawwuf), 'Al Fatawa al Hindiyya' (Fatawa), 'Al Manhaj al Valih' 
(Tasawwuf) and 'Shark al Sudur' (Tasawwuf). Of these, the most 
important one was 'Tuhfat al Mujahidin' which is considered as an 
authentic historical work. It takes into account the social, political, 
cultural and religious condition of Kerala from 1498 to 1583 A.D. As a 
first hand pioneering historical manual this celebrated work got a due 
attention and special study by various scholars. It is therefore the same 
has been translated into many Indian languages and European as well. It 
is translated into English by Lieut. M.J.Rowlandson as early in 
^'^' A.P Muhammed Ali Musliar, Tuhfah al Akhyar an Tarikah al Ulama al Malaibar, M.S. ,pp. 23-
24. 
40 Makhdumum Ponnaniyum, op.cit. pp. 68 -69. 
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1833A.D. Emerson, Jameson and Briggs also prepared its abridgments 
in English version and its Urdu-version was performed by Hakim 
Shamsullah Qadiri'*l 
Among the descendants of Shaikh Zainuddin Saghir, the following 
are well known for their contribution to Islamic studies. Abdurahman 
Makhdum (d. 1029 A.D) , Shaikh Uthman Makhdum (d. 1707 A.D), 
Abdul Azeez Makhdum (d.l723 A.D), Shaikh Nuruddin Makhdum (d. 
1735 A.D), Kwaja Ahamad alias Koyamu Makhdum (d. 1742 A.D). 
The Sadat or Ahl-Bait Ulama had also their role in the 
development of Islamic learning in Kerala. The great traditional scholar 
of the region Muhammad Ali Musliar Nellikuth"*^  (d.l932- 2008) has 
listed out thirty three Sadat families who migrated from Hijaz and Yemen 
during 8* century A.D onwards and settled in various cities of Kerala. 
These include Ba Faqih (Koilandy), Al Faqih (Koilandy), Bil Faqih 
(Koilandy), Idid (Tirurangadi), Aydaruse (Ponnani), Jilani (Eranad), 
Jamalullaili (Chaliyam), al Mashhur (Eranad), Alu Musava (Ponnani), Al 
Habshi (Kuttipuram), Al junaid (Tanur), Al Manfur, (Calicut), Jifri 
(Calicut), Mushayyaq (Tanur), Ahdal (Calicut), Shihabuddin (Panakkad), 
Alu ba Hasan (Koilandy), Al &^«/'(Chavakkad), Alu turab (Tirurandadi), 
Al Haddad (Kannur), Al Faqih (Koilandy), Al Bashaiban (Chavakkad), 
Ba Hasan (Chaliyam), Al Aqil (Kasargod), Banu Sahl (North Malabar), 
Ba Salim (North-Malabar), Ba Hashim (Malabar), Hamdun (North 
43 
Lieut. MJ.Rowlandson, Cor. M.R.A.S., Persian Interpreter to the Head quarters of the army, 
Fort St.George, Translated the woric in to English. It was printed by J.L. Cox& Son, 75, Great 
Queen Street, London, for the Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain and Ireland, and sold 
by John Murray, Albemarle Street, and Parbury, Allen &Co, Leaden-hall Street, London, 1833. 
K.K.N. Kurup, Mappila Paramharyam (The Legacy of Mappilas), Irshad Publication, Calicut 
1998, p. 18. 
The author who belongs to Nellikuth in Malappuram district in Kerala preserved a good 
collection of Historical manuscripts and prepared biographies of 2325 Muslim scholars who 
lived in the region. This unpublished collection is titled 'Tuhafah al Akhyarfi Tarikh al Ulama 
al Malaibar' which has valued and its several parts have been reproduced by the scholars and 
historians of the region. 
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Malabar), Maulu Davila (Mampuram), Maula Khaila (Eranad), Alu 
Dhahab (North Malabar), Juhum (Mahi) Shatiri (Koilandy) and Fadhaq 
(Kannur)^^ 
Surveying the development of Islamic studies in Kerala before 18* 
century A.D, it is desirable to study two more issues pertinent to the main 
subject. The first one is the evolution and development of Arahic-
Malayalam and its impact among the Mappilas in Kerala. It is an 
undeniable fact that Arabic- Malayalam exerted a profound impact on the 
cultural life of Kerala Muslims or Mappilas. Arabic -Malayalam is a 
great treasure of literature, folklore, art, music. The Mappila literature is 
written in mixture of Arabic and Malayalam languages. It is written in 
Arabic script, which has given the language the name Arabic-Malayalam, 
just as Arab Tamil, Arab Kannada, Arab Gujarati, Arab Punjabi . It is 
said that the new dialect called Arabi-Malayalam was evolved and came 
into prominence due to the impact of Arabic on Malayalam'*^ The new 
dialect developed in the 9 or 10 century A.D was used mainly in the 
Malabar region. This language was mainly used by Mappilas and it came 
to be known as 'Mappila-Malayalam'. The language is written in Arabic 
alphabet with additional letters and dialectical marks to suit the special 
sounds of the Arabic language. Originally with thirty five letters ofjhe 
alphabet, Arabic- Malayalam has at present fifty letters. Over the years 
this linguistic form has undergone many changes. Sayed Sanaulla Makti 
Thangal (1847-1912 A.D) wanted to reform the Arabic- Malayalam script 
and with this purpose he wrote Mua'llim al Ikhwan. Chalilakat 
Kunahammad Haji (d.l919), Vakkam Abdul Qadir Maulavi (1873-1932 
A.D) and Shujayi Moidu Musliar (1857-1917 A.D) contributed much to 
'^^  Sayyid Muhammad b Ahammad b Umar Shatiri, Kitab Mujamu Lateefl li Asbab al Alqab wal 
Kunafi Nasbi Sharif, Jeddah, 1982, pp. 201-202., Muhammed All Musliar, A.P.Juhfah al 
Akhyarfi Tarikh al Ulama alMalaibar, M.5,pp.22-25. 
''^  S.M.Muhammed Koya, op.cit., p.95. 
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this language and reformed it. Apart from the Mappilapattu a large 
number of books including the translation of Holy Qur'an in Arabic-
Malayalam came in to being. A complete translation of the Qur'an was 
written in Arabic- Malayalam by Arakkal Mahinkutty Elaya a hundred 
46 
year ago . 
Any how the Arabic- Malayalam was used as the medium of 
instruction in those days. The script was the chief medium of education 
for the Malabar Muslims till recent times. It helped them to preserve, 
through indirectly, the purity attributed to Arabic. Matters related to 
religious belief and codes of conduct were taught and assimilated in this 
medium. Arabic- Malayalam is written in sophisticated Arabic script. The 
mode of writing can be explained with a few illustrations. There is no 
'pa' sound in Arabic; instead there is only 'ba'. When 'ba' is written a dot 
is usually marked below the letter. 'Ba' is read as 'pa' when instead of 
one dot three dots are marked. By adding lines and dots to consonants and 
vowels, the script is thus modified so that it can represent all the sounds 
of the Malayalam language. 
Regarding the origin of Arabic-Malayalam it is difficult to give 
any exact date of its genesis. Commenting on the issue R. E Miller writes 
that 'the special Mappila literary achievement was Arabic-Malayalam 
which was the vehicle of religious materials and Mappila songs. It 
emerged on the scene about five centuries ago as a blend of a Malayalam 
grammatical base, Arabic script, and Malayalam plus some Arabic, 
Tamil, Urdu, and Persian vocabulary, a few additional orthographic 
symbols being utilized according to need'* '^. However, from the light of 
available information it may be surmised that it might have been 
'' Ibid. 
^^  R .E Miller Op.cit, p. 288. 
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introduced sometimes before the dawn of 16 century A.D because the 
'Muhiyuddin mala' the well-known ode on Shaikh Abdul Qadar Jilani, 
complied by Qazi Muhammed I (1579-1615A.D) is considered as the first 
work in Arabic-Malayalam. The work itself mentions the author to be 
Qazi Muhammad of Calicut and the year of composition as 1607 A.D. 
The popular work 'Nool Madhu''^^ complied by Kuhayin Musliar 
(d.l700A.D) is reported to be the second in this regard. 
In fact the Arabic-Malayalam medium has played a distinct role in 
shaping the Muslim culture and identity. Revealing the same matter a 
modem researcher M.N. Karassery writes that "the use of this script was 
not confined to religious instruction. In due course it entered into the 
daily life of the people. As the Mappilas began to express their thoughts 
and feelings in this medium, it acquired a literary dimension". 
Many words alien to the spoken language of the Mappilas can be 
encountered in these literary writings. The literature of Arabic-
Malayalam, divided into prose and verse, merits greater attention. 
Generally known as Mappila songs, this verse tradition includes hymns 
elegy and eulogies holy marshal song, ballads, moral lessons, songs of 
praise addressed to God, verses, love lyrics and wedding songs^ *^ . 
Describing both the scope and comprehensiveness of Arabic-
Malayalam literary scholars like T.Ubaid, (1908-1972) C.N Ahmed 
Maulavi (d. 1993) and K.K Muhammad Abdul Karim (1932-2005) who 
have made lengthy investigation in this field. There are about six 
thousand works written in this script on different subjects including 
Tafsir, Hadith, Fiqh, Tasawwuf, history, astrology, astronomy and 
"* See for more details, Chapter VI, pp.193-197. 
"' See for more details, Ctiapter VI, pp.201-203. 
'° Karassery,M.N, Arabic Malyalam Kerala Muslims; A Historical Perspectives, edited by. 
Asghar AH Engineer, Ajanta publication. New Delhi, 1995, pp.170-171. 
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medicine. '^ The same thing has been accredited by P.K Muhammad 
Kunhi an eminent regional scholar who has further classified the total 
literature of Arabic- Malayalam into eight categories. They are 
Translation and interpretation of Holy Quran, Hadith collections and its 
interpretations, philosophy of Islam, ethics of Islam, traditions of Islam, 
history, stories, criticism, dictionaries and miscellaneous works . 
In view of the above information it can certainly be stated that the 
medium of Arabic- Malayalam had been deliberately developed by the 
early Muslim scholars in order to impart the Islamic belief and rules to 
the laymen Muslims as well as the converted new Muslims. 
Before concluding the general survey regarding the development of 
Islamic studies in Kerala the genesis and progress of Dars system may 
rightly be mentioned. This institution can certainly be considered as the 
second significant mechanism in the way of transmission of Islamic 
learning durmg the earlier times . 
To put it in a nut shell by considering all facts it can rightly be 
assumed that the role played by the Arab traders, missionaries, co-
operation of the local rulers, migrated scholars and Qazis, role of Sufis 
and Sadat, genesis and development of Arabic-Malayalam script, service 
rendered by Dars are significant landmarks in the history of the 
development of Islamic studies in Kerala. 
Muhammafi Abdul Kareem K.K, "Arabic Malayalam" Published in Golden Jubilee Souvenir, 
Rauzat al UJloom Arabic College, Feroke 1998, p. 157. 
Muhammad Kunchi P.K., Muslingalum Kerala Samaskaravum (Kerala Culture and Muslims), 
Kerala Sahjtya Academy, Trissur,1982, p.221. 
See for more details, Chapter II, pp.32-37. 
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CHAPTER - II 
Contribution of Religious and Academic Institutions 
in the Development of Islamic Studies in Kerala 
Analyzing the development of Islamic studies in Kerala during 
18* century to 20"" century A.D, one should go through various 
significant dimensions related to the issue. This chapter deals with the 
role of religious and academic institutions in the development of Islamic 
studies in Kerala. The present attempt has been dealt under the five broad 
topics. They are 1. Dars 2. Othupallikal (Maktab) 3. Madrasa 
Movement 4. Arabic Colleges 5. Arabic and Islamic Studies under 
Schools and Universities. The same could certainly provide a real 
background to percepting the issue and would maintain a spontaneous 
sequence in the analysis of the 'Development of Islamic Studies in Kerala 
during 18* century to 20* century A.D'. 
Before proceeding the subject matter a cross examination of Socio-
political conditions of the region before 18 century would certainly 
supply the sufficient materials. 
It is a fact that ever since the advent of Islam in Kerala the Muslims 
have been a vital community who tremendously influenced the social, 
political and economic spheres of the state. Commenting on the same 
Shaikh Zainuddin (1512-1618A.D) writes "when the first team of Muslim 
missionaries arrived at Kodungallur, then the ruler granted them 
sufficient lands and gardens and permitted them to erect a mosque 
there"'. William Logan while observing the further developments, in his 
words, "the succeeding rulers continued this hospitality and benevolent 
Shaikh Zainuddin, Tuhfat al Mujahidin, Trans, by M.H Nainar, Madras, 1942, p.34. 
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attitude towards the Muslims. By the end of the W"^ century, the Zamorin 
of CaHcut who was most sympathetic to MusUm causes became the 
supreme power among the native rulers. His kingdom was economically 
prosperous. Trade with foreign countries was the backbone of the 
economy and it was exclusively in the hands of the Muslims^". 
The same matter has been reiterated by K. Sreedharan, an eminent 
historian. According to him "Arabs were known as seafarers even before 
the birth of Islan;i, but they seem to have redoubled their efforts at oceanic 
commerce after the advent of Islam. During Sri Vijaya Chola age, the 
Arbas reached the zenith of maritime commerce, and by the end of Hindu 
period they held complete monopoly over sea trade"^ 
Besides economic well being, a distinct social dignity can be 
witnessed in terms of communal harmony and tolerance among the 
believers as well as in the approach of the Hindu rulers to the different 
communities especially towards the Muslims. In this connection, the 
words of T.K Velupillai, the author of Travancore State Manual, seems 
quite credible. He says that "the rulers interested themselves not only in 
the temporal affairs but were also solicitous of rendering assistance in the 
conduct of their religious observances'*" 
Advent of colonial encroachment in the soil brought a drastic 
change in the destiny of Muslim Ummah in the region. The same 
domination had distorted the traditional socio-economic structure of 
community. Regarding the hostility of the Portuguese towards the 
Muslims William Logan reports that "Nor did the Portuguese content 
themselves with suppressing the Muhammadan track, they tried to 
convert the Muslims to Christianity and it is related that, in 1562 they 
William Logan, Malabar Manual, (Reprint), Thiruvananthapuram, 1981, vol., p.337. 
K Sreedharan, .4 Maritime History of Kerala, Trivananthapuram,1980, p.43. 
T .K Vellupillai, Trancore Stale Manual Thiruvananthapuram, 1940, Vol. Ill, p.812. 
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seized a large number of Moorish Merchants at Goss and forcibly 
converted them^'. This view has been further reinforced by the great 
scholar K.M Panikar who writes that "the hostility of the Portuguese 
towards the Muslims was not only due to commercial rivalry but a 
hostility which the Iberian powers had inherited from their long drawn 
out fight with the Moors in Spain and Africa^". In addition to this Shaikh 
Zainuddin's words are quiet hearts breaking who writes that "tempted 
with such an inherent hostility, they oppressed the Muslims of Kerala, 
corrupted them and committed all kinds of ugly and notorious deeds 
which are too bad to be described ". 
From the above statements it can be safely proved that up to the 
end of 15 century A.D the status of Muslims had been prosperous and 
highly influential. The factors like co-operation, intimate relations with 
the local Hindu rulers and special aptitude in trade and commerce were 
the pivotal factors that caused this enrichment. 
Politically speaking, the advent of Portuguese opened a new era in 
the histor)' of Kerala. It marked the decline of the Muslims. From the 
very beginning the Portuguese tried to create a wedge between the 
Zamorin and the Muslims to upset the trade monopoly, which was in the 
hands of Muslims. Shaikh Zainuddin says "They said to the amils 
(chieftains) of the Zamorin, it is fit that the Muslims be prevented from 
that trade and their voyages to Arabia. The advantages which would 
accrue to you from their trade would be frequently if you carry trade with 
US'*". 
William Logan, op.cit. p.378. 
K.M Panikar, A History of Kerala, Annamalai Nagar, 1960, p. 159. 
Shaikh Zainuddin op.cit. p.60. 
Shaikh Zainudin op.cit. p.54. 
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With the rise of the British, the conditions of Mushms were further 
steeped in deep water. Describing the situation Sardar K.M Panicker 
(1896-1963) writes that "the advent of British was disastrous for the 
Musalmans. They found themselves deprived of all authority in the 
country. Their downfall was so sudden and so marked. It was impossible 
for anyone to overlook" .^ Therefore they did not come into any 
compromise with them and fought against them with unabated fury and 
exhaustible heroism. In 1792, the year in which the British established 
their rule over Malabar, an attempt was made to dislodge them under the 
leadership of Unnimoosa Moopan of Elambulassery. This was the 
inauguration of the long struggle which had lasted about one and quarter 
century and culminated in the great rebellion 1921. All this years the 
whole Malabar was turbulent'* .^ 
Concluding the matter, it is beyond doubt that, the colonial 
invasion and numerous rebellions against Muslims smashed the 
backbones of the community in the region. Meantime, it is to be noted 
that, the focus and interest of the Muslim scholars and leaders in the 
educational activities were in such a critical juncture too. The following 
educational measures undertaken by them certainly would highlight the 
matter subsequently. 
1 Dars 
It is a historical fact that the religion of Muslims is centred around 
mosques as it is seen elsewhere in the world. Likewise, since the advent 
of Islam in the region, the Kerala Muslims had a special inclination to 
mosques. In order to impart religious education, Muslims of the region 
evolved a simple programme. They used mosques as educational 
' ^.U?&mU\, India Through the Ages, DiM,\99%,'p.2ZQ. 
'" Dr. Adbul Samad, Islam in Kerala, Groups and Movements in the 2(f Century, Laurel 
Publications, Kollam, 1998, p. 16. 
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institutions. Students were fed by the villagers from tlieir homes and thus 
the educational system attached to mosques was known as Dars'\ 
Literally, the Arabic word Dars means class. Mosque itself served 
as classroom and hostel. In the technical sense the education system 
attached to mosques was known as Dars. This system of religious 
education is quite unique and has played a decisive role in the diffusion 
of Islamic knowledge throughout Kerala some prototypes of this system 
of education exi?t in some places even today. 
Regarding the origin of this system of education historians 
generally believe that it sprang up in Kerala soon after the arrival 
Makhdum family in Ponnani, whose original abode was in Yemen'^ . The 
first of the family, Shaikh Zainuddin bin Ali bin Ahmed Ma'bari (1467-
1521A.D) erected a mosque there and started Dars in it in 1510 A . D ' I 
This is the first ever known Dars in Kerala and henceforth the system is 
generalized''*'. 
Ponnani had exercised a legendary role in the history of diffiision 
of knowledge in Kerala. Commenting on the glory of Ponnani a modem 
researcher Dr. K.T Muhammedali writes that "the most prominent and 
renowned of all Darses in Kerala in early times was that of the big Juma 
Masjid at Ponnani in Malabar. It is believed that this mosque was 
constructed eight centuries ago at the behest of Shaikh Fariduddin Ibn 
Abdul Qadir Al Khurasani, a well known disciple of Shaikh Muhiyuddin 
Abdul Qadir Jilani'^ However, it was only after the arrival of Zainuddin 
Makhdum bin Ali (1467-152lA.D) at Ponnani that it developed as great 
C.N Ahmed Maulavi K..K, Muhammad Abdul Kareem, Mahatlaya Mappila Sahilya 
Parambaryam (Glorious Mappila Heritage) Kozhikode, 1978, p.26. 
C.K Kareem, Kerala Muslim History, Statistics and Directory, Charitram Publication, Cochin, 
1991,Vol.ni,p.46. 
A.P Ibrahim Kunju, Mappila Muslims of Kerala, Sandhya Publication, Thiruvananthapuram 1989, 
p.259. 
C.K Kareem, op.cit. p.259. 
William Logan, Malabar Manual Vol.I, Madras,1951, p.43. 
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Islamic educational centre and came to be called 'the little Makkah of 
Malabar" The Dars which were conducted by celebrated scholars in the 
'Big Junta Masjid" at Ponnani attracted students not only from different 
regions of Kerala and other parts of India but also from foreign countries 
like Indonesia, Malaya and Java'^ In 1887 there were about 400 such 
persons belonging to various and distant places pursuing their studies in 
Ponnani mosque. The number in 1906 was about 300'^. Great Scholars 
like Shaikh Zainuddin Makhdum, the author of 'Tuhfah al Mujahidin' 
were associated with this educational centre thereby adding to its glory. 
Before the rise of Ponnani, centres of Muslim learning must have been 
Cranganore, south Kollam (Quilon), Panthalayini- KoUam (near 
Koyilandy), Chaliyam, Cannanore and other places where mosques had 
been established earlier'^. Ponnani mosque was a centre of collegiate 
education. 'Vilakkathirikkal' was the title given from there. 'Vilakku' 
means lamp. In Ponnani mosque there is a big lamp even today. 
Considering the Curricula of this system of education it has been 
comprehensive by covering both religious science and secular subjects, 
Quran, Tafsir (exegesis), i/(3j///2(tradition), Fiqh (jurisprudence), 
Tasawwuf {mysiizdX science), Nahv (grammar), S'a//(morphology), Aqida 
(faith), Bayan (rhetorics), Adab (literature), Mantiq (logic), Hisab 
(mathematic)p Uqlaidis (euclid), Tibb (medicine) and Falsafah 
(philosophy) form the carriculum. Analyzing the features of Curricula 
eminent academician and scholar V. Mohammad (d.2008) observes that 
'^  K.V.Abduraliiman Ponnani: A Brief Historical Account, M.E.S Ponnani College, Souvenir, 1969 
pp. 174-175 
" Sayed Mohamed, Kerala Muslim Directory, Kerala Muslim Jama'th Federation, Perumbavur, 
1962. p.305. 
'* K.VAbduRahiman, op.cit. p.l74. 
Ibid. 
Shamsuliah Qadiri, Malabar, 1954, p. 65. 
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'Curriculum included all subjects that would help the material, moral and 
spiritual well being of man^''. 
One of the outstanding features of this system is that duration of 
this course took ten to fifteen years. The books were taught in a 
sequential manner. The first textbook was known as 'Path Kitab' or 
'Asharah Kutub', which literally means ten books. It deals with faith 
(Aquaid), moral science (Akhlaq) and Islamic mysticism (Tasawwuf). 
Then grammar book, such as Alfiya, Zanjan, Ajnas were taught. Alfiyah 
was a collection of thousand verses on grammar. After that books on 
Prophetic tradition such as Mishkat al Masabih, Sahih al Bukhari, Sahih 
al Muslim were taught. Fath al Mui'n by Shaikh Zainuddin Makhdum 
(1532-1618A.D) was taught as jurisprudence text book. At a later stage 
Tafsir Jalalain (commentary of twin Jalals on Quran) was taught. Some 
of the subjects taught were Arabic language, literature, grammar, 
rhetorics, geometry, astronomy, arithmetics, logic philosophy, medicine, 
history and mysticism. Some of the text books were Uqlaidis (Euclid) in 
geometry, Tashrih al Afaq in Astronomy, Tashrih al Mantiq, Sharah 
Tahdhib Qutubi and Mulla Hasan in Logic, Maibad m Philosophy and Al 
Rahmat in medicine. But in many Darses all these subjects were not 
taught. Generally the syllabus was confined to Arabic grammar, Quran, 
Hadith and Fiqh . 
The second notable feature of the Dars system was a simple 
mechanism of its fiinctioning. The construction of the mosque was double 
storied probably the reason for the construction of the two storied 
mosques was to provide accommodation for students. Students from the 
neighbouring villages were also accommodated in the mosque. Mosques 
'^ V. Muhammad. Mappila Education (Mai.), Farook College, Silver Jubilee Souvenir, 1974, p. 117. 
^^  Dr. Kamal Pasha, Muslim Religious Education , Kerala Muslims; A Historical Perspectives, 
edited by Agghar Ali Engineer, Ajanta Publication, New Delhi, 1995, p. 135. 
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served as classroom as well as hostel. Food was provided by the villagers 
and each family adopted a student. Poor families offered breakfast, 
dinner or supper so the food and accommodation was not a problem. 
Generally the students lived on the first floor of the Junta' Masjid and 
ground floor was used for prayer and teaching^ .^ 
As far as the style of instruction is concerned there was no bench, 
table or blackboard. The teaching was oral. The classes were conducted 
on the ground floor. The teacher would recite the text, word by word and 
would give meaning and explanation. Students were encouraged to ask 
questions. Generally there would be only one teacher, even if there were 
many students studying in different classes. The senior students helped 
the junior students. There was no period of education. Students would 
learn Kitab after Kitab^'^Wn mosque their instructor was called Musliar, 
and those who completed the prescribed course of of Ponnani Dars, 
which was technically termed 'VilakkatirikkaV (sit by the lamp of 
Ponnani mosque) were recognized as Alim (scholar) and given the title 
Musliar and ^pointed Qazi or Khatib . 
Estimating the Dars system of education it has both some merits 
and demerits to be pointed out. Among the important merits to be cited, 
full utilization of the investment of mosque, aliveness of mosque, highly 
economical package, execution of thoroughness of knowledge are to be 
mentioned. Among the demerits, lack of training for teachers, defective 
method of teaching, absence of teaching aid, lack of evaluation and 
examination, no scope to enrich literary ability of the student, and no 
provision for free thinking multiple intelligence and research oriented 
study have to be mainly cited. 
-' Dr. KamalPgsha, op.cit. p.l34. 
" Ibid. 
" Edgar Thurston, Caste and Tribes of South India, New Delhi, 1975 (Rprt), vol. V, p. 462. 
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To sum lip it can certainly be ascertained that the Dars system had 
been able to hold high the torch of Islamic learning and religious 
awareness among the Muslims of Kerala for centuries. It produced many 
great scholars, theologians, religious leaders and reformers to whom the 
present Muslim community of Kerala owes their religious, intellectual 
and educational revival. 
2. Othupallikal or Maktabs 
The second important religious academic institution emerged in 
Kerala was Othupalli or Maktab. Along with every mosque there was 
primary school known as Maktab to impart religious education. Maktab 
followed the system of Pyal school^ ^ In vernacular these institution was 
known as Othupalli. In this type of primary school religious and Arabic 
education was imparted for Muslim boys and girls. 
Generally there was a lone teacher in these schools called Mulla, 
Mullaka or Seethi. At times the teacher of the Maktab was the senior 
student of the Dars, the secondary or collegiate section of Juma Masji(f\ 
Commenting on the same matter William Logan writes that "as the word 
Othupalli denotes, the method of teaching was oral. It was the traditional 
method of Hindus. Along with certain temples there were 
Othanmarmadam in which Hindu students were taught to recite Sanskrit 
slokas (hymns) probably the same method was adopted by early Muslims. 
That was why the Othupalli got the name. The Mulla would recite the 
lessons loudly and students would recite the sentences until they 
memorized it"^ .^ 
Considering the curriculum, it was too rigid and confined to the 
writing and reading of Arabic alphabet, recitation of small Surahs in 
^^  KP Padmanabha Menon, History of Kerala, New Delhi, 1983, Vol.II, p. 564. 
" Dr.Kamal Pasha op.cit.p. 136. 
^' William Logan, op.cit., p. lOS.This Statement of the author is debatable. 
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Quran, training and basic information of primary norms like prayer, 
ablution, fasting and learning of certain Dhikr. There was neither any 
fixed syllabus nor any central board or authority for monitoring the 
activities. Rather, all these were handled by a single man ie., Mulla^^\ 
Arabic-Malayalam was used as the medium of instruction. Students were 
taught the alphabet by using a wooden slate polished by white clay. The 
teacher wrote the lessons on the wooden slate with the help of a wooden 
stick, something like pen known as 'Qalam '^ °. 
Regarding the dues of instruction, it was customary for the Mulla 
to collect one rupee from each student at the time of admission and one 
more rupee from each student when they begin recitation of Quran and 
on the day of completing each Juz' (particular parts of the Quran). In 
addition to this he used to receive rice, clothes, and special rewards on 
special occasions like birth, death and important festivals such as Id al 
fitar and Id al Azha 
By the end of 19 century Maktabs exercised a distinct influence 
upon the Muslim society. Very little information is available about the 
exact strength of this type of institution in the region. But it can be proved 
from the available sources that these types of institutions were prevalent 
in almost all Muslim dominated areas such as Malabar, Cochin and 
Thiruvananthapuram zones. On account of this wide net work of maktabs 
British were forced to notice this sector. In addition to this, the British 
Government came forward to set up Mappila School along with Maktab 
30 
Dr. Ahammad Kutty E.K, "Arabic Language and Kerala" (Malayalam Article), Golden Jubilee 
Souvenir of Rouzatul Uloom Arabic College, Feroke, Kozhikode, 1998, p. 129. 
K.K Muhammed Shafi , Kazhinchakalam (Passed Years), Perinthalmanna, Govt. High School, 
Century Souvenir, 1973, p. 102. 
Ahmed Kutty E.K, op.cit., p. 129. 
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as an impact of the educational report on 1884^ .^ Since then the role and 
functions of the Maktabs turned into its second significant dimension. 
Observing the same issue, an eminent scholar Dr.A.P.Ibrahim 
Kunju writes that "western education had spread in Malabar during the 
first half of the 19 century. But Mappilas has opposed western 
education from the start, since it was introduced by the British. The 
opposition to British rule found expression in a series of violent outbursts 
that rocked Malabar intermittently in 19^*^  century. It was this hatred 
against British that created in their minds an unyielding opposition to all 
western things. Consequently the system of education introduced by the 
British was opposed on the belief that it threatened to subvert the very 
basis of the Islamic faith. Therefore they opposed secular education 
vehemently. They dubbed the English language as the language of hell. 
The study of Malayalam, their own native language, they designated as 
' Aryanezhuth" (language of Hindus) was treated as a anathema" . 
The British government soon realized that 'the best safeguard 
against the recurrence of Mappila outbreaks will be the spread of 
education in the caste. Several attempts were made to secure this end, in 
spite of stiff resistance from the Mappilas. As early as 1871 on 
recommendation of a committee appointed to look into the question of 
Mappila education the government made an attempt to popularise the 
study of Malayalam (reading and writing) and Arithmetic along with 
religious education. This was to be done through the inducements held 
out to the teachers of the Othupallis in the form of small salaries and 
^^  Sayed Muhattimad P. A., Kerala Muslim Charitram ( History of Kerala Muslims), Al Huda, 
Kozhikode,1981,p. 181. 
" Dr.A.P.Ibrahim Kunju, Mapilla Muslim of Kerala: Their History and Culture, 
Sandhya Publication, 1989, pp. 250-251. 
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grants for each child, if successful at an inspection held by two 
Muhammadan inspectors specially appointed for the purpose '^' 
In the newly established school enormous modifications were 
being implemented. Study time extended from 8 am to 4 pm, on which 8 
am to 10 am, religious instruction was provided by Mulla and from 10 am 
to 4 pm general education was imparted by the teachers appointed by the 
British Government. The Maulavis were more benefited by this system of 
education because they received money from both the Government and 
the local Muslims. The British Government had further expanded this 
type of schools in the Muslim populated areas like Malappuram, Tirur, 
Kasargod, Kodungallur, Tengapattanam .^ '^ In 1894, the Mappilas of 
Eranad and Valluvanad were officially recognised as backward caste, 
thus becoming eligible for special grants under the grant in Aid code. 
Separate primary schools for Mappilas, both aided and public were 
established. To give an impetus to the education of the Mappilas, a 
special education officer was appointed in 1926 and 1929, 12 deputy 
inspectors were added, 8 of whom worked in the Eranad and Ponnani 
Talukes which had a large number of Mappila elementary schools . 
The second attempt made by the British Government in this 
connection is that they had brought education in a more scientific way. 
For this purpose they had appointed trained instructors. Some of them 
were P.N Muliammed (d. 1968), K.K Jamaluddin (d. 1965) M.C.C Hasan 
(d. 1948)^1 
The third measure taken by the British Government in this regard is 
that a textbook committee was formed. This committee finally 
" Innes C.A Malabar Gazetteer, Vol.1, Madras, 1951 reprint, p.300. 
^^  DrE.K Ahmed Kutty,op.cit.,p.l32. 
"> Dr. A.P.lbrahim Kunju, op.cit., p. 252. 
" Ibid 
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recommended many books for the purpose .Among them were Allugah al 
Arabiya prepared by ChaUkat Kuhahamad Haji (d.l919A.D), 'Tasdris al 
Durus' by M.C.C Hasan (1905-1948) and M. C. C Abdurahman (1866-
1961), 'Durus Usan al Arabi' by Abusabah Maulavi (d. 1971) ,'Kitab al 
Nahv' by E.K Maulavi (d. 1974) and Al Muntakhabat al Adabiyya' by 
Maulavi Ahmed Koya (d. \%lf\ 
In the Travancore region the same duty was assigned to an eminent 
scholar Vakkam Abdul Qadir Maulavi (1873-1932) who introduced a 
central scheme and syllabus for the teaching of Islamic studies in school. 
He had also prepared some books for the same purpose like 'Ta'wil al 
Quran', Ahkam al Tajwid'and Al Durus al Arabiyah'. In Kochi zone 
the duty was undertaken by Seethi Muhammad Sahib (d.l920), 
Manappattu Kuhahmad Haji (d.l959) and E.K Maulavi ^\d.l974). 
Considering all these points it may be concluded that Maktab and 
Othupallis have played a significant role in both Islamic learning and 
modem education in the entire region of Kerala 
3. Madrasa Movement 
Discussing the development of Islamic studies in Kerala the role 
played by M&drasas has to be evaluated. Actually the Maktabs were 
replaced by Madrasas in the first decade of the 20 century and they 
became an effective primary academic movement in modem times. 
Observing the character, religious life and social custom of Mappilas in 
Kerala R.E.Miller begins his statement as "the Madrasas is the wonder 
and strength of Mappilas Islam"'*°. 
Tracing the history of Madrasas in the region, it is apparent that 
from the dawn of 20* century A.D there was an educational spirit and a 
'' Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
R.E.Miller, op.cit, p. 214. 
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notion of information emerging among the Muslims in the region. In 
order to form a positive attitude towards general education there had been 
many factors responsible. In this connection the efforts rendered by 
philanthropists and the role of certain organizations has to be highlighted. 
To all these factors the impact of Aligarh movement and efforts 
undertaken by the north Indian leaders gave an added impetus in 
developing such an awakening. In 1911, Maulana Shoukath Ali (d. 
1937),Yaqub Hasan Salt (d.l939) and Khan Bahadur Moideen Pasha 
(d.l932) visited the region as part of their all India tour programme in 
connection with the activities converting M.A.O college as a Muslim 
university. The team was warmly welcomed by the enlightened Muslim 
leaders of Kerala and it provided a new inspiration among the Muslims'*\ 
They attended several conferences held in Kochi, Kozhikode, Kollam and 
Talassery . As the impact of these conventions many organizations had 
been formed with an aim of educational progress of Muslims of Kerala. 
They were Malabar Muslim Educational Association established in 1911, 
Nusrat al Islam Sabha in 1911, Lajnath Muhammad in Alappuzha in 
1915, Muhammadan's Educational Association in 1918, and Tarbiyat al 
Islam Association Chaliyam in 1931. Islam Dharma Paripalana Sangam, 
Nilakkamukku 1918, Ansarul Islam fi Ta'limil Anam 1918, Jama't at-
Dawat -i-tabiiigh al Islam (J.D.T) in 1921, Kerala Muslim Aikya Sangam, 
Kodungallur in 1922, Rouzatul Ulum Association, Feroke 1942, Mufid al 
Islam Sangam Mattanchery, Cochin 1918, Anwarul Islam Sangam 7918, 
Malabar Muslim Educational Association 1919 and Lejanathul 
Muhammadiya, Alappey'^ l 
"" Dr. Abdul Samad, op.cit., p.l79. 
"^  P.A Saved Muhammad, op.cit, p.219. . ,,-,1-71 
'' Ibid., Dr. A.P.Ibrahim Kunju, op.cit., pp. 259-267., Dr. K.T.Mohammed Ah, op.cit., pp.153-171. 
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Apart from this in 1912 a special meeting was held at Kuttichira in 
Kozhikode in order to chalk out a new agenda to the Muslim educational 
programme in the state. This conference could certainly be considered as 
one of the landmarks in the history of the development of Islamic studies 
in Kerala. In this historical meeting many eminent scholars and illustrious 
personalities like Aali Musliar (d.l922), Maulana Kuhahamad Haji 
(d.l919) K.M Maulavi (d. 1964), P.K Moosa Maulavi (d. 1991) and Bava 
Sahib, deputy inspector were among the participants. The conference 
mainly examined the drawbacks of the existing system of education and 
prepared a new package for better education. Accordingly a systematic 
and scientific syllabus was introduced by Chalilakat Kunhahamad Haji 
(d.l919) a veteran reformer who practiced it in Tanmiyat al Ulum 
Madrasa in Vazhakkad founded by himself in 1909. Some significant 
features of this institution can be understood from the original sources i.e 
memorandum and article of Darul Ulum Association in 1944 and rule of 
Madras Darul Ulum '^. The provisions of the article recommended a 
prescribed syllabus, study time, norms of examination, evaluations, 
publishing of result, and conditions for promotions, total working days 
and holidays. In this first Madrasa many eminent scholars like Yusuf al 
Fadhfari (d.1336/1917), Ahmed Kutty Kolloh (d. 1923), Ahmad Musliar 
Cherussery (d. 1930), Kutubi Muhammed (d.l965) and Abdullah 
Ayancheri (d.l943) discharged their duties in a scientific manner. 
Among the initial establishments of Madrasas, Ma'dan al Ulum in 
Cannore in 1911 is considered as the second venture. The founder of this 
institution was A .M KoyaKunhi. An important feature of this Madrasa 
"" Memorandunii and Article of Darul Uloom Association in 1944, Rules of Madrasa Tanmiyat al 
Uloom, Document Section, Darul Uloom Library, Vazhaickad, Malappuram. 
"^  Muhammed Saghir Maulavi, Darul Ulumum Chalilakatum Prabodhanam,Special Issue on Kerala 
Muslim Renaissance, Kozhikode, 1998, p. 120. 
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was that it offered the study of Arabic as well as Malayalam. This 
initiative was taken up by the people of Kutiyadi, Badagara and Calicut. 
Later the movement spread to the other parts of Kerala and became the 
solid foundation for the education of Muslim students"^ .^ 
Analyzing the growth and development of Madrasas in the region, 
the year 1949 could certainly be considered as a turning point in the 
history of the Madrasa movement in Kerala. In this year the religious 
instruction held in schools implemented by the British was banned by the 
declaration of the government of India as being 'secular state' as per the 
implications of the constitution of India. The event had further pushed the 
Muslims to set up Madrasa independently and persuaded them to change 
the pattern of Madrasa especially of its syllabi and study time subjected 
to the newly emerged situations and thus gradually this movement 
became capable to acquire the status of self-reliance and got drastically 
flourished throughout the state. 
Estimating the growth and development of Madrasas in Kerala 
after the independence, it can certainly be realized that a 'drastic rise' has 
taken place in modem times. For this commendable development all 
major religious organizations have played their respective role. First of all 
Kerala Jamiyat al Ulama was formed in 1922 under the inspiring 
leadership of Vakkam Abdul Qadar Maulavi (d.l932) K.M Maulavi (d. 
1964), K.K Jamaluddin (d. 1965) and M.C.C Abdu Rahman (d.l965). 
Under this organization there are 500 Madrasas working'* .^ The second 
effort was endeavoured by Samastha Kerala Jamiyat al Ulama 
established in 1926. This scholar organization was founded by Sayyid 
Abdurahman MullaKoya (d.l932), K.K Muhammad Abdul Bari (d.l965), 
"^  K .T Muhammad Ali, op.cit., p. 41. 
"' K T Muhamed Ali, op.cit., p. 45. 
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P.K Muhammad Miran (d.l960 ). Under this organization a special 
educational board was i.e Samastha Kerala Islam Educational Board was 
established in 1951. It is the single and largest organisation supervising 
maximum number of Madrasas in the state. At present there are 7700 
Madrasas functioning under this board'*^ . The main purpose of this board 
is to coordinate and supervise the working of the Madrasas under 
Samastha Kerala Jam 'iyat al Ulama. They have drawn up a syllabus for 
the students in their Madrasas studying from standard I to X. The text 
books used in the first three years are all in Arabic-Malayalam and 
thereafter Arabic. The board has Madrasas in Mysore, Madras (Chennai), 
Bombay, Kodug district (Tamilnadu) and abroad. The board conducts 
special training classes for the teachers oi Madrasas'^^. 
Jama'at-e-Islami (Kerala Chapter) have also contributed their 
share in this regard. The organization was formed in 1948 in Kerala by 
V.P Mohammad alias Haji Sahib (d. 1959), one of the disciples of 
Maulana Maududi Sahib (d. 1979). Under this parent organization there 
was a separate board named Majlis Ta'leem al Islam in 1980 running 
around 150 Madrasas^°. 
Besides, Southern Kerala Jami'yat al Ulama established in 1955 is 
the supreme body of 1600 Madrasas, functioning in southern parts of the 
state^'. Recently Samastha Kerala Jamiyat al Ulama (A.P group) has 
separately formed Samastha Kerala Sunni Educational Board in 1990 
"* Muslim Lokam 1421 (Muslim world 1421), Year Book, edited by Prof Ali Kutty Musliar, Data net 
for [slamic Propagation, Tirurkad, 2001, p. 728. 
" Dr.K.T.Muhammed Ali, op.cit., p. 45. 
'' Ibid. 
5' Dakshim Kerala Jamiyat al Ulama, Prabodhanam Special, op.cit., p.l36., Muslim Lokam Op.cit., 
pp. 732-733. 
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after the split of the parent organization Samastha Kerala Jamiyat al 
Ulama in 1989. This board is running over 5000 Madrasas . 
Considering the syllabi of these Madrasas an inherent diversity can 
be noticed. It is naturally because of the ideological diversities of 
different organizations. Any how it is obvious that all syllabi are almost 
covering Quran, Aqaid (beliefs), Fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), Tarikh 
(history), Akhlaq (moral science), Nahv (grammar) relatively. The study 
time generally begins at 7:30 AM and ends at 9:30 AM. In some places 
classes are scheduled in the evening after the school time. The main 
function of these boards is to conduct, supervise and monitor the 
academic activities. For this sake they have constituted different bodies 
and officials like text book committee, division of training and inspectors 
(Mufatishun). 
Commenting on the features of Madrasas in Kerala R.E. Miller 
writes that "the Madrasas are responsible for deeply etching basic Islamic 
truth on collective mind of the community, provide levelling and uniting 
influence and yields the study of Mappila Islam. Apart from the value of 
the ideological stimuli received within the institutions, it also provides a 
valuable expression of community feeling. The Madrasa programme 
provides a challenge to other religious communities; particularly the 
Christian community whose religious education programmes were not 
able to command the same widespread support following the prohibition 
of religious instruction in secular schools" . 
Objectively inspecting the system of Madrasa in Kerala the 
following drawbacks can be noticed. Firstly, though the system is wide 
spread in the region majority of the Madrasas are handling an outdated 
" P.P Muhiyuddin Kutty Musliar, Samastapilarppum Anantaramunnetavum, S.Y.S Golden Jubilee 
Souvenir, Kozhikode, p. 103. 
" R £ Miller, op.cit. p. 236. 
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syllabus, which is not capable to compete with modem scenario. 
Secondly, despite the different boards are functioning in the state 
teacher's training and orientation programmes are insufficient and 
inadequate. Thirdly, absence of modem teaching aids and sophisticated 
devices, adequate measure for the drop outs and psychological 
conditioning are to be mentioned. 
By considering all it is significant to note that now a days virtually 
all Muslim children attend Madrasa for a minimum period equal to the 
first five year of public schooling, some continuing even for twelve years, 
the classes being conducted for two hours in moming prior to the usual 
starting time of school. In short the system oiMadrasa eventually enables 
the child to grasp the fundamental knowledge and obligatory duties of 
Islam and by which young generation can be enlightened with Islamic 
spirit. 
4. Arabic Colleges 
Analyzing the role of academic institutions in the development of 
Islamic studies in Kerala, the contribution rendered by Arabic Colleges in 
modem times cannot be unnoticed 
Considering the history of Arabic colleges in the state Sayed 
Muhiddin Shah, an eminent scholar and academician writes that 'several 
leaders of the community felt the need for an integrated system of 
education, combining the secular as well as religious, for the benefit of 
the Muslim students. The Madrasa system of religious education 
gradually led to the system of integrated education. The effects in this 
line led the way to the establishment of Arabic colleges and later to the 
establishment of the Arts and Science colleges. Training colleges and 
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Professional institutions under managements '^*'. It is also clear from the 
evidence that the system of Arabic colleges, sprang up as an alternative to 
the 'Bars', was started as early as 1891 when the Darul Uloom Arabic 
college was established in Vazhakkad which was the first of its kind. 
Later Shaikh Mahin Hamadani (d. 1922) had planned to start an Arabic 
college in Alwaye and secured eight acres of land for this purpose from 
the government of Travancore. He wanted to introduce an integrated 
system of Muslim education combining the religious and modem 
education. His idea was to bring the best and the most talented teachers 
from Egypt. He sent a delegation to Egypt under the leadership of Shaikh 
Ali Maulavi, unfortunately the party had to return before they reached 
Egypt because of the adverse circumstances brought about by World War 
I. However, on account of lack of resources. Shaikh Hamadan's efforts in 
establishing an Arabic college did not bear fruit^ ^ Anyhow in 1940 a 
good number of Arabic colleges have come into existence due to the 
affords of several committees and associations. Most of them now 
managed by three important associations such as Kerala Nadvatul 
Mujahideen, Jama't-e-Islami and Samastha Kerala Jami'yatul Ulama. 
The main aim and objectives of Arabic Colleges can be summed up as 
follows, 1. To impart higher religious education through scientific and 
systematic manner. 2. To create skilled teachers who can efficiently 
handle both Arabic and Islamic studies in schools and colleges. 3. To 
bring up enlightened scholars who will dedicate them for the sake of 
Islam^^ 
^* Sayed Muhyudin Shah, Islam in Kerala, The Muslim Educational Association, Trichur ,1969, p. 
49. 
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Sayed Mohiyuddin Shah, op.cit. p. 54. 
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Chronologically examining the development of Arabic colleges in 
the state, some initiatives had been undertaken even before the 
independence of the country. Inception of Darul Uloom Arabic College 
in 1891 in Vazhakkad by Chalilakat Kunhamed Haji and Rouzathul 
Uloom Arabic College established in 1942 by Maulana Abu Sabah 
Maulavi (1906-1971), a veteran reformer, witnessed a great boom for the 
establishment of numerous Arabic colleges in the state. In 1945 
Rouzathul Uloom Arabic College was affiliated to the Madras University 
as Oriental College. Among the other initial attempts Madinah al Uloom 
Arabic College in Pulikkal was established in 1944, Jamia' Mannaniya 
Islamiya in 1932, Al Madrasah al Aliya Kannur in 1943, Sullamussalam 
Arabic college, Areacode in 1954, Islamiya college Kuttiadi in 1957, 
Ansar Arabic College, Vallavannur in 1973, Mau'nat al Islam Arabic 
College, Ponnani in 1959, Ilahiya Arabic college Timrkkad in 1967, 
en 
Sunniya Arabic College Cheannamangallur in 1961. 
Comparing the Statistics of Arabic colleges, it is true that, after 
1960's the strength of institutions have been tremendously increased. It is 
because of the role taken by the major organizations like Kerala Nadvatul 
Mujahideen (estd.1950), Jama't-e-Islami (estd.1946) and Samastha 
Kerala Jami'yat al Ulama (estd. 1926) and other voluntary committees 
and associations. Secondly the gulf boom, an economical factor also 
helped this wide spread of Institutions. The great scholar Dr.C.K.Kareem 
has prepared a statistical censes of Arabic colleges ftinctioning in the 
state. He had listed 128 Arabic colleges run by various committees and 
associations.^ ^ 
" Islamic Encyclopaedia, (Mai.) ,vol. ii., I.P.H., Kozhikode, pp.513-516. 
'* Dr.C.K., Karim, op.cit. pp.345-346. 
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It is a fact that the innovative system of education was at first 
introduced by the reform movements like Kerala Jami 'yat al Ulama and 
its cadre wing Kerala Nadvatul Mujahideen and Jama't-e-Islami. 
Observing the same, a modem researcher writes that "then motivated by 
this attempts and radical changes brought by the reformists, the Sunni 
scholar organization also began to establish their own Arabic college 
from the sixties of 20 century. The first of this kind is the Jamla' 
Nooriya Arabic College, Pattikkad established in 1962 in Malappuram 
district. Subsequently the Sunni groups founded a number of new 
colleges and converted their old Darses into Arabic Colleges. They have 
also started to introduce integrated courses. The attempt is worthy to be 
encouraged because of the qualitative change that occurred when 
compared with the system that was being followed^^". 
Analyzing the characteristics oi Arabic colleges functioning in the 
state, the whole institutions can be listed in two categories. 
1) Arabic colleges aided by the Government of Kerala 
2) Independent Arabic colleges run by individuals and committee 
The majority of the affiliated and aided Arabic colleges are run by 
Kerala Nadvat al Mujahideen and they are generally considered as the 
pioneers of this kind of institutions in the region. It facilitated the teachers 
of the colleges to get their salaries from government and provided the 
pupils an opportunity to appear for the oriental title examination known 
as Afzal al Ulama, which has now been recognized, equivalent to BA 
(Arabic) of the University of Calicut. Successful completion of these 
examinations is approved as the basic qualification for appointment as 
High School Assistant (Arabic) in Kerala. In 1980 Prof. K.A Jaleel, the 
then Vice-Chancellor of the University of Calicut appointed a 
^^  Dr. Abdul Samad, op.cit. pp. 183-184. 
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commission to study the working of Arabic colleges. This led to the 
establishment of 'Post Afzal al Ulama Course', in addition to the existing 
Afzal al Ulama. Hence forth two streams i.e., Afzal al Ulama and BA 
(Arabic Special). Now there are affiliated Arabic colleges besides the 
recognised colleges preparing students for this course under private 
registration scheme. Thus, the Arabic colleges achieved a two-fold 
purpose by producing well versed Islamic scholars and by opening 
chances for getting appointment in government approved schools. Today 
the vast majority of Arabic teachers in the state, especially in Malabar 
area are the products of Mujahid institutions. This trend was one of the 
main factors of the educational advancement among a large section of the 
Muslim community*'*^ '. 
The most noted feature of the colleges of Jama't-e-Islami is the 
integration of religious and secular education for which they adopted an 
independent syllabus and curriculum known as Arts & Islamic Course 
(A.l.C). Under the scheme students are being tutored in higher Islamic 
learning and preapred for appearing Pre degree, BA and B.Com degree 
examination. Thus Jama't-e-Islami doing great service to narrow down 
the gap between religious and secular education^'. Recently the said 
organization has introduced Da'wa Colleges under which Usui al Din and 
Takhasus (research) are mainly focused on. This type of institution 
comparatively deals comprehensive syllabus including Tasfir, Tajwid, 
Hadith, Fiqh, Usui, Arabic literature, comparative religious studies, 
philosophy, psychology along with some modem subjects. The students 
come out from this kind of institution show high proficiency in both 
'° Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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Islamic discipline and modem education^ .^ The Arabic colleges run by 
the Kerala Nadvatul Mujahideen and Jama 't-e-Islami of Kerala follow a 
more of modem trend. This course of study uses modem methods of 
Arabic studies. The Quran, Hadith, Tafsir, Din and Fiqh are studied as 
usual. In addition, a wide variety of authors are read including Al 
Taftazani (722-792 A.H), Al Jurjani (813 A.H), Al GhazaH (d.llllA.D), 
Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406 A.D), Ibn Rushd (1126-1198 A.D), Muhammed 
Abduh (d. 1909), Rashid Rida (d.l935), Jamaluddin Afghani (1838-
1897), Thaha Husain (1889-1973) and Ahmed Amin (1886-1954)." 
The most remarkable feature of the Arabic colleges undertaken by 
Sunni organisations is that most of them are neither recognized nor 
affiliated to any universities. But they deal with an independent syllabus 
resembling something modified with the Ponnani Pattem. The system is 
also noted as far as its lengthy period and wider syllabus are concerned. 
The syllabus includes Quran, Tafsir, Hadith, Aquaid (articles of faith), 
Tasawwuf (mysticism), Fiqh (jurispmdence), Mantiq (logic), Maa'ni 
(rhetoric), Hisab (mathematics), Adab (literature). Urn al Kalam 
(scholastic theology), Hikamah Thabiyat (physical science), Jugarafiya 
(geography), Haiath (astronomy), language studies like Arabic, Urdu, and 
English '^*. The entire course has been semestered into two phases as 
'Mukhtasar' or Preliminary session and 'Mutawwal' or Final session. In 
Mukhtasar session a student has to spend at least three years after 
completing higher secondary of Madrasa instmction, and in Mutawwal 
student has to further spend two more years for the higher studies. The 
students who pass the final examination conducted by concerned colleges 
*^  A.K Izzuddin Maulavi and Aliya College, Prabodham Special Issue on Kerala Muslim 
Renaissance, Kozhikode, 1998, p. 77. 
"' K.T.Muhammed Ali, op.cit., pp.52-53. 
'^* Sayed Muhiyuddin Shah, op.cit., p. 105. 
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will be awarded the certificates and gown in the annual convocational 
meeting. As indicated in the certificates of Sunni Arabic Colleges, the 
students coming out fi-om such institutions are eligible to be issue the 
Fatwa in four schools of Islamic Jurisprudences. It is also to be worthy of 
mention that this enables the student to acquire thorough knowledge in 
certain Islamic discipline and maintain Islamic maturity and disciplines 
which has habituated them in their long academic career. The lecture 
method is generally used for the dissemination of knowledge there. 
The Southern Kerala Jami'yat al Ulama (established in 1955), has 
also taken their attention in this regard. Apart from this a series oi Arabic 
colleges have been established by various committees and associations. 
These institutions are also following the same syllabus of the concerned 
universities. Some committees provide food and accommodation freely 
and meet all expenses of the orphans and destitute. 
Considering all, the Arabic colleges have glorious role in the 
development of Arabic language and transmitting the Islamic studies in 
Kerala. Still the system has got wide coverage and great accreditation 
among the Muslim society. It is interesting to note that almost all major 
organizations are running at least a dozen of Arabic colleges either 
affiliated or un-recognized. 
5. Schools, Colleges and Universities 
Analyzing the spontaneous development of Arabic and Islamic 
studies in Kerala, the initiative extended by public schools, affiliated 
colleges and universities has to be certainly examined. 
It is an undeniable fact that Kerala has witnessed a significant 
development in Arabic and Islamic learning even before the formation of 
the state on 26 November 1956. The Arabic learning was exercised in 
schools from the dawn of 20* century onwards. Commenting on this a 
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modem scholar states that "in 1904 the British government deployed the 
instructors {mullas) of Othupallis, to a few schools of Malabar, to teach 
the Quran to Muslim students. Later, these Quran teachers were given 
special training of nine months duration at Ponnani and were appointed as 
regular teachers in primary schools. They brought the fundamentals of 
Arabic language as part of religious instruction. In 1919 the Malabar 
Muslim educational association submitted a memorandum to the Dewan 
Vijaya Raghavajari of Cochin explaining the proposals for the progress 
of Muslim education in the state. The Dewan replied the deputationists 
that two communities in Cochin which were the most backward in 
education were the Muslims and depressed classes, and without their 
progress, there would be no progress of Cochin"^^ When in 1920, 
education reform committee was formed in Cochin, Seethi Muhammed 
Sahib was selected as a member. It was through these efforts that fee 
concession and stipends were granted to Muslim students and Arabic 
teachers were appointed in schools, E.K.Maulavi (d.l974) was first 
Arabic teacher in the Cochin state.^ ^ 
When the south Indian Muhammadan educational association was 
formed, some of the local Muslim organisations in Malabar submitted a 
memorandum regarding the backwardness of Kerala Muslims. This 
memorandum consisted various proposals like separation of Muslim 
elementary schools from other elementary schools, appointment of 
Muslim inspectors, establishment of training schools, increase in the 
number of Muslim schools, improvement of the standard of Arabic in 
schools and granting of aurad for tutors who write books for Muslims 
schools . 
^^  Edgar Thursten, op.cit., Vol.V, pp.480-81. 
«• Ibid. 
" Ibid, 
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As a response to this Arabic teachers were appointed in all schools 
which had a minimum strength of 25 Muslim students and Muhammadan 
school inspector was appointed to encourage Muslim education. An 
Arabic examination board was constituted under the presidentship of 
Vakkam Abdul Qadar Maulavi (d.l932). It was this board that drafted 
the syllabi and text books for the different classes. Vakkam Maulavi 
wrote 'Ta'lim al Qirat' for primary classes and the 'Ahkam al Tajwid' for 
/TO 
the Quran teachers . 
After the formation of the state of Kerala, Arabic and Islamic 
learning had rapidly grown up. Arabic learning was introduced in 17 
more high schools under the Malabar district board in 1957^^ . Since 1958 
onwards the government of Kerala has undertaken some more adequate 
steps for strengthening the system of Arabic learning. For achieving the 
purpose a full-fledged curriculum from primary up to secondary school 
level has been adopted. Meantime the Arabic teachers were appointed as 
per the provision of Kerala educational rules^ .^ In due course half a dozen 
oriental schools were started in which Arabic is taught as a special 
71 
subject . 
It is important to note that the Government of Kerala has 
undertaken a special attention and zeal from time to time for the 
promotion of Arabic learning in the schools. While examining the status 
of Arabic learning in the school curriculum the following features can be 
noticed. Firstly the authority has cardinally classified schooling as lower 
primary section (I to Vth standard), upper primary section (V to VII 
standard) and high school section (VIII to Xth standard). At the same 
Muhammed Kannu, M, Vakkam Maulavi (Mai.), p. 812., quoted by A.P.Ibrahim Kunju, op.cit. pp. 256-257. 
^^ K.T Muhammed All, op.cit. p.48. 
™ E.K Ahmed Kutty, op.cit., p. 133. 
" K.M Muhammed "Origin and Development of Arabic Studies in Kerala", edited by Asghar Ali 
Engineer,oi|).cit.p.l66. 
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time the government has also ascertained the criterion regarding the 
eligibilities of the teachers to be served in these types of schools and have 
provided them better training. 
In the lower primary section Arabic occupies the same status as 
that of craft and physical education. The qualification of the Arabic 
teachers to be served in these schools is either a pass in the 'Afzal al 
Ulama' entrance examination or the Arabic teachers examination 
conducted by the Government. In upper primary section Arabic is 
handled as the first language in the first part. The eligibility of the 
teachers is either a pass in the Afzal al Ulama preliminary examination or 
qualified in Arabic teacher's examination. In the high school section 
Arabic is treated as a first language in the first part where eligibility to 
teach is stipulated as BA Arabic with Bed of BA Arabic with lower 
teachers training course . 
Apart from these developments, government of Kerala has 
undertaken some special provision in order to scrutinize the Arabic 
instructions in schools and to examine the performance of the teachers. 
For this sake an 'Arabic Special officer' is appointed by the government. 
Besides, there are six subordinate Inspectors for Muslim Education 
(I.M.E), and one Special Inspector is appointed for Muslim Girls 
Education (I.M.G.E). These officials are regularly supervising the 
performance of the Arabic teachers and sending their report to the special 
officer . Anyhow, the Arabic instruction in the schools is quiet scientific 
and systematic by which young generation could acquire necessary skills 
in the Arabic language through Islamic and general contents. 
Arabic Education in Schools of Kerala : A State Survey ArabicUnit, State Institute of Education. 
Thiruvananthapuram, 1985. 
13. 
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Taking a bird's eye view about the content of Arabic textbooks in 
the school curriculum, which mainly comprises of prose, poetry , stories, 
some Surahs of the Quran, selected Al Hadith, general knowledge, 
grammar, exercise, vocabulary, biography of Islamic personalities are 
certainly good enough to develop the basic language skills and 
knowledge subsequently. 
Regarding the higher studies of Arabic and Islamic studies in 
Kerala colleges and universities have played a unique role. It is a fact that 
Arabic learning was introduced in some colleges even before the 
formation of the state in 1956. It was was first introduced in University 
College of Trivandrum in 1939. Maharajas College Ernamkulam and 
Brannan College Talassery in 1943 respectively. Among the 
management colleges, Farook College is reported to be the first where 
Arabic Department was introduced in 1946. After the formation of the 
state the history of the development of Arabic and Islamic studies 
certainly entered into its new dimension. For having achieved this 
program the University of Kerala (estd. 1937), University of Mahatma 
Gandhi (estd. 1983), University of Calicut (estd. 1969) and recently 
University ofKannur festd.1996) have contributed their auspicious share. 
Under these universities, there are 46 affiliated colleges which facilitate 
the instruction of Arabic languages and eight colleges offering Post 
Graduate degree i.e., M.A in Arabic'''*. At the same time Islamic history 
and culture have also been taught in more than half dozen affiliated 
colleges except university centres. The very first Department of Islamic 
history was launched by the University of Kerala in 1939. The University 
College of Trivandrum opened the same Department in 1974. In Malabar 
Kerala Muslim Educational Directory, edi. by K.V Veeran Muhiyuddin, Najamul Huda 
Publication, Velliparambu, Calicut, 2002, p. 2. 
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region Farook College first started the same in 1948. Subsequently the 
Government Brannan College at Talassery opened in 1971. Government 
College Malappuram initiated thus Department in 1972. M.E.S Kalladi 
College Mannarkkad and M.E.S College Mampad started the Deparment 
of Islamic History in 1979. T.K.M College, KoUam established the same 
Department in 1975. Moreover Mannaniya College, Varkkala also started 
the same in 1995. 
Universities also offer M.Phil and Ph.D degree in both Arabic and 
Islamic history. Apart from these universities are conducting Diploma in 
commercial Arabic, Diploma in modem Arabic and spoken certificate 
courses and Diploma in Functional Arabic. In this connection it is also to 
be noted that the departments of Arabic and Islamic history of different 
universities have conducted many national and international seminar, 
symposium, workshops on importance of Islam and Islamic studies. All 
these activities have eventually contributed an intellectual development of 
the Muslim community in Kerala in modem times. 
Evaluating the process of Islamic awakening in Kerala the role of 
miscellaneous institutions like orphanage and destitute homes, Hifz al 
Quran Colleges, Shariah Colleges, Boarding Madrasa, Oriental Arabic 
schools are also worthy to be mentioned. Satistically speaking, 
orphanage and destitute home for boys constitute 170 and girls 56, 
Shariah colleges 73, Hifz al Quran college 21, Boarding Madrasas 43, 
Oriental Arabic Schools 9, Muslim Handicapped schools 11 are mn by 
different organizations, committees and associations . These Institutions 
are contributing a commendable and philanthropic role in the 
For detail Information see 'Kerala Muslim Educational Directory, edited by K.V Veeran 
Muhiyuddin, op.cit., and Kerala Muslim History, Directory and Statistics, edited by Dr. C.K 
Kareem, Cociiin, 1991, Muslim World 1423, edited by K Ali Kutty Musliar, pp. 756-776, Prof .U, 
Muliammed, Educational Empowerment of Kerala Muslims: A Socio-Historical Perspective 
l.C.H.R, New Delhi. 
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rehabilitation of the MusUm orphans and destitute. They also disseminate 
the Islamic learning and culture and provide vocational training and 
placement to the same. 
To sum up, a sincere attempt has been made to trace up the distinct 
and decisive role played by the religious and academic institutions like 
Dars, Maktabs, Madrasas, Arabic colleges, Arabic learning under 
Schools, affiliated colleges and universities in the development of Islamic 
studies and Arabic learning in Kerala. All these certainly proved to be a 
fertile soil for the development of the same. 
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CHAPTER - III 
DEVELOPMENT OF QURANIC STUDIES IN KERALA 
Historical overview 
Holy Quran is the vital point of Muslim thought and civilization. It 
opened one of the brightest and greatest social transformation in the 
history of mankind. Of course the Quran is the mother of all sources of 
knowledge as study of the Quran reveals that it is full of the best 
guidelines for mankind to observe, think and inculcate logical and 
rational conclusion by watching the environment surrounding us, the 
earth and whole universe. In the {Surah YunusAQV) it instructs us to 
observe intensely what is in the earth and heaven. At another place it 
advises men to move about in the lands and observe the ancient remains 
and the existing phenomina (Al Ankabut:20). It prods us to think over the 
wonderful way in which animals have been created, the height of 
heavens, the strongly implanted mountains (providing stability to the 
earth's crust) and sphericity of our planet( Al Ghathiy a:\l-2Q). Again we 
are asked to ponder over Buruj i.e., clusters of stars and milky ways in the 
sky (Al Hijar. 6), to study the growth of trees and fruits and their ripening 
(A/ Ana'm: 99) and even our own food {Al Baqarah: 60). Men are asked 
to find out and think over the substance from which they have been 
created (Al Tariq: 65). In short, the Quranic injunctions pursue the man 
to search for the hidden secrets and phenomena under the earth and 
heaven and thus provide mankind a very important guideline and 
inspiration for scientific inquiry. On account of this fact thousands of 
pages have been written in the Arabic and non-Arabic languages with a 
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view to realize its message of guidance. Hundreds of philologists, 
linguists, semantists, morphologists, grammarians, logicians, 
philosophers, historians and sociologists have undertaken intensive and 
extensive investigation in its body-corpse to bring out the multi-
dimensional and multi-functional revolution.' 
The Holy Quran has a unique literary style that stands 
distinguished in the Arabic language. A style remarkable for its 
impeccable balance between prose and verse. It has not been a few who 
have attempted to create literary works using the most inimitable 
linguistic expression. Nevertheless, they were never able to achive any 
degree of success in their endeavour. 
The Holy Quran is a book of guidance in every spheres of life at 
all times, therefore the Quranic message of guidance needs to be clarified 
from time to time and place to place. In view of the same, every age 
needs to update its understanding of the Quran afresh.The science of the 
Quranic exegesis or Tafsir originated precisely because of the need of 
situation. The word Tafsir is from the Arabic root 'fasra' means to 
explain, to expand, interpret or comment upon. In the technical sense, it 
includes all efforts in the way of achieving proper knowledge and 
understanding Quran vis-a-vis its surface and deeper meanings and legal 
implications. A scholar who is specialized in this Science is called 
Mufassir (exqgete or commentator) while the Tafsir itself is referred to as 
as exegesis or commentary of the Quran . Another similar word for tafsir 
is Xa 'wil which derives from the Arabic root' 'awwala' and has the dual 
meaning of explanation or interpretation. The Tafsir, in the opinion of 
' Dr.Sayed Abdul Lathif, Approach to the Study of Quran, Hyderabad, 1980, p. 11. 
^ Rasheed A. Raji, Tafsir a! Quran in Nijeria: Scope,Features, Characteristics and Specularaties, 
Hamdard Islartiicus, July-Sptember 1998, p.5. 
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some scholars explained the outer {Zahir) meaning of Quran, while the 
Ta 'wil concerns itself with the inner and concealed meanings. There are 
others who are of the opinion that there is no difference between the two 
words {tafsir and ta 'wil) 
In short the Holy Quran is the sole divine inspiration guiding the 
humanity towards their glorious future. It is an outstanding reality that 
whereever its rays has been reflected therebegan a great epoch of 
intellectual advancement and creative exburance coupled with 
civilizational renovation. 
The Origin, Development and Trends of Quranic Studies in 
Kerala 
As elsewhere in the Muslim world the region of Kerala 
experienced certain unique features with all their inherent potentials in 
the origin and gradual development of Quranic studies in Kerala. In this 
regard the diverse elements which contributed and influenced the growth 
and advancement of Quranic learning in the region at various stages and 
the paths of glory should be considered for an objective evaluation. 
The common historical exposure undermines that Islamic society 
lived always in harmony with the preaching of Holy Quran. This 
legendary influence of Quran had formulated the development of Islam in 
Kerala while framing the entity of Muslim society. The foundation stone 
of Quranic learning in Kerala may be assumed to be laid with the 
installation of mosques by 8* century A.D. Interpretation of the Quran 
constituted an indomitable part in the academic progress of the 
aforementioned Dars system of religious education. By the expansion of 
Madrasah movement in the latter half of the 20* century a common 
^ Ibn Taymiyah, Mitqaddimahfi Usui al Tafsir, Darul Quran al Karim, Kuwait, 1971, p.59. 
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Muslim could make use of Quranic preaching in his life (especially in his 
five time prayers). They could adhere to Islamic way of life and avail the 
prospect for understanding cardinal principles of austere life.This simple 
but limited teaching learning process of Quran continued till the end of 
1854. This kind of superficial learning broke its shells out paving the way 
for serious studies by the translation of Tafsir al Jalalain in six volumes 
under the title 'Tarjamah al Tafsir al Quran into Arabic-Malayalam 
version by Muhiyuddin Abdul Qadir alias Mayinkutty Elaya (1809-
1885) and there began a great epoch'*. 
Another distinguishing output arising out of this study related to 
the Quranic writings is the metamorphosis from the simple and partial 
works into the acquisition of deep, vivid and broader perspectives in 
scholastic creativity. It has to be understood that a graphic and serialized 
augmentation had been taking place during this period. Ancient writings 
were very simple, meagre and partial as they were aimed at the common 
run of people; the simplicity was profound enough to quench their 
religious thirst. Later by the advent of english education and modernism 
serious and lengthy studies on Quran came into being. 
The emergence of reformative organizations marked a great era in 
the arena of literature, academism, observation, translation and 
interpretation of Holy Quran. 
Another important reality worth mentioning when speaking of 
Quranic literature in the region is the ideological explosion originated in 
the religious sphere. It was spearheaded by the supporters and oppressors 
of the translation of Holy Quran. These conflicts have to be observed 
" C.N.Ahmed Maulavi, K.K.Muhammed Abdul Karim, Mahattaaya Mappila Sahilya 
Parambaryam( Glorious Literary Heritage ofMappilas), (Mai), Al Huda Book Stall, Kozhikode, 
1978, pp.219-222. 
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from the perspective that the objective of both of these sects was right for 
they expected nothing but the Quranic goodness of eternal life. The 
possibility lies in the direction that those who backed the Quranic 
translation aspired the common people get an awareness of preaching in 
their life. It is unjust to say that those who opposed the translation are 
hiding Holy Quran from the general public. They insisted those who 
require the awareness of Quran should master the Arabic language and 
the translation may instill a perception among people that Quran is only a 
book and not the divine communication. During the passage of time this 
argument was set aside and those who opposed the translation came out 
with translated versions of Holy Quran is really paradoxical. 
However when we analyse all literature based on Quran for an 
objective assessment we will have to draw out the conclusion that all 
these works related to Quran were being published from the warehouse 
of such organizations which maintain ideological differences with each 
other. These organizations strived hard to concretize their outlooks and 
contradict the arguments against them through their books. This approach 
is clearly visible in the interpretation and translation of Holy Quran 
performed by various organizations. This trend often led to underestimate 
the quintessence of Holy Quran. 
One of the prime aspects featured in the Quranic studies in Kerala 
is the expression of an ardent desire to be at par with modernism, 
scientific theories and logical cohesion. The translation of Quran by C.N 
Ahmed Maulavi (1905-1994), started in 1951 and completed in 1963, is a 
clear instance of such deliberate attempt. Realistically speaking T.K 
Abdulla Maulavi (1924-1972), Muhammed Amani Maulavi (1909-1987) 
and K.V Muhammed Koottanad (d. 1996) contradicted such suppositions 
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put forward by C.N Ahmed Maulavi alleging that the same was woven 
around his logical conclusions. It may be deemed as an ideological 
variance between classicism and modernism. Instead of accepting the 
broadness of values and ideas propounded by Holy Quran the translators 
often urged to give shape to their ideas influenced by ideological 
association with certain organization. This state of affairs often poised 
against the vastness and broadness of Holy Quran invoking undue 
controversies almost brainstorming the readers. To be precise it oozed out 
the genuineness of Quran and readers were in a dilemma of what to 
accept and what to reject. 
Surveying the early Quranic studies in Kerala, some mile stones 
also to be considered as the pivotal instances in the formation of literary 
trends. In this connection early organizations and associations have 
played some commendable role which has rightly accelerated the writings 
on Quran both in Malayalam and Arabic- Malayalam. Mufidul Islam 
Sangam, Kalvatti Cochin and Anvarul Islam sangam formed at 
Mattanchery in 1918, Muslim literary society founded in 1930, Malabar 
Muslim Educational Association formed at Cochin in 1911 and Kerala 
Muslim Aykya Sangam in 1921 published several Quranic works in this 
regard^ 
A Survey of the Works done on Quranic Studies 
Investigating the development of Quranic studies in Kerala during 
18* to 20* century, a historical fact may rightly be unfolded that the lion 
share of the early dated works are being lost. Majority of them were 
unpublished manuscripts which had been kept in personal collections and 
some times preserved in Mahalla libraries. On account of the carelessness 
K.T.Muhammed Ali, Development of Education Among the Mappilas of Malabar, Nunes 
Publications, New Delhi, pp.132-133. 
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and lack of historical perceptions most of them were lost. Though some 
of them have been published and survived, they remain scattered in the 
form of moth-eaten manuscripts copies in shelves of mosques, stacked 
carelessly in libraries and private possession of individuals all over the 
state. Well dedicated researchers like C.N Ahmed Maulavi (d.l993) and 
K.K Muhammad Abdul Karim (d. 1932-2005) have underlined the same 
experience which they confronted in the midst of their research. They 
have also pointed out that apart from carelessness and lack of perception, 
the effort of British to confiscate the Muslim literature as an impact of 
Mappila strong reaction on British encroachment especially in 1920-21 
had also caused the disappearance of Muslim literature in the region. 
It was Mohiyuddin Abdul Qadir alias May in Kutty Elaya (1809-
1888) a son-in-law of Arakkal palace in Kannur who had initiated the 
process of Quran commentary writing in Kerala. His celebrated work 
'Tafsir Quran al Hakeem' in six volumes was an abridgement of 'Tafsir 
al Jalalain' which was most refered in Dars institutions. The first volume 
of this commentary was published in 1289/1872 in Talassery, second in 
1291/1874 and the rest in 1294/1877. This commentary had invoked 
some significant reactions among the traditional Ulama in the region who 
had kept a conservative stand that Quran should not be rendered into 
other languages other than Arabic. Commenting on the same, C.N Ahmed 
Maulavi (1905-1993) writes that because of this hostile notion of Ulama 
against the translation of Holy Quran many copies of the samework were 
put into fire and some others were thrown to the water. Since then the 
Quranic interpretations in vernacular media was a burning issue until the 
favourable permission of Karupakam Veettil Abdullah Kutty (1839-1896) 
who had written 'Kitab alHukamfi Tarjmah al Quran'. In which he had 
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issued a favourable Fatwa for the Quranic translation in any languages. 
The author was a poet, scholar, master of martial arts and multi linguist. 
As a reformist thinker and courageous writer, he tried at first to construct 
an intellectual platform for the Quran translation. As the arguments for 
the translation and introduction of religious sanction to the attempt, he 
published a work entitled 'Thasharaq al Quran'. But the study was 
criticized in the form of religiousyof/awa and public sermons. In the midst 
of public oppositions, he started his mission on Hijra 1270/1853 and 
completed the job inl294/1877. As a precautionary measure, he did not 
venture the translation of the Quran directly but took up the project of 
translation of famous Quranic exegesis 'Tafsir Jalalain', a composite 
work prepared by two eminent authors Imam Jalaluddin al Mahalli 
(d.876/1456) and Imam Jalaluddin Suyuthi (d.911/1505/. 
Since then a steady and gradual growth of Quranic writings in 
Arabic- Malayalam versions was taken place by the time of 1900 A.D 
onwards. During this period many minor and partial attempts on Quranic 
studies came into being. In this regard the attempt of Konkanamveettil 
Ibrahim bin Cheriya Bava (1840-1905) whose Arabic- Malayalam 
translation on Surah al Fatiha and Surah al Kahf was published in 
Ponnani in 1900 and 1902 respectively. Ali Hasan Chalilakat (1845-
1904) founder of 'Hidayah al Ikhwan' an Arabic- Malayalam monthly, 
til 
attempted a translation of 30 part (Ammajuza') of Quran. It is Qadar b 
Moideen Tenattikkal (1872-1950) who also attempted a translation on the 
said part of Quran entitled 'Fath al Mui 'n' published in Ponnani in 1925. 
Muhammed Tunnanveettil (1276-1343A.H) published an Arabic-
Malayalam translation on Surah al Baqarah in the same year. Besides 
C.N.Ahmed Maulavi, op.cit. pp. 219-222., Dr.C.K.,Kareem, Kerala Muslim History Statisitcs and 
Directory, Vol.Ill, Charithram Publications, Edappally, 1991,p.l28. 
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this Sulaiman Alapuzha (d.l917) wrote 'Ma'dan al Sururfi Tafsir al tur' 
published in Ponnani in 1309 A.H and Hasan bin Ali Puthen Veettil 
(1867-1945) wrote ' Tarjmah al Surah al Rahman', 'Tarjamah al Surah al 
Yusuf and last three parts or juza' ie, A 'mma, Tabaraka, Quad samia 
Allah' published in 1330/ 1911 in Ponnani. 'Iksir al Khalasfi tafsir Surah 
al Ikhlas', a tratise commentary on 112 Makkan chapter with four 
verses, prepared by P.K Moosa Maulavi (1883-1991) was published by 
Anvarul Islam lithopress Pulikkal in 1930. Tarjamah Surah al Asar, 
another treatise account on 103'^ '* Makkan chapter consisting of three 
verses over 28 pages written by P.Abdul Kader (d. 1964), a native of 
Kannur, Islamic activist and book was published by Servants of Islamic 
Society in Kannur in 1932. 'Tarjmah Amma Juz', 30* part of the Holy 
Quran translated into Arabic- Malayalam by P.K Moosa Maulavi (1886-
1990) and P. Muhammed Mohiyuddin (b.1901-1969) and published 
by Anvarul Islam Litho press in 193 8 and its second edition got published 
in Malayalam by Al Huda Book stall, Kozhikode in 1985. 'Tafsir Faiz al 
Rahman fi tafsir al Umm al Quran', an Arabic- Malayalam version on 
Surah al Baqrah, 2"'' chaper of Holy Quran presented by C.A 
Muhammad Maulavi (1897-1964) and published by Amirul Islam, 
Tirurangadi in 1939. The last two parts of Holy Quran, 'Amma 
Yatasaalun' was transmitted into Malayalam in 1940 by a team 
involving of K.M.Maulavi (1882 -1962), P.K.Moosa Maulavi (1886-
1990), M.C.C.Abdurahiman (1906-1965) and Vakkam P. Mohiyudden 
Sahib (d.l969) and literary advice given for this venture was mainly by 
K.M.Seethi Sahib (1898-1961) and K.Muhammad Ali Sahib (b.l946 ). 
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K.M.Maulavi (1882-1962)'s 'Al Naful Amin'a commentary on Amma 
juz' 30"" of Holy Quran part also could be viewed in this regard .^ 
Among the lost published works the following are to be enlisted. 
'Tarjamah Surah al Rahman \ Surah al Waqiat, Surah al Asar, Surah al 
Kauthar and Surah Wa al duha compiled by Kundil Kunhipokker bin 
Abdurahiman Kutty (1889-1952). 'Tarjmah Surah al Rahman', 'Tarjmah 
al Surah al Yusuf written by Veliyankode Hasan (d.l943) and 'Tadris al 
Quran' of C.H Ibrahim Kutty(d.l955). Besides some more books on Ilm 
al Tajwid were lost including Ta'lim al Quran done by Chalilakat 
Kunhahammad Haji (1865-1920) ,'Tuhfah al Qari al Kabif and 'Tuhfah 
al Qari al Saghir' written by Chakeeri Moideenkutty (d.l929), 'Tajwid al 
Quran', ' Tilavah al Quran', Wajibah al Quran' compiled by 
CholaPareeKutty Haji (d.l959), Al Ilm al Tajwid', 'Al Ta'lim al 
Qirah'done by Vakkam Abdul Qader Maulavi (1873-1932), 'Nihayah al 
Qaulu al Mufidfi Ilm al Tajwid' written by Chalilakat Abdullah (1855-
1931) and 'Qasidah fi Tajwid al Quran' done by Yusuf Fadhfari (1853-
1918)1 
From the latter half of 20* century onwards, the writings on the 
Quran in revised Malayalam got a new dimension and a distinct style. 
While observing the attempts of the said period it is very remarkable that 
the aforesaid works maintain a sound sublimity and compactness both in 
contents and mode of presentation. 'Tarjamah al Quran' is a novel 
attempt done by P.Muhammed Edasseri (1919-1988) and published by 
Islamic Service Society in 1954, absorbing the aesthetic, philological and 
A.P Muhammed Ali Musliar, Nellikuth, Tuhfah al Akhyar fi Tarikh Ulama al Malaibar, M.S. 
pp.3-126. K.K.Muhammed Abdul Kareem, Arabic- Malayalam, Rouzhathul Uloom Association 
and Arabic College, Souvenir, 1993-1994, Farooic College, pp.148-152., C.N Ahmed Maulavi, 
K.K Muhamimed AbdulKarim, op.cit. pp. 16-36. 
A.P MuhammedAli Musliar, Nellikuth, op.cit. pp.160-170. 
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philosophical beauty of Holy Quran in one volume on Al fathiha and al 
Baqarah. The author had worked as an Arabic lecturer in Maharajas 
College Emakulam from 1951 onwads. He has also contributed some 
literary works like 'Ragarchana', 'PoonthikaV and 'Rahasyarekha\ The 
chief merit of this book lies in its typical treatment and arrangement of 
information adopted by the author. He had totally changed the traditional 
concepts of commentary writing by applying some specific terms. Surah 
as 'Samhitha', verses as 'Dalam' (fidel) Juz' as 'Khandam' or part. But 
the work could not complete due to his untimely demise. Tarjamah Surah 
al Yasin, a short commentrry on 36 Makkan chapter contains 83 verses 
attempted by P.K Kunhu Bava (d. 1983) and published by Amina Book 
stall in 1955. The same Surah is also translated into Malayalam by 
Muhammed Amani (1909-1987) in 1955^ 
From 1960 onwards Quranic writings in Malayalam got a drastic 
change. During this time there have been many distinct minor attempts 
emerged along with major projects due to the support of Muslim 
organizations as an impact of gulf boom. Tarjamah al Quran al Majid 
(Parishuddah Qurante Malayala Paribhasha) translated by Muttanissery 
KoyaKutty in a single volume and published by Lekha publication, 
Kayamkulam inl967 and the same was re-published by Moral Books 
Kottayam. Quran: A Malayalam handbook of translation on Holy Quran 
in 14 volumes on the basis of the translation of C.N Ahmed Maulavi's 
Tafsir al Quran al Hakeem, prepared by P.A Karim, K. AbduRahman and 
K.A Rauf as a team work was published by Current Publications in 1987. 
The chief advicer of this work was C.N Ahmed Maulavi (d.l994) and 
edited by Dr.K. Ayyappa Panikkar (1930-2006). Dr.A.N.P Ummer Kutty 
' Ibid. 
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translated the opening chapter Al Fatiha from the Tarjamaul Quran of 
Abul Kalam Azad (d. 1958) and published by Kerala Bhasha Institute in 
1998. 
Mystic interpretation of the Quran {QurantQ Ulsara Vyaqyanam) 
of the great Sufi ShaikhMuhyuddin Ibn Arabi (1165-1240A.D) in two 
volumes consist of al Fathiha and al Baqarah and its key analysis was 
prepared by K.V.Muhammed Panthavur (d.2006) and published by 
Aseera Book Stall, Chavakkad in 1990. This is the debutant attempt of its 
kind in Malayalam but the work could not be completed due to the death 
of the translator. 
'Parishudha Quran f^a^^yawam'(Interpretation of Surah al 
Fathiha and al Baqarah) by M.P.Musthafa Falsi is another important 
work of merit. The first volume was published by Indian Islamic Centre, 
Dubai in 1994 and subsequently the second volume got published in 
1996. This translation is a serious analysis of the Quranic verses 
according to the arguments of Sunni tradtion of scholasticism. 
'Quran PanZ^a /^za'(Translation of Quran) a single volume 
presented by Hafiz Abdul Ghaffar Maulavi Ibn Abdul Hameed , a native 
of Kallattu in Idukki District was published and distributed by D.C Books 
in 1997. 
Apart from all the other works 'Ala Hamishi r<3/a5/rY Commentary 
on Holy Quran)\s an exclusive Arabic exegesis on Surah Al Fatiha, Al 
Baqrah, Aalu Imran compiled by Sayyid Ismail Shihabuddin (d.2010), 
popularly called Panoor tangal, a native of Panoor in Kannur District and 
published by Jamiyah al thulaba Nibras al Ulama in 1998. It is unique of 
its kind as this is the lone work written in Arabic language and presented 
before the serious readers of Islamic thought in Kerala whereas all the 
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Other works are written either in Aarabic, or Arabic-Malayalam or 
Malayalam language till this time. By attempting this work the author 
aims, as he says in Introduction, "I put forward this work before the 
serious students of Islamic thought, scholars, researchers, teachers and 
writers who have constructed their imagination on the basis of Islamic 
intellect."'" 
'Qumn Paribasha-Vyaqyana Sahitham (^ 'Translation of Holy 
Quran with notes) was done by Abdur Rahman Makhdumi (1929-2000) 
and published and distributed by K.Muhammed Kutty and sons, 
Tirurangadi in 1998. 
Quran Malayala Saram (The Essence of HolyQuran in 
Malayalam) prepared by young scholars Muhammad Salim and Kunhi 
Muhammed Pulavath was published in 1998 by Manas Foundation, 
Private Ltd, Cochin. A Translation of Holy Quran by Cheriyamundam 
Abdul Hameed and Kunhi Muhammad Parappur, published by Malik 
Fahad Quran Printing Press, Al Madinah al Munawwarah in 1999. This 
venture was sponsored by the Religious and Endowment Department of 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Also a mere translation of Holy Quran in 
Malayalam, presented by Sayyed Shihabuddin Imbichikoya Thangal 
(1922-1999), Chief Qazi of Calicut was published by Ashrafi Book 
centre, Tirurangadi in 1999. 'Quraante Velicham' '(The Light of Quran) 
in three volumes in Malayalam contributed by Abdul Salam Sullami got 
published in 1999. 
Major Quran Studies 
Tafsir al Quran al Hakeem (prtd/mm) 
Ibid, p.3. 
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A Comprehensive Malayalam commentary on Holy Quran 
prepared by C.N. Ahmed Maulavi (1905-1993) was published by Abdul 
Majeed Marakkar Perumbavur, a great well wisher of Muslim community 
from the Bharat Chandrika Printing and Publishers, Kozhikode. The 
work started in 195 land completed in 1963, consists of five volumes. 
The Commentator C.N. Ahmed Maulavi was a great scholar, 
eminent thinker, educationist and prolific writer. He was bom in 1905 as 
a son of Nathankodan Hasan Kutty and Khadija in Cherur, Vengara in 
Malappuram District in Kerala. After completing his education he had 
worked as a teacher in various schools and religious institutions across 
the state.Then he had dedicated his life to research and incessant writing 
on Islamic science. He had engaged in meaningfijl research on various 
religious topics and also on the problems facing the Muslim community. 
Also he was fighting an incessant war against ignorance and superstitions 
prevailing among the community. As a teacher with missionary zeal, he 
had been functioning as an educative force. Being a writer he had tried to 
convey his readers the essence of eternal truth. His book has won 
recognition and fame. Among his works, translation of the Holy Quran 
(1963) and Sahih al Bukhari (1979) are his masterpieces. Islam- the 
Comprehensive Religion (1987), Principles and Practice of Islamic 
Economy (1988), The Great Literary Heritage ofMappilas (191%) are his 
other outstanding books. 
The present work is noted for its distinguished style of 
presentation, meaningfiil narration, sound references, and logical 
refutations, methodology of writing and profoundness of subject. The 
work is also noticed for its wide application of references both to 
traditional and modem exegetes like Imam Baidawi (1286-1306) Imam 
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Razi (d.606/1209) Imam Qurtubi (671/1273) Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanwi 
(d. 1884-1943), Allama Rashid al Riza (d.l935), and Allama Tantavi. 
The first volume of the work is specially noticed for the extensive 
introduction of Islam and its ritual obligations. Here the author made and 
attempt to sketch the need and necessity of religion, characteristics of 
Islamic belief, evidences for the existence of Almighty. Then he had 
illustrated the creation of man and his duties towards universe and 
Almighty and further explained the terminologies of Tauhid, Shirk, 
Ibadah, Hidayah and Taqdir. Besides, he had elucidated the articles of 
Islam and obligatory duties of a believer along with its logical religious 
ground. 
The author's approach to the study of Quran is independent and in 
conformity with the exigencies of logic. It helps in clearing the cobwebs 
of misconception which sometimes crop up in the minds of non-Muslim 
readers. It also helps scholars in tiding over the difficulties which they 
occasionally come across in comprehending the Holy Book. For 
instance, after a great deal about the views of Islam the author concludes 
the matter in the following thought provoking words, "During the last two 
centuries, mankind has witnessed tremendous advances and exciting 
developments in the field of science. This made man feel that he knows 
everything, but before long he had to recant. He realized that human 
knowledge is limited and that his means of acquiring it are too few. This 
is a fact which God had intimated to man fourteen century ago through 
the Quran. ' Of knowledge it is only a litde that is communicated to you' 
(17: 85) But it is possible that you dislike a thing which is good for you 
and that you love a thing which is bad for you". 
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^jllkj V °^'j ^ AIllj God knoweth and ye (people) know not (2:216)' 
It is also significant to note that the author made an attempt of 
commendable defence of the Quran against pseudo-rationalists of our 
age. The following verses are quoted in such an angle; 2:21-22, 30-31, 
164, 95: 4-5, 55:1-4. For instance, while dealing with the verses oi al 
Baqarah 30-31, 
j jS^U^ VjjS j j dVj-A #.UUJ)IJ C?^-AH' ' - ^ A^XaJl j _ ^ 
'Behold, thy Lord said the angles: 'I will create a vicegerent on 
earth 'They said: Wilt thou place therein one who will make mischief 
therein and blood shed? Whilst we do celebrate thy praises and glorify 
thy holy (name)' 'He said: what ye know not 'and He taught Adam the 
nature of all things; then he placed them before the angles, and said: 'tell 
Me the nature of these if ye are right'. Author has concisely summarized 
the following views. 'God enabled him in understanding the name and 
nature of all things and to master all in fashion that aided him in the free 
fulfillment of his mission on earth. The Quran presents a very believable 
study of the nature in which man, of all the tens of thousands of animals, 
came into possession of the independent faculties and tremendous 
knowledge which are to be found in none others. Perhaps it is for 
traditional science to say that the stump of the lost tail of the ancestors 
further evolved into the ability and knowledge of man'.'^ 
Examining the mode of presentation, the author has explicated the 
task with an extra ordinary talent. He had clarified the Quranic 
conceptions through his blessed eloquenc. For instance while 
" Ibid.,Vol.i, p.64. 
'^  Ibid, vol.1, p.38. 
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commentating on the verse 55:1-4, 'The most gracious! It is He who has 
taught the Quran. He has created man; He has taught him speech(and 
intelligence)' the author explains that "in making man really a man, in 
making man a civilized being, in making man a man of letters, in making 
man a scientist, in all such cases words and writings play a crucial role. 
Since the time immemorial none of the animals that inhabit the earth in 
tens of thousands ever uttered a word of speech. Never had they made 
pictures or letters. It is only man, man alone, who actually did both. And 
both combined to provide his life an incomparable richness and vista of 
breathtaking vision. He was thus made the leader, the 'Khalifah' of the 
earth. Amongst the animals, it is only man who had employed the means 
1 T 
of his transportation. It was he, and he alone who wore clothes ". 
One of the conspicous drawbacks of this commentary is that the 
author has interpreted all verses through the genuine logic and rational 
point of views. He has made attempts to bring the mystical exposition 
of Holy Quran into the logical conclusion. This approach has drawn 
immense criticism by the later commentators of the region such as 
Muhammad Amani Maulavi (d.l987), K.Umer Maulavi (d.2001) and 
K.V.Muhammad Koottanad (d.l998). The impact of these contrasting 
views can be seen in the following pages. 
1 .Commentating the verse Al Baqarah 57, 
( 2 ^ j Uj-olla Uoj k S U i j j Ua CjUlla QA 1 j lS (_JjkJlj jj!«3l ASJIC UljJIJ aUJJI ^iSjlc Lilllaj 
'And We gave you the shade of clouds and sent down to you Manna 
and quails, saying: "Eat of the good things We have provided for you:" 
" Ibid. Vol. Ill, !pp. 230-231. 
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(But they rebelled); To us they did no harm, But they harmed their own 
souls'. 
The author has consciously appHed his notion both in translation 
and interpretation. He had translated the said verse in another form. 
'And we made the clouds to give shade over you and Manna and Quail: 
Eat of good things that we have given you and they did not do us any 
harm, but did harm their own selves'. Here he had given a separate 
meaning to the Arabic word 'Anzalna' (^jj^) as arranged for. It is quite 
contrary to those commentaries compiled in the region such as Tarjamah 
al Quran by Umar Maulavi/"^ Path al Rahamn fi Tafsir al Quran by 
K.V.Muhammed Koottanad.'^  Muttanissery Koyakkuty by Quran 
Malayala Saram,^^ and Tarjamah al Ma'ni al Quran by Cheriyamundam 
Abdul Hanieed Madani. After enacting a logical justification of the 
verse he explained the terms 'Manna and Salva'under footnote as 'at the 
Sinai valley two kinds of food stuff were available in the form of Quail 
and Manna. Manna was a delicious paste of a tree. And the word 'sent 
down' only means Almighty arranged for to eat; the presence of cloud is 
only a natural phenomenon which would be experienced everywhere . 
2. The same notion has also been applied in while expanding the verse Al 
Baqarah 248, 
14 Umar Maul^vi, Tarjamah al Quran, Amirul Islam, Tirurangadi, 1970,Vol. 1, p.l6. 
K.V. Muhalnmed Musliar Koottanad, Path Rahman ft Tafsir al Quran, Sunni Publication Centre, 
Chemmad, 1987, p.Vol.1., p.l42. 
Muttanissery KoyaKutty, Qurante Malayala Saram, Lekha Publication, Kayamkulam, 1967 ,p.l4. 
Cheriya Mijndam Abdul Hameed Madani, Tarjamah al Maa'ni al g«ra«,Yuvata, Kozhikode, 
1997. Vol.1, p.78. 
Ibid., Vol.1, pp. 170. 
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'And (further) their Prophet said to them: "A sign of his authority 
is that there shall come to you the Ark of the covenant, with (an 
assurance) therein of security from your Lord, and the relics left by the 
family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by angels. In this is a 
symbol for you if ye indeed have faith." 
Here the commentator has given the right translation of the said 
verse. The word 'Thahmiluhul Malaikah' (^ i^i-*^ ) '^ i4a<^ ) has been given 
the meaning 'angles bearing it'. The same meaning was given by all other 
commentators in their works, K.Umer Maulavi,^ ^K.V.Muhammed 
Koottanad,^ *^ and Cheriyamundam Abdul Hameed ?^ But here seen 
explained the same matter in another angle. Under the footnote he wrote 
"And then the enemies of the Israilites reached the boundaries of the 
kingdom by carrying a box in a bullock cart. When they reached the 
boundaries, the enemies had withdrawn themselves, by thrashing the 
bullock to move forward. Since then bullocks alone moved ahead. Seeing 
the lonely exraordinary moving bullock, some Israilites roared and 
inspected the contents of the vehicle and they found their ark. This is 
really meant for the angels bearing it" 
3. The same application of thought may be also seen in his 
commentary of the verse Al Baqarah 268, 
'The Evil one threatens you with poverty and bids you to conduct 
unseemly. Allah promiseth you His forgiveness and bounties. And Allah 
careth for all and He knoweth all things.' 
'"* K.Umer Maulavi, op.cit, Vol.], p.42. 
^° K.V.Muhammed Musliar, op.cit. Vol.1, p .327. 
*' CheriyaMundam Abdul Hameed, op.cit.Vol.1, p.78. 
^^  Ibid, Vol.1, p.288. 
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C.N. has translated the verse in the following words. Satan 
threatens you about the poverty and perused to do the abomination.' 
Under the footnote he clarifies the 'Shaitan' signifies those people who 
always persuade and threaten the believer about their spending of money 
for the cause of Allah . 
4. Commentating the verse Al Shuara: 64, 
'Then We told Moses by inspiration: "strike the sea with thy rod." 
So it divided, and each separate part became like the huge, firm mass of a 
mountain'. 
Author made the following alteration to the said verse 'To travel 
through sea with rod. Further the author has explained the Prophet Musa 
was well acquainted with the peculiarities of the landscape of the Nile 
who knew every nook and comer of the riverplaces like depthy, shallow. 
Prophet Musa selected the shallow places for his journey and they could 
cross the river. But Pharao was quite unknown about these and therefore 
he had been drowned along with his companions '^'. 
5. Interpreting the verse Al Naml: 20, 
'And he took a muster of the birds; and he said: "Why is it I see not 
the Hoopoe? Or is he among the absentees? 
With regard to this translation C.N. writes that "there are some 
interpreters of the Holy Quran who had committed a mistake in 
explanation of the term 'Hud Hud'. Here the author argues that the word 
'Hud Hud' denotes a name of man rather than a bird. He was assigned 
^^  Ibid, Vol. 1, p.274. 
^'* Ibid, Voi.I, p .299. 
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the duty to collect information and news secretly from the people. It was 
stated in support of this assumption there were some individuals bearing 
the name 'Hud Hud', Huddu in those days. After that he had given an 
example by citing the name 'Hud Hud,' father of queen Bilqees. The 
same matter once more accredited to have been quoted in the wordings of 
Sulaiman Nadvi (1884-1953), author of Ardal Quran^\ 
From a close study of the above five instances it is quite evident 
that the author is over enthusiastic to interpret the Holy Quran from 
modem and scientific point of views. In this way he come to believe that 
the religion's realities cannot go against scientific knowledge or in other 
words one should not believe except that which is perceived by any one 
of the five senses. On this occasion I must at least criticize the endeavour 
of the author to draw a logical explanation to divine messages and 
bringing inimical philosophy with the philosophy of the Holy Book. 
Though the intension of author could be admitted, the impact of the same 
is very consequential. 
Tarjamah al Quran (prtd/am, mm) 
It is a detailed translation of Holy Quran presented by K Umer 
Maulavi (1917-2001) in Arabic-Malayalam and Malayalam scripts. The 
Arabic -Malayalam version of this translation was printed by Anwarul 
Islam litho power press, Tiruranagadi in 1955 and the Malayalam version 
was published in 1970 in four volumes. 
The translator was one of the pioneers of Kerala Nadvathul 
Mujahideen, a reformist Muslim organization in Kerala. He was bom in 
1917 in Veliancode in Malappuram District. He started to 
publish'SalsabeeI,'an Islamic monthly in 1971 through which he had 
Ibid, Vol. IV, pp. 1299-1300. 
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highlighted a bunch of innovative thoughts and fresh information to 
revitalize the ignorant Muslim society from the evils of superstition. 
The present work under two broader parts includes introductory 
and commentary section. In the introductory part he has highlighted a 
short account on the following topics, Quran: the words of Allah, subject 
matter of Quran, Prophet and Divine Book, belief in life herafter and 
angels, elements of Jinn and Shaitan and style oi Quranic language. 
Considering the distinctiveness of work it can be cited that since 
the translator was associated with Mujahid organization he had upheld the 
views of the said organization. By attempting this translation the author 
mainly aims to clarify Islamic thoughts and refute the Sunni orthodox 
views and belief He has strongly countered the views of Istigatha and 
Tawassul. 
Commenting on Istigatha the translator writes that Istigatha 
literally means to pray or to seek help. Technically, it means to invoke 
help or protection of super natural forces, dead Prophets and saints. 
Nobody has any second opinion about Istigatha to Allah but the question 
is whether Istigatha can be made to anybody or any objects other than 
Allah like Prophets, saints, Sufis . With the concrete evidence from Holy 
Quran the author has rejected such views and termed them Shirk. Author 
has also made an effort to clarify the doubts and confusion lying in the 
issue of prayer. Bringing the clarity he has evidently classified the prayer 
into two kinds: 1. Prayer through obvious way 2. Prayer through 
unseen way. The first type is permissible and the second one is 
forbidden. In this sense the author further ascertained that 'keeping a 
Prophet or Waliy between man and God with the belief that he can 
intercede with God by virtue of his supernatural powers and that God 
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would act according to his intercession is Shirk.' Concluding the same 
issue the author has defined prayer in very lucid words. Any desire of a 
believer fot getting a virtue through unseen way will come under the 
credit of Shirk^^. 
Commenting on Shirk the author has explained the term from 
literal and technical aspects. Author writes that ''Shirk literally means 
partnership, sharing or associating, but technically it refers to the act of 
assigning partners to Allah in whatever form it may take. The Shirk can 
occur mainly in three ways. 1. Shirk in Rububiyah' 2. 'Shirk in Al Asma 
wa Sifaf 3. 'Shirk in Al Ibadah'. The first category of Shirk, Shirk 
Rububiyah, refers to either the belief of others sharing Allah's worship 
over creation as His equal or near equal or to the belief that there exists 
no lord over creation at all. Most religious systems fall under the first 
aspect of Shirk rububiyah whereas it is philosophers and their men who 
tend to fill this second aspect. The first category has subcategorized as 
Shirk by association and Shirk by negation. The Shirk by association 
refers to the belief in which a main God or supreme being over creation is 
recognized, but His dominion is shared by other lesser gods, spirits, 
mortals, heavenly bodies or earthly objects. Such belief system are 
commonly referred to by theologians and philosophers as either 
monotheistic (having one God) or polytheistic (having more than one 
God). According to Islam all of these systems are polytheistic and many 
represent various degrees in the degeneration of divinely revealed 
religious system which is originally based on Tauhid. The second 
subcategory represents the various philosophies and ideologies which 
deny the existence of God either explicitly or implicitly. That is in some 
^^  Ibid, pp. 121-122. 
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cases God's non existence is stated as atheism while in other cases His 
existence is claimed, but the way in which He is conceived actually 
denies His existence (Pantheism)."^^ 
'Shirk in Asma wa Sifat' includes both the common pagan practice 
of giving Allah the attributes of His creation as well as the act of giving 
created beings Allah's names and attributes. It has been subdivided as 
Shirk by hijmanization and Shirk by defacation. Shirk by humanization 
refers Allah as being given the form and qualities of human beings and 
animals. Due to man's superiority over animals, the human form is more 
commonly used by idolaters to represent God in creation. Consequently, 
the image of the creator is often painted, moulded or carved in the shape 
of human beings possessing the physical features of those who worship 
them. Shirk by defacation relates to cases where created beings or things 
are given Allah's names or His attributes. For example it was the practice 
of the ancient Arabs to worship idols whose names were derived from the 
names of Allah. Their main three idols were Al lat taken from Allah's 
name Al Ilah, al Uzza taken from Al Azeez and al manat taken from Al 
28 
Mannan. 
'Shirk in al Ibadah' signifies the acts of worship directed to other 
than God and the reward for worship is sought from the creature instead 
of the Creator. It is very clear that in order to establish the above 
mentioned arguments the author has quoted the following verses, Surah 
al Nahl: 36, Surah Alu-Imran: 31,Surah al Rahman:26, Surah al Nisa: 
80, Surah alFurqan: 43, Surah alDhariyat: 56, Surah al Ana'am: 40. 
More over interpreting the 257* verse of Surah al Baqarah, 
'' Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
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{'All&h is the wali of those who believe and takes them from the 
darkness into light'). The author has once again refuted the Sunni 
orthodox views on wali or the saints. Commenting on the same the author 
illustrates that the term saint is used to translate the Arabic word wali (pi. 
Auliya) which Allah used to designate those who are close to Him but a 
more appropriate translation is 'close friend' because walee literally 
means an 'ally'. Allah explains for us that the criterion for 'wilayah' 
(divine friendship) is Iman or faith and 'taqwa' or piety and these 
qualities are shared by all true believers. Among the ignorant masses the 
main criterion for 'wilayah' (sainthood) is the performance of miracles 
which are commonly called 'karamah' but it is distinguished from the 
miracles 'mu'jizah'' of the Prophets. To most that hold this belief, the 
faith and practice of the 'miracle' worker are of no consequence. Hence, 
some who have been designated 'saints' held heretical belief and 
practices, while others were known to have abandoned the religious 
rituals and yet others were even involved in licentious and vulgar 
behaviour. However, nowhere has Allah made the working of miracles a 
stipulation for being His wali. Therefore, as earlier stated, all believers 
who have Iman and taqwa are wali of Allah and He is their wali as Allah 
Himself said^ .^ 
Considering all, the present work represents a variety of opinions 
on diverse theological views being stormily discussed among the scholars 
of different organisations in Kerala. 
^^  Ibid.Vol.I,pp.l38-140. 
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Tafsir al Quran al Karim (prtd/mm) 
This is a comprehensive and authentic translation and 
interpretation of Holy Quran in Malayalam in four volumes compiled by 
Muhammed Amani Maulavi (1909-1987) was published in 1963 by 
Kerala Nadvatul Mujahideen. 
This celebrated commentary project was undertaken by a group of 
dedicated and pious scholars like P.K.Moosa Maulavi (1883-1991), a 
noted writer, K.M.Maulavi (d. 1964), a veteran reformer, and Alavi 
Maulavi (d.l979) an ardent mentor. Though it was started as a combined 
effort it was confined to Amani Maulavi due to sickness and untimely 
demise of his colleagues and later it was Amani Maulavi who had 
confidently and honestly completed his commitment by fulfilling the 
endeavour in 1963. 
The commentator Muhammed Amani was bom in 1909 at 
Pattikkad in Malappuram district as a son of Amanath Hasan Kutty and 
Amina. He had undergone his religious education from traditional 
scholars Hasan Kutty Musliar (d. 1389/1969), his father, Pattikad Ibrahim 
(d.1370/1950) and Abdul Qadir Fadhfari (1313-1363A.H). After 
completing his primary education he had joined in Madrasatul 
Qasimiyya, Tanjavur in 1936 where he got his higher learning through 
Sayyid Alavi al Bukhari and Maulana Umer Hazrat and he received the 
title 'Maulavi Alim'. Being a scholar he had started his career as a 
Mudarris (teacher) in Pattikkad, his native town, and also served in 
Kalpakancheri, Tozhannur and Morayur where he had implemented his 
own syllabus to the students. Amani had authored some books in 
Malayalam too^°. 
Islamic Encyclopaedia ( Mai.), vol.1,1.P.H., Kozhikode, p.340. 
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This commentary is generally referred to as the authentic and most 
reliable one among the commentaries compiled by the scholars in Kerala. 
The present work is noteworthy for its lengthy preface touching all 
relevant aspects on the study of Quran. The first volume covers six 
chapters which exclusively creats an indepth perception providing 
adequate information to the reader. The first chapter entitled 'revelation' 
deals with broader ideas on revelations and its features under which study 
of revelation, ettiquetes of the recitation of Holy Quran, things to be 
known about the compilation of Quran, Waquf and Wasl along with 
specific table of alphabetical marks have been elaborated. The second 
chapter deals with the comprehension in Quran under which style of 
presentation of Quran, approach of the opponents towards Quran 
including Mushrikun, Ahl al Kitab, Munafiqun are discussed. Besides, the 
names of Allah and His attributes, historical events, Quranic injunctions 
on current issues, religious law and rituals are highlighted. The third 
chapter deals with the sublimity of the Holy Quran which really provides 
vivid information of the central theme. The fourth chapter deals with the 
interpretation of Holy Quran touching different styles of Holy Quran, 
things to be bothered while writing the commentary, 'naskh' or 
abrogation along with the minute descriptions including hadfu (missing), 
badal (substitution), al ziyad (exaggeration), majaz (usages). Also given a 
detailed description of early exegets including Abdullah b Masud 
(d.652A.D), Abdullah bin Abbas (d.618 A. D), Ubayy bin Ka'b (d. 
30/650), Zaid bin Thabith (d.45/665), Abu Musa Al Ashari (d.662-
672A.D), and Abdulla bin Zubair. Along with them he has annexed a list 
of disciples of Ibn Masud, Ibn Abbas and Zaid bin Aslam and had shortly 
assessed their contributions. A brief account of exegetes was also given 
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with main focus on Imam Baidawi (d.403/1012), Imam Razi (1150-
1210A.D), and Ibn Jarir (838-923A.D). The fifth chapter 'the problems of 
commentary writings of Holy Quran in Malayalam' is specially noted for 
the empirical information. Here the author has forwarded his views on 
translation of the Holy Quran in Malayalam. The author writes that most 
of the languages have a historical linkage with its prior culture and belief 
Therefore the usages, phrases, idioms used in any language are being 
transformed and constituted in such a background. In support of his 
views the author stated that Arabic is a Semitic language with 
monotheistic culture whereas Malayalam is related to the Aryan culture. 
The Quranic concepts and terms generally represent monotheistic culture 
and views, confronting many difficulties to translate its real sense and 
meaning in Malayalam. Also a great contrast lies between the two scripts 
bringing some barriers in the same task. Moreover out of 28 letters in 
Arabic, 13 have no equivalent pronounciation in Malayalam. 
The present work is noted for its sound references from books 
written in diverse languages. He has quoted from Arabic, Urdu and 
English texts. For the Arabic sources he has mainly relied upon Tafsir ibn 
Jarir, Tafsir ibn Kathir, Tafsir al Razi, Tafsir al Kashaf and Tafsir al 
Baidawi, Tqfsir al Ruh al Maa'ni, Tafsir al Shaukani, Tafsir al Manar 
and Tafsir al Jawahir. Of the Urdu sources he has mainly made use of 
Tafsir al Haqqani of Maulana Abul Haq Dehlawi (1555-1645), 
Tarjumanul Quran of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad (d.l958), Tafsir 
Thanae of Abul Wafa ZenauUa (1868-1948), and the English translations 
like the Quran translation and commentary by Allama Yusuf Ali (1872-
1952). The Hadith are widely used, such as the Sahih collection of Imam 
" Ibid.Voi.1., pp.35-36. 
' ' Ibid.Vol.I.,pp.l3-16. 
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Bukhari (d.256/869), Muslim (d.260/873) and the commentary on 
Bukhari, Fathul Bari of Ibn Hajar Asqalani (773-852A.H) and Mishkat al 
Masabih of Tabriz! and Riyad al Salihin of Imam Nawawi(d.676/1277). 
The commentary of Amani Maulavi is significant as it exposes the 
credible information and also is noticed due to its accurate responses to 
the logical explanation of C.N Ahmed Maulavi. Commenting on Al 
Baqarah 57; he replies that soon after Musa (A.S) crossed the Red sea 
with his companions they settled on the desert. They were under the 
shadow of the sun and got food as a great miracle of Allah Almighty. C.N 
Ahmad Maulavi criticized the traditional commentary of these 
happenings. So the author says that it was not a natural phenomenon but 
it happened as a Mu'jizah or miracle of Prophethood and the rational 
explanations are not logical on these issues. 
The author proves his good erudition in his reply to the 
commentary of C.N Ahmed Maulavi on verse 248 of Al Baqarah. 
Similarly, he comments on the verse 268 of ^/ Baqarah on the existence 
of Shaitan as explained by C.N. When questioning the entity of Shaitan 
and his role in spreading evil among the people, he points out that 'when 
a man spends for the prosperity of another, it seems the beneficiary 
escapes from evils which severely caused for poverty, he feels love 
towards the benefactor in his heart, his tongue speaks his name with all 
respect and he indulges himself in his work with more vigour and energy 
and thus prospers. The whole society feels its good effect and as a 
member of that society, the benefactor also contributes for that social 
upliftment. This is more evident when the spending is done for social 
services like education, training etc. When that is done for the Almighty, 
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seeking his pleasure it increases. If wealth is spent not for God, it will be 
for ShaitarC^^. 
Commenting on verse 63 of Al Shuara' the translator disapproves 
with C.N and explains the blow of Musa (A.S) on the sea to make a way 
for them. The author urges to understand it as a miracle of the Prophet. 
On interpreting the verse 20 ofAl- Naml he rejects the view of C.N and 
states that 'Hudhud', the bird of Solomon, was really a bird as described 
by commentators like Ibn Kathir.^ '* 
This is quite evident from the critical study of the present work that 
it is credible that the author has performed his great dedication to various 
subjects related to the commentary for developing the understanding of 
Holy Quran among the common people. Hence the following features are 
to be mentioned in this regard: 1. the author keeps a serious and genuine 
approach towards the principles of Tafsir used by Mufassirin of early 
Muslim world. 2. The commentator has rejected the methodology of the 
tafsir writing as executed by scholars of modem period. 3. The message 
of Quran is provided for the lucid and scholarly interpretations. 4. The 
sound references along with Arabic text are highly useful. 
Tafsir al Quran: Quran Paribasha (prtd/mm) 
A Malayalam translation of Tafsir Jalalain with brief explanation 
is an invaluable compendium in one volume prepared by T.K.Abdulla 
Maulavi (1924-1972) and published by Bayaniya press Parappanangadi in 
1967. 
The commentator was a scholar and one of the pioneer members of 
the Samatha Kerala Jamiyatul Ulama, a Sunni scholar organization, bom 
in 1920 in Mattul in Kannur district as son of Muhammed Kunhi Haji 
33 
34 
Ibid.vol. ii p.330. 
Ibid, vol., p. 356. 
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(1396/1976) and T.Kadeeja (d. 1349/1930). He had received his religious 
education from Koya Kunhayin (d.l396 /1976) and Abdul Hameed 
Jamalulaih(d.l960). 
The intrinsic work Tafsir Jalalain is a composite work prepared by 
two eminent authors, Imam Jalaluddin Suyuthi (d.911/1505) and 
Muhammed Jalaluddin al Mahalli (d.876/1459). Imam al Mahalli began 
his own portion of the work from Surah al Kahf (chapter X VIII) and 
ended it up with Surah al Nas (X IV). Imam al Suyuti began from Surah 
al Baqarah (chapter II) and stopped at the end of Surah al Isra' (chapter 
X VII). 
The author has dedicated this work to his late parents and Sayyid 
Abdurahman Bafaqi (1903-1973), a veteran Muslim leader. The present 
work is also considered for the special message illuminated by Sayyid 
P.M.S.A Pookoya (d.l975), former president of the Muslim League 
Kerala Circle. In his message he has appreciated this work and opined 
that "this kind of observation is highly praiseworthy and inevitable 
through which one can certainly make easier the task of Quranic learning 
especially by laymen. At the same time the effort will clear and clarify 
the misunderstanding and prejudices maintained by the opponents of 
Quran in modem times". 
Before proceeding the commentary, the author has given a detailed 
introduction to Holy Quran where he mainly dealt with the following 
issues; principles of the study of the Holy Quran, need for Quranic 
translation and exegesis, a distinguished analysis of prayer, obedience 
and worship. Under these titles the author has expressed his traditional 
Sunni views and stand in favour of Tawassul, Istigatha and Taqlid. 
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Explaining the ettiquettes for the study of Holy Quran the 
commentator has listed the following things. Undergo ablution before 
beginning the recitation of Holy Quran. Observe right and proper 
direction and place the Book at the right position. Begin the recitation by 
uttering 'Bismihi' in its complete form. Do not stop the recitation at 
unproper places.To keep up the correct accent and pronunciation {Tajwid) 
and while concluding say Sadaqa Allah al Aliyyul A 'lim^\ 
One of the outstanding features of the present commentary is that it 
rightly unfolds a serious controversy over the matter of translation of 
Holy Quran among the Sunni scholars in Kerala. Regarding the Quranic 
translation the author replies to his own section of the traditional Ulama 
while crossing their conservative views about the said matter. Here the 
translator has argued positively by ascertaining the following facts.The 
translation of Holy Quran is inevitable because of the unique literal style 
and complexity of terms, usages phrases, similes and idioms, used by the 
Holy Quran in several places rightly demands the same effort.The study 
of Holy Quran is obligatory for all Muslims. This is why the common 
people everywhere badly need literature like this.The third argument is 
that the Holy Quran is a gift or bounty to the human beings for enjoying a 
better life in this world and hereafter. It provides guidance to the whole 
mankind to peruse the right path, leaving no room for involvement in any 
kind of distinction and disparity on the basis of caste and colour. It is 
because of this fact that the translation and explanation on the same is 
unavoidable. The fourth argument is that Islam is a complete and 
comprehensive way of life. It needed a book which might be sufficient 
for guidance in every sphere of life. In fact a Divine book encompasses 
Ibid, p. 34. 
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every sphere of human life including the ingredients of the universe. To 
bring forth these teachings of the Quran translation and commentary of 
Holy Quran is essential. 
The introductory part of this commentary demonstrates a great deal 
about the discussion on verses Muhkamat' and 'Mutashabihat'. The 
author has adequately classified the distinction between the two 
categories. 
Observing the totality of the contents, it is very significant to 
mention that since the commentator is support a particular organization 
having Sunni views, he has concluded his arguments on such 
perspectives. This is quite evident in his commentary of verses 2:186, 
3:31, 6:59, 7:194, 15:26-27, 16:36, 21:66. The author has made attempted 
to distinguish between 'Ibadath' (worship) and 'ItaaW (obedience). By 
refuting the views of K. Umar Maulavi, author of Tarjamah al Quran and 
eminent scholar of Mujahid group, he writes that Ibadath is 'utmost 
sublime' rather it is not to desire, fear and respect through unseen way. 
The Sunni views about Istigatha have been stressed here. To seek divine 
assistance through intermediaries like saints. Prophets or nobles is 
permissible in Islam and shall be considered it as an act of piety. 
Regarding the belief in intercession or al-shfaa % a controversy 
among the Muslim scholars of different organizations has also been 
concluded in this attempt. For instance while commenting on verse 2:48 
the author has given a short account on intercession. AlShfaa'h' is 
derived from al-shafaah' which means 'even' as opposed to odd, the 
interceder adds his own recommendations to the plea of the petitioner; in 
this way the number of pleaders become even, and the weak plea of the 
Ibid. p. 36. 
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petitioner is strengthened by the prestige of the intercessor. Further, the 
commentator has categorized the intercession at two levels. 1. 
Intercession in this life and 2. Intercession in the hereafter in the first 
category the author has brought all things that bring a man nearer to Allah 
and make him eligible for forgiveness by performing repentance, true 
faith, good deed, the Quran, anything related to Holy places and 
auspicious days, the Prophet and apostles the angels and the believers 
themselves. For this he has quoted the verses: 4:64, 5: 16, 35, 39:53-54, 
40:7, 42:5, 57:28,. In the second category intercession in the hereafter the 
following are Ought to come, such as the Prophets and apostles, the 
angels, the witnesses and the believers. For the same he has quoted the 
verses 2:143, 20:109-110, 21:26-28, 43:86, 57:19.^^ 
Considering all these aspects the work may be considered as a 
significant contribution in the realm of Quranic literature in Kerala. The 
work is relevant as it is debutant Sunni attempt of its kind and through 
which author has broken the conservatism kept by the Sunni scholars 
regarding the translation of Quran. 
Fath al Rahman fi Tafsir al Quran (prtd/mm) 
Fath al Rahman fi Tafsir al Quran is a comprehensive Quranic 
exegesis in Malayalam language, prepared by K.V.Muhammed 
Koottanad and published by Sunni Publication Center of Chemmad, 
Malappuram in 1981-1984. 
K.V.Muhammed Musliar Koottanad is a traditional religious 
scholar. He had received his religious education through Muhammed 
alias Bappu Koduvapuram, Nualil Muhammad and Odakkal Koyakutty. 
The author was a senior leader of the organization of traditional Sunni 
" Ibid, pp.56-130. 
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Muslims named Samastha Kerala Jami 'yathul Ulama; as he served it as 
Secretary and other capacities for decades. 
In this venture author had confronted some painstaking experiences 
from his own organization. The eminent scholar and general Secretary of 
Samastha Kerala Jamiyah al Ulama, E.K Abubakar Musliar (d.l914-
1994) raised his voice against this attempt. After taking up a series of 
scholastic debates, author ultimately decided to go ahead and thus work 
was completed successfiilly. On account of this sensitive mood author 
had paid utmost care in the writing and editing of this work. Eventually 
the work became famous as a most reliable Quran exegesis for tradional 
Sunni Muslims. It is also very significant to note here that author had 
consciously mentioned and well presented his arguments on the question 
of the translation of Holy Quran under the heding 'Translation is not 
abominable'. This brief note rightly clarifies the scholastic position of the 
author in favour of his arguemets. 
The major reference of the author was classical Quranic exegesis 
like the works of Ibn Kathir, Imam Razi and Al Qurtubi. He quotes the 
tradition of the Prophet (SAW) from various Sunni texts of Hadith 
collection. A map of historical places of Islam is attached to the 
commentary with descriptions. 
The work was concentrated to interpret the Quran according to 
Sunni belief as some modem works were produced criticising the 
traditional Sunni faith. The work seriously criticizes the arguments of the 
commentary of C.N.Ahmed Maulavi, a reformist, radical thinker and 
commentator of the Quran. He studies the drawbacks of famous Salafi 
commentary of the region done by Muhammed Amani Maulvi.The 
Ibid. p.23. 
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method of commentary can be studied through the analysis and criticism 
of different interpretations made by commentators on the section of 
commentary for early verses of Surah al Saffat. 
The first 10 verses of the Surah al Saffat discuss so many 
metaphysical phenomena like Jinn, Shaitan, Angeles and Mala -i- Ala. 
The author starts the commentary in the methodology developed in 
classical texts of exegesis and then criticizes the approaches of C.N. 
Ahmed. On the commentary of the verse 8 in the same Surah which states 
that shaitan cannot hear from 'Mala-i- ^/a'(station of the great souls) and 
they would be thrown from all the parts, author criticizes the argument of 
C.N that argue Jinns are not a different species but they are a separate 
community among humanity. C.N interprets it as a lies of astrologers who 
misguide the common people and influence the faith and gain wealth. 
Through a logical and scholastic description the author denies these views 
and states that C.N's approach fundamentally opposes the tradition of 
Islam. Author provides a detailed account of documents from the texts of 
Hadith collection and studies of prominent scholars. The important 
criticisms are; Firstly, author says the phenominon of Jinn has been 
described in other verses of Quran that clarify their nature. The nature of 
the hearing of Shaitans also has been described in the verses of 15" of 
72"^ ^ chapter. Secondly, the traditions from Prophet (SAW) put forward 
various happenings related to these phenomena. Thirdly, Quran 
commentators of early age strictly argued the nature of this phenomenon 
and even reformist thinkers also agreed with this view of thinking . After 
the presentation of these positive elements to understand the real stand, 
the author reviews the proof put forward by C.N for his arguments and 
" Ibid.Vol. iv, pp.76-86. 
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denies its logical possibilities. He says that C.N has misunderstood the 
meaning of the verses and misinterpreted it to suit his rational 
approaches. 
This work is critical of the Salafi School of thought. It makes the 
work an dinW-salafi Quranic exegesis that may be experienced in all the 
spheres of the commentary. On interpreting the verse 4 of the 46 
chapter, the author criticizes the Salafi view of Istigatha as it discssed 
from the first to last of the commentary. He says that a corpse can hear 
and see from a different world of soul, so they can help the needy. This 
argument is further validated by pvo-Salafi reformist thinkers, the author 
adds. On commenting verse 24 of the chapter 39, he criticizes the 
approach of Amani Maulavi, a bleshed Salafi commentator his arguments 
related to Istigathaln short the author makes use of the following 
instances in Holy Quran favour of Istigatha and Tawassul:\:5, 2:45, 
3:169, 5:114, 7:128, 8:9, 12:8, 21:112, 25:31. He also quoted the versed/ 
taubah-\07-\0S and AlNur-36- 37 to clarify the Sunni perspective 
regarding the participation of women in congregational prayer.'*'^  
Tarjamah al Ma 'ni al Quran (prtd/mm) 
A Malayalam translation on the meaning and a very brief 
commentary of Holy Quran prepared by Cheriyamundam Abdul Hameed 
and published by Yuvata Book House from Kozhikode in 1997. 
The translator is presently working as the chief editor of 'Shabab', 
a leading Islamic monthly of a Mujahid group in Kerala. In addition to 
this he has authored some other works in Malayalam such as translation 
of 'Bulugh alMaram, 'Islam and Rationalism'. 
Ibid, pp.48-103. 
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The present work is mainly based on Tarjamah al Quran a\ 
Hakeem, a comprehensive commentary of Muhammad Amani Maulavi. 
In the first volume he has given an account on Holy Quran specially 
meant for the young generation. It narrates various stages of revelation, 
evolution of human history, concept of God in Quran and historical 
development of Risalah, Khilafah and Mulukiyah. 
One of the remarkable features of this work is the due care of the 
author to explain the verses concerned with scientific questions and 
natural phenomena. His masterly intellectual exercise is praise worthy in 
his interpretation of the following instances. The sphericity and evolution 
of the earth (39 : 5) the formation of rain (30 : 48), fertilizing by wind 
(15 : 22) the revolving of Sun, Moon and planets in there fixed orbits (36 
: 29 - 38), the aquatic origin of all living creatures (21 : 30), the duality in 
the sex of plants and other creatures (36 : 35), the collective life of 
animals (6 : 38), the mode of life of bees (16 :69) and the successive 
phases of the child in mother's womb (22 : 5, 23: 14). The author 
frequently remindes that though the Quran has instigated several 
corresponding precisely with inventions of sciences. But yet its purpose is 
not to teach either astronomy or history or philosophy or physical 
sciences, but the Quran is a Book of devine guidance to the mankind. 
The author has shown outstanding ability to illustrate the basic 
teachings and commandments of Quran. For instance the verse (7:32), 
Say Who hath forbidden the beautiful gifts of God which He hath 
produced For His servants and the things, clean and pure (which He hath 
provided) for sustenance? Say: They are, in the life of this world, for 
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those believe, (and) purely for them on the Day of Judgment. Thus do we 
explain the signs in detail for those who understand. 
While interpreting this verse the translator briefly explaines 'thus 
in Islam, moderated in food as in other aspects of life is golden mean. 
The same statement has been further emphasized with regard to the 
following verse Oh children of Adam! Look to your adornment at every 
place of worship and eat and drink but be not prodigal. He lovoth not the 
prodigals In order to convince the matter the author has quoted following 
Hadith 'A Muslim eats in one intestine (stomach) whereas a none believer 
eats seven intestines.'* 
On the light of above sources the author concludes the elucidation 
by adding that it is common knowledge that over eating has many bad 
effects like indigestion, flatulence and diarhoea. The health and 
happiness of the individual and society depend considerably on proper 
eating habits'* ,^ 
Tafhim al Quran ( prtd/mm) 
Tafhim al Quran is a celebrated modem Quran exegesis which left 
a great influence on Islamic revivalism in the latter half of the 20 
century. The famous organization called Jamaa't -e- Islami became an 
important factor in popularizing this Tafsir in Kerala. The Malayalam 
also resulted in the organizational growth of the Jama 'at and spread of 
the same into remote villages and cities in Kerala. 
The first volume of 'Tafhim al Quran' in Malayalam was 
published in 1972. It contains the first six chapters from Al Fathiha wpto 
Al Ana'm. This version got seven revised editions upto 1998. The latest 
edition of the first volume in 549 pages alongwith a detailed introduction 
"' Ibid., pp. 98-100. 
"^  Ibid., pp.116-117. 
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provides a comprehensive understanding of Quran. The subject matter 
has sequentially been distributed under the following sub-titles ie. 'Quran 
a unique book', 'foundation of Quran\ 'style of narration', 'subject 
matter', 'phases of revelation', 'individual collections', 'preservation and 
compilation of the Holy Quran' and the 'method of study'. 
The second volume of the translation was published in 1990 which 
contains chapters 7 to 17 from Al Aa'raf to Al Isra' in 606 pages. 
Subsequently the third volume was published in 1991 consisting of 
chapters 18-30, from Al Kahf to Al Rum. The fourth volume was 
published in 1993 containing chapters 31-46, from Luqman-Al Ahqaf. 
The fifth volume published inl997 contains chapters 47-66, Muhammed-
Al Tahrim in 527 pages and the rest, chapters 67-114, Al Mulk-Al Nas 
was published in 1998. 
Considering the salient features of this commentary, it is rightly 
being described as a freehand translation of Holy Quran. For the selection 
of this particular style the auther has cited two reasons. 1. A word to word 
translation of the Quran has already been done by several scholars and 
that suffice to serve its purpose.2. It cannot fulfill the objective for which 
this work has been undertaken. As a matter of fact, the literal translation 
often becomes a hindrance to the complete understanding of the Quran. A 
literal translation of the Quran is incapable of transferring the linguistic 
charm and sublime themes of the original Arabic text into any other 
languages nor it retains the conformity of the theme so as to induce one to 
it as a coherent whole and derive the same beauty from a closely 
connected book. That is why a reader who studies its literal translation 
fails to appreciate the fluency and dynamism of the Quran, and a skeptic 
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begins to doubt whether it is the same Book which challenged the world 
to produce the like of it"*^ . 
A literal translation considers the Quran as a book instead of a 
living voice. The work was first delivered as public lectures. Hence it is 
obvious that literal tracks cannot transfer the informal style of a speech or 
address into the conventional style of a written work. 
The second outstanding feature of this work is the great dedication 
of the author towards his attempt. In the introduction the author points out 
that he had two objectives of it. At first, he wanted to acquaint the reader 
with these things which will help him to understand the meaning of 
Quran. Second, he wanted to answer some of the questions which arose 
during the study of the Quran.^'^ 
The commentary brings to light the elegant literary style and 
Maulana Maududi's erudition and brilliance of thought. For instance 
while commentating on the verse Al Najm 3-4 he elaborates OP S^ ^3 
'Nor does he say (the Prophet) speak out of desire,it is no less a Wahy' 
sent down to him'. The word 'Nutq' may not be without any good reason, 
but limited only reductively the Quran. Nutq of the Prophet comprised 
both of the Quranic and the non Quranic statements he made. The first 
type of Prophet's utterance consisted of the explanation of the Quranic 
messages and instruction which must have been revealed to the 
Prophet.They are classified as Wahy Khafi. The second category is the 
speeches related to his endeavor for establishing a full-fledged Islamic 
"' Muhammed Akber, The Meaning of the Quran, Vol. I, Markaz Makthab - i - Islam , Delhi, 
1982, tran. by Sayyed All, pp.193-194. 
'' Ibid. 
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civilization. And third type comprised those sayings which he made in his 
personal and private capacity'* .^ 
The same argument was enforced with the following passage of 
Surah Al Qiyamah\\-\9. On this statement the Prophet (SAW) has been 
assured that he will be receiving two things; the Quran and its bayan. 
Maududi writes that what is proven beyond any doubt from this verse is 
that the Prophet (SAW) received 'wahy' not only in the form of Quran 
but also another one which is indicated in the Quran. At the interpretation 
of the Quranic percepts, edicts and principles, specific terms and words 
were included into the Quran. It was unnecessary to say that the 
interpretation of the Quran is also Allah's responsibility. It will, then, 
have to be accepted that the interpretation of the Quran revealed by Allah 
was besides the words of the Quran. This is another evidence of Wahy 
Khajt\ 
The fourth feature is that the author urges to consider Holy Quran 
as the complete code of life. This point has been emphasised since the 
introduction onwards. At the introduction the author symbolically poses 
the question whether 'the Holy Quran is a complete code of life. But 
when one reads it one does not comprehend the detailed rules and 
regulation regarding social, cultural, political and economic problems. 
Even in the matters of Salah and Zakah it does not contain any detailed 
regulation and treats as obligatory duties. That is why a casual reader 
cannot understand how this book can be called a complete code. This 
confusion is caused because the object loses sight of the fact that Allah 
did not only send the book but also appointed his messenger to 
45 Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
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demonstrate its leadings by putting them into actual practice.To illustrate 
further, we may consider the case of the construction of a building. It is 
only a plan of the proposed building and no engineer is appointed to 
supervise. But if an engineer is also appointed along with the plan to 
construct the building, obviously, there is no need for a detailed plan. In 
that case only a sketch with its essential features will be quite enough."*^  
The fifth notable characteristic of this book is the glowing 
presentation with a specific approach which draws the attention of the 
reader at the first sight itself. For instance commentating on Surah Al 
Ahzab: 36, 
It is not fitting for a believer, man or women, When a matter has 
been decided by God and His Apostle, to have any objection about their 
decision. If any one disobeys God and His Apostle, he is indeed on a 
clearly wrong path. 
Citing the instance, he states that the above Ayah came down when 
Prophet's proposal to Zainab bint Jahsh, his own cousin to marry Zaid 
Bint Harith, his adopted son and free slave, was turned down by Zainab 
and her brother who had both withdrawn their rejection after the Ayah 
was revealed. Maududi writes that although \h\sAayah was revealed in 
response to a particular issue, the ruling conveyed therein serves to be 
fiindamental basis of Islamic laws encompassing the entire Islamic 
scheme of life. According to this principles no Muslim individual, group, 
institution, court, parliament, or state is entitled to have freedom of choice 
in matter in which there is already a ruling from Allah and His apostle. To 
Tajhim al Quran, vol.v, Markaz Maktab e Islam, New Delhi, 1982, pp.193-194. 
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be Muslim is voluntarily surrender to Allah and its Prophet (SAW). If an 
individual or nation claims to be Muslim and also reserves to the right the 
dissent it is a contradictory approach. No right thinking person will ever 
imagine gathering its two opposite approaches together"*^ . 
The Maududi's Quranic exposition and discourses have brought 
very strong ideological diversities and heated discussion among the 
scholars of Kerala. Anyhow, this text got a wide appreciation from the 
general public. The form of Tafhim al Quran prepared by Maududi, 
Tarjumah-e- Quran is also rendered into Malayalam in a single volume 
as 'Quran Bhashyam' by T.K Ubaid , examined by K.C Abdullah in 1988 
and 50000 copies of the same have already been distributed so far/' 
Fi Zilal al Quran (Quranic Thanalit) (prtd/mm) 
The Malayalam version of the acclaimed work 'Fi Zilal al Quran' 
of a renowned Egyptian scholar Sayyid Qutub (1909-1966) was 
performed by V.S Saleem and KunjiMuhammed Pulavath and published 
by Manas Foundation Aluva in 1995-1999. 
The present work 'Ft Zilal al Quran'is originally compiled by 
Sayyid Qutub (1906-1966), a reformist Muslim thinker of 20* century. 
He hails from a deep religious Egyptian background. He started his career 
as a writer and progressed to become one of the renowned thinkers of the 
contemporary Islamic Movement. In 1929 he was admitted to Darul 
Uloom, Cairo, Where he had received his BA degree. After that he was 
appointed as a teaher in the same institution and got chance to serve as a 
private secretary to Taha Husain (1889-1973), an eminent poet of Egypt. 
Sayyid Qutub was very much influenced by Abbas Mahmud Aqad (1889-
1964 ) a prolific writer and editor of 'Al Aa'lam al Arab' a monthly. 
' ' Ibid, Vol.IV, pp. 98-99. 
'*'' Prabodhamm Quran Special Issue on Quran, Kozhikode, 2002 , p. 197. 
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Subsequently, he had launched a new magazine 'Al fikr al Jadeed' 
through which he had highlighted a series of articles on current issues. 
Finally he joined the Ikhwan al Muslimun and became an ardent follower 
of this movement. He wrote with a firm sense of conviction which led 
him to give his life for his believes. When he was executed in 1966 by the 
Abdul Nasser regime (1918-1970) of Egypt he had completed more than 
twenty five books of which the present one is the most important. 
It was so late when the present work reached the hands of 
Keralites, the first and second volume of this work was published only in 
1995. The 3'''' volume was published in 1996 which contains Alu Imran, 
Al Nisa and Al Maidah. In this volume an additional index has been 
annexed due to wide demand of the researchers and readers in general. 
The 4th volume of this work was published in 1996 which includes the 
verses from 1 to 145 of Al Ana'm. The 5* volume was published in 1997 
comprising Surah a/ Aa'raf. The 6* volume published in 1998 which 
included Surah al Anfal and al Taubah 1 to 93 verses. The 7th volume 
was published in 1999 which contains al Tauba and al Yunus. The rest 
are yet be published. In the first volume a preface was given by great 
scholar Muhiyuddin Aluway (d.l995), a classmate and intimate friend of 
Sayyid Qutubj shares his ever green memories with him in which he had 
anticipated the work would be an n asset to the development of Quranic 
Studies in Kerala. 
the outstanding feature of this work is that it provides a heartfelt 
experience of a rhythmatic journey into the spirit of the Holy Quran. Ever 
since its first appearance the work has been welcomed by the Malayali 
readers. Unlike the other translated versions the present work is accurate 
in absorbing the aesthetic beauty of the Quran as well as its thematical 
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expression. Its literary presentation is generally appreciated by the men of 
letters in the region. 
The second notable feature of the work lies in the social 
background of the author when the book was being composed. The book 
is an offshoot of a campaign of struggle because it is used much more 
than a commentary on the Quran. Since the larger part of the work was 
written when the author was in jail during the period between 1954-1964 
all the emotional stress and solitude might have influenced the work to 
become sublime. Hence the robustness intellectualand practical 
'campaign of struggle' to which the author dedicated himself was an 
endeavor to create an awareness among the contemporary Muslims 
regarding the true nature of Islam. His sole objective was that the 
Muslims of today should be able to be aware and practice true Islam in 
the same way the early Islamic generations did. 
Another important aspect of the work is the reflection of political 
view of Qutub regarding state, society and sovereignty. It could be 
evident from the expansion of following verses. 3:189, 4:59, 5:17, 20, 
7:158, 9:116, 12:30,43,50,51,54,83, 20:114, 23:116, 24:42, 25:2, 27:33, 
39:6, 42:49, 43;85, 45:27, 48;14, 54:55, 57:2,5, 59:23, 64:1, 67:1, 85:9. 
It also encompasses the Islamic perspectives of economy, intelligentia, 
morality and education. In this instance it can boldly be said that the 
author has successfully done the task of illustrating the Islamic world 
view. Sayyid Qutub objecively deals with the contemporary issues of the 
world from a social and political standpoint. In this regard Qutub had 
drawn his conclusion on issues of human relationships, threats of 
colonization and imperialism, victimization of Arabs in Palestine, the 
approach of Muslims towards Zionism and ties with Jews and Christians. 
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Here, he explicitly warns against the expression of tolerance and 
forgiveness towards Jews and the adversaries of Islam. 
While observing the expressions zealously it could certainly be 
stated that the author was actually living along with the Quran. From the 
auspicious shadows of the Quran he throws light on the images of 
believer, objectives followed by a truth seeker and Firdous (high place in 
paradise) as the ultimate destination of a believer. He has tried to convice 
his readers to strive for the eradication of ignorance and arrogance being 
echoed everywhere. 
Unlike the other commentaries it has consciously avoided the 
Arabic terms, connotations in its possible scale. The translators have 
mentioned certain things in the preface. The work ought to be useful to 
the Muslim readers as well as the non Muslim readers.The translator have 
also indicated the distinct historical background of the author and the 
circumstances led to this composition. 
The author also speaks comprehensively about the Islamic method 
of educating the individual and the community with the dual purpose of 
shedding light on the Quranic instruction on one hand and on the other 
enriching the contemporary Islamic revivalist movement in this field. 
This enrichment is badly needed at this particular stage as the Islamic 
movement strives to establish an Islamic presence in the midst of ignorant 
surroundings Which one hostile to Islam trying to suppress it or, at least, 
to move away from it. In these areas the author lays strong emphasis on 
education through events to delineate the Quranic method of making use 
of great events in disciplining the human soul, so that it may be moulded 
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in the required shape while it is still vividly impressed by the event. Thus, 
it takes the right mould permanently and become immune to deviation.^ '' 
When we examine the method the author has followed in 
explaining the meaning of Quran it is quite obvious that he does not 
depend upon individual words or expressions instead he takes the whole 
verse or a number of verses and explains their relevance to the awareness 
of man according to the devine method, or to the practical code which 
regulates the life of Islamic society 
A Review of Qura'nic Literature in Kerala 
The Holy Quran unwrapped one of the brightest and intellectual 
history of the entire world. It brought out a new dimension to the ever-
changing world, stimulated and motivated thoughtflilness of humanity 
through the passage of time. As an impact of this wherever the voice of 
Almighty reverberated a new civilization or an enlightened society 
emerged; spirited with knowledge, wisdom, science and literature. The 
past and present attest and testify the same fact in its all sense and 
splendour. As elsewhere in the world, the Holy Quran has left 
significant impacts and conspicuous development in the cultural and 
intellectual scenario of Kerala. Here an effort is made of surveying the 
serious studies on Quran attempted by the Muslim scholars, writers and 
non Muslim admirers of Holy Quran. 
Historically surveying the Malayalam poetry it was Vallathol 
Narayana Menon (1878-1968), a classical poet who at first brought about 
the Quranic values and concepts in Malayalam poetry through his 
celebrated work 'Pamsusnanam', 'Jathakam Tiruthi' and 'Allahu\ 
Jadakam Tiruthi describes the conversion of Hazrat Umar (d. 644A.D) 
5° Fi Zilal al QUran, Trns by.M.A Salahi.,A.A.,Shamis, Cresent Publishing Company, Aligarh, 
n.d.,Vol.l.,p.3i8. 
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into Islam. In this poem he has straightforwardly versified the essence of 
Quranic verses 2:84, 33:52, 45:27. and 57:2, 5, 10 and Pamsusnanam 
and Allahu reflect the history of the advent of Islam in Arabia and its 
painstaking propagation carried out by the Prophet (SAW) and his 
companions. The second attempt was rendered by P.Kunjiraman Nair 
(1905-1978), a blushed poet who wrote a specific poem entitled 
'Marubhoomiyile Yathrakaran' ( a traveler in desert) sharing the history 
of Prophet Muhammad (SAW) and his first revelation in 610A.D in the 
cave of///ra have been also illustrated in heart breaking rhymes. In this 
poem he has mainly manifested the message of Iqra' as expressed in 
Surah Al Alaq and the quintessence of the verse 73:1. Ullur S. 
Parameswara Iyer (1877-1949) has also expressed the Quarnic symbols 
in his masterpiece 'Umakeralam'. Ponkunnam Sayed Muhammed 
(d.l979), a contemporary of Chengampuzha Krishnapillai (1911-1948) 
and Edappally Raghavan Pillai (d.l936) wrote 'Mahamadham', a 
celebrated poem highlighting the Quran'ic perspectives and Prophetic 
history consisting of 1269 stanzas and published by Suni publications, 
Aluva in 1978. In the modem times the poet Yusuf Ali Kechery's 
(b.I934) Huwa al Hayy al Qayyum, Kamala Surayya's 'Ya-Allah' also 
manifest the Qura'nic embodiments in their works^\ 
Considering the influence of Quran on Malayalam it may be 
obseved that even if the Quranic symbols are found in limited attempts, 
generally the Quranic presence is very meagre in the common Malayalam 
literature as compared to the Biblical influence on the same. While 
examining the reasons behind this pathetic condition a modern scholar 
and researcher Ibrahim Bevincha writes 'those who learned Quran did 
'^ Ibrahim Bevincha, Quran in Malayalam Poems, Prabodhanam Special Issue on Quran, Kozhikode, 
2002, pp.214-215. 
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not learn literature and those who learned literature missed the Quran and 
the shortage of Muslim poets and men of letters from the Muslim 
community also worsened the same '. 
The Qura 'nic presence is very scanty in the genres of Malayalam 
literature, especially among short story and novel. A specific research on 
this topic is yqt to be carried out. Vaikkam Muhammad Basheer (1910-
1994), a legendary novelist in Malayalam, has highlighted the Qura'nic 
expositions in his stories like 'Balyakalasakhi' (1945), 
'PathummayudeAadu' (1950) and'Entuppuppakkoranendarunnu' (1956). 
He has frequently made use of Quranic concepts in his writings such as 
'Allahu Nuru Samavati Wal Ardu', 'Lauh al Mahfud', and 'Sidirah al 
Muntaha'. N.P.Muhammed (1928-2003), P.A.Muhammad Koya 
Pallikkara (1922-1990), V.P.Muhammed (d.l988) and U.A. Qader have 
also inflected the Quranic thoughts in their writings. The presence of 
Quran is well noticeble in the writings of the young promising novelists 
and short story writers as in the works like Kanesh Poonur's 'PerunnaV 
and Jamal Kochangadi's 'Drishtandam' also replicate the same notion in 
53 
their writmgs . 
Considering all, it has now become an undeniable fact that Islam 
has played a vital role in the formation of socio-cultural attitudes and 
positive values of Keralites even though the position and influence that 
Holy Quran decor still remain afar. 
While analyzing the development of Quranic literature in Kerala in 
the modem times we can categorize the total literary output under four 
major divisions; 1. Introductory Studies on Quran 2. Comparative 
Study of Quran and Modern Science 3. Philosophical and Philological 
" Ibid. 
" A.P.Kunhamu, Quran and Malayalam Literature, op.cit. pp.211-213. 
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Studies on Quran 4. Study of Non-Muslim writings on Quran 5. Study 
of Contemporary Issues on Quran. 
Intoductory Study of Quran 
Among the Quranic literature emerged in Kerela, the attempt of 
introductory studies on Quran may be taken into prime consideration. 
Mushm scholars have laboured the task of introducing Holy Quran in the 
mother tongue as part of the Islamic propagation. Besides the 
independent literary jottings there are many credible works got translated 
into Malayalam Islamic Publishing House (I.P.H), the publication 
division of Jama't-i-Islami-Hind Kerala chapter (estd.1950) has 
published the translated versions of the following works of Maulana 
Maudui (d.l979) on Quranic studies. Muqaddima -i-Ta'leem al Quran 
translated by T.K Ubaid as 'Quran Padanathinoru Mukhavura' in 1983, 
'Islam ki char buniyadi Istilahan/'Quaraninte Nalu Sankethika 
Sabdhanga /(Four Technical Terms of Holy Quran) was published by 
I.P.H deals with the Quranic terms Hah, Rabb, Din and Ibadah and its 
socio-political meanings. The abstract of 'Tqfhim al Quran' was 
reproduced in Malayalam by I.P.H. as 'Quran Padanam'(^wra«/c 
studies) briefed by V.K.Ali from the same text of Maududi has been 
included in the curriculum of Madrassas run by Ta 'leemul Islam, an 
academic body of the said organization. In this connection, Yuvatha Book 
House, the Publication bureau oi Kerala Nadvatul Mujahideen (K.N.M), 
has prepared and implemented 'Qurante Velicham'( the light of Quran) 
as a text book for beginners of Quran in the Quranic learning course. The 
book consists a collection of articles by AbduUa Yusuf Ali (d.l952), 
Muhamad Amani Maulavi (1909-1987) and N.V.Ibrahim Maulavi 
(b. 1927-1999). Along with this an aesthetic work of T.P.Kuttiamu Sahib 
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(1911-1987) titled Quran 'padanathilekkoru Teertha Yatra'( a Pilgrimage 
to the Study of Quran) was published inl989. It is an aesthetic account on 
the ethical, spiritual and cultural thoughts of Quran from the deep 
contemplation on Quranic verses. The translation of famous Urdu work 
of 'Ta'arafal Quran' oiXhe great scholar Sadaruddin Islahi (1917-1998), 
one of the pioneers of Jamat -e- Islami Al Hind was carried in Malayalam 
by V.A Kabeer and published by Islamic Publishing House, from, 
Kozhikode in 1989. The book is a great endeavour to introduce the 
fundamental approach of Quranic thought in Malayalam. The noted work 
of a Pakisthani Schoalr Khurram Murad (1952-1996), Way to the Quran, 
also brought into light in Malayalam as 'Quranilekkulla Patha' in 1988. 
The book was translated by P.M Haris on behalf of K.C Abdullah 
Maulavi Charitable Foundation. 
Comparative Study of Quran and Science 
There are several painstaking attempts carried out for the deduction 
of scientific truth from Holy Quran. Muslim scholars have rightly begun 
an incessant debate on the said matter. In this connection several 
comprehensive, concise and translation of relevant works have already 
been illumined. 'Quranum Prapancha ShastravumY^^raw and 
Cosmology) is a well researched work done by A.M Usman a noted 
Engineer. The work exclusively marks the place of Quran in the vastness 
of modem science. The Malayalam translation of famous English work 
'Human Developmenf as exposed in the Holy Quran and Hadith, 
authored by Muhammad Ali Albas, working as a medical consultant in 
King Fahad Medical Research centre in King Abdul Aziz University, 
Jeddah is another example.The book is translated into Malayalam by A.K 
Abdul Majeed and published by I.P.H Kozhikode.The book refers to the 
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verses related with creation of man.The discussion is mainly persisting on 
the verses of 18:37, 22:5, 23:13-14, 39:6 and 53:32,. Here the author 
successfully completes his mission by justifying and interpreting the 
Quranic phenomena Alaqah, Mudgha and Nutfah. The translation and 
interpretation of the verses used in this book was done by Shaikh Abdul 
Majid Zendam, a Professor of Islamic Studies in King Abdul Azeez 
University, Jeddah. Another important work to be mentioned in this 
regard is 'Shastra Veda Samgamam Quranil( Confluence of Science and 
Vedas in Qurm) produced by Muttanissery Koyakutty and published by 
C.H Memorial Cultural Centre, Kayamkulam in 1999. The work unfolds 
the miraculous veracity in Vedas and the scientific reality from the 
perspective of Holy Quran. 
'Quranum Yuktivadavum'{Quran and Rationalism) written by 
Cheriyamundam Abdul Hameed Madani is a credible work to be 
referred. This treatise was published by K.N.M'm. 1999. By writing this 
book he has elucidated the Islamic perspective to the questions raised by 
pseudo-rationalists and secularists on belief, superstition, thinking, 
learning and research leading to the compactness of the religion. Topics 
such as philosophy, materialism, mortal and eternal life after death have 
been discussed in the light of science and in a most authoritative manner 
the meaning and purpose of one's birth, life and death have been factually 
described. Even the nihilists may pause for a while, provided he is 
objective and ready to accept the proven truths. At the same time, the 
author points how a true Muslim can well enjoy the worldly pleasures 
without breaking his ethical bars. In support of this view author has 
mainly gone through the verses of 2:216,4:19,27,10:24,34-39, 
41:23,45:25,53:28,87:16. 
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'Quranum Samudrashastravum\Quran and Oceanography) is an 
attempt to study oceanography as discussed in the Quran.The book 
authored by Dr. Abdu Razaq (Professor of Arabic, P.S.M.O college 
Tirurangadi) was published by Yuvatha Book House from Kozhikode in 
1987. The work deals with the scientific discoveries related with Quranic 
phenomena like voyage, storm, darkness of the sea and stars that guide 
the ships. The author has mainly explored the verses 2:164, 7:63, 9:109, 
10:22, 14;32,17:66,68, 18:109, 25:53, 31:27, 35:12 , 45:12, and 42:32. 
'Quranile Shastreeya SoochanakaV{^ciQniific Indications in Holy 
Quran) authored by Dr C. Qasim and A.A Wahab was published by the 
Institute of Fundamental Research in 1986. The work is based on a single 
chapter Al Rahman. Author adopted a thematic presentation from the 
first verse onwards. The chapter begins with Al Rahman which put 
forward the greatness of Almighty. Ar Rahman' is the name of Allah, 
means one who shows kindness towards every creature in this mortal 
world. With reference to these verses the author analyses the great 
wonder of human birth and how the human child have developed. 
'Quranum Pakshi Shastravum (Quran and Ornithology ,^ a treatise 
account prepared by Cheriyamundam Abdul Razzaq Toufiq Book House 
in 1989. The work embodies the classification of various families of 
birds, ecology and its equilibrium, method obtaining food, the flying, 
miracles in migration have been dealt from perspectives of Quranic 
verses 2:20,57,260, 5:110, 7:160, 20:80, 21:54,70, 24:41, 27:28-31,29:60, 
38:19 and 59:24. 
'Quranum Paleontologium' (Quran and Paleontology) is written by 
Faisal Korattiyil and published in 1992, is a distinct effort to trace the 
Quranic descriptions on the said matter. Paleontology is the study of pre-
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historic life discuss with mainly animals and plants (paleo botany) that 
lived in pre historic times, aswell as the earth'sphysical properties such as 
geography and climate. The author has performed a specific study in the 
light of the following verses, 4:82,164, 6:104, 7:101, 11:100, 12:2-3, 
16:26,44,18:42-43,19:74,20:97,128,23:41,68,38:29,40:21,51:24,78,35:44 
and 40:82. 
A recent attempt 'Quranum Computerum' (Quran and Computer) 
is authored by Prof Mustafa Kamal Pasha retired Head of the Department 
of History, P.S.M.O College, Tirurangadi was published in 1999. It is an 
effort to ratiocinate modem Science and its most prestigious invention of 
Computer in the light of the scientific analysis of Quranic verses. The 
total six chapters provide vivid information percepting the Quranic 
objectivity, reliability, preciseness and transparency. He has successfully 
computed the bountiness of Almighty in the guiding and sustainability of 
Universe. 
Philological and Philosophical Studies in Quran 
There are some significant studies centered on the philosophical 
discourses of Holy Quran. 'Philosophy of Quran', masterpiece of the 
acclaimed Egyptian writer, Dr Abbas Mahmood Aqad (d.l964 ) was 
translated into Malayalam by K.C Abdulla bin Hasan and published by 
I.P.H Kozhikode in 1990. The aim of this book, as the author reveals in 
'focusing on Quran and rationality, since many ancient philosophers had 
vouched the rationality of the Quranic view points by comparing them 
with western philosophical thought. Inspired by the same work the 
translator himself produced a comprehensive work in 1989. 'Allahu 
Quranir( The concept of Allah in Quran) published by I.P.H Kozhikode 
in 1983. This is an attempt of philosophical explanations about the 
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concept of Aliah and His attributes as envisaged in the Quran. In this 
meticulous research the author has discussed mainly the following verses 
2:20 -22,25,255, 3:2,26 101,190, 3:2, 4:132, 6:3,34, 7 :200,8:42,9:98, 
10:5, 15:77, 16:11, 17:12, 18:44,45, 20:53,111, 22:18, 24:43, 25:53-54, 
58, 26:78, 27: 60-65, 29:44, 31:10, 32:4, 36:81, 38:27, 39:5 and 51:49. 
' Prakashatinmel Prakasham (The Light on Light), a 
comprehensive philosophical treatment focusing on single verse: 35 of 
the Surah Al Nur was ventured by by A.M Usman and published by 
Yuvatha Book House in 1992. The author along with his elegant 
freethinking also shares the elevated thoughts of Sufis and philosophers 
like Avicenna (980-1037A.D ), Al Ghazali (d.llllAD), Fakruddin al 
Razi (d.l210A.D ), Ibn Arabi (1165-1240A.D )and Rumi (d.672 A.H.) 
'Manushyasthithwam Quranilum Boudhika Vadathilum' (Human 
Existence in Quran and Materialism) written by Cheriyamundam Abdul 
Hameed (b.l914) and published by Yuvatha in 1987 is an assessment of 
humanity in the perspectives of Holy Quran and Materialism. He had 
mainly analysed the following verses: 2:30,31,47 3:110, 4:5,34, 7:179, 
26:61, 49:133, 55:1-4, 70;14 and 96:34,. He had also attempted a critical 
study of the concepts of Charles Darwin (1809-1882), Karl Marx (1818-
1883) and Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679A.D). 
'Prophets in Quran' forms a short account on the perspectives of 
Prophethood and Prophet's mention in Holy Quran by K.K.Muhammed 
Madani published by Zam Zam Books, Calicut 1993. The present work 
consists of 25 chapters from Adam (A.S) to Muhammad (SAW) giving 
their account with reference to the verses of the Quran. The abstract of 
the work could be expressed in the following words 1) the Prophethood 
and divine law is the supreme aim to fulfill the mercy of God 2) The 
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Prophet should be community member of which he represented 3) 
Prophets are not the law givers but they are only interpreters 4) It is 
achieved but ascribed to whom He selected 5) Miracle is not act of 
Prophet but it is an exclusive complement of Almighty. The author has 
took note of the following verses in his study 2:61, 3:21, 144, 146, 183, 
193, 4: 41, 5: 67,70, 6: 42,112, 10:47, 11:81, 13:7, 15: 10, 16:36, 43:6-7, 
58:21, 64:12. 
'Probodhanam Quranil' (Propagation in Quran) a noted work 
which analyses the different spheres of Islamic propagation as done by 
great Prophets of Islam is prepared by K.C.Abdullah and published by 
I.P.H, Kozhikode in 1994. The work reiterates propagation as the 
fundamental duty of a believer as ordained by Almighty. He has gone 
through the following verses 2:23,256, 3:49, 61, 104, 110, 159, 5:63, 79, 
6:74-79, 7:199, 12:36-41, 15:94, 20:27, 28, 44, 28: 12 and 28:34. 
Non Muslim Writings on Quran 
There are some commendable efforts accomplished in the field of 
study of Holy Quran by certain non Muslim scholars. In this instance it is 
significant to note that the scholars of Kerala have rightly enabled to 
renovate the Quranic discourses among the thoughtful non Muslim 
brotherhood as the Almighty Allah intended. 'Divya Deepthi '(The Divine 
light), contributed by Raghavan Nair Konniyur a noted Malayalam poet 
was published by I.P.H Kozhikode in 1994. The author has transmitted 
114 chapters of Holy Quran into Poetical form. This attempt was widely 
acclaimed by versatile readers oiMalayalam. 
'Qurnante Munnil Vmayanwitham\ln Humility before Quran) is a 
literary gift of Wani Das Elayavur a famous intellectual and published by 
I.P.H in 1999. This work got already three editions in Malayalam which 
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reveals the vide acceptance of the same. His genius had highlighted the 
intensity of Holy Quran by surpassing stories, parables, similes 
mentioned in Holy Quran. In which the author ascertains that Islam is the 
fountain that sprouts from love and goes on flowing towards men. Islam 
highlights love among mankind. It is a shower of pity, a snow fall of 
sympathy. Islam is twenty times as sweet as a bloomed rose. Anyone can 
feel its perfume, irrespective of race, gender, color or social status. Islam 
is a beautiful poem made up of the letters and words picked up from mere 
manliness and sheer humanity. 
'Amrutha want', most beautiful and widely accepted lyrical 
interpretation of Holy Quran, composed by K.G.Raghavan Nair, a native 
of Tiruvalla in Pathanamthitta was published by I.P.H, Kozhikode in 
1997. In this attempt the poet has versified 144 chapters of Holy Quran. 
He has reviewed the Holy Quran paragraph wise part of each Surah and 
in this way the whole Surah got translated. It has been appreciated by 
eminent poets in Kerala like O.N.V.Kurup Ayyappa Panicker (1930-
2006), ProfS.Guptan Nair (d.2006), M.P.Appan (1913-2003) and 
Dr.N.A.Kareem. Anyhow the work will be a golden feather on the hat of 
Islamic studies in Kerala. 
'Parishudda Quranu Hrudayanchalikal'{A Hearty Appreciation of 
Holy Quran contributed) by Shri Nitya Chaitanya Yati (1923-1999), 
published by Nitya Publication, Trissur inl996.The present work throws 
light on the mystical exposure of Holy Quran. 
'VachanaAmrutham (Amruthu of Words) is the Quranic aesthetic 
study of a Muslim scholar Cheriyamundam Abdu Razak and published by 
Yuvatha Book House in 1991. The work describes the philological 
elegance of Quran by highlighting its mesmerising experiences. Through 
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the verses of Quran the author has labored a systematic approach in the 
appreciation of Prophet Muhammad's personality. He has also striven to 
show the inevitability of the Creator and man's acceptance of Him as a 
supreme power worthy of all devotion and reverence. 
Contemporary issues and Quran 
There are some books written on present-day issues. This kind of 
works marks the consciousness and reactionary power of the Muslim 
community in the region. 'Quranum Manavikapradhisandhiyum' {Quran 
and Crisis of Humanity) written by Cheriyamundam Abdul Hameed and 
published by Yuvata Book House 1993. The work analyses the crisis of 
modem men and seeks solving methods according to the guidance of the 
Holy Quran. The author ascertains the fact that Quran is not only a 
theoretical book highlighting the rights of humanity rather it has been 
revealed as a source for us to establish a system to ensure that we rule 
and govern by its laws and values to bring people from darkness to light. 
He has gone through the verses 2:118, 159, 224, 249, 3: 79, 87, 110,112, 
4:114, 5:8, 59, 6:116,108, 7: 17,130, 9:37,12: 148, 27:32, 30:6, 73:6. 
'Sthree Samoohya Bandham QuraniP(Social Relations of Women 
in Quran), is a sociological and theological work on Quranic stand on 
women in social relations prepared by P.S.K.Moidu Madavana and 
published by PoomkavanamBooks, Calicut in 1998. The author as 
attempted a lucid analysis on the basis of the following verses 2:49, 226, 
228, 282, 3:36, 4:11,34, 176, 65:1, 4, 20, 13:8, 27:23, 28:9, 33:50, 64:14. 
'Quranum Christava Vimarshanagalum (Quran and Criticism 
of Christianity) written by Abdusalam Sullami and published by Kerala 
Islamic mission Ko2iiikode in 1982. The work provides a tit-for-tat reply 
to the question of trinity and crucifixion of Christ and Christian stand on 
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marriage. The author has brought forward a short account on a 
comparative analysis of God both in Islam and Christianity. From the 
Holy Bible he has roainly quoted MathewlO:5, 6, 15:24, John 1:20-22, 
John 16:7-8, John 16:12-14 from the Holy Quran he has quoted 2:41, 
43,87, 136, 253, 3: 4, 5, 43,45,49,61,64, 5:47, 70, 98, 99, 110, and 33:7. 
'Vishudha Quran Dhurvyakyana PravanathakaV (Attempts of 
Misinterpretation of Holy Quran) a work attempts to explain the various 
spheres of misinterpretation raised by enemies of Quran prepared by 
Abdul Haq Sullami a scholar of Salafi movement in Kerala and 
published by Ayyubi Book House, Kozhikode in 1987. The author has 
reflected the real stand of Holy Quran on the questions of polygamy, 
Jihad, inheritance right of woman, Shariah laws on crimes. He has 
mainly quoted the verses 4:19,71,90, 5:5,38,45, 12:24,33, 42: 2,37, 85, 
5:47,70,98,99,110, 17:6,60:9. 
An attempt has been made to trace out the origin, development, 
trends and dimensions of Quranic Studies in Kerala during the period of 
18* to 20* Century. The total output of the study will provide some new 
realizations and perceptions which may suppose to lead into further 
researches on the same matter. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF HADITH STVDmS IN KERALA 
Historical overview 
Hadith is the second basic source from which the teachings of 
Islam are drawn. The Arabic word Hadith literally means 
communication, story, conversation, or new. Sunnah literally means a 
way, rule, manner of acting, or mode of life. Hadith is generally and 
technically referred as the action, sayings and silent approval 0/the 
Prophet Muhammad (SAW). Thus Hadith literature means the literature 
which consists of the narration of the life of the Prophet and the things 
approved by him. However, the term was used sometimes in much 
broader meaning in the sense to the traditions of the companions and 
successors as well.' Sometimes some other words were also used in the 
same sense, such as Khabar and Athar. Most of the scholars used 
Khahar in the sense oiHadith and the term Athar restricted to the sayings 
and decisions of the companions. 
While examining Hadith as the second basic source of Islamic 
Shariah, 'It is quite impossible to pass one's life according to the Quranic 
instructions until he knows the Prophet's tradition. Our reasoning itself 
compels us to recognise that there could not be a better commentator of 
Muhammed Mustafa Azami, Hadith Methodology and Literature, American Trust Publication, 
U.S.A.,1977,p.l3. 
Muhammed Zubayr Siddiqi, Hadith Literature:Its Origin,Development,Special Features and 
Criticism, Islamic Book Trust, KualaLumpur ,2006, p.2. 
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the holy Qur'an than him through whom it was revealed for the human 
beings'^ 
In brief the Hadith is unique and the second focal point of Islamic 
Shariah which maintain a concrete authenticity and transparency of its 
quality no less than to the holy Qur'an. Besides Hadith serves as a source 
of information for the history of Pre-Islamic Arabia and of early Islam, 
and for the development of Islamic thought in general and Islamic law in 
particular. It has played an important part in establishing a common 
culture for the whole Islamic world. 
Genesis and General Characteristics oi Hadith Studies in Kerala 
Qur'an and Hadith are integrated disciplines going together in 
every walks of history which have constituted a complimentary share to 
the awakening of Muslim Ummah and their socio-cultural formations. It 
is therefore, an enquiry into the genesis of Hadith studies in Kerala which 
automatically led to the significance of Qur 'anic studies in the region. It 
is an established fact that Islam has gained its access to the region during 
the age of the Prophet itself The conversion of Cheraman Perumal and 
his subsequent journey to Madina is also accredited by Ferishta'*. Imam 
Hakim, a great traditionist, has gone further by quoting a tradition on the 
authority of Abu Sa'd al Khudri (d.684A.D) who is reported to have 
stated that "a king from India came to the Prophet with ajar consisting of 
some ginger. He (Prophet) has fed all and I got its one piece"^ Besides, 
Yaqut al Hamawi (1179-1229A.D), a noted historian, has mentioned a 
person named Abdullah 'Malabari' bin Abdurahman popularly called Al 
Sindi who had learned Hadith from Ahmad bin Abdul Qader, a native of 
' Muhammed Asad, Islam at Cross Road, Lahore, 1955, p. 117. 
" Tarikh-i- Ferishta, vol. II, pp.370-491. 
' Imam Hakirti, Kitab al Mustadarik, Hadith No.4:35. 
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Shiraz and another person named Abu Abdullah Al Suri, a native of Syria 
learned Hadith from 'Abdullah Malabari'. The reference on the same 
'Abdullah Malabari' has also been mentioned in the noted work of 
'Tarikh al Dimashq' written by Ibn Asakir (d.571/1175)"^ 
From the available sources, it could also be understood, the Arab 
merchants might have played a significant role in the transmission of 
Hadith in Kerala. Also early missionaries and Sufis have contributed their 
own share towards the same. 
The role of Malik bin Dinar and his companions may not be 
confined only to the construction of early mosques. But they had orally 
transmitted the Hadith among the early converted locals. From this 
ground it is believed that there was a socio-cultural tie-up between Arabs 
and Malabar which rightly posed as a channel force in the way of 
transmission of Hadith in Kerala. The same diffusion of Hadith might 
have continued even during the reign of Khulafah -/- al Rashidun (632-
661A.D). It is quite evident from the fact that the eminent companion of 
Prophet 'Mughirah bin Shua'ba who built a mosque at Calicut discharged 
a sincere service for the propagation of Islam in the region. This mosque 
still exists even today as 'Mudakkara Jama Masjid' . 
Considering the early Hadith scholars of Kerala, some references 
can be seen in the classical works. Apart from the aforementioned, Yaqut 
al Hamawi (1179-1229A.D) quotes Abdullah Malabari, 'a person named 
Qasim bom in 899/1493 in Kalikooth (Calicut) had gone to Makka along 
with his brother Abu Bakr where they had been discipled to Shaikh al 
Hafiz al Sakhavi. They had also received 'Ijaziyah' (religious sanction) to 
" Ibn Asakr, Tahkh al Dimashq, Vol. 1, p. 203. 
' P.P.Mammad Koya Parappil, KoMkotte Muslimgalude Charithram, (History of Muslims in 
Kozhikode), Kozhikode, 1994, p. 73. 
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quote the Hadith from his teacher . At the same time, a specific reference 
is found about Abdullah bin Ahmed Kalikootti, another great muhaddith 
in Malabar. Apart from this Ibn Batuta (1304-1368A.D) has remarked 
that he had seen nine eminent muhaddithun of the region. Of them an 
eminent scholar who belonged to Oman discharged his service in 
Fandarina (Pantalayani), the second belonged to Qaswini served in 
Quilon (Kollam) and the third in Kalikooth. Details of the rest are not 
mentioned by him. Likewise the presence of early tradionists of Malabar 
had also been experienced in the important Hadith centres of Muslim 
world such as Makkah, Madina, Basara and Damascus^. 
Scrutinising the early centres of Hadith studies in Kerala, the first 
indication goes back to the 20 mosques constructed by the early 
missionaries under Malik bin Dinar. Besides them the great mosque of 
Ponnani, built ih the sixteenth century A.D by Shaikh Zainuddin al Kabir 
al Ma'bar (871-928A.H ) played a vital role. In this connection the 
statement of Ibn Batuta (d.l368A.D) is once again remembered that he 
had met in Malabar many foreign scholars and students from Syria, 
Baghdad, Yeman , Makkah, Madinah, Malaysia, Singapore and Sri 
Lanka" .^ 
In view of afore stated facts, it can be deducted that the region of 
Malabar had got the opportunity to contact with Prophet Muhammad 
(SAW) and his righteous companions. The same has been validated 
crystaly clear by the above mentioned Hadith quoted by Imam Hakim. 
But it is also history that the same pursuit and heritage has not been 
undertaken by the region later. 
Abdu Rahmah Mangad, op.cit.p.68. 
"* Ibn Batuta, Rihia, p. 56., Quoted by Dilshan, ''Hadith Studies in Kerala", Prabodhanam Special 
Issue on Hadith, I.P.H, Kozhikode, 2003, pp. 224-225. 
'" Ibid. 
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Considering the Hadith learning process in academic institutions 
during the medieval period, the study of Hadith was a major programme 
in the Dars system of instruction where a comprehensive study of the 
same was dealt with. By the latter half of 20* century the Arabic Colleges 
and Shariah Colleges have disseminated the Hadith in large scale. The 
curriculum introduced in Madrasa also played a key role in the 
transmission of Hadith among the children.'^  Also the publication 
division of various Muslim organizations and institutions have brought 
about several works on Hadith studies. One cannot neglect the 
significance of night sermons (Wayalu) conducted by Mahalla 
committees in the transmission of religious awareness among laymen. 
Muslim journals and magazines had commenced Hadith column through 
which the science of Hadith got very extensive popularity among the 
reading class. There are some special issues on Hadith which had already 
become taken up in Malayalam from various comers of Muslim 
organizations. All these efforts have certainly boosted a spacious 
consciousness about Hadith among the Muslim masses. 
Tracing the characteristics of Hadith Studies in Kerala, some 
attempts of denouncement on the authority of Hadith may not be 
overlooked. These sentiments against Hadith can be seen in two forms 
l.Partial denouncement of Hadith 2. Absolute denouncement of 
Hadith. The first category includes C.N Ahmed Maulavi (1905-1993), 
prominent thinker and commentator of 'Sahih al Bukhari'. His thought 
has been left with many replications among the educated sections in the 
region. He had introduced an approach to testify the traditions according 
" Dr.K.T.Muhammed Ali, The Development of Education Among the Mappilas of Malabar, 1800-
1965, Nunes, Publication, New Deilii, 1990, pp.38-50., E.K. Ahmed Kutty, Arabic Language and 
Kerala, Souvenir, Rouzatul Uloom Arabic College, 1993-1994, pp. 127-138. 
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to the rational point of views as he had applied the same in his noted 
commentary of Holy Qur'an. But it is remarkable that C.N did not like to 
be the part of the sect who rejected the traditions in total'^. 
The second section is headed by Maulavi Abul Hasan Chekannur 
(1936-1993) who had rejected the authority of Hadith in Islam. A brief 
account of the same may be given here. He was bom in 1936 as a son of 
Abdullakkutty and Fathima in the village of Chekannur in Ponnani Taluk 
in Malappuram District. He had completed his religious education from 
Daml Uloom Vazhakkad amd Baqiyat al Swalihat, Vellur. After that he 
had served as a mudarris (teacher) in Chekannur Juma Masjid, Jamia' 
Islamiya Santhapuram (est. 1956) and Jamia' Nadviyah Edavanna 
(est. 1958). He was expelled from all these institutions due to his vide 
range of deviation of thought from the mainstream of Muslims. Even 
though he had initially co-operated with revivalist organisation in the 
region, later he had bade farewell to each of them. Any how he had 
launched a new radical thought in 1967 which had got wide acceptance in 
the secular and cultural realm in Kerala. In the same year he started a 
Malayalam monthly named 'Nireekshanam'{ohsQrwdX\ovL) and actively 
participated in the organization 'Islam and Modern Society'. In 1986 he 
had started another literary organ, 'Al Burhan' through which he had 
attacked the authority of Hadith and the credibility of even 'Sihah al 
Sitah'. He had questioned Abu Huraira and his excessive reports on 
Hadith. His work 'Abu Hurairayude Taniniram' (The true nature of Abu 
Huraira) published in 1986 had drawn a serious refutation by the scholars 
against him. In 1991 he had formed Qur'an and Sunnath Society. In his 
view Sunnah signified those Sunnah approved by the Holy Qur'an. In 
'^  O.Abdurahrtian, ''Hadith Repudiation in /Cera/a".Prabodhanan Special Issue on Hadith, 
Kozhikode,,2007,p.l31. 
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1993 he was mysteriously assassinated. The subject of his radicalism was 
to rely upon the Qur'an as the lone and fundamental source of Islam. All 
Hadiths are manufactured by Israelites. Juridical laws have distorted 
Islam. After all he had advocated universal religious argument of truth. 
Also argued for three times of compulsory prayers in a day and 
sanctioned many reductions in observing fasting in Ramzan. For the 
propagation of his mission he had established an organization named 
Modern Age Society . In the second turn this organization was as 
structured as 'Qur'an Sunnath Society'. He had discarded the authority of 
Imam Bukhari and thrashed the reporting of Abu Huraira with his ardent 
tongue and pen. This notion was resisted and refuted by the Sunni and 
revivalist scholars in the region. This had certainly paved the way for a 
series of debates in the region in modem times. 
A Study of Translated works on Hadith 
Sahih al Bukhari (prtd/mm) 
There are four Malayalam versions on Sahih al Bukhari published 
so far. Out of them the first attempt was done by K. Alavi Maulavi (1934-
1979) in 1967.The second version appeared in 1970 was prepared by C.N 
Ahmed Maulavi (1905-1993). The third produced by Abdul Salam 
Sullami in 1998 and subsequently the fourth version came in 1994 by 
Ibrahim Puthur (d.2004). 
Sahih al Bukhari is the most important credible work in the series 
of six major Hadith collections, as it is referred as "Asahh al Kutub ba'da 
al Kitab Allah' or most reliable of books after the Book of Allah'. The 
actual title of the book is 'Al Jami al Sahih al Musnad al Mukhtasar Min 
Umoor Rasul Allah'. This can be translated as 'the abridged collection of 
" M.N Karassery, Chekannurinte Raktam (The Blood ofChekannw), Current Books, 2001, pp.93-
96. 
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authentic Hadith with connected chains regarding matters pertaining to 
the prophet, his practices and his times'. 
The first Malayalam version of this magnum opus is done by A. 
Alavi Maulavi (1934-1976) and published by K. Muhammed 
Kadannamanna in 1960. The translator was bom as a son of Beeran Kutty 
in 1930 in Kadannamanna in Malappuram District. He was one of the 
pioneers of Kerala Jami'yathul Ulama (estd.1921), a revivalist movement 
in Kerala. He had dedicated his life to an incessant campaign against the 
superstitious belief prevailed among the Muslim community in those 
days. In order to establish his views he had conducted many open debates 
with the leaders of Sunni fraction of the region. This translation is a 
partial attempt consisting of two hundred selected traditions from Sahih al 
Bukhari and it$ translations.*'*. 
The second and major attempt is executed by C.N. Ahmed Maulavi 
(1905-1993) titled as Bukhari Paribasha and published in 1970. This 
worii marks a milestone in the history of Hadith studies in Kerala. 
Likewise his exegesis on Quran, unravelled some momentous discussion 
and new approach to the understanding of Hadith}^ The application of 
rationalism and logic has been successfully executed by the author. 
However, this work constitutes the following features. 
(1) Author has given a detailed study on the relevance of 
Hadith and its place in the literary history of Islam. As a 
solid source of information on pre-Islamic Arabia, he has 
concisely narrated the pre-Islam Arabia with its socio-
political-cultural characteristics. Also seen a considerable 
'" Dr.C.K.Karim, Kerala Muslim History, Directory and Statistics, vol III, Charitram Publication, 
1999, p.263. 
'5 See Chapter III, pp. 19-26. 
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account of demographic information on the same. A 
comparative account on Ariba, Bai'da and Musta'riba 
Arabs has been dealt with remarkable analysis. After 
comprehensively dealing with the aforesaid matter he has 
essayed the features of Arabic language. Also annexed a 
note on Arab-Malabar relation. 
(2) The work will catch the attention due its special account 
on Prophetic history. 
(3) Author has critically analysed the Khulafa -i- Rashidun 
and their role in the transmission and development of 
Hadith. 
(4) A sufficient account has been prepared on different 
ideological sects in Islam including Shites, Kharijites, 
Mutazalites, Murijites and others. Also subjected the 
emergence of Sufism and its impacts on the development 
of Hadith. 
(5) Author has illuminated a distinguished analysis between 
Sunnah of Allah and Sunnah of the Prophet. After giving 
a detailed account on Sihah-i- Sitah he has entered into 
the prime mission. The total work consists of 2340 Hadith 
after its omission of repetition. 
The essence of this commentary can be summed up in the 
following words. There are in certain instances, as mentioned below, the 
author has applied his own individual criticism and logical assessment for 
the commentary writings. 
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1. The Hadith number 191, elucidating the naked bath of Hazrat 
Musa and the ridiculous approach of Isralites has been rejected by the 
author terming it as pebbles under footnote number 56'^. 
; l j ] l i a ibl^J (Jj j lJu _^gjaJ_JA U ^ J '(_>^**^ C5^ ) (•'(S ''^^J ^ r * ^ 4SI^)C. ( j j i u U i j (JJJI^JJOIJ 
,^jJc A J J J 2-J-iaj3 J u i l t j fijx L-iAia 4 j j l < j l V j Li«-a (JJOLUU ^ I <aJuJJ^ AJAJ La a i l l j 
4 j j j ^ I j iQ^ (jA j_gjalJAj L* ^ I j MjllSa 4(_^JX ^ 1 J j j i j ju j j j j j CJj la j fjl^ i 
"Abu Hurairah reports as Prophet Muhammad said, that the 
Israelites used to bathe by exhibiting their nakedness. They would enjoy 
the nakedness of one another. At the same time Prophet Musa would 
bathe alone by covering his nakedness. The Israelites teased him and 
would say that Prophet Musa was a patient of Fistula, hence his lonely 
bath. Afterwards Hazrat Musa went for a bath in the river and placed his 
dress on a stone. Suddenly the stone began to run with his dress. Musa 
followed the stone by pleading to return him the dress. At last the 
Israelites had witnessed the nakedness of Musa and they asserted in the 
name of Allah that Musa had no disease. Musa put on his dress and began 
to beat the stone which had run away with his dress. Still the mark of his 
beat is left on the stone". 
2. Also the author has rejected following Hadith No, 857 in the 
same. 
"^  C.N.Ahmed Maulavi, 5w^/ian'PanWos/Jfl, vol.11, p.lOlO. 
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L_ilS]|j Sjlillj (-Jjitllj a l ^ l j c_iljxll c^jaJl ^ ^jljL ^yAi ^ j ^ L_IIJ^I 
"Reported from Aysha, 'the Prophet opined that five creatures are 
dangerous so one can kill them even in the Holy Baithul Haram. They are 
crow, eagle, rat and scorpion'. Herewith the author explained the same in 
careless words, that the Prophet may have said to kill dog, scorpion and 
rat, but later somebody might have added crows and eagles in this 
category'^." 
3. See another occasion, Hadith No with 1358. 
"Reported from Abu Huraira, Prophet said that if a housefly falls in 
drinks, you have to drown it in full because the one of its wings has cure 
and the other would make diseases." Translator comments that the 
position of this//«<i///z also comes under the category of forgery ." 
4. He has also rejected Hadith Number 1363. 
j iLi l ^ j j (_s^ l tlp^ ^ f-^y^ ^j^j i*^' 
"Reported from 'Abu Huraira that the Prophet said 'if there is no 
Israelites all flesh may not become the decayed, and if there is no 
Hawwa, there would not be any cheating from the wife to his husband'. 
Herewith author writes that it is a example for another forgery'V' 
17 Ibid. p.1022. 
'^  Ibid. p. 1211. 
'' Ibid. 
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5. Author has appHed an independent exposition on the following 
Hadith^o.\?>13. 
.CJJ^ I ^^LJ ^':ij ajLoi j^ gjli ^^1 : J15 V.OJIA (> ; Jla i l ^ 4jLia AJ) Jjoijli 
"Abu Huraira says as Prophet remarked that Prophet Ibrahim had 
lied only thrice. Two lies were to uphold the path of Allah. The first lie 
was to hesitate the invitation to watch a festival. The second was on the 
occasion of his trial to inquire about his role in the destruction of idols. 
He informed that the act was performed by the prime idol. The third 
occasion was when he was at the kingdom of the monarch of Egypt, the 
monarch had been informed of the presence of the most beautiful women 
of mankind. Then the monarch sent his emissaries to Prophet Ibrahim to 
know the truth. That time he replied that it was his sister". 
The author herewith criticises that Allah has placed Prophet 
Ibrahim (A.S) in high rank, and stated he is the most sincere and truthful. 
Then how the Hadith can deny such a reality? So, this is not a Hadith of 
Prophet (SAW)^ *'. But Regarding the same statement the consensus of 
Muslim scholars is that Ibrahim's lie is only a phrase used to strengthen 
the truthfulness of his personality. In fact, these mentioned sayings were 
not lies but it was a form of presentation and style of conversation. So, 
21 
the use of lie was on the form of love. 
°^ Ibid,p.l028. 
'^ Ibrahim Puthur Faizi, Mutafaqm Alaihi Malayala Paribhasha , Bayaniya, Parappanangadi, 1994, 
vol.1, p.l63. 
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6. The author has denounced the essence of the following Hadith No. 
1345. 
j l S ( j^ia. ^ j Aalc ^1 (^ L^-a ^^^1 J2LJM \CA\k l^ic M jcJ-iaj 4Jijlc. j c 
j i CjjaJii ; J l i aJ I c J j Ic^ ajJ ClIJ j l £ (_^ <l* i j Laj ^j.MI Jx i j <ji AJ]1 J±kj 
(jJ JjJ ;J l i i^jjp ijAj ; J l i 44_ljlk<> : J l i ?.J2k.j]| A ^ j La :jikbU LaA.l:ki J l ^ 
J l i ?.jA j j i i J l i 4 jSJ 4jdJa t_aa.j 4iLLaj iaJLo ^^ J l i V.IJUi ; J l i ^>.^^Vfl 
jj3k 4Jijl*J J l ^ ( ^ j ^ ^ j A J C ^1 JL^ ^^\ 1^1 ^ j i i ' u ' j j ^ j ^ C5^  ; 
^u* i ^ ui ui V : Ji^ v.Ai>jiLiaii: c^ c jjLUjiJi Q^JJJ 4ji£ i(< u <; ^j 
"Ayisha says that once the Prophet had become a prey to black 
magic. He began to feel of the deeds which have not been really 
performed by him. So he prayed again and again. Then he asked Ayisha 
'Did you know of the ways sent by Allah to cure my disease?' Prophet 
continued, "Two men approached me. One sat beside my head and the 
other beside my leg. One man asked the other "What is the disease of this 
man?" "He has been a prey to black magic" replied the other. The first 
man asked again, "Who did it?" "Labid bin Aa'sam (a Jew)", the second 
man replied. "What did he use for performing this act?" the first man 
asked again. "Comb, hair (or cotton) and the socket of male date bunch." 
"Then, where is it now?" the first man asked again, "it is in the Darwan 
well" the second man replied abruptly. Suddenly the Prophet set out 
towards the place mentioned by them. He told Ayisha soon after his 
return. "The date palms of that place look like the head of Satan." I asked 
"Did you take them out?" "Now Allah has cured me of the disease. I fear 
that taking them out of the well will create great problem among people." 
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He replied. Later that well was covered and abandoned". After this much 
of description C.N criticises that this kind of Hadith certainly denies the 
authenticity of Prophet . 
The third Malayalam version of Sahih al Bukhari, with 
commentary was published by Yuvatha Book House in 1998. The work 
was prepared by Abdul Salam Sullami a noted Salafi thinker and writer. 
Sahih al Bukhari being the first and foremost collection of Hadith, it has 
great importance in the formation of Islamic world view. In this instance 
the present attempt by a Salafi group has immense magnitude in 
developing their thought in the region.. The translator has brought a 
linkage with similar traditions quoted in the same collection. His outlook 
is purely rational while interpreting every tradition. He has deliberately 
avoided the elucidation of those traditions lacking to cope up with 
rational approach with a view is that 'blind imitation of such kind of 
tradition will alter the authenticity of revelation. It is remarkable that the 
author has consciously tried his best to evade the diversities related to 
Hadith. However the total exposition of the work seems credible. The 
approaches and typical treatment used in this work will attract the due 
attention and impression of the young generation. 
The fourth attempt is performed as a composite Malayalam 
translation of the tradition jointly approved by Shaikhain, i.e. Imam 
Bukhari (d.256/869) and Imam Muslim (Mutafaq Alaihi). The work was 
translated by Ibrahim Puthur Faizi (d.2004), a revered scholar of Sunni 
sect and published by Bayaniya Book Stall, Parappanangadi in 1994. The 
present translation project is a land mark as a Sunni initiative and useful 
for scholars and researchers in the way of finding out the truthftil and 
^^  Ibid., p. 1033. 
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credible traditions of the Prophet. The work is the maiden attempt of its 
kind in Malayalam hence it has really fulfilled the meaning and relevance 
of the title as "Al-lua 'lua' Wal Marfan". This work got three revised 
edition so far. 
Sahih al Muslim (prtd/mm) 
The great and second masterly collection of tradition, Sahih al 
Muslim of Imam Muslim (202-261A.H) met with only a single translation 
in Malayalam during this specific period. The attempt was extended by 
K. Alavi Maulavi (d.l979) in 3 volumes sponsored by K. Muhammed 
Kadannamanna and published in 1970. 
This magnum opus was composed by Abul Husain Asakir al Din 
Muslim bin. al Hajjaj bin Muslim al Qushairi al Nishapuri (202-261 
A.H). Imam Muslim as his nisba shows, belonged to the Qushayri tribe of 
the Arabs, an off-shoot of the great clan of Rabia'. His tribe took more or 
less important role in the history of Islam since the death of the Prophet. 
Very little is known about the early life of Muslim. In the pursuit of this 
subject he travelled widely, and visited all the important centres of 
learning in Persia, Mesopotamia, Syria and Egypt. He attended the 
lectures of most of the important traditionists of his time such as Ishaq 
bin Rahawayh, Ahammed bin Hambal, Ubayd Allah al Qawariri, 
Shuwayh bin Yunus, Abdullah bin Maslama, Hamala bin Yahya and 
others. He had collected about 300000 of traditions. Of them he selected 
only 4000 based on stringent acceptance criteria. Each report in his 
collection was checked and veracity of the chain of reporters was 
painstakingly established. The total Sahih al Muslim is divided into 43 
books (Kitab) on different subjects, each book containing many 
traditions. 
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The Malayalam version of Sahih al Muslim, prepared by A. Alavi 
Maulavi, is a partial work consisting of 600 Hadith along with its Arabic 
text and brief commentary. The translation of the rest has not yet been 
come out in Malayalam. Presently the printed volume is also unavailable. 
A sample of illustration of the Hadith quoted in the same collection 
is as follows: 
<i% (^ i-uS tjjlijl 4II! ^^^ 111" ; ^ j AJlc AH! JLo A1]1 OJ^J CJ^  \d^ «!«> j^i !> 
On the authority of Ahu Hnrairah (may Allah be pleased with 
him), who said that the Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allah 
be upon him) said: "When Allah decreed the Creation He pledged 
Himself by writing in His book which is laid down with Him: 'My mercy 
prevails over my wrath.'" 
Riyadh alSaiiheen (prtd/mm) 
The masterpiece of Imam Nawawi (631-6764A.H), Riyadh al 
Saliheen, got five translations in Malayalam. 
The Master of this work Imam Yahya bin Sharaf al Nawawi was 
bom in 631 A.H in a village called Nawa in Southern Syria. After the 
completion of his primary education he travelled far and wide throughout 
the central Arabia. During his stay at Damascus, he had been discipled to 
more than twenty celebrated teachers. Imam Nawawi as a traditionist is 
also known for his works in Shafii' school of Islamic Jurisprudence and 
widely acknowledged as the intellectual heir to Imam Shafii\ He was a 
renowned scholar and jurist who dedicated his life to the pursuit of 
Islamic learning. Imam Nawawi died at the young age of 44 years, 
leaving behind him numerous works. 
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The present work 'Riyadh al Saliheeri' is an anthology of Hadith 
covering all aspects of Islamic belief and moral conduct. It selects 
approximately 2000 tradition from six major collections. The traditions 
comprised in this collection focus on the day today affairs related with 
one's life. The total 2000 traditions are displayed in 372 chapters and 19 
sections. The work starts with the book of good manners and ends up with 
the book of forgiveness. The main chapters are as follows; The Book of 
Good Manners, The Book on the Etiquette of Eating, The Book of 
Clothing, The Book of the Etiquette of Sleeping, laying and Sitting, The 
Book of Greetings, The Book of Visiting the Sick, The Book on the 
Etiquette of Travelling, The Book of Virtues, The Book of I'tikaf The 
Book of Hajj, The Book of Jihad, The Book of Knowledge, The Book of 
Praise and Gratitude to Allah, The Book of Invoking Allah's Blessing 
upon Allah's Messenger(SAW), The Book of the Remembrance of Allah, 
The Book of Du'a (Supplications), The Book of Prohibited Actions, The 
Book of Miscellaneous Ahadith of significant values and The Book of 
Forgiveness^^ 
The first Malayalam translation of Riyadh al Saliheen appeared in 
1989 by the effort of A.K Usman Maulavi. The work comprises of three 
volumes and dealt almost Hadith with its brief note. The second effort 
was by Ibrahim Puthur Faizi (d.2004), a traditional Sunni scholar. 
Subsequently the third translation appeared in 1998 by K.V Muhammad 
Panthavoor (d.2004).The work was published by Tirurangadi book stall. 
The work covers almost Hadith over 780 pages in a volume. The fourth 
translation came from the Salafi stream by Abdul Salam Sullami and 
published by Yuvatha Book House from Kozhikode in 1996. The latest 
^^  Ibid. 
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Malayalam version on the same came out in 1999 by Sayyid Ahamad 
Shihabuddeen Imbichi Koya Tangal (d.2000), Chief Qazi of Kozhikode. 
The book was published by Ashrafi Book Centre, Tirurangadi. 
Since most of the Kerala Muslims belonged to Shafii' school of 
Islamic Jurisprudence, they have whole heartedly accepted Imam 
Nawawi's thought and works who was the prominent advocate of the 
Shafi school .It is quite evident that his credible works Riyad al Saliheen, 
Sharah al Muhadhab, Matnu Arbai 'n have been taught in the traditional 
and modem Institutions since decades back. 
A specimen of illustration of the Hadith quoted in the same 
collection is as follows: 
On the authority of ^^w Huraira (may Allah be pleased with him), who 
said that the Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allah be upon 
him) said: "When Allah decreed the Creation He pledged Himself by 
writing in His book which is laid down with Him: 'My mercy prevails 
over my wrath." 
Mishkat al Masabih (prtd/mm) 
The celebrated collection of Hadith, an improved version of 
Masabih al Sunnah of Al Tabrizi (d.741/1340) got a partial translation in 
Malayalam by Mailapur Shoukath Ali Maulavi and published in 1980 and 
a scholarly and comprehensive commentary in Arabic language in eight 
volumes contributed by a leading Sunni scholar Nellikuth Ismail Musliar 
and was published in 1996-1999. 
Mishkat al Masabih is the most authentic collection of traditions 
collected in %^ century of Hijra era by Shaikh Wali-uddin Muhammed 
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bin Abdullah Tabarizi. He also selected traditions from Sahih al Bukhari 
and Sahih al Muslim. He arranged them subject wise to make it easier for 
the common man to regulate his life in the light of the great Hadith of 
holy Prophet. He made accurate references to the source of each tradition 
and mentioned it very clearly whether it was Sahih (sound) or Ahsan 
(good). He further implicitly defined these terms and such other terms. 
This is the developed version of Masabih al Sunnah. He essentially 
rendered a version of the text more preferable to those who do not 
possess advanced knowledge of the science of Hadith by writing a 
commentary on it at this instance Allamah Husain Abdullah and 
Muhammad al Tibi and titled it Mishkat al Masabih. 
This noted collection of Hadith got many credible commentaries in 
the Muslim world. Mirqat al Mafatih Sharah al Mishkat al Masabih by 
Mulla Ali al Qari in nine volumes, Mira'atul Mafatih by Abul Hasan 
Ubaidullah Rahmani Mubarakpuri. Tahqiq al Mishkat by Nasiruddin al 
Bani in three volumes and Miratul Masabih by Shaikh Ismail Musliar 
Malabari in nine volumes '^*. 
An example oiHadith from Mishkat alMasbih is as follows: 
jijVI j^ijsi JLi'i ; J j i j ^ j ^ Aii]^iil i}ju,j^Mj, Aj\ i JIJU) Cfi-j 
(i4^i ftljj) .^ -US C)ii^\ OJM : ^ . 14^  Cm^ ^'^ ji 
Miqdad (Allah be pleased with him) reported that he heard Allah's 
Messenger (SAW) as saying: There will not remain upon the surface of 
the earth a mud brick house or a camel's hair tent but Allah will penetrate 
in that the word of Islam bringing both mighty honour and abject 
humiliation. Allah will either honour them by making them worthy of it 
'^* MaktabatalShamila, pp. 3\'i-2,\2. 
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and those whom He humiUates, shall have to render submission to it. I 
said, The religion will then be entirely for Allah. (Ahmed)^ ^ 
Mirath alMishkat (prtd/ac) 
The famous work Mishkat al Masabih got a detailed commentary 
in Arabic in eight volumes entitled as Mirath al Mishkat prepared by 
Nellikkuth Ismail Musliar Malabari. He was bom in Nellikuth in 
Malappuram district in 1939. He had completed his religious education 
from various traditional Islamic institutes of the region and later served 
many Darses institutes as its Mudarris. Now he works as the Shaikhul 
Hadith of Markazu Saqafati Sunniyah Shariah College of Karanthur, 
Calicut(estd.l979).He had authored several relevant books in Arabic and 
Malayalam such as 'Tauhid Oru Samagra Padanam', 'Marananuhandha 
Murakal', 'Sharah al Risala', 'Taqril al Mulla Hasan', 'Al Fiqh al 
Sunnah', 'Aquaid al Sunnah', 'Taqrir al Jama', 'Sharah Tasrih al 
Mantiq'^^ 
The present work was published in 8 volumes over 5200 pages. 
The author provides an explanation for every Hadith. An in-depth 
analysis is one of the features of this work and the writer makes it a 
success with the utilisation of charts, signifiers, rare pictures and maps. 
He presents the laws of four schools of Islamic jurisprudence on the basis 
of Usui al Hadith. The author seriously studies the Hadith which 
represent the controversial issues. A vast index is given in 8 volume in 
alphabetical order^^ Also the author has supplemented a concise 
biographical sketch of companions, followers and traditionists reported 
and mentioned in this collection. This work has been selected as a text 
5^ Mishkat al Masabih with Arabic Text,vo\.\,Kitab al Iman, Hadith A'o-42.,Translated and 
Annotated by Abdul Hameed siddiqi, Kitab Bhavan, Delhi, 1980. 
^^  Islamic Encyclopaedia,(Mal.) Vol.v.J.P.H., Kozhikode, 2001, p.482. 
" Dilshan,' //a^(7/i Studies in Kerala ',Prabodhanam Hadith Issue, Kozhikode,2007,p.226. 
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book in several Darses in Kerala and has been recommended as a 
reference text on Hadith literature in such institutions. This work could 
rightly be considered as the largest and the only work written in Arabic 
by a Keralite scholar in modem times. Observing this work a modem 
writer adds that this commendable effort could not gain its deserving 
acceptance and appreciation. The attempts of this kind should be 
acknowledged and encouraged irrespective of sects and fraction.^ ^ 
Main al ArbaVn (prtd/mm) 
The famous work 'Matn al Arbai 'n' of Yahya bin Sharafuddin Al 
Nawawi (631-664 A.H) got five versions in Malayalam and single 
commentary in Arabic. The complete title of this work is 'Matn al 
Arbai'n al Nawawiya Min Ahadithi al Nawawiyah'. The work is 
recommended as the text book for the students of Arabic College and the 
general students who opts Arabic as main and optional paper for their 
graduation under various Universities. 
'Assairul Hadithi li Thakhrij al Arbai'na Hadith' is an Arabic 
commentary on the work of Imam Yahya Nawawi's Matnu Arbai'na al 
Hadith. The work was written by Maulana Ahmed Koya Shaliyati (1217-
1287A.H), a great scholar, jurist who served as the Mufti of Naizam, the 
ruler of Hyderabad. This manuscript is still in his personal library named 
Al Azhariyyah Kutub Khana at Chaliyam, in Kozhikode. The author was 
bom in Calicut in 1265 A.H as a son of KunhaliKutty. After the marriage 
with Fareeda of Chaliyam, his father settled in Chaliyam. He was 
educated by Aali Musliar (d.l922), the leader of Khilafah movement and 
Chalilakat Kunhahammad Haji (d.l919 f. 
28 l u j j 
^' A.P.Mohammed Ali Musliar, Tuhafah al Akhyar fiTtarikh al Ulama al Malaibar , M.S., pp.l20-
130., Malayalathile Adaharathanmar, Irshad Publications, Kozhikode -4, 1999, pp.143-150. 
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The first Malayalam translation of this work appeared in 1948 by 
T.K Abdulla (1924-1972) and published by CM Press, Edava. This 
treatise also contain a brief biographical sketch on Imam Nawawi. For 
this venture he had mainly depended on the commentary of Shaikh 
Muhammed Sharqavi. The original title 'Matn al Arbai'n Al Nawawiyah 
Min al Ahdathi Nabawiyah' is retained with Malayalam sub title as the 
concise of 'Forty meaningful Hadith'. The language used in the 
translation is sixty years old Mappila Malayalam. The proof reading of 
the work was performed by Maulana Muhammed Abdul Kamal (M.F.B). 
The second Malayalam translation of this work came true in 1975 
by P.M. Abdul Rahiman, a retired Professor of Brennan College, 
Thalassery, printed by Amirul Islam Press, Thirurangadi. At the 
introductory section the author has given an account on Imam Nawawi. 
This translation and brief commentary are strikingly independent. 
Third attempt was done by K.A Quader a native of Tirurkkad and 
published by Ayyubi Book House Kozhikode in 1980. The translation 
contains scholastic accuracy and sublimity. 
The fourth translation of this work came in 1994 by Abdul 
Hameed Madani and published by Yuvatha Book House from Kozhikode. 
It is the most popular text of Imam Nawawi's forty Hadith in Malayalam. 
Unlike other translations, it is a word by word translation; therefore this 
approach has gained attraction of the masses. A long introduction 
explaining the categories of Hadith, method of its reporting, authenticity 
and various reports is very useful. As a Salafi activist in Kerala, his 
progressive attitude is visible throughout the Book. Hadith in this book is 
as modeled as follows: 
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"On the authority of Abu Ruqyah Imam bin Aus ad Dari (May 
almighty be pleased with him) that the Prophet (may the blessing and 
peace of Allah be upon him) said: Religion is sincerity. We said; to 
whom? He said: To Allah and his Book, and his Messenger, and the 
leaders of Muslim and their common folk^°." 
Bulugh alMaram (prtd/mm) 
Bulugh al Maram, the famous Hadith compilation got a single 
translation in Malayalam by Cheriyamundam Abdul Hameed Madani and 
published by Al Hind bookstall, Tirur in 1972. 
The master work, Bulugh al Maram is the collection of Hadith by 
Al Hafiz Ibn Hajar al Asqalani (1372-1448). The authentic title of this 
work 'Bulugh a! Maram min Adillat al Ahkam' means 'the end of search 
for evidences of principles'. According to evidences of the ordinance the 
same work covers 1358 Traditions. A variety of traditions from the 
authentic collections of Imam Bukhari, Imam Muslim, Imam Abu 
Dawud, Al Tirmidhi , Al Nasai and Ibn Majah. However, Bulugh al 
Maram holds a unique distinction as all the tradition complied in the book 
have been the sources for Fiqh or Islamic Jurisprudence. The same work 
noticed a comparison between the versions of Hadith that came from 
different sources. Because of its unique qualities, it still remains as one of 
the most sought after the six collections of traditions. 
There are many commentaries written on this great work., Bulugh 
al Maram. 'Tuhfah al Ayyam fi Fawaid al Bulugh al Maram' by 
Shaykh Sami bin Muhammad al Saghir, Minhat al Alamfi Sharh Bulugh 
'" Imam Nawawi, 40 Hadith, Tms. by Ezzedin Ibrahim, Dennys Johnson-Davies, Hadith No.7, p.40. 
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al Maram' by Abdullah bin Salih al Fazan, 'Suhail al Jiyad fi Shark 
Bulugh al Maram' by Shaikh Abdul Rahim bin Murad al Shafii', 'Shark 
Mukhtasar ala Bulugh al Maram' by Muhammad bin Salih al Uthaimin, 
'Shark Bulugh al Maram' by Shaykh Abdul Rahim Al Khafir, 'Sharak 
Bulugk al Maram' by Shaikh Abdullah Uthaibi and 'Skarak al Bulugh al 
Maram '{Kitab al taharah) by Al Tarifi. 
Evaluating the Malayalam translation, the translator Abdul Hameed 
Madani has paid his due attention to upgrade the work in total. The 
meaningful preface was facilitated by Shaikh Muhammed Maulavi. In the 
Introductory section a brief biographical sketch of Imam Hafiz Ibn Hajar, 
historical overview on Hadith, and Usui al Haditk are being useful and 
noteworthy. The translation of 'Bulugk al Maram' deals with 113 lessons 
over 625 pages. The translator's due foot notes and concise explanation 
will promote the accessibility and readability of the work. However the 
scarcity and non publication of fresh editions seem to be a great hiatus. 
The translator Abdul Hameed Madani hails from Cheriyamundam Village 
near Tirur in Malappuram District. He had contributed many ideological 
works to the Salafi school of thought in Kerala. Presently he works as the 
editor in chief of 'Skabab magazine'. Before schism in the Mujakid 
movement in 2000, he had been a long time member in the state council 
of K.N.M. This soft-spoken scholar is now the senior leader of Madavur 
faction of Mujakid movement and a great protagonist of Muslim unity 
cutting across the fractional differences among them. A sample of Hadith 
in the book is as noted below: 
'^ Maktabat al Shamil, pp.314-315. 
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Q\ :(Jjii jkLuj AJC- Aiil (^ Lfl A)il J>-j tiuu-yi :Jli AJc ^ lil ^ ^ j SJJJA ^ i (^j 
- (AJc jiLi) .JxLla 
"On the authority of Abu Huraira, he says he heard the Prophet of 
Allah says that my community will arrive on the Day of Judgment as 
glitter the face from the signs of ablution. If anyone can extend the 
glittering, then do so ". 
Al Adab al Mufrad (Prtd/mm) 
The famous work 'Al Adab al Mufrad' of Imam Muhammad 
Ismail al Bukhari (d.256/869) got a lone translation in Malayalm by Dr 
Bahauddin Muhammed Nadvi and published by Sunni publication centre, 
Chemmad, under Majlis al Dawa'h al Islamiyya in 1998. The translator 
was bom in Kuriyad, Kottakkal in Malappuram district in 1951 as a son 
of Jamaluddin and Fathima. He is an eminent organiser and presently 
working as the Principal of Darul Huda Islamic Academy, Chemmad 
(estd.1986) 
The Original Text 'Al Adab al Mufrad' is considered as a noted 
anthology of Hadith of Imam Al Bukhari arranged in 644 chapters and 
comprised of 1322 traditions which were not displayed in his master 
collection Sahih Al Bukhari. The work is a great asset in the field of 
Hadith literature and also a valuable gift to the Ummah ascribing culture, 
manners, ethics, and etiquettes. The important chapters displayed in the 
work are parents, ties of kinship, looking after girls, looking after 
children, neighbours, responsibility, dealings with people and good 
character, social behaviour, supplication, mercy, advice, extravagance in 
building, compassion, injustice, gestures, greetings, asking permission to 
'^  Abdul Hameed Madani, Bulugh al Maram Paribhasha, Hadith'Ho.\% , Al Hind Book Stall, 
Tirur, 1972, p.30. 
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enter, people of the Devine Book, letters and greetings, gatherings, 
behaviour with people, cursing and defamation, poetry, words, speech 
etc. 
In relation to this work the author has not applied any stem 
stipulation to accept a tradition as he had followed in Sahih al Bukhari. 
Here the method he adopted for the selection of the tradition is purely 
liberal. It is remarkable that author has not omitted the Rawis or the chain 
of narrators. The chain of narrators are described herewith. In this way 
the book bears its clarity and credibility. . 
A Hadith has been illustrated as follows: 
^ j j ^ i j l J A I I C)i Ajijit Jl2 ^jjui U J ^ Jl i J j j i l j j i UjJa. JlS (^jUJI i^ r^iiaJl uii^V) c^ 
J\i 4j^ | ^ j b ^ 1 »Jjj L t j i j j U l aJA u&Ld U J ^ J J L /^Uui^t JJA& U ilAAyi J l i 
j j j»j Jl3 t|i jw CJla \^j J& %%^\ J l l Ja.j Jp ^1 ^ j ui^i J4)dl g^ i y j i l l Ciiy. 
"Abu 'Amr ash-Shaybani said, "The owner of this house (and he 
pointed at the house of 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud) said, "I asked the Prophet, 
may Allah bless him and grant him peace, which action Allah loves best. 
He replied, 'Prayer at its proper time.' 'Then what?' I asked. He said, 'Then 
kindness to parents." I asked,'Then what?' He replied, 'Then jihad in the 
Way of Allah.'" He added, "He told me about these things. If I had asked 
him to tell me more, he would have told me more^ "*." 
" Ibid, pp. 13-14. 
'^' Imam Bukhari, Adah al Mufrad, Chapter VIII, Honouring Parents: The Words of Allah Almighty: "We 
have Instructed Man to honour his parents." (29:8), 
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General Works on Hadith 
There are some general works written on the Hadith studies. These 
are basically simple attempts endeavoured by the scholars in the region 
which throws light on the various aspects and relevance of Hadith studies 
in Malayalam and Arabic tongues. A few noted Malayalam works 
translated from Arabic and Urdu have been studied. The total works have 
been displayed according to their chronological appearance. 
Khairu Darain is a compilation of prayers and adhkar selected 
from the texts of Hadith prepared in Arabic by Abdul Qadar Fadhfari 
(1895-1944). The author was bom in 1895 at Mankada in Malappuram as 
the son of Pallippuram Yusuf. He contributed many works on different 
subjects. This collection consists of 300 Ahadith from six credible 
collections of Hadith. The same has been used as a text book in some 
Dars institutions in the region. But the availability of this book in now a 
day is very scarce due to the shortage of latest editions. Any how it will 
be noticed as a genuine attempt in Arabic language. 
'Sihah al Shaikhain\ a collection of Hadith selected from Sahih of 
Imam Bukhari and Sahih of Imam Muslim prepared by Maulana 
Valakkulam Abdul Bari (1880-1965), may be also mentioned in this 
regard. The author was a leader of Samastha Kerala Jami 'yathul Ulama 
(estd.1926), served as the vice-president and later as President till his 
death in 1965. He was bom at Valakkulam in Malappuram District in 
1298A.H. He had undergone the primary education from his father, a 
famous scholar Al Haj Kwaja Ahmed and then went to Nadapuram Juma 
Masjid and received teachings from Ahmad Shirazi (d. 1326/1908). 
Kodancheri Ahmed Kutty (d. 1325/1907), and Ponnani Cheriya Avaran 
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Kutty (d.l330/1911).^^ The present work 'Sihah al Shaikhain' consists 
2648 Hadith. The work was published by the author himself in 1961. He 
also began to prepare supplementary explanatory note on the same as 
'Khadimu Sahihain', but the work could not completed due to his death. 
Any how the work can be considered as a genuine contribution in Arabic 
language. Even though this book is a great land mark as an original work 
written in Arabic its preservation is not being done properly. The out 
dated and moth eaten copy of the same are carelessly stacked in the 
shelves of very old mosque libraries. 
'Islam Matha Thathawa Pradeepam'( Light of Islamic principles) 
is a short account on the selected tradition from various authorities 
prepared by P. Muhammed Maitheen Sahib and published by CM Press, 
Edava in 1379/1959. The work consists a collection of traditions 
pertaining social information like politeness of entering houses, mosques 
and auditorium. Also elucidated the importance of the acquisition of 
knowledge. 
Al Hadith is a Malayalam translation of famous English collection 
on 'Hadith MahaV selected from various texts prepared by K.Muhammed 
Ali and published by Majeed Marakkar Perumbavur (d.l965) in 1951. 
The Introductory part of this work provides a serious study on the science 
of Hadith and vividly unfolds its importance as the second and basic 
source of Islam. 
Parishudha Nabivachanangal (Holy sayings of Prophet) published 
in 1962 consisting 333 traditions from various authoritative collection of 
Traditions was prepared by M.Ahmed Edathanatukara. It consists of 184 
relevant titles beginning from 'faith' and ends up with some important 
' ' A.p. Muhammed Ali Musliar, Malayalatile Maharadhanmar,{Grea1 Personalities in 
Malayalam),A\ Irshad, Kozhikode, 1999, pp.34-35. 
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prayers. This work has been further rendered, into EngHsh by Hasan 
Faruq, BA, B.T entitled the Teaching of the holy Prophet. The same was 
published in 1969. 
Islamika Jeevitham (The Islamic Life) is a commendable effort to 
trace out the relevance of Hadith and Sunnah by having incorporated a 
collection of Hadith to be practiced in one's life, done by Muhammed 
Amani (1909-1987) an erudite Salafi scholar in Kerala. The work was 
well accepted by the Keralite Academicians. Within two decades seven 
editions have been published. The book consists of six hundred traditions 
under 31 titles related with day to day life. The book includes topics like 
prayer, fasting, recitation of Holy Qur'an, thinking, Dhikr and Din, 
dining etiquette, hospitality, dressing manners, behaviour, approach 
towards the elders and Children, i verses are quoted in the commentary 
wherever needed. Some commentary jottings are very long and some are 
brief. In short it is a meticulous effort and a rich contribution to the field 
of Hadith studies in Kerala. As the author intends, the work will be useful 
to the refinement of the Muslim mind. 
'Irupathionnnu Hadith Panditanmar' (21 Hadith scholars) 
prepared by Ibrahim Puthur (d.2004) was published by Sunni publication 
centre in 1986. It deals with a detailed account on the relevance of 
tradition in the religion of Islam and throws light on the biographies of 
Imam Shihab al Zuhri (d.741A.D), Imam Ansae, Imam Abu Hanifah (80-
150A.H ), Imam Malik bin Anas (93-179A.H), Imam Saeed bin 
Musayyab (d.94/712 ), Imam Shafii' (150-204A.H), Imam Abdullah bin 
Mubarak (736-797A.D ), Imam Bukhari (194-256A.H ), Imam Abu 
Suhra al Tharazi, Abu Dawud ( 202-275 A.H), Imam Muslim(202-
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261A.H), Imam Tirmidhi (209-279A.H ) , Imam Ibn Maja (209-273A.H) 
and Imam Hakim (d.211/826 ). 
'Nabichrayum Islamika Shareetil Athinte Sthanavum (The Sunnah 
and its place in Islamic Shariah) is a translation of the noted work of an 
Egyptian scholar Mustafa Hasanu Sibaee (1915-1964 )'s 'Asunnah Wa 
Makanatuha fi Shariah al Islam' by Muhammed Amani Maulavi 
(d.l989) and published by Mujahideen Trust in Cochin in 1973. The 
work explores various aspects of the meaning of the Sunnah and 
examines fabricated Hadith. The work comprises three broader parts, the 
first part of the book deals with Isnad and services and sacrifices rendered 
by the great traditionists for the cause of collection and preservation of 
Hadith. The second part covers the perspectives of various ideological 
sects on Hadith such as Shites, Kharijites, Mutazalites. Also dealt the 
approach of modernists and orientalists towards Traditions. The third and 
final part of the work handles the place of Sunnah and Traditions in the 
perspectives of Qur 'an. 
'Sunnath Jama'thum Hadith Durvyaqyanangalum' {Ahlu Sunnah 
and misinterpretation of Hadith) a critical study on the traditional 
approaches of Muslim scholars on different theological issues was 
contributed by Abdul Salam Sullami and published by Yuvatha in 1990. 
The book is an offshoot of post modem way of Islamic thinking. 
'Sunnathum Madhabukalum Oru tarathamya Padanam' (The 
Sunnah and the school of Islamic jurisprudence: A comparative study) is 
a critical evaluation of some traditions based on jurisprudential 
approaches {Usui) and published by Yuvatha Book House in 1996. 
'Sunnath Arthavum Vyaqyanavum' (The Sunnah its meaning and 
interpretations) is the study of contemporary issues on the authenticity of 
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Sunnah and its real approach to be tackled by a Muslim scholar, done by 
Kunhimuhammed Parappur and published by Yuvatha Books from 
Kozhikodeinl998. 
'Sunnathum Bidathum' (The Sunnah and Innovations) by Abdul 
Salam Sullami was published by Yuvatha in 1994. The author inquires 
about innovations emerged within Islam through the passage of time and 
asses the consequences of it among the Muslim Ummah. 
'Sunnathinte Pramanikatha' the (Authenticity of the Sunnah) is the 
Malayalam translation of noted work of Abdul Aa'la Maududi Sahib's 
Sunnah ki Ainihaisiyat (d.l979) done by T. Ubaid and published I.P.H 
Kozhikode has traced out the intimate goal of Sunnah. In its most elegant 
and lucid style the author has brought out an intensive objective study on 
the said matter which could be sum up as follows: 
1) As Qur'an could envisage a role model of humanity, the Sunnah 
substantiates its role as a supplementary source. It is necessary 
because the Prophet has represented a multi ethic and multi ethnic 
society diversified in all aspects. In order to erase their prior 
identities and behaviour a role model (Uswatun al Hasana) is 
inevitable. 
2) Defining the Sunnah Maulana Maududi accredits the fact that what 
Prophet did as a Bashar (man) is not his Sunnah but only the things 
he did as a Prophet come under Sunnah. 
3) The tradition are sometimes may not be the exact words of the 
Prophet but rather sayings attributed to the Prophet. 
'Thitusunnath'( The Holy Sunnah) is a brief Malayalam a work 
discusses the primary objectives and role oi Sunnah in Islam, prepared by 
N.K. Abdul Qadir and published by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 1999. 
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'Hadith Chinthakal (Hadith Musings) is a short collection of 
thought provoking Hadith based on Salafi view of Islam attempted by 
Saeed Faruqi and published by Yuvatha, Kozhikode in 1993.The book 
throws light on the Death, Grave, Hereafter, Day of reckoning and Day 
of trial. Hadiths are quoted from Sahih Al Bukhari and Sahih Al Muslim. 
'Nalpatu Qudusi Hadithukal'(Forty Qudusi traditions) marks a 
compilation of non-Qur'anic sayings of Allah Almighty through the holy 
tongue of the Prophet Muhammed (SAW), presented by Muhammed 
Saleem SuUami and published by Yuvatha Book House Kozhikode in 
1990. Hadith Qudsi are the sayings of the Prophet Muhammed (SAW) as 
revealed to him by the Almighty Allah. Such kind of traditions is called 
Hadith Qudsi or sacred Hadith because unlike the majority of traditions 
which are prophetic Hadith, their authority (Sanad) is traced back not to 
the Prophet but to the Almighty. As quoted by the author, Sayyid Al 
Sharif al Jurjani (d. 816/1413), in his lexicon Al Tarifat' where he says 
'a sacred Hadith is, as to the meaning, from Allah Almighty; as to the 
wording, it is from the messenger of Allah (SAW). It is that which Allah 
the Almighty has communicated to His prophet through revelation or on 
dream, and he, peace be upon him, has communicated it in his own 
words. Thus Quaran is superior to it because, besides being revealed, it is 
His wordings'. A Hadith of its kind is demonstrated as follows: 
j^u£ l4i«»j ^ l^utau |»A (>a: (illJ (^ ^ cj l i i^ l j cjUuiaJI ( ^ hi\ j^j :Jli ^^IUJJ djLj 
( .uij jaJ) dJfj l4^jijii.<i ^^ jkluMj ( i j l iu i l » ) j j ).S-U)j XljJM hS 
"On the authority of the son of Abbas (may Allah be pleased them 
both), from the messenger of Allah (may blessings and peace of Allah be 
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Upon him), is that among the sayings he relates from his Lord (glorified 
and exalted be He) is that He said: Allah has written down the good deeds 
and the bad ones. Then He explained it (by saying that) he who has 
intended a good deed and has not done it, Allah writes it down with 
Himself as a fiill good deed, but if he has intended it and has done it, 
Allah writes it down with Himself as from ten good deeds to seven 
hundred times, or many times over. But if he has intended a bad deed and 
has not done it, Allah writes it down with Himself as full good deed, but 
if he has intended it and has done it, Allah writes it down as one bad 
deed. 
(It was related by al Bukhari and Muslim in their two Sahihs in 
these words)^^" 
'Pravachaka Vachanangal Padyavishkaram'( Versification of the 
words of the Prophet) is a brief collection of selected traditions in a 
versified form prepared by Cheriyamundam Abdul Razak and published 
by Yuvatha Book House Kozhikode in 1999. The theme and presentation 
of the work is very unique and influential. The aim of the author is 
genuine as to light up the words of the Prophet in Malayalam literature. 
'Al Kawakib al DuriyyaX Planet of Pearls) is the Malayalam 
translation of the selected traditions of the Prophet compiled by M.V 
KunhiMuhammed and published by Amina Book Stall Trissur in 1989. 
The work deals with some traditions related to socio-religious life of a 
believer. The work is relevant among the traditional readers for its simple 
presentation and cohesive systematic structure. 
'Hadith 5fl5/?/am'(Translation of the Sayings of Prophet) by 
Ishaqali was published by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 1963. The work 
^^ Muhamtned Salim Sullami, Nalpathu Qudusi Hadithukal, Yuvatha, Kozhikode, 1990, p.23. Trans. 
Taken from An-Nawawi 's Forty Hadith, Trans.by op.cit. p. 94. 
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handles some traditions elucidating social and religious importance in 
one's life. 
'Abu Hurairayum Vimarshakarum (Abu Huraira and the critics) is 
a dedicated effort to characterise the real personality of Hazrat Abu 
Hurairah (603-68 lA.D) by Shaikh Muhammed Karakunnu and published 
by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 1992. As a prolific narrator, Abu Hurairah 
became a prey to arrogant criticism from the orientals and modernist 
sectors. The author has tried to unleash a tit-for-tat reply to those critics 
and attested the greatness of Abu Khuraira. The work is an offshoot of a 
regional controversy emerged from the heating debate between the 
advocates of pro Hadith and anti Hadith. 
'Muhammad Nabiyude Prabhashanangal' (The Sermons of the 
Prophet) is an account of the sermons delivered by the Prophet (SAW) 
consisting 43 traditions from the authoritative collection of Traditions 
prepared by Yusuf Muhammed Nadwi and published by I.P.H, 
Kozhikode in 1995. 
A detailed attempt is being made to trace out the development of 
Hadith studies in Kerala. In view of the details it is certainly be stated 
that comparing to other disciplines such as Quranic studies, Fiqh studies 
and Tasawwuf studies, the branch of Hadith got only a marginal 
development. A brief historical overview, genesis and general 
characteristics of Hadith studies in Kerala, a study of translated works on 
Hadith and general works on Hadith are dealt with. 
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CHAPTER - V 
DEVELOPMENT OF FIQH STUDIES IN KERALA 
Historical overview 
The Islamic jurisprudence or Fiqh is one of the fundamental 
sciences of Islam. Fiqh literally means understanding or knowing. As a 
technical terrn it means the study of injunctions which are destined to be 
promulgated in various aspects of life. Knowing the laws and principles 
derived by the Muslim jurist in the light of the first and second source of 
Islamic Shariah, besides the instruction and injunctions directly issued by 
the Almighty Allah and His final, is the real support in traditional or 
conventional sense. The explanation of an expert in Islamic law is notable 
in this regard\ In other words 'Fiqh is the knowledge of things which are 
permissible for a man to do and of things that are forbidden to him, 
including both acts of commission and omission. In this sense it is the 
science which points out the extent and limits of a man's liberty. In other 
words it is the science of right and obligations' . As far as the sources of 
Islamic jurisprudence are concerned it can be classified into four, viz the 
Qur 'an, the Hadith, Ijma (consensus of opinion) and Qiyas (analogy). 
Besides this some other sources of law such as Istidlal (inference), 
Istihsan (equity), Istislah (public good) and Urf (custom) our also 
considered to be sources to Islamic Jurisprudence. 
To be precise, Islamic jurisprudence or Fiqh has significantly 
marked the working sprit, everlasting creativity and scholastic aptitude of 
' Dr.Towqueer Alam Falahi, Studies in Muslim Theology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, 
1999, p. 117. 
Abdul Rahim, 77?^  Principles of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, Punjab Educational Press, Lahore, 
1958, p.49. 
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Islamic society from time to time. As a result notable studies and 
academic pursluit are being originated from this intellectual exposure. 
Historical Development of Fiqh Studies in Kerala 
Islam is a religion which Integrates both belief and rules. Belief 
without rules and rules without belief is in complete in the sense of Islam. 
As the Quran and Hadith got tremendous influence and undergone 
significant studies on them which have naturally impacted the evolution 
of Islamic jurisprudence ox Fiqh ^d i e s in Kerala. 
The Kerala Muslims interest in the Islamic jurisprudence goes back 
to the days of early settlement of the Arabs traders in Malabar and other 
coastal towns^ Subsequently Ulama including Faqih (jurists) also settled 
in these regions to work as Qazis for Muslims and to guide them in the 
matter of Shariah. Malik bin Dinar and his disciples were the earliest 
Qazis of the region. In Malabar those Qazis were paid from the exchequer 
and permitted to carry out the laws of Shariah . 
In this regard flirther development was achieved by the relationship 
between local and Arab scholars. It is quite evident from the historical 
fact that Shaikh Zainuddin (1532-1618 A.D) had maintained cordial 
relation with the Arab scholars. On account of his incessant persuasion 
Allama Ibn Hajar al Haythami (d. 974/1566) visited Ponnani and stayed 
for a while here.^ Shaikh Zainuddin al Kabir (871-980A.H) also 
developed close relationship with the eminent scholars like Imam 
Nuruddin al Mahalli ,Kamaluddin al Dimashqi, Imam Shihabuddin al 
Himsi, Imam Badaruddin al Suyuti during his higher studies in Egypt and 
•* Parappil Mammad Koya, Kozhikote Muslimgalude Charitram(History of Muslims in 
Kozhikode),Focus Publication, Kozhikode,1998,p.43. 
Makhdumum Ponnaniyum, Edited byDr.Husain, Ponnani JumaMasj id Committee, 1998, p.34. 
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Hijaz^. At the same time the spread of Yemeni scholars and Sufis who 
settled in different villages in the region of Kerala had also played their 
part in this regard. Such events resulted in spread of Shafii' School of 
Islamic jurisprudence in the region. 
An important work on Fiqh, Qurrat ala Ai'n, compiled by Shaikh 
Zainuddin (d.l618A.D) the noted historian and author of 'Tuhafah al 
Mujahidin' is to be highlighted here. This celebrated work got several 
commentaries in Arabic. The author himself prepared a comprehensive 
commentary in simple Arabic language titled 'Fath al Mui'n'. This 
version was acclaimed in different circles of Muslim scholars. One of the 
outstanding feature of this work is that author has collected the opinion of 
Imam Nawawi (676/1277), and Imam Rafii' (d.632/1234) the eminent 
jurists of Shafii' school. The other commentaries written on this book 
are: 'Al Zain ala Qurrat al A'in' by Shaikh Muhammed 
Nawawi(d.l314/1896), an Indonesian scholar. Al la'nat al Talibin' by 
AUama Sayyid al Bakari (d.l310/1892).The several editions of the work 
appeared in India and Makkah. Of them 'Tarshih al Mustafidin' by a 
Yemani scholar named Allama Sayyid AH bin Sayyid Ahammad Saqaf is 
very popular among the Arab scholars. Al Tanshit al Matalie 'n', is a 
noted commentary written by Ali alias Kunhuty bin Shaikh Abdurahman 
Tanuri (1347/1928). On account of the academic presentation and 
thematical importance this prestigious text has been included in the 
syllabi of Universities and reputed Arabic institutions in Egypt, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Singapore^. 
It is noteworthy that the Keralites have been historically adapted to 
Islamic jurisprudence from the very beginning onwards. They have 
A.P Muhammed Ali Musliar, Malayalatile Maharadhanmar(Great Personalities in Malayalam) 
Irshad Publication, Kozhikode, 1997, p. 14. 
A.P Muhammed Ali Musliar, op.cit. p. 27-29. 
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shown their respect to the scholars of Islamic jurisprudence. The scholars 
of the region had generally followed any major school of Islamic 
jurisprudence. It was age of Taqlid and no effort was made in relation to 
Ijtihad . The scholars believed that Taqlid or following of an Imam is 
obligatory on every Muslims. 
The Shafii' school of Islamic jurisprudence has been very popular 
among the Kerala Muslims in different period. The arrival of Bhatkals or 
Nawaites from Bhatkal in Karnataka also accelerated the spread of 
Shafii' school of Islamic jurisprudence in Kerala. During the early period 
of 19* century this demographic section got great influence in the 
commercial centers of Kerala especially in Calicut where a separate slum 
was moulded as 'Bhatkal lines' behind big juma masjid, Valiyangadi in 
Calicut. At the dawn of 20* century the followers of Shafii' school 
began to function in a more organised manner. They have formed 
'Malabar Bhatkal Muslims Jama 'th'. This section of people have their 
role in the development of Shafii' School of Islamic jurisprudence in the 
region.^ 
The presence of Hanafis in Kerala was confined to only some 
places are spotted. They emerged from Mysore and Bijapur after the 
mobilization of great Tippu Sultan (1750- 1799A.D) into Kerala. This 
demographic group called Dekhnis or Deccanis or Pattanis are Urdu 
speaking Hanafi peoples. They have settled mainly in Palakkad, 
Kozhikode and Mattanchery and they still constitute around 400 houses 
in these cities.^ 
Qazi system prevailed in Kerala rightly from 9* century A.D 
onwards has also contributed to the development of Islamic jurisprudence 
Islamika Vinchana Kosham (Islamic Encyclopedia), vol. 9,1.P.H, Kozhikode, 2008, p.41. 
' Ibid. 
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here. The legal cases of Kerala Muslim were decided by Qazis in various 
regions. Qazis were not employees of government but were elected by 
scholars and regional leaders. The Qazis had great influence over Muslim 
masses. They also took their role in the religious training of the people. 
They played their role in conduct of marriages, declaration of the of 
moon sight at the special occasions and resolving the social and civil 
disputes of the people. The series of Kozhikode Qazis is an important 
traditional legal authority which is contributing in the present days also. 
In the southern part of Kerala is some of the functions of Qazis is 
performed by Khatib or Imam. 
The spread of revivalist movements in Kerala contributed to 
develop a new trend in the field of Fiqh .Some of the religious 
organizations particularly Kerala Jami'yatul Ulama (estd. 1924) and 
Jamat-e-Islami Al Hind Kerala chapter (estd. 1948) were opposed to 
Taqlid (blind following) and they were in favour of Ijtihad to solve new 
problems. Since then an immense of jurisprudential diversities and 
dialogue based on various jurisprudential matters being emerged. 
It is also pertinent to note here that 'debates and disputes are 
inherent nature of Islamic jurisprudence in every phase of Islamic history. 
This tradition was also prevalent in different region of Kerala in different 
periods. This led to an open debates on certain important issues. The 
much debated issues are \.Taqlid 2. Ijtihad 3.Up holding of hands for 
salah 4.0ptional group prayer after Salah 5. Media of the congregational 
seremons 6.Participation of women in congregational prayer T.Collective 
zakah 8. Nercas or Urs 9.Divorce 10. The number oi Raka of Tarawih 
P.P Mammad Koya, Parappil, Kozhikote Muslimgalude Charitram (History of the Muslims in 
Kozhikode), Focus Publication, Kozhikode, 1998,p.36. 
Dr. Abdul Samad, Islamic Movements and Groups in Kerala in Modern Times. Laurel 
Publication, Kollam, 1998, p.69. 
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11.Vision and declaration of moon 12.Various optional fasting \3.Qumit 
14.Ziyarah of tomb. 
A Study of Major Translated Works (Tarjamat) 
The following classical works on Fiqh were translated into Malayalam. 
Ishraq al Nuri Thajalli ala Sharhi al Minhaj al Mahalli is an 
Arabic commentary of the great work Al Minhaj of Imam Jalaluddin Al 
Mahalli (d.l459A.D) was Prepared by Muhammad Sufi Karingapara (d. 
1405/1984) and published by Tanveer Publication, Thaliparamba inl988. 
The work is a collection of explanatory notes on the said text. This is very 
popular in Darsi institution in Kerala as a text book of legal importance. 
On account of its tremendous use it came to be known as 'Sharh al 
Karingapari'. In the Introduction the author has mentioned that he was 
assisted and guided by his teacher Shaikh Kunhi Ahmad Kulapurami 
(d. 1364/1944). The same was edited by AUama Meerankutty al Kaipattee 
(d. 1370/1950) .The work will draw a special attention due to its scope as 
a lone commentary on a classical work written by an eminent Shqfii' 
scholar. 
Al ta 'leeqat al Muhimmah li Path al Muin( Important explanatory 
note on Path al Muin)is an attempt to explain the meaning of Path al 
Mui 'n', a classical work on Shafii' school of Islamic jurisprudence by 
Shaikh Zainudhin Makhdum al Saghir (d.l618 A.D). This was also 
prepared by Shaikh Muhammad' bin Sufi Karingapari (d. 1405/1984) and 
published in 1388/1968. This work is considered as the great authority of 
Islamic jurisprudence in Kerala from 16'*^  century A.D onwards and it has 
been handled as a compendium referring to the day to day activities in 
life. The same was also included in the syllabus of Dars fi"om very 
beginning onwards. This revised version is also prepared for the benefits 
of the students in Dars. On account of its richness and 
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comprehensiveness of the content the work is widely circulated among 
the students of Islamic studies in Kerala. 
Umdah Paribhasha is a Malayalam translation of a noted work 
Umdah al Salik Wa Iddah al Nasik ( Reliance of the traveler and tools of 
the worshipper) of a Egyptian scholar Shihabuddin Abul Abbas Ahmed 
bin Naqi al Misri (702-769 A.H), translated by Ibrahim Puthur (d.2004) 
and published by Bayaniyya Book Centre from Parappanangadi in 1984. 
This text is based on the previous Shafii's work of Imam Nawawi and 
Imam Abu Ishaq al Shirazi. Ibn Naqib follows the order of Shirazi's 'Al 
Muhadhabh'{ihQ rare faction) and the conclusion of Nawawi's MinhaJ al 
Talibin'{ihe seeker's road) and considers only the explanations of Imam 
Nawawi ( 631-676A.H). The translated work contains 126 chapters and it 
covers all jurisprudential issues related with a believer's life. On account 
of its importance of this book it has been implemented as text book at the 
Vllth standard in Madrasas run by Samastha Kerala Islam Educational 
Board (Qstd. 1954) during 1980-1990. 
Works on Ibadath 
Ibadath, {sgvJbadat) literally means worship, the term is derived 
from 'abd' naeans slave, servant. In the Islamic perspectives ibadat 
(worship), itaa't (obedience), amanat (trustyship) are the fundamental 
duties of a believer. In the Islamic jurisprudence the term Ibadah denotes 
obligatory duties like Prayer, Fasting, Zakah, Hajj. The following books 
contains on these matters. 
1. The Prayer 
Faiz al Bari is an Arabic treatise work on prayer in Islam written 
by Kunhammed Parur (1879-1922) and Publihed in Amirul Islam from 
Ponnani 1340A.H, The work is a study of Salah, fasting , Zakah and Hajj 
ifin 
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based on Shqfii' school of Islamic Jurisprudence. The author has 
supported his statements with reference from Quran and Sunnah. 
Islamile Ibadath (Ibadat in Islam) is a Malayalam work on the 
different aspects of Prayer in Islam written by T. Muhammed and 
published by I.P.H, Kozhikode, in 1962. The work is divided in to twelve 
chapters. The first chapter considers the Quranic conception oilbadah. 
The fear of God and the views of Jurists on Ibadah is discussed in second 
and third chapters. He has quoted largely from Ihya Ulum al Din of Imam 
Ghazali (d.l 11 lA.D) and Sharah Muslim of Imam Nawawi (d.676/1277). 
The significant aspect of the study is the comparative analysis oi Ibadah 
and Ubudiyah'. The work also examines the varied approaches of jurists 
about this matter. 
Ibadath: Veekshananangalude Tharathamyam (Worship:Comparative 
Study of different concepts) is an attempt on the concept and practice of 
Ibadah in Islam written by Cheriyamundam Abdul Hameed Madani. The 
author is an authority of Salafi thought in Kerala. It was published by 
Yuvatha Book House from Kozhikode in 1998. The present work gives a 
detailed account of prayer and explain different verdiction like Fard, 
Wajib, Sunnah and Nafl. The content of the book may be given as: 
1. Fard Salah is obligatory, non performance of which renders 
one a non muslim ccording to Hanbali School. In view of other 
Schools it renders one a sinner. The denial of its compulsory 
status however agreed upon by all Sunni Schools to render the 
denier outside of the Islam. 
2. Wajib al Salah are compulsory, non performance of which 
makes one a sinner and the denial of its( obligatory nature or 
wujub) renders one a 'fasiq' or a transgressor whose witness 
would not be accepted in an Islamic court. There are some who 
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believe that as the five time prayers are obUgatory, It 
automatically renders all other prayers optional. 
3. Sunnah Salah are optional and were additional prayers 
performed by Prophet (SAW). They are of two types: The 
Sunnah Mua'kkadah, Sunnah Ghair Muakkadah. The first 
category means those prayers practiced on a regular basis and if 
one abandoned to them he is to be regarded as sinful by the 
Hanafi school. Those practiced by Prophet Muhammed (SAW) 
come under second category and their abandonment does not 
render one sinful. 
4. Nafl Salah are optional or extra prayers which bring more 
reward for the performer. ' ^  
Al Hukumu Thaharatain is an Arabic treatise on cleanliness for the 
prayer was prepared by Maulana Ahmed Koya of Chaliyam (1847-
1955A.D) and Printed from Ponnani in 1948 .The author was a renowned 
scholar and Chief Qazi of Nizam, the ruler of Hyderabad. He used to 
issue the Fatwa based on the rulings of four Schools of Islamic 
jurisprudence. The present work is a noted for its systematic presentation 
and thematical oriented structure. It deals with the issue of 'Hadath al 
Asghar' (minor dirtiness) and 'Hadath al Akbar' (major dirtiness). He 
also discussed the manners going to toilet and bathing. 
Risalah al Qiblah is an Arabic treatise on the direction for prayer 
done by Ahmed kutty Pullattu (1891-1952A.D). The author brings forth 
historical and theological importances of Qiblah and its easier assessment 
on the basis of Ilm al Maradini. The work is an offshoot of a juristically 
debate on the issue of direction of mosque to Qiblah whether it may be 
angled on within part of Qiblah (Qiblah Jihat) or its sharp center point 
Cheriyamundam Abdul Hameed Madani ,op.cit. ,p.45. 
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{Qiblah a'in). The matter became controversial among Chalilakat 
Kunhammed Haji (d.l919) and his contemporaries. In tliis work the 
author stressed his views favour of Qibla ai 'n. 
Tuhfah al Musallin(Victory of prayers) is a concise study of prayer 
and related issues prepared in Arabic by Ahmed, Nhamanakkad, son of 
Hyder (1912-1946) and Published from Ponnani in 1318/1900. The work 
deals mainly with the excellencies of prayer, Sunnah prayer and other 
related subjects. The work has special importance due to its conciseness, 
systematic presentation and Shafii' orientation. 
Kashfal Ghamamahfi Adhan wal Iqamah is a work on the call to 
the prayer and standing prepared by Shaikh Ahmed Muhammad 
Kalikoothi (1780-1869A.D). He was popularly known as Ahban Veetil 
Kunjamutty Haji son of Muhammad and had received his education 
through Qazi Muhiyuddin (1765-1856) and Umar Qazi (1179-1273 
A.H).The work is a short sketch on the Azan (the call) and Iqamah (the 
call for standing) and discussed the qualities of the Muazzin (one who 
call) for the prayer. In view of nature of the work it may considered a 
guide on the subject. 
Sampoorna Namaskara Kramam (The Perfect Order of Prayer) is a 
detailed study of the prayers by Koya Kutty Faruqi and Published by 
Ayyubi Book House from Kozhikode in 1994. The work is divided into 
42 chapters and discusses all issues related with prayer. The work takes in 
to account of the views of jurists of various schools of Islamic 
Jurisprudences about the obligatory prayers. The author has supported 
Salafi interpretations of Ibadah. 
Adab al Jama'(Etiquettes of the congregational prayer) is a 
Malayalam treatise on Jamaa't prayer written by E.K Hasan Musliar 
(1937- 1980). It was published from Kozhikode in 1983. The author was 
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an ardent advocate of the Sunni organistion of Kerala highlights the 
importance of the congregational prayer and also discusses the 
provision of Shariah for Masbuq (late comer in prayer), postration for 
forgetfulness (Sujud al sahv) , postration after Quran recitation of the 
verses of Sajadah {Sujud al tilawah) and special adhkar to be performed 
after prayer. 
Islamile Sthirapetta Sunnath Niskarangalum (Approved Optional 
Prayers in Islam) is a study of optional prayers approved by Quran and 
Sunnah written by Abdul Salam Sullami and Published by Ayyubi Book 
House from Kozhikode in 1989. The work is divided into four major 
sections; the first deals with issue of faith and its forms, the second covers 
optional prayers such as Tahiyah al Masjid, Rawatib, Vitr, Tarawih and 
others. The third is related to the prohibited times for prayers; and the last 
part discusses prayers not sanctioned by the Quran and Sunnah. The 
entire discussion is oriented on Salqfi line of thinking. 
Namaskaratinte Chaitanyam (Spirit of prayer) was compiled by 
K.C Abdullah (1929-1994) and published by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 
1998. The work provides a detailed account on the principles and rules of 
prayer from Takbir al Ihram up to the end {Salam). 
Niskaram Shafii' Madhabil{VvsiyQV according to Shafii' school) is 
a work on the structure and form of prayer in the perspectives of Shafii' 
School of Islamic jurisprudence prepared by K.P.F JChan and Published 
by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 1998. The work covers both juridical aspects 
of the prayer and illustration of the Shafii' way of prayer. He also 
contributed another book titled Namaskaram Hanafi Madhabil(prayer 
according to Hanafi school).It was published by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 
1998. Both of them constitute very first hand information about the 
Salah. 
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Prarthanakal Nithya Jeevidathil (Prayers in Daily life) is a 
collection of selected prayers as prescribed by Quran and Sunnah 
compiled by C.P Umer Sullami a leader of Salafi movement. It was 
published by Yuvatha Book House from Kozhikode in 1998. The work is 
very useful to common readers as a guide for the prayers in daily life. 
Tarawih is a short study on the controversial issue of the number of 
Rakaa' in the special prayer in Ramzan written by Shaikh Muhammed 
Maulavi (d.l999) and published by Yuvatha Book House from 
Kozhikode in 1997. 
Taravih Namaskaram ( Tarawih Prayer)/^ a Sunni refutation of the 
Salafi views by the Sunni Ulama on the issue of Tarawih. The book 
prepared as a team work was published by Noorul Ulama Students 
Association, Jamia' Nuriya, Pattikkad, Malappuram in 1990. The work 
contains many traditions from 'Muwatta' of Imam Malik , 'Sunan al 
Kubra' of Imam al Baihaqi 'Musannaf of Imam Abdul Razaq. 
Bayan al mantuq li Mahalli Intizar al Masbuq is a detailed study 
on the issue of waiting for the late comers in the congregational prayer. 
The work was prepared by Maulana Ahmed Koya of Chaliyam (1847-
1955).The book explains the procedure to be adopted by a late comer or 
masbuq in the jamaa 't prayer and also discusses the verdicts regarding 
the Imam's conscious waiting for the Masbuq in Salah. 
Mayyit Samskarana Murakal (Etiquettes upon Corpses) is a 
Malayalam translation of the famous work of Sayyid Sabiq (1915-2000)'s 
Fiqh al Sunnah, an Egyptian scholar, done by T. Ubaid and Published 
byl.P.H from Kozhikode in 1989. 
Jumua'; Khutuba Madhabukali (Juridical Views on Friday sermon) 
prepared by M.T Abdurahman Vazhakkad and published in 1976 .The 
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book throws light on the issue of medium of congregational sermons. The 
author has forcefully presented the Salqfi view on the same. 
Khutubayude Basha{ Language of Friday Sermon) is a Malayalam 
treatise on the language of Friday sermons prepared by V. Musa Nattika 
(d.2003), a veteran Sunni leader and published by Noorul Ulama Students 
Association 1983. The work highlights the Sunni stand points on the 
matter of the congregational sermons. The author is of the view khutubah 
has to be delivered only in Arabic language. 
Al Nahj al Qaveem (The Straight Path) is an Arabic treatise which 
discusses the language of the sermon prayer is written by Pangil Ahmed 
Kutty (1887-1946) and published in Cairo at the Press Nastafal Bab al 
Halab. The author was a great scholar and leader of Samastha Kerala 
Jami'yatul Ulama. He was a product of traditional institutions. The 
author critically examines the arguments of Salafis and then refutes them. 
The work maintains a simple presentation and supports Sunni point of 
views. 
Arkan-i- Araba'( The Four Pillarsj is a Malayalam translation of 
noted work Arkan -i- Arba' of Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi Sahib (1913-1999) 
done by T. Obaid. The Author has adopted a distinctive approach in 
discussing four primary obligations together with their logical 
advantages, significance and similarities and comparison with the modes 
of worship in other religions. The book is one of the author's 
masterpieces. 
Mukhtasar al-Ahkam al- Fiqhiyah (A Summary of Principles of 
Jurisprudence) is a work written in Arabic by Ali Maulavi Kochannur 
(1910-1987). This work deals with some important topics including 
ablution, form of prayer, congregational prayer, fasting, Hajj, Zakah, 
ififi 
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Sadaqah, Nikcih and Talaq. The work is notable for its systematic 
presentation. 
2. The Fasting 
Nobinte Chaithanyam (Tlie Vitality of Fasting) is a treatise on the 
different aspects of the fasting written by K.C Abdulla (d.l994) and 
published by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 1993. The work is also examines 
the benefits of fasting from social and biological point of views. 
Nombum Sams hayangalum ( Fasting and Solutions for its 
doubts) is a brief work on Fasting prepared by Abdul Rasheed Baqavi. 
The work is in accordance with to Shqfii' School of Islamic law. The 
work clarifies entire doubts of the readers on Fasting. 
Nombu Karmashastra Jalakathilude (The Fasting in IslamJ is a 
treatise on fasting prepared by Ibrahim Baqavi Chuzhali and Published by 
Nasiha publication Trissur in 1988. 
3. Zakah 
Zakah: Thathwum Prayogavum {Zakah the Principles and 
practices^ is a detailed study on Zakah prepared by Abdullah Hasan 
Published by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 1990. The work has discussed in 
details of the Quranic views on Zakah and its role in a Islamic state, 
conditions for being Zakah compulsory, deserving recipients of Zakah. 
The kinds of commodities on which Zakah is incumbent. The author has 
also taken into account on the relevance of Zakah in modem times. 
AlHajj 
Tuhfah al Hajjaj (Gift for the Hajj Pilgrims) is an Arabic treatise on 
Hajj written by Ibrahim bin Moideen Kalanthodika, Pattikkad (1897-
1951) and Published by Haidariya Press, Irimbiliyam in 1926. 
Al Manasik al Malaibar is an Arabic Malyalam guide on Al Hajj 
prepared by Sayyid Muhammed Fakhruddin alias Koyakutty padoor 
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(1817-1880) and printed in 1278/1871. Firstly the author has given a 
historical over view on Hajj and explained the basic principles and 
conditions of the same. The work is a short hand book on Hajj. 
Al Hajj is an exhaustive work on the various aspects of Hajj 
written by Shaikh Abu Bakr bin Ahmed Kanthapuram and published by 
S.Y.S Books from Kozhikode in 1996. The present work consists 30 
chapters and covers all segments related with Hajj. The author has given 
various adhkar and prayers to be performed at different places. 
Hajj: Oru Lakhupadanam (Hajj: A Short Study) was written by 
Kunju Muhammed Valanchery and published by I.P.H from Kozhikode 
in 1998. The work covers the all aspects of Hajj and the obligatory and 
optional functions of the same. This is a systematic work on obligatory 
Hajj Dikrs and Duas along with their Malayalam versions. 
Hajj Umrah: Samagra Padanam{ Hajj and Umrah: A Complete 
Study) is a comprehensive work on the Hajj and Umrah, written by 
Muhammad' Saleem Sullami and published by Yuvatha Book House 
from Kozhikode in 1998. 
Mua'malat or Transaction 
Mua'malat or civil affairs (transactions) is a major area in the 
Islamic jurisprudence. Literally Mua 'malat is derived from amal meaning 
work. In the technical sense the term denotes laws relating to family life, 
civic life and the economic. In the Fiqh terminology, the Mua 'malat are 
either contracts or agreements, to which the mutual consent of the 
contracting parties is required or matters depending on the will of a single 
person, or general laws and regulations. Under this topic the various 
transactions done by the individuals as a member of society are generally 
discussed. These may be explained as sale and purchase , commercial 
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dealings like leasing, rent, contract, share business, ownerships, joint 
farming . " The following works are related to it. 
Adillathil Haqaib Ala Izalathil Hajaib is an Arabic treatise on 
dressing of the ladies written by Maulana Ahmed Koya Shaliyathi (1847-
1955). The work covers all the juristic aspects of clothing for women as 
given in the Shafii' school. He has explained code of dressing for men 
and women in Islamic perspective. 
a. Munakahat (M2itY\mow\d\ matters) 
Munakahat means, marriage affairs, generally comes under the 
Mua 'malat. Since marriage is one of the legal and social institutions in 
Islam, the Islamic Jurisprudence has given great stress and has undergone 
a lengthy discussion on the said matter. Under this titles the major and 
minor issues like the proposal, types of women, marriage contract, 
mahar, the role of wali, condition for wilayah, the rights and duties of 
husbands and wives, maintenance, nafaqah and annulment of marriage, 
nafaqah of children, co-habitation with co- wives, custody and 
upbringing of children, various kinds talaq or dissolutions of marriage, 
1 T 
conditions for talaq, The iddah (waiting period) are coming under this 
sector. The following books deals with these matters. 
Kitab Khutubat al Nikah( Book on Sermons of Marriage) is a short; 
hand work on marriage and its sermons is prepared by Muhammad alias 
Vambichi, Puthanveetil (1882-1930) and printed in Ponnani in 1978. The 
work mainly discuss Nikah, wakalah for Nikah and virtues of Nikah in 
Islam. He appendiced some Arabic sermons for the Nikah in the end of 
the Book. 
'^  Maulana Muhammed Ali, op.cit.pp.600-601. 
'"' Anvar Ahmad Quadri, Islamic Jurisprudence in the Modern World, Adam Publishers, New Delhi 
2007,p.359. 
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Vaivahika Jeevitham Islamika Veekshanathil{Mamage life in 
Islamic Perspective) is written by Shaikh Muhammed, Karakunnuu in 
Malayalam and published by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 1994.The author 
of this book discussed the issue of marriage and its socio-religious 
characteristics from the light of Islamic jurisprudence. The discussion is 
mainly based on the following Quran verses: 4:4, 32, 30:21, 42:11. 
Islamile Dambathya Niyamangal {Marriage Laws in Islam) is a 
jurisprudential account on the system of marriage in Islam written by 
Unneen Kutty P.K alias P.K Palathole and published by Poomkavanam 
Book from Kozhikode in 1993. The author has reviewed important 
aspects of family life in Islamic perspective. The work covers topics like 
family as a building, aims and mission of marriage, comparative analysis 
between 'Brahmacharya' and Islamic marriage, prohibited marital 
relations, right and duties of husband and wife, un lawful marriages, 
mahar, concept of polygamy in Islam and Islamic stand on family 
control and the use of contraceptives. The author has mainly referred the 
following verses in Holy Quran 4:2-6,29,124-129, 33:50, and 52. 
Vivaha Mochanam (Divorce: A Study) is a book on divorce in the 
perspectives of Islam prepared by Shaikh Muhammed, Karakunnu 
published by I.P.H, Kozhikode in 1996. The book consists of three major 
sections that deal with the divorce in its different form which were put 
forward by other religions and ideologies. The second part studies the 
Islamic approach towards divorce. The third part deals the different forms 
of divorces in Islam. An important feature of the work is the tackling of 
the subject from theological and juridical perspectives. He studies Talaq 
al Rajae' (revocable divorce), Talaq al Batin (irrevocable divorce) and 
Talaq al Muyallaz (detestable divorce). 
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Baku baryathwam (Polygamy) is a detailed study on polygamy in 
Islam done by Shaikh Muhammed Karakunnu and Published by I.P.H 
from Kozhikode 1994. The work throws light on the Islamic perspective 
of polygamy and its juridical bases. Author has mainly quoted from 
Fiqh al Sunnah of Sayyid Sabiq (b. 1915-2000) and Yusuf al Qardawi. 
Talaq( Divorce) is a detailed study of Talaq edited by Abdul 
Gafoor and Published by Noorul Ulama Students Association, Pattikkad 
in 1993. Here with various types of divorce are elaborately studied and 
the details regarding Iddah are clearly presented. 
b. Faraidh (Inheritance) 
Islamile Pinthudarchavakasham (Rights of Succession in Islam) is 
a work on right of succession in Islam and prepared by a group of 
scholars distributed by Islamic Study Circle, Kuttiadi-in 1989. The work 
throws light the need, objectives and characteristics of inheritance law in 
Islam. Authors have illustrated charts, diagrams, tables of various figures 
indicating the shares of every individual. 
Anantharavakasha Niyamangal Islamil (The laws of right of 
Succession in Islam) is another work on hereditary succession. The book 
is done by Shaikh Muhammad Karakkunnu and Published by I.P.H, from 
Kozhikode in 1993. The whole work is divided into three 
sections.l.^wraw/c injunctions on inheritance right.2.The rights of 
inheritance for women in Islam 3.The rights for sons, grand children, 
widows and others. The author has referred a large number of traditions 
to complete the study. 
c. Dhabah (Animal slaughtering) 
Kitab al Dhabah wal Isthiyad is a book about slaughtering and 
hunting prepared by Umer Qazi (1758-1852) and Printed in 1323/1905 
from Manbaul Hidaya Ponnani. The work is a compendium of the 
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jurisdictions on slauglitering of animals as it prescribed by the scholars of 
Shqfii' school. 
Al Huhn al Hayawanfil Halal wal Haram(VQrdicts on Permissible 
and Prohibited Animals) is an Arabic-Malayalam treatise on permissible 
and forbidden animals enacted by the Islamic Shariah .The book was 
prepared by Sulaiman Alapuzha (d.l928) and published in 1306/1888. 
Author was a prominent scholar and founder of 'Manivilakku' an Arabic 
Malayalam weekly. 
Tuhfah al Murid li Ahkam al Dhabih is a short account on animal 
slaughtering and related issues in Islamic perspectives compiled by Ismail 
Uddaram (1858-1938) and Printed in 1315/1897 in Ponnani. The author 
was a great religious scholar and Qazi of Ponnani and completed his 
religion education from Zainudhin Makhdum Akhir (1532-1618A.D). 
The work is divided in to two parts, the first deal with a historical 
overview on animal slaughtering and the second part discuss detailed 
implications of Shariah on the matter, 
Risalah fi Ahkam al Aqiqah( A treatise on Aqiqah) is an Arabic 
treatise on animal slaughtering on behalf of new bom child done by 
Saidutty Edappal (1820-1929) and Published in 1919. The author was 
bom in 1820 as the son of Bakkar and studied through traditional 
scholars. The work covers a short account on different aspects of Aqiqah 
and he lists the qualities for the animal. The second part discusses the 
shaving of head and ratio of gold and silver according to weight of the 
removed hair and then throws light upon the naming of child. The work 
maintains a sequential presentation in effective style. 
Works on Methodological issues 
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The following works contains the different methodological 
stands, approaches on various Juristical fundamentals (Usui) 
suoh as Ijtihad, Taqlid, Ijmah and Qiyas . 
Taqlid: Oru Padanam {Taqlid: A Study) is a Malayalam work on 
the issue of taqlid written by K.P Muhammad bin Ahmad and published 
by Mujahid Center from Kozhikode in 1971. The author debates the 
notion oi taqlid and cited as a major hindrance in the intellectual realm of 
Muslim Ummah. The author was bom in Valavannur in 1922 as a son of 
Ahmed Sahib and completed his education through traditional scholars of 
the time. The present attempt is a serious criticism against the arguments 
of traditional Sunni Ulama of region. As an authority of Salafi group, he 
has successfully carried out his task from the sources of Salafism. 
However the study covers meaning, historical background, development 
and consequences of Taqlid. The author criticized the authority of those 
Ijma which sanctions the validity of taqlid. 
Taqlid Samshayangalkku Marupadi {Taqlid: answers to the doubts) 
prepared by Abdurahman Bava Kodampuzha and published by S.Y.S 
Book House from Kozhikode in 1992. The work counter the views of 
Salafis in the region and strongly argues for the establishment of Taqlid 
among the Muslim Ummah. 
Karmashastra MadhabukaUOrupadanam (A Study on Islamic 
jurisprudence) is written by Abdul Razaq and published by I.P.H from 
Kozhikode in 1991. The work contains seven chapters related to the 
subject. The major of them are: Madhab meaning and reality, 
jurisprudence during the time of the Prophet(SAW), the jurisprudence of 
the fourth century of Hijrah, The Imams of Madhab and jurisprudence in 
7* century. 
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Shafii' Madhab (Shafii' School of Islamic jurisprudence) is a brief 
study of Shafii' school of Islamic jurisprudence compiled by K. Abdul 
Salam Sullami and published by Ayyubi Book House from Kozhikode in 
1993. It is a critical account on the origin and historical development of 
Islamic jurisprudence with special reference to school of Imam Shafii'. 
The author has explained the life and mission of the Imam and has 
debated the notion of Taqlid from the light of Shafii' views. 
Karmashstra Madhabukal(Yh.Q Different Schools of Jurisprudence) 
is written by M.S.A Razaq and published by Yuvatha Book House from 
Kozhikode in 1991. This work analyses the development of schools of 
Islamic jurisprudence and asses the role played by the jurists and scholars 
of Islam through the passage of time. 
Islamika Shareeathum Samuhika Mattangalum (The law of Islam 
and Social change) prepared by T.K Ubaid and published by I.P.H from 
Kozhikode in 1993 .The author inquires the application of Islamic Shariah 
in Indian context and its meritorious handling on emerging issues. The 
work is an intrinsic exercise to find the new scope of jurisprudence in the 
present times. 
Shareeatum Indian MuslimkalumflhQ Shariah law and Indian 
Muslim) is a distinct study on the national controversial issues on Islamic 
Shariah as the criticism developed by different anti-Islamic Hindutva 
groups of the county. The work was written by V.A Kabir, a prolific 
writer and published by I.P.H from Kozhikode in 1991. He studies the 
different laws that applied in the pluralistic nation India and examine how 
to develop an ideal law for the Muslims. In the early days of British 
settlement the Muhammadan law was enforced in all its departments but 
in due course Muhammadan laws relating to the crimes and punishments, 
revenues, land tenures, procedure, transfer of property have been 
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gradually abandoned and replaced by the enactment of the legislature. 
Questions relating to family affairs and social issues like marriage, 
divorce, maintenance and guardian ship of minors, succession and 
inheritance, religious role of institutions and dispositions of property by 
Ribah, will and Waqf law are still governed by the Muhammadan law. 
The author point out current draw backs of such laws and underlines the 
need and necessity of timely amendments. 
Fatawa 
Fatwa is an important sector in Islamic jurisprudence. Literally, 
fatwa is derived from the root fata, which includes in its semantic field 
the meanings, youth, newness, clarification, explanation. Its development 
as a technical term originated from the Quran, where the word is used in 
two verbal forms meaning "asking for a definite answer and giving 
definite answer" {Al Quran 4:127, 176). 
An over view of the history of factors suggests three different 
concepts associated with the term. Management of information about the 
religion of Islam in several, providing consultation to courts of law, and 
interpretation of Islamic law. The first concept, which has been central 
through history, has re appeared more prominently in modem times, as is 
evident from the contents as well as from the definitions given in modem 
collection of fatwa. For instance 'Fatawa Dar al Ulum' Deoband 
(Deoband,1962) defines fatwa as "an issue arising about law and religion, 
explained in answer to question received about it" by the muftis of 
Deoband, a reformist school of religion leaming established in 1867*'^ . 
The Oxford Encyclopedic of the Modern Islamic World, Vol. II, Edi. John L Esposito, Oxford 
University Pres$, 1995, p.8. 
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The following table consisted of the important fatawa compiled 
during this specific period.'^Observing the same, all these verdicts 
deducted by the theologians in the region focus on both jurisprudential 
and belief matters which has been debated by the Ulama who represent 
various religious organizations. As such the most of ihs fatawa compiled 
in the region manifest a organizational notion in related with diverse 
issues. Rests are keeping its genuineness and credibility. 
SI. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Name of Mufti 
Ahmed Koya Shaliyati 
Abdul Qadir Fadhfari 
KunhiPari bin 
Muhiyuddin 
Haji Ahmed Musliar, 
Elapantakarn 
Sayed Hamid Bukhari 
Abdulla, Karupakam 
veettil, Ponnani 
Unnipocker, 
Musliarakath 
Abdu Rahman Alias 
Kunhanbava, 
Puthiyakath,Ponnani 
Muhammed Alias 
Vambichi, Puthenveettil 
Life period 
1217-1287 A.H 
1313-1363 A.H 
1772-1885 
1803-1880 
1832-1933 
1839-1896 
1841-1914 
1850-1923 
1882-1930 
Title of the work 
Al Fatawa al Azhariyah 
Majmua' al Fatawa 
Al Fatawa 
Al Fatawa 
Majmua' al Fatawa 
Risalahfi Hukumi Tar jamah al 
Quran 
Al Fatawa 
Al Fatawa 
Al Fatawa 
A.P.Muhammed Ali Musliar, Nellikuth, rw/|/a/ Al Akhyar Fi Tarikh Ulama al Malabar .M.S. 
,pp.l-306.,C.N Ahmed Maulavi, K.K Muhammmed Abdul Karim, Mahattaya Mappila Sahitya 
Parambaryam (Glorious Mappila Heritage), Al Huda Books, Kozhikode, 1970, C.K Karim, 
Kerala Muslim History, Statistics and Directory, Charitram Publication, Cochin, 1994, pp. 101-
304. 
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10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Muhammed Musliar bin 
Ahmed, Tanapadan 
All Maulavi, Kochannur 
Sadaqatullah, Wandoor 
Shaykh Ismail, 
Nellikkuth 
Ponmala Abdul Qadir 
1907-1968 
1910-1994 
d.1985 
b.1939 
b.1953 
AlFatawa 
Mukhtasar al Ahkam al Fiqhiyah 
Al Fatawa al Nusrat al Anam 
AlFatawa (2 vol.) 
Al Fatawa Muhiy al Sunnah 
4.V0I. 
LIST OF LOST WORKS 
The following table consisted of the lost works in Islamic 
16 Jurisprudence . 
SI. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Name & details of author 
Kunhipari bin Muhiyuddin, 
Vatakara. 
Ahmed bin Muhammad Kalikooti 
alias Abban Veettil, Kunjamutty 
Haji 
Qadar bin Ahmed Makhdum , 
Ponnani. 
Sayyid Ahmed Bukhari Alias 
Koyamma Tangal 
Sayyid Ismail Bukhari bin Sayyid 
Muhammad' al Bukhari. 
Period 
1772-1885 
1802-1870 
1803-1880 
1820-1874 
1821-1881 
Works 
Kitab al Farai 'd 
Risalahfi Adabi thalib 
Translation on Ashra al 
Kutub. 
Jamu' al Faw aid 
LAI Jawahir al Faraid 
2. Path al Barriyah al 
Jawabat al Masail al 
Bariyya 
Ibid. 
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6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Abubakr Kunhi Qazi bin Qazi 
Muhiyuddin. 
Sayyid Fasal Thangal bin Sayyid 
Alavi Mampuram . 
Abubakr Kunju bin Qazi 
Muhiyuddin, Kozhikode 
Ahmad Kunhikoya Tangal bin 
Ahmad, Padoor ,Chavakkad 
Chola Pareekutti Haji. 
Abdulla Musliyar bin Ahmed, 
Karuppakam Veettil. 
Musliyarakath Unnipocker bin 
Abdullah, Kozhikode. 
Ahmed Koya Shaliyati bin Ali, 
Chaliyam, Kozhikode 
Abdurahman alias Kunhan Bava 
bin Mohammed Makhdum, 
Ponnani. 
Ahmed Sheerasi bin Cheeran 
Kunnan Muhammad' 
Abdulla Chalilakath bin Kussayi 
Haji 
Ismail Uddaram bin Ali. 
Shujayi Moidu bin Abdul Qadar, 
Andathode^ Trissur. 
Sulaiman binAdamSait,Alapuzha 
1822-1883 
1822-1900 
1824-1884 
1832-1903 
1839-1896 
1839-1896 
1841-1914 
1847-1955 
1850-1923 
1851-1908 
1855-1931 
1858-1938 
1860-1920 
1861-1920 
Fath al Quddusfi Hukumi 
Raski wal dabbus. 
1. Kitab al Farai 'd 
2. Is a 'ni Shafii 'qfi Hukum 
al Rqfiq. 
Ma 'rij al Masalik. 
Jamu 'al Fawaid al 
Thalibeenfi Kaifiyat Salah 
al Maridh, 
Kitab al Amaliyah 
Risalah al Hukam Khatim 
al Makhdudfi Dhabah 
Kitab Fi Ilm al Faraid 
Ifadat al Mustae 'd 
Al Noorul Islam 
Hashiyahfath al Mui 'n. 
Shark Tuhfah al Muhtaj 
Tuhfah al Mureed li Ahkam 
al dhabih 
Kitab al Faraid 
Nafal Qiram 
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20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
Moideen Alias Bava bin 
Muhammed ,Thekkeakam 
Ponnani,. 
Teanparambil, Qader bin 
Moideen, Kadikkatil, 
Malappuram. 
Peruvangattil, Unneen 
Moideenkutty bin Koya Kutty 
Kuhahamntiad, Paroor 
Ahmed Kutty bin Ibrahim 
Ahmed Areekkan bin Kunhahammed 
Ahmed Kutty, Pullattu bin 
Ibrahim, Cheroor, Malappuram 
Muhammad alias Vambichi bin 
Abdullakutty, Puthanveetil, 
Ponnani. 
Cherussery, Zainudheen Musliar 
bin Ahmed Cherussery, 
Madathodika, Abdurahman bin 
Yusuf Fadhfari, Kuttipuram. 
Abdurahman Pallipuram bin 
Yusuf Pallipuram, Pallipuram, 
Pattambi, Malappuram. 
Haydar Kunnapalli bin 
Muhammed ,Karimbanakkal, 
Tazhekode, Perinthalmanna. 
Ahmed Sahrani bin Ibrahim 
,Mankada 
1863-1924 
1872-1950 
1877-1973 
1879-1922 
1879-1938 
1881-1901 
1881-1952 
1882-1930 
1884-1955 
1886-1913 
1890-1912 
1890-1971 
1895-1969 
Minhaj al Ibadah wal 
Fazai7 
1 .Sharah Kitab Ahkam al 
Nikah, 
2. Sharah A 'shara Kutub. 
Kitab alAmaliyah. 
Fayz al bari. 
Tuhfah al Atfal 
Nalmun Qurrat al Ai 'ni li 
fath al mui 'n 
l.Hidayah alAwam, 
2. Risalah al Qiblah. 
\.Kitab al Nikah 
l.Khutubat al Nikah. 
Risalah fi Ahkam al Masbuq 
Jawaiz al Janaiz 
Nafaisul Jawaisfi Masail al 
Janae 'z. 
1. 'Mandumat Hadiyah al 
babfi Jawahir al Adab 
2. Tanbih al Mutaa 'llimin 
Ishrafal Khaleedfi Ahkam 
al Mareed. 
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33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Chekkath Kunhib Pokku 
Kuzhipuram,Malappuram. 
Arakkal Kunhahamed Haji bin 
Hasan. 
Kakkidipuram Abubakr Musliar 
bin Alavi,, Kakkidipuram, 
Trissur 
Kaipetta, Beerankutty bin 
Avamkutty Adhikari 
M.C.C Ahmed bin Chalikkath 
Kunhahamed 
Tanapadam, Muhammad bin 
Ahmed, Veliyancode,Malappuram. 
Kunhipokker, Pottengal bin 
Koyamma Haji, 
T.K Abdulla bin Koya, Mattul, 
Kannur. 
1896-1970 
1899-1980 
1902-1197 
1902-1994 
1904-1962 
1907-1968 
1908-1986 
1920-1977 
Ifalat al Anam. 
Muhimmat al Faraiz al 
Fath al Mannan. 
Hidayah al Saum. 
Mada Wadifat al Fuqaha. 
Kitab al Shariah. 
l.Kitab al Shua 'bahfi Khat 
al Wakalah 
2. Shark fath al Mui 'n. 
Tadhkirah al Mar am. 
Manasik al Hajj. 
An exhaustive effort has been made on the development of Fiqh 
studies in Kerala. Also evaluated a brief historical overview on the same 
and its historical development, characteristics, trends developed through 
the passage of time. 
i«n 
Chapter-6 
Development of Tasawwuf 
Studies in Kerala 
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CHAPTER - VI 
DEVELOPMENT OF TASAWWUF^TVmE^ IN KERALA 
Historical Overview 
Tasawwuf is a branch of Islamic learning which focuses on the 
spiritual development of the Muslims. This science was bom and brought 
up in the lap of Islamic culture. 
Discussing the etymology of the term Sufi or Sufism, some 
scholars opine that it was derived from 'Ah al suffah' (the companions 
who passed major part of their daily life in the prophet's mosque). Some 
derived it ffom 'saf meaning line or rank, as Sufis occupied the first rank. 
Jami and several others ascribed it to safa (purity). Western scholars seek 
to comiect the word 'Sufii'Wiih. 'sophist'. The most current view however, 
is that the term Sufi is derived from the word 'suf meaning wool. A 
woolen garment was considered a symbol of simplicity of life and 
renunciation of luxury. The word Aswaf {^\.of Suf) has been used in the 
Quran (16;80) also\ Tasawwuf h3& been defined in various ways and 
probably according to the experiences felt by Sufis or Shaikh. The famous 
Sufi Junaid Al Baghdad! (d.297/909) defined, 'Sufism is that you should 
be with God, without any attachment.' Ali bin Abd Al Rahim al Qannad 
said, Sufism consists of extending a spiritual station (Maqam) and being 
m consistent union {ittisal bi dawam) . 
' Muzaffar Ahmed Siddiqi, Muslim Thought and Its Sources, New Delhi. 1983, p.75. 
^ A.J.Arberry, Sufism, London, Allen & Unwin, 1950, Reprint, New York, Harper & Row, 1970, 
p.l3. 
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Considering the historical development of Sufism, it had come into 
the prominence as a separate discipline nearly a hundred years after the 
passing away of Prophet Muhammad (SAW). During the Umayyad rule, 
when monarchy and worldliness replaced the right teachings of Islam, a 
group of pious Muslims disgusted at the prevailing state of affairs 
decided to isolate themselves from worldly affairs and devote themselves 
to worship and Fikr. According to Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406A.D) it was 
this group which was called Sufiyyah. . Some historians are of the view 
that the Shmbiyya movement, a revolt against the hegemony of the Arabs 
over all other peoples majority of whom were Persians was responsible 
for the emergence of Sufism. Anyhow the oldest literature which uses the 
word 'Sufiyyah' for a group of pious persons is 'Al Bay an wa Dhabyan' 
by Al Jahiz (d.255/868). The first person for whom the word 'Sufi' used 
was Abu Hashim al Sufi (d.l62 /777) a contemporary of Sufiyan al 
Thauri (d. 161/770) and Ibrahim bin Adham al Balkhi (d. 162/778) 
eminent mystic who renounced the throne of Balkhi for the attainment of 
spiritual perfection. 
As regards the origin and development of Sufism in India, the land 
has been famous for the presence of Sufis ever since the Muslim 
conquest, or even before that. Among the first Sufis known to have 
traveled to India was the celebrated Mansur al Hallaj (d. 389/921),'* but it 
was during the 11* century that India attracted the attention of many 
Sufis, generally known as dervishes of Bukhara, Samarqand, Iran, 
^ Ibn Khaldun, Vol. I., p. 630., quoted by Dr. Ahmad Ahmadi, 'Irfan and Tasawwuf, Al Tawhid : 
A Quarterly Journal of Islamic Thought and Culture, Vol. I., No-4., July 1984, Shawwal, 1404, 
p.63. 
"* Massignon & L. Gardet, Al Hallaj, Encyclopedia of Islam, New edi, Vol.IlI, Leiden, 1971, 
p.lOO. 
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5 Khurasan, Turkistan and Syria. . The most eminent of these was perhaps, 
Makhdum Sayyid Ali al JuUabi al Hujwiri (d.465/1072) author of Persian 
Sufi manual Kashfal Mahjub, who came to India in the latter part of his 
life and settled in Lahore where he was buried. The history of Sufism in 
India, in fact, begins with the establishment of the Chishti and 
Suhrawardi monasteries.The former was founded in Ajmer by Shaikh 
Muin al Din Hasan Chishti (d.634/1236), the later in Multan Shaikh 
Bahavu al Bin Zakariya (d. 661/1262), a disciple of Shaikh Shihabuddin 
Umar Suhrawardi (d.662/1234). The other two Sufi orders which gained 
popularity and fame during the 15**^  and 18* centuries after the 
decentralization of the Chishti and Suhrawardi orders were the Qadiris 
and Naqbandhi silsilahs. The Qadiri order was first introduced in India 
by Muhanamed Ghawth in 1482 and the Naqshabandi owes its 
organization to Mohammed Baqi Bi-Allah (d.1012/1603). The Sufi 
exercises in India had left great impact on religious and socio life of the 
people. The scholars like A.L Srivastava R.C Majumdar and K.A 
Nizami^  have well accredited them in their works. 
In short rfl5awwM/'represents the spiritual aspect of Islam. Human 
being is the total embodiment of heart, intelligence, body and soul. When 
these aspects progress amicably a true believer is bom. Here Tasawwuf 
stands for the heart and soul of the person. The growth and development 
of Tasawwuf in the Muslim world has always enabled the spiritual and 
intellectual development of Islam. 
J.A. Subhan, Sufism: Its Saints and Shrines, Lucknow, 1960, pp.121-122., Quoted by Syed Shah 
Khusro Huissaini, Gisudiraz on Sufism, Idarah-I- Adabiyat-i-Delli, 1983, p.l. 
A.L Shrivastava, Medieval Indian Culture, Central PubHshing House, Allahabad, n.d., p. 77. 
R.C Majuflidar, The Delhi Sultanate, Konark Publishing, Newdelhi, p.55. 
K.A Nizami, State and Culture in Medival India, Adam Publishers, New Delhi, 1985, p.203. 
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Origin and Development of Sufism in Kerala 
As elsewhere in the Mushm world, Sufism played an important 
role in the formation of religious coexistence in Kerala. The Islamic 
culture and morals developed in the region owes their committment to 
Ulama and Sufis. The role of Sufis was very instrumental to bringing up 
the peaceful communal harmony in the region from south to north. The 
Sufis had not only refined the prevailed social condition, evil practices 
and superstitions but also contributed cultural achievements in the field of 
art, literature and linguistics of the Mappila community.^  
Before tracing the origin and development of Sufism in Kerala, it is 
very essential to rectify the misunderstanding and wrong impression 
made by some scholars regarding the early Sufi presence in Kerala 
.Authors like I.H. Qureshi states that Sufi missionary activities were 
found seldom in Malabar"^ . Eminent scholars of the region, Dr. A.P. 
Ibrahim Kunju and Dr. V.Kunhali, and others have rejected these ideas. 
Dr. V.Kunhali says that "even I.H Qureshi maintained the wrong 
impression of the complete absence of Sufism in south India and the 
question of any attempt to study the Sufi elements did not arise as the 
dhothi wearing non- Urdu speakers of Mappila did not have any separate 
identity other than Madrasi. Even Richard Maxwell Eaton writing on 
Sufis of Bijapur could only quote Anne Mary Schimmel's words on the 
mystic poern of a certain Zainuddin. Although Athar Abbas Rizvi in his 
exhaustive work on 'History of Sufism in India' (1978) has given a small 
appendix on the Sufism of South Indian coastal Islands. Being the first 
P.K Muhammad Kunj/, MusHmkalum Kerala Samskaravum (Muslism and Kerala Culture), Kerah 
Bhasha Institute,Trivandrum.l989, p.34. 
R.E .Miller, Mappila Muslims of Kerala, A Study in Islamic Trends, Orient Long Man, Madras, 
1971, p.53„ Quotes I.H Qureshi that 'The extensive Sufi Missionary activity found else where in 
Indian IslaHn is not evident in South India.' 
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ever publistied notes on Sufism in Kerala by a modem researcher, it is 
limited only to Ibn Batuta's reference of Kazeruni Sufis"'\ 
On the other side, the indigenous sources refer the names and 
activities of several Muslim Sufis and saints who propagated Islam in the 
region. The existence of a number of Sufi devotional songs called Malas 
in praise of the Sufi masters like Shaikh Muhyuddin Abdul Qadir Jilani 
and others clearly indicates the deep influence exerted by the Sufs on 
Mappila liffe. The memorization of Muhyuddin Mala was an obligation 
for the Mappila girls who were going to be married. The fact has been 
emphasized by Dr. Raja Muhammed that "Islamization of the 
Coromandel at its very inception was interlinked with the commercial 
enterprises. The followers of Islam are called Muslims. The Muslim 
colonies swelled through intermarriage of native women to the Arab 
migrants and merchants and multiplied by the conversion of the local 
population through the influence and efforts of the merchant missionaries 
and Sufis, the Muslim mystics who enjoyed the liberty to preach the faith. 
Thus the coromandel Islamic society was founded in the 8 century' 
itself ' I 
We are informed by the author of Tuhfat al Mujahidin that Malik 
ibn Dinar (d. 130-/748), whose efforts accelerated spread of Islam in 
Malabar was the disciple of Hasan al Basari (21-llOA.H), the early 
master of major Sufi silsilas. Malik Dinar was responsible for a 
systematized missionary effort after constructing mosques in different 
parts of Malabar.'^  
Dr.Kunhali.V, Sufism in Kerala, Publication Division, University of Calicut, 2004, pp.8-9. 
Susan Bayly, Saints Goddesses and Kings; Muslims and Christians in South Indian Society, 
Cambridge, 1989, Quoted by Dr. J.Raja Muhammed, Maritime History of the Coromendel 
Muslims: A Socio-Historical Study on the Tamil Muslims 1750-1900, Chennai, 2004, p.53. 
Shaikh Zainuddin Makhdum, Tuhafatul Mujahideen, Tmslated by, M.H.Naynar, Madras, 1945, p. 
38-39. 
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In addition to this Sayed Muhyiddin Shah, a noted writer has given 
the account of the arrival of Ali of Kufa in the year 824A.D. He was a 
Sufi who worked for the spread of Islam in north Malabar. His abode was 
a Kanakamala in Peringathur near Thalassery. The Hindu saint Pakkanar 
is said to be a contemporary of Ali Kufi''*. In Valapatanam Qazi Sayyid 
Abu Bakr and Qazi Muhammed were the early Sufi missionaries. In 14* 
century a Sufii named Olakkal Abdul Latheef was engaged in the 
propagation of the religion in Ezhimala region. Malik Abdur Rahman of 
Madayi, Sayyid Maula of Kannur, Shaikh Nuruddin of Chaliyam are few 
of the early Sufi missionaries of Malabar.'^  Ibn Batuta gives names of 
important Sufis who took the leadership of religious activities in Malabar 
region during his visits. Shaikh Shihabuddin Gazaruni of Calicut, Qazi 
Qazvini and Muhammed Shah Bandar and Fakhruddin of KoUam are 
among them'^. 
Considering the historical development of Sufism in Kerala, the 
advent of Makhdum family and their religious mission played a 
significant role. The great Jama Masjid of Ponnani was the center of the 
activities of the Makhdums. Their family was migrated from Yemen and 
settled in Kayalapatanam. Afterwards they settled in Ponnani. This family 
had a key role in the reformation of Mappilas. They were the early 
adherences of Qadiri Order in Malabar. 
In this regard it is also relevant to note that the Qazis of Calicut 
were also actively engaged in the spread of the Qadiri order. Qazi 
Muhammad (d. 1025/1616) who had his education directly from Abdul 
'" SayedMohyidin Shah, Islam in Kerala, Trissur, 1978, p. 12. 
'^  Shaikh Zaihuddin, op.cit.p.68. 
'* Ibn Batuta, Travels in Asia and Africa New York, 1929, p.234, quoted by A.P.Ibrahim Kunju, 
Mappila Muslims of Kerala, p.l30. 
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Aziz Makhdum (d.994/1585) composed the famous devotional song 
called 'Muhyuddin Mala' in praise of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.'^ 
It is also very clear from the fact tha the Kondotty tangals were 
held in high esteem by the Mappilas second only to Mamburam Tangals. 
The founder of the Kondotty shrine and tangal line, Muhammed Shah of 
Persian origin reached Kondotty from Kardan (near Mumbai) in 1718. 
Some of the practices like his murids prostrating in front of him aroused 
suspicion among the theologians and Mamburam Tangal and the disputes 
I Q 
between Kondotty and Ponnani led even to armed clashes . 
With the arrival of Shaikh Jifri of Hadhramaut in Calicut at 1748 
there began a great epoch in the history of Sufism in Malabar. He had 
introduced his family Sufi order called Ba Alavi, an offshoot of the 
Qadiriya in Malabar. The same mystic family was founded by 
Muhammed bin Ali bin Muhammed (d.l255 A.D)'^.During the same 
period Sayyid Abdul Rahman Aidarus (d. 1164/1751) of Hadramauth, a 
relative of Shaikh Jifri had established his Khanqah or monastery at 
Ponnani, Both of them became the spiritual leaders and the people 
particularly the lower caste moved in flocks to these leaders to embrace 
Islam. The Valiya Tangals, the successors of Abdul Rahman Hydrose, 
continued to be the spiritual leaders while the line of Shaikh Jifri was 
continued by his nephew Sayyid Alavi (d. 1260/1844) who established his 
center in Mamburam near Tirurangadi . The popularity of Sayyid Alavi 
increased so much that he came to be called Qutb al Zaman (the pivot of 
the age) by his contemporaries. Renowned Ulama and Sufis of the time 
became his spiritual disciples. He was the spirit behind the Mappilas in 
" Parappil Maijnmad Koya, Kozhikote Muslimgalude Charitram, Focus Publication, Kozhikode, 1998, p.60. 
'^  E. Thurton, Vol. IV, p.464.Quoted by V.Kunhali, op.cit.p.66. 
'^ Dr.Husain, op.cit. p. 37. 
^^  Ibid., pp.38-39. 
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the period of struggles against the British and paradoxically it was during 
the same period the conversion increased rapidly. After his death his son 
Sayyid Fazl (d.l318/1901) continued the mission of his father and opened 
an era of conversion and reforms in the society along with the Qadiri 
lines. The Makhdums of Ponnani and the renowned Ulama of Malabar 
like Umar Qazi of Veliyankode (1179-1273 A.H) and Aukoya Musliar 
(1222-1292 A.H) of Parappanagadi actively assisted the proselytizing and 
reformative endeavor of Sayyid Alavi and his son. A number of mosques 
in South Malabar were constructed at their behest . 
An eminent scholar and researcher Dr. V Kunhali has prepared a 
list of Sufi orders traced in Kerala viz Qadiriya, Rifaiya, Chishtiya, 
Suhrawardiya, Naqshabandiya, Khazeruniya, Shaduliya, Ba Alaviya, 
Aidarusiya and Nurishah . 
The author of 'Maslak al Adhkiya', Shaikh Abdul Aziz Makhdum 
says that his father Zainuddin bin Ali al Ma'bari (1467-152 lA.D) the first 
Makhdum of Ponnani had been initiated to the Chishti order . Sayyid 
Ahmad Jamaluddin of Bukhara (d.l480A.D) came to Malabar in fifteenth 
century and settled in Valapattanam and he made the town, a center of 
Naqshabandi order. He was the Khalifa of the Qadiri order too. His 
successor Sayyid Ahmed also was an eminent Sufi. Sayyid Muhammed 
Maula (d.l792) a descendant of Sayyid Jamaluddin came to Malabar 
from the Island of Kavarathi in Lakhshadeep Islands, and propagated 
Islam in Malabar from Kavarathi, he came to Valapattanam where his 
brother Sayyid Ibrahim was the Qazi. He traveled extensively through the 
length and breadth of Malabar to propagate the faith. He started a 
' ' Ibid. 
^^  Dr.V.Kunh$li, op.cit., p.63., Sayed Unais Melmuri, Bukhari Pramukharum Charilhra 
Thavazhiyum, Sadath Books, Malappuram, 2004, pp.20-35. 
^^  A.P.lbrahirti Kunju, Mappila Muslims of Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram, 1989, p.22. 
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religious center at Nettoor near Kochi and constructed Chembittapalli. In 
Chavakkad he was assisted by Hydrose kutty Moopppan, chieftain of the 
Zamorain. In Travancore he constructed the Juma Masjid at 
Thiruvidamcore. He sent his disciples to Tamil Nadu as missionaries. He 
died in Kannur; he had sent his nephew Sayyid Ahmed Bukhari to 
Kodungallur area. Sayyid Ahmed settled in Chavakkad and constructed a 
mosque. His sons Sayyid Mohammed, Sayyid Ibrahim Mastan, 
Fakhruddin and Mustafa Kochu Koya were the guides of both the 
Naqshabandi and Qadih orders^ "^ . 
Shaikh Abdul Rahiman (d.l904) of Tanur was an eminent Sufi 
belonging to the Naqshabandi order. He started his mission by 
constructing a mosque at Tanur of South Malabar. His pioneers came 
from Yemen for missionary activities and one among them, Shaikh 
Ahmad Al Yamani settled at Mahi and built a mosque. Among the 
mystical works of Shaikh Abdul Rahman 'Risalah al Qudnsiyha' deals 
exclusively with doctrines and ways of Naqshabandiyah . 
The Naqshabandi Sufi order experienced some theological 
deviation in the later period. In this connection Dr. Kunhali writes that 
followers of 'Kurur Shaikh', the Naqshabandis of Kerala, have their 
headquarter$e at Maruveeti Thazham (Waynad District) and in 
Khizhisseri, Kondotty and Chelembra of MalappuramDistrict, they have 
only some followers. They were excommunicated by Sunnis in 1921. As 
one of their recent publications shows they stress on the Batini or inner 
meaning of the Quran. It seems that Naqshabandis once had a greater 
following because one of the Malas which the present writer could collect 
' ' Ibid. 
^^  Abdurahiman Naqshabandi, Al Ifazat al Qudusiyah ft Ikhtilafat Turq al Sufiyya, Mai. Trns., Haji 
K.V.M Panlhavur, Tirurangadi, 1992, pp.24-29. 
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was entitled, 'New Safiuddin Mala - urs song' printed in 1327/1909 which 
means there must have been an old one sufficiently old to warrant a 
Oft 
revision. The Mala is composed by Ahmed Hasan of Tanur. 
The Nurishah tariqah. is one of the latest tariqahs spread here in 
the 1970's. The founder of this tariqah was Shaikhuna Sayyiduna Al Haj 
Nurul Mashaikh Ahmed Muhyuddin Nurishah Jilani, the 22"'^  grandson of 
Shaikh Jilani. This tariqah became popular through certain literature 
prepared by their head such as Asrar-e-Lailaha Ilia Allah, Ahmiyat -i-
tariqah. The headquarters of this Tariqah is in Hyderabad. The disciples 
of the tariqah used to go to the local Khanqah itself for prayer, Dhikr and 
Dua and also make annual visit to the centre of tariqah in Hyderbad to be 
personally instructed by the Shaikh . 
While discussing of the origin and development of Sufism in 
Kerala the following points may be also taken into consideration. 
The Sufi missions of Kerala were the product of the early Arab 
migration and settlement in the region particularly the immigrants from 
Yemen, Hadramaut, Hijaz and Iraq. The mystic activities in the region 
were also boosted by the Sadat groups migrated from the said places. In 
other word^, Sufis and Ahl bait or Sadat in the region have played an 
integrated role. 
The second outstanding feature of Sufism in Kerala is that it was 
significantly vibrant and dynamic which did not only promote the literary 
and cultural contributions but also brought a revolutionary leadership 
against the imperial encroachment by the Portuguese, Dutch, French and 
British powers in the region. In addition to this a new horizon of literature 
emerged in Malabar viz. anti coloniel literature. Qazi Muhammed (980-
" Ibid, 
Dr.V. Kunhali, op.cit.p.67. 
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1025A.H)'s 'Path al Mubin', Shaikh Zainuddin' Kabir (871-928A.H) s' 
Tahrid Ahl al Iman Ala Jihadi Ahadat al Sulban \ Shaikh Zainuddin 
Saghir (1532-1618A.D)'s Tuhafat Al Mujahidin, Sayyid Alavi 
Mampuram (d.l844) s' Al Saif al Bathar, Sayyid Fasal Jifri 
(d.l318A.H)'s Al Uddah al Umarah ala man Yuwarif al Kuffar' and 
Aminummantakath Pari Kutty (d.l314 A.H) s' 'Muhimmatul Mu'minin' 
are noteworthy in this connection . 
Exploring the Mappila literary heritage the Sufi contributions like 
Moulid, Malas and Ratibs may be considered important. All these shows 
religious and literary achievements of Sufis. Moulid dealt with the 
glorification or praise of the Prophet (SAW) which was composed in 
Arabic and became popular among both the scholarly and common 
classes. Whereas Malas were written in Arabic-Malayalam which is a 
sort of glorification of pious saints like Shaikh Jilani, Shaikh Rifai, Ashab 
al Badariyun, Ashab al Uhdiyun.The Malas were predominant among the 
common class. Besides, Ratib is another devotional form performed in 
Kerala. Ratibs originated only as Aurad and Adhkar, referred to in the 
Quran and Hadith. But in course of time modification occurred and they 
used to be very long and were conducted usually late at night. Ratibs are 
of two kinds, one consisting of Aurad and Adhkar, and the other followed 
by striking of body with sticks, swords or knives.The most popular Ratib 
in the region is Haddad al Ratib composed by Abdullah bin Alavi al 
Haddad (d. 1132/1726), a famous Sufi belonged to BaAlavi stream in 
Tarim . 
*^ C.Hamsa, Anti Colonial Literature, Prabhodhanam,Special Issue on Kerala Muslim Renaissance, 
Kozhikodej 1999, pp.60-68., The Legacy of Anti Colonial Struggle, Edi., Farook College, 2008, 
pp. 16-64. 
•^^  Dr.V. Kunhali, op.cit, pp. 114-119. 
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The Sufis of Kerala have practiced several performing arts like 
Aravana Muttu, Daffu Muttu, Muttum Viliyum, and Nagar am Muttu 
which reverberate Sufi presence. 
Evaluating the characteristics of Sufism in Kerala, a historical trend 
may also be mentioned. The Mappilas of Kerala have always exhibited 
utmost humility and respect towards the Sufis or saints. The laymen used 
to call them Awliyah (plu. of waliy). Many people used to visit them to 
attain Barakah. They also displayed a special esteem to the 'Shuhada' or 
martyrs.These Shuhada or Shuhadakkal died for the cause of the 
O A 
community in Jihad preached by the Ulama or Umara . 
Nercas or Nerchas or Urs are the social and religious festivals of 
Mappilas in Malabar.This Nercas organized in the Jarams or tombs of 
saints are related to their death anniversary. On this occasion Moulid and 
Ratib are being widely performed along with the distribution of rice. 
Kondotty, Pattambi, Appavanibham, Puttanpalli, Ambamkunnu, Ponnani, 
T 1 
Kattiparuthi are some of the famous urs in Kerala . 
Even though Sufi sentiments and practices were predominant in the 
region and the same were subjected to severe criticism by the religious 
and academic organizations due to their vague and suspicious 
practices It can be understood from the issues of Kondotty-Ponnani 
marathon disputes on 'Postration to Shaikh', and issues of Korur 
Tariqah, a so called Naqshabandiyah silsilah started by a person named 
Abubakkar, native of Kannur and his controversial doctrine of 'Lailaha 
Ilia Allah- la- Maujuda Ilia Allah' and the controversy of Samastha 
'° Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
•'^  Ponmala Abdul Khadir, Tariqathu Oru Samagra Padanam (Tariqah: A Comprehensive Study), 
Muhyu Sunna Books, Chemmad, 2008, pp.418-526. 
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Kerala Jami'yatul Ulama and Nurishah also may be viewed in this 
regard. 
A STUDY OF SUFI POEMS IN KERALA ^ 
The region of Kerala has produced numerous Sufi poets and 
scholars whose creations gained a classical momentum through which 
they have expressed Sufi doctrines and principles. Some of their 
prominent works are cited below. 
1) Muhiyuddin Mala (prtd/am/mm) 
A classical Sufi devotional poem written in Arabic- Malayalam 
version in 782 of Kollam Era (1027/1607) composed by Qazi Muhammed 
of Calicut, in praise of the heroic and miraculous adventures of the 
Shaikh Muhiuddin Abdul Qadir Jilani (1078-1166 A.D) consist of 116 
lyrics in praise of God and passes on to the subject- the glorification of 
Shaikh. These poems end with a prayer or Iravu (begging) in utmost 
humility. 
The author ofMuhiuddin Mala, Qazi Muhammed (1579-1615A.D) 
was a versatile scholar who was bom as a son of Qazi Abdul Aziz of 
Calicut in the dawn of 16* century A.D. He completed his primary 
education through his father Qazi Abdul Aziz Makhdum (d. 1606A.D), 
Shaikh Usman, Abdul Aziz Makhdum Maghribi. Besides the religious 
science, he had attained profound knowledge in grammar, mathematics 
and astrology. He has contributed 30 Arabic works on various subjects. 
The above work has a great historical significance as it is the 
earliest attempt in the series oiMalas which occupy a privileged status in 
Kerala Muslim literary heritage. This earliest Mala of 397 years old as 
mentioned by the writer at the end, 782 Kollam era (1027/1607) . This 
" See Chapter No.l.,p.l2. 
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Mala is very popular among the Mappila Muslims and was sung in every 
house soon after the Maghrib prayer.^ '* 
The literary elegance and the mystical exposition predominant in 
this work could be understood through some illustrations. The author has 
very intensively glorified his master Shaikh Abdul Qadar Jilani by tracing 
out his excellence in the mystical world. Versifying the same the author 
mentions that 'on the right he has the sea of Shariah and on the left has 
the sea of Haqiqah; up in the sky and down below the earth is the 
boundary for his flag (authority)'; the poet continues, 
'Then all the shaikhs on earth 
Humbly bent down, says he, 
I am the sea without bounds, says he, 
I am the matter unknown to men, says he, 
For Jinn and Ins and Malak, 
I am Shaikh above them all, says he 
All Awliya and Qutubs, 
Are the children of my eyes, says he 
For all the Walis and Murids under my banner 
I am the intercessioner, says he. 
To those who call me from any land 
I shall reply before he closes his mouth, says he, 
Allah opened me seventy doors 
Of knowledge unknown to any (mortal), says he. 
Each of the other doors in width 
Was like earth and sky, says he. 
Who has attained my Maqaml 
^' lbid.p,13. 
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Tell of there is any, says he/^ 
This literary work has received very wider acceptance, appreciation 
and criticism in both religious and secular streams. In the postmodern 
times the literary slang, rhythm, similies used in this poem have been 
subjected to many research and comparative studies in Malayalam 
literature. From the orthodox Muslim side it got a spiritual face, at the 
secular stream it got literary appreciation but the reformists felt a serious 
deviation from essence of Tauhid. It was published several times in 
Arabic-Malayalam and Malayalam languages. One of the Arabic-
Malayalam translations was prepared by Abdul Qadar Fadhfari (1895-
1944) and recently a comprehensive critical commentary was prepared 
by Mustafa Faizi and published by Sunni Book House from Kottakkal in 
1995. 
The poem consists of two sections. The first one eulogizing his 
master and the second sections deal with 'Iravu' meaning begging; 
begging His forgiveness at the mercy of the saint. From the filled spirit 
of a bunch of heart breaking prayers for himself the reciter may reach the 
great heights of contentment and ecstasy. 
Considering the other significance of this Sufi poem the work is 
specially noticed due to the enthusiasm it generated and the spirit of 
solidarity it achieved among the Muslims could not be ignored. It is great 
and unique in its composition. The poetry became the source of 
integration^ the emotional manifestation of Muslim mind. The common 
folk found solace in Muhiyuddin Mala. It was sung on all important 
religious occasions of a Muslim. 
" Muhyuddin Mala, p.2., Trans.by V.Kunhali, op.cit.p.28. 
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Commenting on the relevance of this classical work a modem 
writer states that this legendary work got a sound acceptance among the 
earlier Muslims as much as the 'Ramayand' got among the Hindus in the 
region.This Mala was used to be memorized by the Muslim women in 
those days and recited between Isha and Maghrib. Upto recent times, it 
was a tradition that the proposed bridegroom would ask the bride to be 
whether sh$ was skilled in the recitation of Holy Quran and Muhyuddin 
Mala during the ceremonial occasion of his betrothel before solemnizing 
the marriage. 
After the compilation of this Mala the arena of Sufi songs 
experienced a great boom in Mappila Songs. It followed the publication 
of Rifae Mala (1812), Manchakulam Mala (1872), MahmudMala (1872), 
Siddeque Mala (1873), Hamzath Mala (1879), Ibrahim bin Adham Mala 
(1934), Kottapalli Mala, Nafisth Mala (1916), Badar Mala, Muijizat 
Mala (1884), Mampuram Mala, New Muhiyuddin Mala (1910), Shaikh 
Nuruddin Mala , Malappuram Mala, Jamalullaili Mala, ShaduUMala, 
Nasihat Mala, Min Nuri Mala (1884), Qudrat Mala, Parishkara 
Mala,Durachara Mala, Tadi Urudi Mala, Panchakanaka Mala, 
VyasanaMala, Mahshara Mala, Immahath Mala, Jumua Mala, Iman 
Mala, Mata Nadapad iMala, Kanchaka Sundari Mala, Chandira Sundari 
Mala, Stri Prakarti Parishkara Mala and Pen Budhi Mala. Most of the 
composers of these Malas and the period of composition are still 
unknown. 
In view of the above details, it is very safe to conclude that these 
Malas emerged soon after the advent of various Sufi Silsilahs in the 
^^  V.P Muhammed Ali, Mappilapattu Noottandukalllude, (Mappila SongsThrough Centuries), 
Current Books, 2007, p.36. 
" Ibid., pp.32-53. 
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region. Each and every order of Sufis had used this Malas as the device of 
its mission and with reference to them and advocated the superiority of 
their Sufi masters. 
2) ManqusMoulid (prtd/ac/am/mm) 
Manqus Moulid is a Prophetic hymn that has been spread among 
the Kerala MusHms. Shaikh Zainuddin Makdum who is assumed to have 
flourished between 872A.H and 925 A.H is considered author of this 
work. Still this devotional hymn is being recited in Sunni mosques of 
Kerala as well as their homes. This masterpiece glitters as a silver line in 
the spiritual sphere of Muslim community. Later many works were 
written by imitating the master style of this magnum opus. Well 
commenting on the importance of moulid 0. Abu Sahib (1916-1979), 
renowned Mappila literateur opines that "the quintessence moulid is the 
heart felt devotional expression of believer as the servant to Prophet 
Muhammed (SAW) and his intimate follower"^^ 
A mythical story is often heard about the composition of this 
poetical work. When the people of Ponnani were stricken with pestilence, 
such as Cholera, they had approached Shaikh Zainuddin Makhdum for 
solace. In Order to eliminate the pestilence he composed this great work 
and had advised the people to recite in their homes. And it is believed that 
people weite relieved as the result of this recitation. This classical Sufi 
poem has been translated and interpreted many times in Arabic-Malyalam 
and Malayalam languages such as 'Tuhfah al Mushtaqin ala Moulid al 
Mawsum bil Manqus' by Kidangayam Ibrahim (d.1370/1950), 'Al 
Bunyan al Marsus fii Sharah al Moulid al Manqus' by Shaikh Abbas, 
^^  O.Abu Sahib, Arabi Malayala Sahitya Charitram (Literary History of Arabic 
Malayalam),Tnhssey, 1979.p. 24. 
^' K.V Abdullah Falsi, Manqus MoulidParibasha, Barakath Books, Kottakkal, 2007,pp. 9-11. 
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printed in 1991 by Amina Books, Trissur and its second edition was 
published in Istanbul Turkey in 1998. 'Ihtida al Nasus ala Qiraah al 
Manqus 'is another Arabic version by Abu Muhammed al Vailaturi alias 
Bava printed in Badariya Books from Kottakkal in 1415/1994. 'Al Madh 
al Manqus ala Tarjamah al Moulid al Manqus', a treatise in Arabic-
Malayalam published in 1976 and its fifth edition printed in 1999 but the 
name of author has been mentioned no where in the book. 'Al Madh al 
Manqus ala Tarjamah al Moulid al Manqus' done by Ponmundam 
V.Muhammed and published in 1954 in Misbahul Huda, Tirurangadi. 
'Tarjamah al Manqus' by T.A Muhammed published in C.H & Sons 
Press in Tirurangadi in 1971. 'Moulid Kitab Malayalam' by Abu 
Muhammed Mansur published in Fatima Talassery in 1987, 'Manqus 
Moulid Vydqyaqnam' by Mukkam Muhammed Baqavi, N.F.S, Badagara. 
'Moulid Kitah Tarjamah Bayan' by K.P Muhammed in 1987. 'Manqus 
Moulid Paribasha' by Basheeruddin in 1995 and another version was 
under the $ame title penned by Abul Fazl Muhammed Abdu Rauf and 
printed by Mubarak Press from Tirur in 1986. 'Manqus Moulid 
Paribhashayum Vyaqyanavum' compiled by Konganam Veetil Ibrahim in 
1927 are among the major translated works.'*" 
The unique literary feature of this work lies in the confluence of 
prose and verse. The structures of this noted work consists of five kinds 
of couplets and five paragraphs (Hadith). A special prayer to the 
Almighty forms the epilogue of the poem. The verse part comprises 
around 57 lines and it has five Jawabs. It is machless lyric elaborating 
the life of Prophet Muhammad (SAW) from his birth to death correlating 
'*" A.P Muhammed Ali Musliar, 
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with the miracles that took place during his life. The cardinal verse of this 
hymn begins like this: 
^UJI ^J^ J i O j j j Aa.jl j ^ ^ 1 ^ jA J j V I ^ J J^ 1^ ^ \ L^ill jU>f-i 
'May I praise the glory of Allah, before the creation of this 
universe Allah had created the light of Prophet Muhammad in the month 
of Rabiul Awwal and named Muhammed. As Allah had predetermined He 
set rise Muhammad on the earth and He hath worn him a beautiful cloth 
which was put on by none.' 
At a later stage, the poet exemplifies the beauty of the Prophet in 
mesmerizing words. You have risen as moon among the stars greater than 
full moon. 0! Noblest leader you're the greatest of Prophets. Through 
these lines the poet means that 'the light of the moon is artificial it has to 
acquire l i^t from the sun. But Prophet Muhammed(SAW) does not 
receive light from anybody. You are like the sun. No, beyond the sun. 
Whenever I think of you I become perplexed. Who else in this world can 
fully describe him? When the imagination of the poet broadens new 
similies appear. O! You are the father of or mother to us. Impossible to 
tell. You have been bestowed with the glory that which is not in either 
them. With your recommendation {a shafa')you will be our saviour of 
tomorrow. Is there anybody like you to us? no, never. All greetings 
shower upon you as long as stars light the sky. See the lines, 
^^j j ] | J± i , (5.11W Lj iaS A'un^ J l a L a ^ I j u l j La L_ll a) J d l i i 
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Befoje concluding Makhdum quotes an event as Ali bin Zaid said 
that 'I had a non MusUm friend beside me. I used to recite MouUd during 
the month of Rabi al Awwal. Once that friend asked me, why you are 
doing this only in this month? I replied him, 'because Prophet 
Muhammed was bom in this month'. He had made me a laughing stock 
that made me feel sad. In that night the Prophet had appeared in my 
dream. The Prophet said don't worry, the person who had insulted you 
will approach you after his conversion to Islam. Later he knew that his 
non- Mulsim friend had also experienced the same and that had made him 
to embrace Islam. The poet in the end says it is impossible to count his 
qualities. 
I have been to you with great expectation 
I seek your protection 
Let I not be dismayed 
As you are aware of my woes 
Physical problems are still in me 
I have no other option to salvation 
Except the deep love towards you 
Oh! Master I am your guest, 
You're the noblest of creations 
Your guest always returns with enough pleasures 
May always Salath and Salam be upon you 
And your companions. ^^ 
"' Ibid. p.4. 
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Even if short and brief, the eternal downpour of Prophetic love, 
Manqus Moulid ends here. 
3) Kappappattum NoolMadhum (prtd/am/mm) 
Kappappattu (Ship songs) and Nool Madh are the didactic poems 
compiled by a noted Sufi poet Kunhayin Musliar in 18 century A.D. 
Lack of sufficient materials pose to be a great hindrance to find out 
the biographical data of the poet. From the available sources it is very 
clear that he had received his higher education in Ponnani mosque under 
the guidan«^ e of Shaikh Zainudhin Makhdum (1532-1618A.D), Shaikh 
Nuruddin Makhdum (d. 1735A.D) and Shaikh Abdul Salam Makhdum 
(d. 1740A.D). The author was not only a Sufi poet but also a philosopher. 
He was a great comedian who had used his wit to provide thoughtful 
experience to his jokes. Therefore he was called to be the monarch of 
jokes in those days. He was always accompanied by his intimate friend 
Mangattachan, a joker, in the court of Zamorins of Calicut. They have 
jointely contributed philosophical experiences to the people through their 
satire and jokes . 
Kappapattu was firstly composed in Arabic-Malayalam. A funny 
story has always been referred behind the compilation of this poem. 
During the days of higher learning of the poet under Makhdum in 
Ponnani grand mosque, he used to have food from master's home. One 
day when he was about to depart after dinner, Makhdum's wife sought 
the advice of Kunhayin to suggest her a good and worthy dhikr to be 
routined before her sleep. Kunhayin told her to say 'Ele male'' in 
hundred times. It signifies the rhythm of ships uttered by the fishermen 
K.K.Muhammed Abdul Karim, Rasika Shiromany Kunhayin Musliyarude Kappappattum Nool 
Madhum, Al Aman Kitab Bhavan,Tirur, 1983.p.l8. 
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when they pull on their ship into river or sea. The Makhdum was 
astonished when he heard such utterance from his wife during sleep and 
got inqiured its details and knew the role of Kunhayin. On the very next 
day when he had met him he asked him 'Are you making the man a ship, 
Kunhayin?'. From this thought provoking commands of his master he had 
further expanded his theme as 'Kappappattu' or Ship songs.'^ '^  
The poet compares the world to the sea, human body to the ship 
and soul the captain. He desribes Iblis as pirate with whom one has to 
encounter to reach the shore of 'Firdous '(high place in Paradise). Then he 
discribes the bliss of heaven, the Huries and gardens. The author 
compares different organs of the body with different parts of the boat 
which reveals that the author was fully conversant with human anatomy. 
The ship is supposed to be undertaking a commercial voyage in the sea, 
the harbour to anchor is Firdous; the balance sheet is that of good and 
evil. The sllimies also reflect some aspects of Muslim social life of the 
day.^ ^ 
Noot Madhu is the second important Sufi poem compiled by the 
same poet which was discovered after 130 years of appearance of 
Muhiyuddin Mala. It consists 666 verses and 15 tunes. This legendary 
poem comprises of both eulogy and ardent love towards the Prophet 
(SAW). Throughout the poem waves a noble desire of the poet to see the 
holy face of the Prophet on the Day of Rekoning. The work starts with 
glorification of Allah almighty and presenting Salam upon Prophet 
(SAW) and ends with Iravu, begging for forgiveness. The poet has 
vividly characterized all relevant instances and excellencies of the 
Prophet (SAW). The author versifies in third Ishal, 'Allah has decorated 
'' Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
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the position {darajah) of the Prophet (SAW) not only here but in 
hereafter. Allah has gifted a lofty position of 'Maqam- i- Mahmud' and 
the charge of 'Al Hauz al Kauthar' and promoted as 'flag bearer' and the 
authority of 'Al-Shafa' or recommendation'"^^ 
In the 8"" Ishal the poet imparts very simple meaningful lessons to 
the readers. Islam is built upon five pillars like Shahada, prayer, fasting, 
Zakah and Hajj. These five pillars stemming from five internal oceans 
(Prophet, Fatima, Ali, Hasan and Husain). Every body is bound to respect 
and love the Ahl Bait of the Prophet (SAW) but never consider them at 
divine places as Shites. He has entirely enlightened the humanity by 
gifting them Islam andlman in its elegant way'*^ . 
Both Kappappattu and Nool Madhu became the subject of some 
commentaries and specialized study. A poetical commentary 
(Mukhammas) of Nool Madh was prepared by Talassery Abdulla Kutty 
(d. 1321/1903) entitled 'Ayyolappattu' and published by Mukri Abdulla 
from Talassery in 1301/1885. K.K Muhammed Abdul Karim (d. 2005) 
prepared a scholarly commentary on both the poems together in 
Malayalam in 1983 and published by Amana Kitab Bhavan, Tirur. The 
famous scholar and researcher on Mappila songs, Bala Krishnan 
Vallikkunnu has prepared a worthy prelude to the same. 
4) Hidc^yah alAdhkiya (prtd/ac/am/mm) 
Hidayah al Adhkiya (The true path of intellectuals) is a classical 
Sufi poem compiled by Shaikh Zainudhin Makhdum Saghir (1532-
1618A.D) got eternal acceptance in the region and the same has been 
orally tran$mitted from generation to generation through the passage of 
time. Therefore it got many local versions and commentaries. 
'^ Ibid, p.58. 
'^  Ibid.p.63. 
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The poem consists of 63 lines and exposes mystical advice. The 
verses in the work entertain the reader by leading them through various 
topics like taqwa fpiety), salvation from bodily temptation, confluence of 
shariah and tariqah, tauba (penitence), ilm (knowledge), tawakkul (trust 
in God) , ikhlas (sincerity), the manipulations of devils (fasad), dhikr al 
maut (rememberence of death). It also gives a brief explanation of the 
terms like Shariah, Tariqah, Haqiqah and Ma 'rifah. 
The original poem was prepared by Shaikh Zainudheen Makhdum 
bin Ali al Ma'bari who was bom in 871/1466. He was the author of 
many other books and founder of great mosque of Ponnani.He was also 
known as Zainuddian the first or Zainuddin the elder.'*^  
This classical Sufi poem 'Hidayah al Adhkiya'opcm with 
describing the glory of 'Bismih' and conveys Salam to the Prophet 
(SAW). The work is specially noticed for taking up important topics like 
smiles, good advice, good character, trust in Allah, acquisition of 
knowledge with references to the Quranic verses and traditions. 
The poet describes the various phases of a spiritual journey and 
observes that piety is the basis of true happiness, and flowing passion is 
th source of all evil.Then he expains that the true path to the goal consists 
of Shariah, Tariqah and Haqiqah. He interprets it allegorically that-
Shariah is like a boat, Tariqah is like an ocean and Haqiqah is like the 
precious p$arl.Whoever aspires for the pearl, must embark on the ship 
and then dive in the ocean. He further clarifies that Shariah means to hold 
fast to the religion of creator and to establish it by adopting the good and 
avoiding the evil. Tariqah to him was adherence to inner reforms and 
mental control like abstinence from desires. Haqiqah is attaining the goal 
'^  See for details Chapter I, p.20. 
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and witnessing the light of God's revelation which came to be obtained 
only through Shariah.^^ See the lines 
^^laJj / ^ I j J^VL? 'UUSJ JJ^UJI jJAj l ik i Ajujjia 
^ILaa. I j J iJ Ij2kJ d j j i j j '-r'^J:J <iliuiU | j j - , | j (j>i 
In short 'Hidayah al Adhkiya' is a guide to the truth seeker. It helps 
him to go ahead to reach the destination through mahabbah (love), sabr 
(patience) zuhd (sacrifice), wara (abstinence) and rida (satisfaction). 
After surpassing very thought provoking advices the poem concludes 
with the following line 'My brother, recite the Ihya Ulum al Din by 
Hujjat al Islam Imam Ghazali. It has a cure for all diseases where the 
medicines fail'. ^ ^ 
A number of translations of 'Hidayah al Adhkiya 'by Indian and 
foreign scholars has already appeared. Among them Muhammed Nawawi 
(d.l888) of Java has written a commentary on it by the name 'Salalin al 
fudula' and the commentary of Abubakkar Shah of Dimyat was published 
several times from Egypt. Besides Abdul Aziz al Ma'bari son of poet has 
written a commentary on the work known as 'Maslak al Adhkiya' and 
summarized under the title of 'Irshad al Atibba\^^ A Arabic-Malayalam 
version of the same prepared by K.Veerankutty, Kondotty (1902-1976) 
was printed in 1925. The same was reprinted in Malayalm by Crescent 
Publishing House from Kozhikode in 1999. This celebrated work has 
"* Dr.Kunhali,V,op.cit.p.l8. 
'' Ibid, p 9. 
°^ V.Kunhali,op.cit.pl8. 
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been included in the syllabus of Sunni Madrasas and some Darses in the 
region. 
5) AllafalAlif (Prtd/ac/am/mm) 
Allaf al Alif is an important work by Shaikh Valiullah Umar al 
Qahiri (1153-1216 A.H), a Tamil poet and this master work got eight 
commentaries in Kerala. 
The poet is a renowned Sufi and Jurist who was born in 1153/1740 
in Kayalpattanam in Tamil Nadu. He had attained his religious education 
through his father, Shaikh Abdul Qadir, Maulana Mohammed Nusuki al 
Qahiri, Maulana Sayyid Sharif and Maulana Sayyid Muhammed Maula al 
Bukhari. He got Ijazah from his masters in Qadiriya and Rifai'ya silsilas. 
Then he went to Makkah and performed Hajj. He stayed in Madinah 
where he met Allama Muhammed Muhsin al Huqaibi and became his 
disciple. After that he dedicated his life to the academic works. He 
compiled many elegies and elougies. Among them a book on 
achievements ( Manaqib) of Shaikh Abdul Qadar Jilani and Al Razanah 
al Urn are remarkable. 
The present poem Allaf al Alif \s a Prophetic eulogy consising of 
31 verses composed in Arabic language.lt contains deep philosophic 
meditations offering endless possiblilities for interpretation.To have a 
thorough understanding of the ideas put forward by the work one needs 
the assistance of a master having profound wisdom in spirituality. 
The poet commenced a rhythmatic journey in the mood of utmost 
love and Salam to the Prophet (SAW). 
j i i juii \ii Jill ^ jjkJi j j i jic. juji fjA ^^ U^aj LJivi i-iii 
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I begin my Prophetic hymns in the name of Allah or with 
BismiIlahi.There hymns are being canonized above all heightened stages. 
By praising Allah and longing for peace and blessings upon the Prophet, 
his companions and his family.^ ' 
Hereforth, the poet has tried to trace out the graciousness of the 
Prophet and has illumined the noted events in his life. In the following 
lines the poet throws light on the nobility of the Prophet and characterises 
the Mi'araj as an evidence of his spiritual magnanimity. 
J l J U l j ' i i J^ioiLa d l i m Jju) jjJujLj ^_jic. C l U ^ *-« AIUI (Ji-fl ( e ^ j ^ 
U^ ^lisJU JiVVtj ^^ji\j ^Uaai Ji j tjUu^^Vlj JVJVIJ JVIJ UftUt 
The holy Prophet, owner of the name Muhammed, constituted by 
the letters Meem{f) Ha (^), Meem (f) and Dal {•^), was reluctant to 
accept any wordly status. After having reached the throne of eternal truth 
he was merged in selflessness in the attainment of complete spiritual 
perfection. Oh, My God, shower your blessings and felicitations upon the 
Prophet, his offsprings, relatives, Abdal, Autad and Aqtab as long as the 
Awliya prostrate before you in the odd hours of night. 
Poet has succeesfully traced out his depthness of love towards the 
Prophet (SAW) and has drawn a glorifying picture on the exact position 
(maqam) of Prophet (SAW), see the lines; 
J^UV \Jj ^'^\ ^ d VI f^ Ua AJ ^ X . V t> cijA eV C> fV 
'They often allege me of my sincerity in my divine love towards 
Prophet Muhammed (SAW) which is devoide of any room for satire.But 
'^ Ibid. Stanza,l-2. 
"ibid. Stanza, 24-26. 
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what happened? I have made my ears impaired to those accusations. 
Hence I do not feel any laziness in my love'. 
Placing the Prophet (SAW) at the peak of glory and touching all 
the fidels which bloom in the garden of Prophet and finally the poet 
concludes from his romantic rain. 
This celebrated Sufi manual got many Arabic-Malayalam and 
Arabic commentaries in different times. The first Arabic commentary was 
prepared by Avu Koya Parappanagadi (1222-1292A.H), Yusuf al 
Fadhfari (d.1336/1917), Nellikuth Aali Musliar (1270-1340A.H), 
Abdurahman Naqshabandhi Tanur (1257- 1347A.H), Ali Hasan 
Tirurangadi (d. 1363/1897 ) K.T Ibrahim Kidangazham( 1897-1951) and 
Kuhammed Pazhayangadi(d.l315A.H). The latest and revised Malayalam 
appreciation was prepared by C.Hamsa, a noted writer who has mainly 
depended for his attempt on Awarif al Ma'arif of Abdurahman 
Naqshabandhi (d. 1347/1928), Al Futuhat al Makkiyyah of Ibn Arabi 
(1165-1240A.D), Al Jawahir wal Durar of Shaikh Shi'arani 
(d. 1240/1824). Hadiqah al Nadiyyah of Abdul Ghani al Nabulus 
(d.1230/1814) and Haqiqah al Muwafiqa of Shaikh Muhammad bin 
Fazlullah. '^' 
6) Jauharat al Tauhid (prtd/ac/am/mm) 
A great celebrated Sufi poem Jauharat al Tauhid (Pearls of 
Tauhid) of a renowned Sufi master Shaikh Ibrahim al Aaqani 
(d.l643A.D), an Egyptian scholar and poet, got a tremendous influence in 
the Sufi realm of Kerala. It has been included in the Madrasah syllabus 
since years back. The same is also taught in Dars institutions as an 
additional subject. It was also refered to by the legendery Sufi leader 
" Ibid. Stanza, 
^'^ C.Hamza, Allafal AlifVivarthanavum Vyaqyanavum, Book Trust of India, Kozhikode, 2007, p.U. 
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Sayyid Alavi al Mampuram (1753-1844) by forwarding his coment as 
'food of pure souls'. He had also recommended the study of the same to 
be continued until the British quit the land. It got many Arabic-
Malayalam translations. But most of them being lost. A well known 
revised version brought out by V.P Abubakkar Nettur and was published 
by Sunni publication center in 1990. 
The poem gives an exhaustive account oiAqida and Tasawwuf'm 
149 lines. The work deals with Tauhid, Risalah, Iman, attributes of 
Allah, Urn a/j^ agm, qualities of the Prophets , Mi'raj, Mujizat,wilayah and 
Karamah, death, Ruh, grave. Day of reckoning, the trial, the last day, 
measuring and wieghing. Heaven and hell, repentence, Ikhlas and 
Tawakkul. 
As usual the work starts with Hamd. After that the poet traces each 
subject under the lucid poetical style. The entire poem is literally and 
mystically soaked. The poem begin, 
Aj^j j ] ! ijc j j . i l l ^LL JSJ J ^ J J I U f.[^ ^ ^ ^^^ 
Ajj:^j <iaa-aj <!lJ 'KJJ OJ-^^J^ (-jalxJI AAA^ 
"All praises are only to Allah for blessings be upon Prophet 
Muhammed (SAW) who proclaimed the lauhid of Allah on earth. All the 
then existing austeries were removed by the Prophet from tauhid. The 
Prophet enlightened the people and led them to the path of truth by his 
words and deeds sword (when his preaching was hindered). 
From the 14"^  stanza onwards Poet unfolds mystical thought on 
body and its various factions in human life. See the lines 14-15; 
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"Therefore you have to think over your self and move to the upper 
and lower worlds .Then you can find out a wonderful creation .At 
the same time its presence is evidence for nothingness." ^ 
After unfolding the position of Ruh and Qalb, Poet speaks about 
essence (dhat), the attributes (sifat), actions (Afa'al) of Almighty. See the 
following lines 
.Ij j j LjJJ L> j j i n j ^-lo.ui - ^ ^ J*^^ (^r^ L5^ 
"It is a matter of controversy that whether Almighty has an 
attribute like Idrak (understanding). Therefore it is fair to keep silence as 
a better stand according to the scholars. Allah is ever living, all knowing, 
Almight, consciously doing, seeing and hearing. He does whatever He 
intends. He is also speaking; the attribute of absolute essence are the 
essence itself or separate".^ ^ 
Considering all, the work is a great asset to those who think rightly 
and will guide them towards their ultimate destination. 
7) Qasidah al Umariyyah (prtd/ac/am/mm) 
Qasidah al Umariyyah(OdQ of Umariyyah) is a celebrated Sufi 
poem consisting 68 lyrics composed by Umar Qazi (1179-1203A.H), 
poet, Sufi and scholar. This poem is also known as Sallal Ilah Bait. 
" Ibid., Stanza, 18-19. 
^^ Jauharat Al Tauhid Paribhashayum Vyaqyanavum,S\mn\ Publication Centre, Chemmmad,1990, 
p.34. 
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The poet was bom in 1179/1765 in Veliyancode in Ponnani Taluk 
as a son of Ali. He had attained his primary education from his father. 
After the demise of his father he was enrolled in the famous Dars run by 
Qazi Ahmed (d. 1203/1788) in Tanur Jama Masjid. Then he had shifted 
such learning to Ponnani through Qazi Muhammed Sufi alias 
Mammikutty (d. 1217/1802). Subsequently he became a versatile scholar 
in various branches of Islamic sciences. Being impressed by his teacher 
he had a previlege to have got grand permission (Ijazah) to carry out 
Dars. Since then he had discharged his service as a Mudarris (teacher) in 
Ponnani grand mosque. Soon after the demise of his teacher Mammikutty 
in 1217/1802 he had shifted his service to Veliyancode mosque where he 
had continued up to 1237/1831. 
Umar Qazi was also a versatile writer who contributed 
several works for the promotion of Islamic studies in the region. His 
major works includes Kitab Ahkam al Nikah, Kitab Dhabah wal Istiyadi, 
Usui al Dhabah, Risalah fi Hukum al Haqaik, Qasidah al Umariyya, 
Qasidah la al Hilal, Qasidah Lamma Dhahara, Qasidah bi Asmail 
en 
Suwaril Quran, Marthiyah an Shaikh Qutub Zaman al Manfurami. 
The present poem was compiled in Makkah during his pilgrimage. 
The poem bears a significant background that the poet has been 
cherishing a great ambition in his mind to have a close visit of the Rauza 
Sharif But the authority did not grant him permission. On account of this 
the poet had become frustrated and expressed his painful conditions and 
emotional outburst through this poem. 
The poem comprises of 68 beautiful lyrics excluding the 35 
repeating lines oiSalat upon the Prophet (SAW). The poem starts. 
" Umar Qazi Sampurna Krithikal, Veliyancode Maqam Committee, pp. 23-24. 
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l-ajhr- j l £ ^ 1 _^>-aJJ (J^ ^ j ^ 1 .lie. ^jj) ^^ gic. AJV' (J^^^ 
0! darling son of 
Abdullah the honourable, 
May Allah pour 
The rain of blessings upon yon! 
0! darling, the symbol of 
Good character, 
As Quran called you, 
0! tender mesmerizing heart! 
0! sea of mercy 
0! the great benevolent man, 
You are given at! 
You are graceful! 
O! listeners, pour the rain of flowers 
CO 
With salat and salam upon the Prophet. 
The poem shows that the poet has wholeheartedly expressed his 
utmost love and respect towards the Prophet (SAW). And at last, but at 
least the poet has surrendered at the feet of the Prophet where he had 
presented his tears of flowers and the pieces of his heart. 
^^  Ibid, Stanzas, 1-4. 
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0 Prophet! Me, Umer; 
Veliyancode the begger, the faqeer, 
Is sitting and weeping, 
In your yard, 
1 am sure that, 
My tears do not go in vain, 
Here my tears pouring, 0 Prophet. 
O Lord! My warm tears 
Are still not dried. 
It is pouring on my cheeks 
With great love and fancy 
The master of the world. 
My tears may flow 
Even after my death/^ 
The entire poem depicts a great ocean of love towards the 
Prophet.This marvelous lines will stimulate the hearts of believers in the 
region for ever. 
8) AlMawahibalJaliyyah (prtd/am/mm) 
Al Mawahib al Jaliyya (^ Silver lining of the greatness of glory)is a 
poetical work prepared by Mohammed Kunhu, Tazhava (1921-1999). 
The poet was born as a son of Abdul Qadar Kunju and Fathima Beevi in 
^^  Ibid, stanza 60-67. 
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Tazhava Village in KoUam in 1921. The work was started in 1950 and 
got completed in 1970. 
This poem consists of 699 couplets dealing with 141 disciplines. 
Apart from Tasawwuf, Aqida, Fiqh and philosophy also forms the subject 
matter of the work. The prime intention behind this attempt was learning 
by heart through repeated recitation. It is written in simple Malayalam 
style mixed with Arabic terms. The Arabic terms are explained under foot 
notes. It is often felt like an index to the vast world of Islamic knowledge. 
This work is flowing in lyrics and so is suitable to memmorise. 
The work is arranged in a special method of presentation. Taking 
an example, the depiction of grave in this poem draws the attention of the 
readers to have a mysterious perception. His musings on grave 
acknowledges his skill in handling the dictums of the Almighty in far 
fetched imageries taken from common run of life. 'One has to be startled 
at the thought of grave itself Of all over earnings we are left alone with 
only three pieces of cloth. The grave is painted black by darkness. Its 
doors are locked carefiilly and the keys are being kept by (Israfil). On the 
Doom day the body will be waken up by the sound of 'sur' as proclaimed 
by Holy Quran. The worms and creepers in grave are eagerly awaiting 
your arrival to eat the flushy body. Complete putrification will take place 
in two or three days. Instead of your beautiful eyes there may be two 
holes left in place of them. Grave is the final abode of all over ancestors 
and we too will find solace in it after death. The route to the underworld 
begins from grave and if one has succeeded in grave will surely succeed 
in all the trials. The grave is more terrible than hell itself Munkar and 
Nakir are the two guardian angels posted to look after the grave. One will 
shiver at the sight of them. When one is asked of his creator shaitan will 
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appeare on the scene and point towards him to chart his name. Also the 
light in grave depends upon one's Ibadat during night'. To concretise his 
views he quotes from Ihya Ulum alDin of Al Ghazali^ *^ . 
The revised version of this work was completed in 1999 by 
Sa'duddin, son of the poet after the death of his father. The full fledged 
work comprises ten sections beginning with excellencies of Quran and 
ends with the account of paradise. The total work provides a rhythmatic 
journey into a mystic destination. The poet had selected some specific 
topics which would provoke the minds of the believers such as maw/, 
qabar; tauba, ikhlas, day of Reckoning, Intellect and lust, Hell, the cloud 
of minds. Punishments in the grave. The work also contains an account of 
Ibadat and Mua 'malat like prayer, fasting, pilgrimage, zakah, mode of 
greetings, cleaning of teeth, cutting of nails, bathing, bathing of dead 
body and janaza prayer. 
The verses of this poem extolling the virtues of Salam or Islamic 
greetings has been immensely popular. It is stated that the conversation 
should be started with Salam as stated by the Prophet (SAW). If the 
Salam is extended after starting the conversation it is inopportune 
according to Ibn Hajar, author of Tuhfah.^^ 
The author has used symbolic images in the poem. While depicting 
Paradise he draws the following picture. 'Everything desired is reaching 
you need not to phone. There is no need to screw the flowing water, there 
is no need to call your servants and everything will be served infront of 
you the moment you intend.^ ^ 
^ Ibid, pp.178. 
*"' Al Mawahib al Jaliyyah, p.67 
"^^ Ibid, pp.90-93. 
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From this point of view, 'Al Mawahib al Jaliyya' illuminates 
Kerala Muslim passionate desire for knowledge and through which 
author shall have great influence on the Muslim life in Kerala. It has a 
remarkable space among the Sufi celebrated poems like Kappapattu, 
Nool Madhu and Safala Mala which indoctrinates certain basic 
principles.This poem is in fact only a key to epistemology. It shows us 
cirtain clue of wisdom. If we follow the clues, we can open the aweful 
treasure of vast knowledge. Some stanzas of this poem became a 
proverbial usage being transmitted by the preachers in their speeches to 
draw attraction and perfection. 
9) Qasidah al Vitriyah (prtd/ac/am/mm) 
Qasidah al Vitriyafi Madhi al Khairil Bariyya (Ode of Vitriya in 
praise of the best of creation) is a classical Sufi anthology of Prophet 
Muhammad (SAW) composed by Shaikh Muhammed Abubakr Al 
Baghdadi (d. 1030/1620). This work got a wider appreciation among the 
Sufis in the region. There are many translations and appreciatory 
elucidations which have been prepared in Arabic, Arabic- Malayalam and 
Malayalam. 
The total poems handle 29 lines in Arabic alphabetical order. Each 
verse is concluded with the same letter that used to open the verse. It 
shows the unique structure of the work and rare poetical expertise of the 
poet. The poem opens with a hearty Salam to Prophet Muhammed 
(SAW). Thereafter it is overwhelmed with the virtues of the Prophet; his 
glory, the warmth of the lover in beautiful language and rhythm. 
I^^jla <_5-l*il (^s-lcl <] QA j j J c La j j J i j t_><3jVI vLnJ S!)L-ia (_yl-al 
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AJCA.J ( 3 ^ ^ 13^^' J ^ ^ olJJ (..iVilj ajj ^-i c5Jj^^ J ^ 
"Almighty has ascended the Prophet at the utmost peak where 
nobody has arrived yet. lam uttering the humble greetings, upon the noble 
Prophet which rightly fills heaven and earth who have decorated his 
position at the same zenith. The world is illuminated with the light of the 
Prophet and his light distinguishes the darkness from the light and 
through his light all the creature move. He has created him as a mercy for 
all and all the beings depend upon his virtous".^ ^ 
While composing the poem, the poet appeared to be very humble 
and repentant. It is heart alluring to see the repentance of the poet. In 
'Qafiatul ghain' the poet laments. T have planted the love towards the 
Prophet ever since my childhood. I swear by God. I don't deviate from 
that love. My love towards the Prophet is above all other loves. My body 
is elevated and my heart is wounded by that love. Tomorrow pilgrims 
would congregate at the burial of the Prophet (Rauza sharif) and they 
would water their cheeks in tears. All the pilgrims have already freed 
themselves from all worldly business and moving towards the Rauza of 
the loving prophet. But I have not yet retired from my worldly 
hurriednes$. I am suffocated with my mistakes and chained by my sins. 
How can a chained man move?'^ "* 
The work is translated into Malayalam by M.V Kunhi Ahmed 
Maulavi (d.l989) M.F.B., M.A, and published by Irshadiya Press, 
Azhikode in 1974 in which a scholarly preface was penned by Falaqi 
Mohammed, (d.l986) a noted poet and scholar. Another Malayalam 
translation of the same was prepared by K.V Muhammed Panthavur 
(d.2006) and published in 1987. 
^^ Ibid, Stanzas, 1-4. 
'"' lbid.Stanzas.11-18. 
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This work has impacted not only the lovers of Prophet but at the 
same time it has been also popular in Darsi institutions. Apart from this it 
was recited after Tarawih prayer in Ramzan in the mosques of Ponnani 
and Tirurangadi. 
Impact of some eminent Sufis on the people of Kerala 
Some Sufi Masters and their credible works got wider acceptance 
among the Muslims in the region. This also contributed to produce 
considerable volume of literature related with Sufism in the local 
language.In the following case studies the impact of Shaikh Abdul Qader 
Gilani(1078-1166 A.D), Abu Hamid al Ghazali(1058-1111A.D) Umar 
Khayyam (1365-1407A.D) and Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi (604-672A.H ) 
are also examined and analysed. 
1) Shaikh Abdul Qader Gilani (1078-1166 A.D) 
Ever since the propagation of Islam in Kerala the Qadiris have 
been playing a distinct role. It is quite evident that 'Muhiyuddin 
Mala'{ion/1601), a classical ode on Jilani is reported to be the first 
literary work in the Mappila history. On account of this there are many 
works written on the life and mission of Shaikh Abdul Qader Gilani and 
some of his works have been rendered into Malayalam.^ ^ 
Abdul Qadir Jilani was bom in 1078 A.D at the village of Naif in 
the district of Gilan; south of the Caspian. His father was Abu Salih, a 
pious man and his mother was Fatima, daughter of Sayyid Abdullah 
Saumai, a well known saint of his time. She was a very pious lady and an 
accomplished woman of her time. During his boyhood he was sent to 
Baghdad to have his higher studies. At Baghdad Abdul Qadir became a 
favourite student of Allama Tabarizi, the Principal of Jamia Nizamiyah 
'^ See Chapter vi, pp.22-26. 
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and studied there for six or seven years and became accomplished in all 
branches of learning. His teachers also included Shaikh Abdul Masud Ibn 
Aqil, Shaikh Hasan al Baqillani. After mastering Islamic and related 
sciences, he turned to the spiritual path under the guidance of Shaikh 
Hammad b Muslim al Dabbas and Shaikh al Mubarak Said bin Hasan. 
Shaikh Gilani received the Ijazah and headship of the Tariqah at the age 
of fifty from his Shaikh, Shaikh al Mubarak Said. Soon after receiving the 
official title of 'Shaikh al Tariqah', he got fame as a great spiritual 
scholar of the region. To him the people turned for guidance and 
illumination.^ ^ 
Abdtil Qadir Gilani's works on Tasawwufdind religious issues are 
highly reputed and quite popular. The following are more well known 
works. 1. Al Ghunya li Talib al Tariq al Haqq, 2. Al Fath al Rabbani (62 
sermons) 3. Futuhul Ghaib (78 sermons on various subjects). 
Shaikh Abdul Qader Gilani was an ardent preacher. His service as 
religious reformer was so great that he was given the title of 
'Muhiyuddin' or renovator of faith. He is also known as 'Gaus al 
Aa 'lam'. The Qadiri order named after him was branched off into several 
sub orders in different parts of Asia and Africa. 
The Malayalam version of this great work 'Futuh al- Ghaib' was 
prepared by 0. Abu Sahib (1916-1979), famous Mappila writer in 1964 
.This work consists of 78 sermons on various subjects. It is a remarkable 
book on Sufism. The work deals with sermons under specific titles such 
as taqwa, ihsan, nafs, tauba, sin, heart and soul. The translator has vividly 
characterized Nafs Ammara or unruly animal self, Nafs Lawwama or 
^^  O.Abu, AlGhaus alAa'lam, Talassery, 1979, p.23. 
'''' Ibid, pp.25-26. 
'' Ibid! 
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Struggling moral self, Nafs Mutmainna or composed God realized self. 
Besides, the translator has discussed many Sufi terms like fana 
(annihilation), baqa (subsistence), jama' (union) and jama' al jama' 
(union of union) and liqa (vision). The work also contains a short 
biography of Gilani. 
A brief Malyalam biography of Shaikh Abdul Qader Gilani 
(d.ll66A.D) was prepared by the same author titled 'Gaus al Aa'lam' 
and published by Amina Books in 1974. Moreover, the author also 
explained the main principles of the Qadiri order such as Poverty, 
Scarifice, Distinctive Closing, pilgrimage, patience, piety, weeping 
and prayer. This book may be considered as a authentic handbook of 
Qadiriya order in Malayalam. 
The second notable work of Shaikh Gilani Al'Fath al Rabbanf 
was translated into Malayalam in two volumes by M.Muthukoya Tangal 
(d.l988) a native of Andthroth , Lacadweep. These volumes were 
published in 1987. The translator has also appended a detailed 
biographical sketch of Gilani. 
2) Imam Abu Hamid Al Ghazali (1058-1111 A.D) 
"Oh ! the God of sky, enlight the heart (of us) 
As you enlighten the leader of the people, Al Ghazali". 
From the aforestated couplets it can be assumed of the great 
influence of Imam Abu Hamid al Ghazali (d.llll A.D) in the spiritual 
realm of Kerala. This verses being recited in the Dars institutions before 
the beginning of studies from the ancient time onwards.The bard who 
composed the poem is anonymous. 
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Imam Abu Hamid Al Ghazali was bom at Tus, a city in Khurasan, 
in Persia in 450/ 1058. He received a good traditional education first in 
Jurjan and then in Nishapur where he attended the classes of the most 
distinguished theologian of his time, Asharite Imam al Haramain Abul 
Mali al Juwaini (1028-1085A.D). Under his guidance, Al Ghazali 
adopted the main principles of Asharite Kalam, to which he remained 
faithful until the end of his life. 
Al Ghazali was an encyclopedia and prolific writer too. He had 
mainly written on theology, Sufism, Philosophy and Jurisprudence. In 
theology he had attempted Al Munqidh min ala dhalal (rescuer from 
error), Hujjat al Haq (proof of the truth), Al Iqtisad fil-Itiqad (median in 
belief), Jawahir al Quran wa durrarh' jewels of the Quran and its 
pearls), Mishkat al Anwar (the niche of lights) and Sirr al Alamin (secrets 
of the worlds). In the field of Sufism his works are Mizan al Amal 
(criterion of Action), Ihya Ulum al Din (revival of religions sciences), 
Bidayat al Hidayah (beginning of guidance), Kimiya Saa'dah (the 
alchemy of happiness), Nasihat al Muluk (counseling for kings) and Al 
Minhaj al Abidin (methology for the worshipers). In philosophy the 
following are his major contribution, Maqasid al Falasifah (aims of 
philosophers), Tuhfah al Falasifah (the incoherence of the philosophers), 
Miyar al Ilmfi Fann al Mantiq (criterion of knowledge in the art of logic) 
and Al Qistas al Mustaqim (the right balance). In jurisprudence his main 
works are Fatawa Al Ghazali (verdicts of Al Ghazali), Al Wasit fi al 
Madhab (the medium of digest in the Jurisprudential school) and Asas al 
Qiyas (foundation of analogy). Among his works Ihya Ulum al Din is his 
masterpiece and the same work is also considered as his prime 
contribution to Islam. 
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Ihya Ulum al Din, the magnum opus of Al Ghazali was first 
translated into Malayalam by M.V Kunhi Ahmed (d.l989) and pubHshed 
by Amina Book House from Trissur in 1977. The book was pubHshed in 
30 short volumes. This attempt got a far wider acceptance and therefore 
the same was reprinted in 1982, 1989, 1992 and 1999. 
Besides the Ihya al Ulum al Din, the book entitled Nasihat al 
Muluk was rendered into Malayalam by A.K Abdul Majeed under the 
titles of Agnisfulingangal (Sparks) and published in 1998. The work 
consists of 78 meaningful letters drafted by Al Ghazali to the kings. 
Apart from this an abridgement of selected parts of Ihya al Ulum al 
Din was prepared by Ahmed Malabari under the title of Islaminte 
Adisthana Thathwanga (Basic Principles of Islam) in 1996 and another 
Malayalam collection of the same was prepared by Muhammed Shamim 
Umari and published by Ghazali Books Kannur in 1999. 
4) Umar Khayyam (1048-1123 A.D) 
It is generally believed that Gayasuddin Abdul Fatah Ibn Ibrahim al 
Khayyam was one of the greatest Persian mathematicians, astronomers 
and poets. He had attained his primary education from Nishapur. After 
that he had left for Samarqand where he had completed his education in 
Algebra. U 1075 AD he was invited by the Malik shah (d. 1181 A.D) 
Seljuk vizier and assigned two important projects. (1) To reforms the 
Jalali Calander. (2) To set up an observatory in Isfahan. He accomplished 
both the projects and went for Hajj after the demise of Malik Shah in 
1092. Umar Khayyam's main contribution is related to physical science, 
mathematics and astronomy and Persian poetry. Al Mushkilat al- Hisab, 
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Al Jalali Colander. Navaruz Namah and Rubai 'yat are his contributions 
in this regerd. 
Of the Khayyam's works Rubi'yat' has left great impact on 
Malayalam literature. This is quite evident from the fact that 16 
Malayalam versions were published so far.These details are as follows: 
SI. 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Name of Translator 
G.ShankaraKurup 
Ambadi Raghava Poduval 
Sardar K.M. Panickerl 
M.P Appan 
P. Govinda Menon 
Changampuzha Krishna 
Pillai 
Kusumam 
Puthankav Mathan 
Tarakan 
Sasthamangalam Krishna 
Pillai 
Kunnathur P Sivasankara 
Pillai 
Period 
1901-1978 
b. 1931 
1896-1963 
1913-2003 
1894-1972 
1911-1948 
n.d 
b.l948 
b.l954 
b.l929 
Year of 
Publication 
1932 
1938 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1954 
1954 
1955 
Title 
Vilasa Lahari 
Umar Khayyam 
Rasika Rasayanam 
Jeevitolsavam 
Jeevitarahasyam 
Madiwlsavam 
Rubayi 'at of Umar 
Khayyam 
Jeevita Madhuri 
Ananda geetham 
Chinthayude Pookkal 
"' Ahmad Shahvary, World Out look of Umar Khayyam, Mumbai, 1999. pp.8-10. 
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11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Bhasker Nattika 
V.Madhava Menon 
Harivamshrai Bachan 
Dr.Umar Taramel 
K.Jayakumar 
Tirunallur Karunakaran 
b.l934 
b.l948 
b.l953 
b.l961 
b.l922 
b.l924 
1979 
1993 
1997 
2005 
2007 
2007 
Madhusala 
Rubayi 'at 
Madhusala 
Rubai 'at 
Rubai 'at 
Umar Khayyaminte 
Gathakal 
5) Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi (1207-1273 A.D) 
Like Umar Khayyam, the great Sufi poet and philosopher 
Jalaluddin al Rumi had also impacted the Malayalam literature. Rumi's 
influence began to appear in Malayalam through the following English 
versions of Rumi's works such as Joseph Von Hammer Purgstal 1(1774-
1856)'s Geschichte der Schonen Redekunste Persiens (^ 1818), Friedrich 
Ruckert (1788-1866)'s Ghazals in Rumi style(\%\9\ Reynold 
Nicholoson's Rumi's 'Mathnawi\ 1925-1940), A.J Arberry's Mystical 
Poems of Rumi (1968), WilUam Hastic's 'The Festival of Springs from 
the Diwan of Jalaluddin'(1903), Annemarie Schimmels's 'Jalaluddin 
Rumi'(1964), Johann Christoph Burgel's 'A Fine Introduction to the 
Mathnawi\\973). All these works on Rumi are available in main public 
libraries from decades back in the region. 
Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi, one of the greatest classical poets was 
bom in 1207A.D in Balkh in Khurasan. His father Bahauddin Sultan 
™ Annie Marry Schimmel, op.cit, p. 311., quoted in Samsl<^arika Paidrukam Special Issue on Rumi, 
Kozhilcode, 2008,pp.43-48. 
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Walad was known as Sultan al Ulama and his mother Mumina Khatun 
was the daughter of the Amir of Balkh. 
Rumi was an outstanding Sufi and thinker. The masterpiece of 
Rumi undoubetedly is 'Mathnawf adjuncted as Parsi Quran. It contains 
about 27000 verses in which teachings of Sufism are narrated and 
illustrated by means of anecodotes, fables, legends quoted from traditions 
and from passages taken from Quran. 
His second noted work is 'Diwan-e-Shams Tabrizi' consisting of 
21 volumes of 96000 couplets of love and mysticism. The third work 
'Rubai'yaf is an anthology of poems containing 3318 couplets. His 
fourth work is 'Fihi Mafihi', a didatic work which contains sermons and 
dictations of Maulana. The fifth noted creation of him is the 'Majlisi 
Saba', an Arabic treatise consisting of seven pieces of advice. The sixth is 
'Al Maktubat' a collection of his 1444 letters written by him to the 
important men of his time. 
Guru Nitya Chaithanya Yati (1923-1999), a mystic writer and yogi 
was the first who introduced Rumi in Malyalam literature. The work is 
entitled 'Stories told by Rumi (Rumi Parancha Kathakal). In this work the 
author has beautifully traced out the glory and elegance of of Rumi's 
thought .He also discussed the fact that he had spiritual tie up with 
Mathnawi for the last 46 years of his life. He further states that the ink of 
my pen is finishing up and my days are being calculated. But I swear that 
I will endeavour to bring up the Rumi's thought in Malayalam literature 
71 
up to my laat breath. 
Apart from this 'Rumiyude Anashwara Kathakal' (the eternal 
stories of Rumi) was compiled by T.V Abdurahman and published by 
' ' Rumi Parancha Kathakal, pp.78-79. 
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Madona in 199land distributed by Malbury publication. It contains 19 
thoughtful stories of Rumi. Pranaya Harsham( Happiness of love) is 
another work on Rumi, contains 30 poems in Mathnawi penned by M.N 
Karassery. It was published by Papion Books in 1999. 
General Works on Tasawwuf 
Apart from the above mentioned classical works the following 
general works on Tasawwuf avQ written. 
Mirqatu Ahl al Haq wa Tamizfi Sharah Kitab al Irshad wa Tadris 
al Yafii' is an Arabic commentary of the noted work of Imam Yafii', 
Kitab al Irshad wal Tadris done by Haider bin Muhammed Kunnappalli 
(1890-1964). This work has been popular in the Dars institutions. The 
author worked as Mudarris (teacher) at the Vettatur Jama Masjid for 
several years. After that he shifted to Kunnappalli where he occupied 
with his academic works for a period of 50 years. His other works are 
Madarij Ahl al Haq, Manzumat al Hadiyyah al Bab fi Jawahir al Adah, 
Tanbih al Mutaa 'llimin. 
Hidayah al Mutalatikh bi Ghawayat al Mutashayyikh ("guidance 
about the tarnished Sufis from the allurement of the follower) is an 
Arabic work authored by Kundil Kunhi Pokker (1305-1371A.H), an 
erudite Islamic scholar. It was printed from Amirul Islam litho power 
press, Tirurangadi inl975. This was written in a period when many fake 
Sufi groups mushroomed all over Kerala. This work was meant to expose 
the misguided Sufis. It also aimed to boost the prestine Sufism and its 
spirituality as mentioned by the author of the preface and by other thirty 
scholars who supported the views as expressed in the work. These 
scholars include Shaikh Ahmed Koya Shalitati(d.l374/1954), 
Panayikulam Abdurahman, Pangil AhamedKutty Musliar (1887-1946), 
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Karimbanaakkal Pokker (d.l353/ 1954), Paravanna Abdurahman 
(d.l978)and Kodancheri Hasan(d.l378A.H)The first part of this work is 
titled 'Ishtiham al Tanbih' comprised 24 questions and answers there to 
dealing with the fundamental principles of Islamic faith. It is followed by 
a 'notice' warning the masses against the fake Sufis who exploit them by 
manipulating Shariah, Tariqah, Haqiqah and Ma 'rifah. He exhorts the 
masses to stand aloof from such fake Sufis. Also author explains 
numerous stations (maqams) open to a Sufi saint such as toubah 
{penitence), zuhd (sacrifice), tawakkul (trust in Allah), and Ikhlas 
(sincerity in worship). 
The book is mainly targeting Mukhtar Muhiyuddin popularly 
called Chottifr Shaikh, a fake Sufi appeared in 1920's in Chottur near 
Kalpakanchery in Malappuram district. His cult was spread in 
Valavannur, Madayipuram and its sorroundings. As a scholarly 
intervention, the author resumes his discussion on the counterfeits in 
spiritual domain with quoting from Imam Subki "Indeed Tasawwuf'is a 
glorious branch of wisdom. The very foundations of Tasawwuf are 
following Shariah, discarding innovations (bida't), emancipation from 
the mundane pleasures, seeking the will of Allah, complacence in Allah, 
submission of Allah and discarding the things forbidden by Him. You 
know that the Tasawwuf has been polluted by counterfeits.The pollution 
is sprang out from those who emulated Sufis in their clothing.These 
counterfeits fabricated some thing to the prestine stream of the Tasawwuf 
It resulted in a skeptical approach towards all Sufis. At this juncture; the 
scholars appeared to weed out the counterfeits. It was to isolate 
79 
counterfeits from the orthodox Sufis'\ 
'^  Hidayatul Mutalatikh,p.63. 
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Shams al Iman (Sun of Belief) is a Malayalam translation of the 
noted work Shams al Iman of Imam Abdulla Yafii' done by KV 
Muhammed Panthavur and published by Fathima, Book Stall, Thalassery 
in 1985.The book throws light on Iman, Ihsan, Amal alSalih .It is full of 
advice to the belivers. This book has been used as text book in Darses in 
the region for a long time. 
Murshidu al Tullab (Mentoring the Students) is a Malayalam 
translation of the celebrated work of Shaikh Zainudhin Makhdum (1532-
1618) by K.V Muhammed Panthavur and published by Bayaniya Book 
Stall Parappanangadi. The work is divided into chapters on Imam, Taqwa 
Ilm, Ibadah. 
Siraj al Qulub wa Ilaj al Dhunub (Light of Heart and Cure from 
Sins) is a work on t<35awww/written in Arabic by Shaikh Zainudheen 
Makhdum of Ponnani. The work traced an account on Dhikr al maut or 
rememberence of death and repentence or tauba and some important 
Adhkar to be habitualised in life. The work was published in 1286/1865 
by Ali Abub^kr in Ponnani. 
Asrar al Muhaqaqin fi Ma'rifah al Rabbil Alamin is an Arabic 
treatise on Sufi Path written by Shaikh Abdul Rahman Naqshabandhi 
(d.l904) and the same got translated into Malayalam by K.V Muhammed 
Panthavur (d.2004) and published by K.Ibrahim Kutty in 1990. Both 
deals with the paths of Shariah, Tariqah, Haqiqah and Marifah and their 
significance. 
Qasas al Auliya (Stories of the saints) is a Malayalam collection of 
stories related to eminent Sufis in the Muslim world. The work was 
compiled by K.V Mohammed Panthavur and published in 1989 by 
Bayaniya Parappanagadi and it has got several editions. The work deals 
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with the miracles of Hasan Basari (21-llOA.H), Rabiyah al Basri(717-
801A.D), Ibrahim bin Adham (d.894A.D), Mansur al Hallaj (d.922A.D), 
Shaikh Jilani (d.ll66 A.D), Shaikh Rifaii' (1282.A.D), Kwajah 
Muinuddin Chishti (1142-1232A.D), Baba Farid Shakar Ganj (569-
644A.H), Shihabuddin Suhrawardi (d.l234A.D). 
All these details were intended to bring out the advent and spread 
of Sufism in Kerala along with its special characteristics, trends, various 
milestones and dimensions in the historical evolution of Sufism in Kerala. 
A special analysis of the Sufi Poems compiled by the regional Sufis, case 
studies of certain eminent personalities and the cross examination of 
general works on Tasawwufmdiy rightly unfold the issues under study. 
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CONCLUSION 
This conclusion is focusing on findings emerging from the study 
on the central theme of 'The Development of Islamic Studies in Kerala 
during!8'^ to 20* Centuries A.D'. This part is also arranged according to 
the thesis. 
Chapters I and II of the thesis are considered to be the preamble to 
the study. These chapters are serving as the stepping stones or 
background to the major theme. Other chapters namely III, IV, V and VI 
are dealing in detail with four main branches of Islamic studies namely 
Quran, Hadith, Fiqh and Tasawwuf. All other Islamic intellectual 
exercises are merely steps to these four spheres of knowledge. We can 
analyse and evaluate the whole intellectual ventures through the study of 
these four spheres of knowledge. The time-span of 1700-1999A.D truly 
represents the intellectual horizon not only of this period but also of the 
past and future of this time span. 
This period witnessed tremendous progress in printing technology 
and pedagogy. Therefore this research-venture can be adjudged as a 
comprehensive and objective study on the intellectual legacy of the 
Muslims of Kerala. The absence of a deep study on the evolution of the 
cultural and intellectual legacy of Kerala Muslims further elevates the 
validity and relevancy of the present thesis. 
Coming straightly to the theme, the contents of first and second 
chapters can be summed up as follows. The various instances like 
commercial and trade relations between Arabia and Kerala, the role of 
Arab traders, early missionaries, Sufis and Sadat in the advent and 
propagation of Islam in Kerala; friendly approach of indigenous rulers 
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and masses towards Islam and the favorable factors made by social 
circumstances are discussed. 
It is a thought provoking historical fact that the Islamic societies 
emerged at all cross-roads of world history from mosques. Here in Kerala 
also Islamic community emerged from mosques and the lamp of wisdom 
lit in these mosques. 
Some historical factors and land marks can be perceived in 
sociological and cultural self determination and resurrection of any 
society. Dars, Maktabs formation of Arabic Malayalam, creative Muslim 
leadership and hearty welcome from the indigenous leaders and people 
are such landmarks in Kerala Muslim's history. An Islamic society with 
all its radical features and perfection was prevailing in Kerala ever since 
its early times. The well organized community led by Ulama and Umara 
and followed by a disciplined Muslim rank and file surprised the history. 
The house holds were centered around the mosques and new 
mosques were set up to cater the need of the newly erected settlements. 
The symbiotic relationship between mosques and society that prevailed in 
the halcyon days of Islam was perceivable in Kerala. It is also understood 
from this study that the academic movement launched by mosques 
through Darses, the creative harvest of Arabic-Malayalam and an 
imaginative leadership were the most progressive, effective and timely 
step of Kerala Muslims. However the great criticism of these reformative 
steps is the failure to modernize and synchronise these steps with newly 
emerged technology and social trends. This haven of scholars failed to 
expand and rejuvenate the ethnic knowledge consciousness launched by 
Dars system and its process dissemination of knowledge. Kerala, which 
was the play ground of Islamic scholars and organizations, however 
failed to preserve the momentum triggered by the explosion of creativity 
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through Arabic Malayalam literature. This failure resulted in the 
extinction of a society in which spirituality and creativity moved in 
tandem. 
The foreign invasion further hindered the social and intellectual; 
progress of Mappilas of Kerala. Slavery and exploitation have been alien 
to any Islamic society. Further rising the banner of revolt against 
exploitations and slavery has been the religious and historical duty of 
Islamic society. The sum total of the revolutionary spirit of Mappilas of 
Kerala was also the same. There was an ever-vigilant leadership of 
revolutionary scholars to make Mappilas aware and prepared in this 
regard. This leadership empowered the Mappilas to wage rebellion 
against the invasive powers and later to participate in India's national 
struggle for freedom. The intense hostility towards the British had driven 
the Mappilas away from modem English education. This approach 
discouraged the ulama from creative educational reforms. The unpleasant 
result of this self imposed isolation was that the Muslims had missed the 
opportunity to progress visa-a-vis to other communities. The balance 
sheeting of these historical phenomena is still in progress. A researcher's 
conclusion in this regard is that it would take some more time to heal the 
wounds and fractures of the tree that fell down before the British 
dominance. However, even in this cloudy situation, there is a silver-lining 
that spreads hope and relief and serves as a source of revolutionary spirit-
namely anti imperialist literature by some Islamic scholars. These 
literatures are great asset to the study of Islamic studies in Kerala. At 
present when imperialism and neo- colonialism, through their hidden 
agenda, grip over the life and culture of a society, these literarily works 
provide the force for survival to Kerala society in general and Mappila 
Community in particular. These medieval literary works are still 
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luminous manifestoes capable to lit the flames of revolt against 
imperialism. They are transcending the time in their light. 
While analyzing the developments and contribution in the field of 
study of Quran in the period under study, the region has contributed some 
important works on Quranic studies in earlier times. In this regard several 
chapters of Holy Quran were translated into the local language. But the 
major attempts have carried out so late in 1960's. By the appearance of 
Tafsir al Quran al Hakeem of C.N Ahmed Maulavi inl956, Tarjama al 
Quran by K.Umer Maulavi inl970,rq/s/r al Quran byT.K Abdulllah 
Maulavi inl967-70, Path al Rahman fi Tafsir al Quran by K.V 
Muhammed Musliar Koottanad ml9Sl-S4,Tarjamat Ma'anil Quran by 
Abdul Hameed Madani in 1997 were came in to being. 
Examine the all afore mentioned works produced in this field it is 
very disappointing to say that no acclaimed and worth mentioned 
creation has not yet been compiled so far. This time is synchronic with 
the literary revolution in Muslim world when many classical works were 
produced on Quran in Arabic and other languages. Even the debate over 
the permissibility of the translation of Quran was appeared only many 
years after in Kerala. In 20 century, the study of Quran was progressed 
only through the denominational controversies among various religious 
out-fits. But unfortunately, no work worth presenting before the world 
was written in this belated period also. In this period many Quranic 
literary works from Arabic and Persian were translated into Malayalam, 
but they were up to the mark. More attention was paid to the translation 
of the literary works produced to support the global Islamic reformist 
movements of 20* century. We can not underestimate the intellectual 
contributions of Kerala Muslim Community despite its linguistic and 
civilizational constrains such an advancement could not be seen in other 
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regional languages. The denominational contest in 20* century, to a great 
extent remarkably contributed to this achievement. It is also noteworthy 
here that in modem times a new trend has appeared and that is to debate 
with the Holy Quran and modem science. In this connection several 
noted works have published focusing on the Quranic perspective on 
various modem and scientific disciplines and issues. All these efforts 
enabled to promote intellectual exercises within the frame work of 
religion of Islam. 
While analyzing the Quranic studies in Kerala for an objective 
evaluation another notable fact worth mentioning is that lack of translated 
versions of masterpieces of national and intemational acclaim. Besides 
Tafliim al Quran of Maulana Maududi and Fi dhilal al Quran of Sayyid 
Qutub, this genre of Islamic studies is almost void. It is agonising that 
notable vi/orks of intemational fame such as Tafsir al Manar of Rashid al 
Rida, Al Jawahir fi Tafsir al Quran of Maulana Ali Jauhar Tantawi, 
commentary of Abul Kalam Azad, Holy Quran of Maulana Abul Majeed 
Al Dariyabadi are still to get their translated versions in Malayalam. Even 
the works written in Malayalam are not translated from Malayalam into 
other Indian languages and foreign languages. 
Another aspect of the Quran translations in Kerala is their 
inclination towards certain religious organizations. The translations often 
try to propagate the ideology of their sect through the translations. As 
such the interpretation of Quran is often carried out at par to their 
ideological preference. But the translation of C.N Ahmed Maulavi is a 
rare exemption to this regional practice. The semantical broadness of 
Holy Quran is often sacrificed to cater the ideological limitation of 
certain organizations. 
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The situation in the field of the study of Hadith was 
deplorable in the period under the present study. Even though the scholars 
spent years for the learning of Hadith, no remarkable works were 
produced in this area barring some works written in the last decades of 
20' century. In Kerala, no serious task comparable with the great 
ventures in Arabian countries or study and research in Urdu and Persian 
was undertaken in the field of the compilation of Hadith. This statement 
is made considering the contribution of Kerala Muslims who rendered 
their service in foreign countries. Even if Kerala is a land of numerous 
scholars and scores of Arabic Colleges the state still lacks genuine works 
on Hadith. Translations of the renowned and acclaimed works have not 
yet made their charisma in the region, even the masterpieces of north 
Indian Scholars like Shah Waliullah al Dehlawi(l 111 A.H), Shaikh Abdul 
Haq Muhaddith al Dehlawi, Shaikh Abdul Aziz Dehlawi(l 159-1239A.H) 
are still unknown to the region. Regarding the original work in Hadith 
we have only a few titles such as Mirat al Mishkat, a commentary of 
Mishkat al Masabih, in eight volumes by Shaikh Ismail Musliar Malabari, 
Khairu darain done by Abdul Qadir Fadhfari (1895-1944), Sihah al 
Shaikhain of Valakkulam Abdul Bari (1880-1965). 
In short the status of Hadith studies in Kerala is very sympathetic 
as compared to Quran studies in the region. The first regional translation 
of Quran appeared in 1854. But the translation of Hadith works did not 
come into being during those years. Also the prohibitory orders against 
Quran translation were not extended to the translation of Hadith works. 
This positive atmosphere could have boosted the translations of Hadith 
works. But the real picture is quite sympathetic. The translations of 
notable Hadith works would have appeared in Kerala years back. 
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The situation is some what different in the case of Fiqh studies. 
World famous work, namely 'Fath al Mui 'n' was produced here. Some 
commentaries were written on the same by the regional scholars. Besides 
fatwa (legal verdict) emerged out of creative debates and responses to 
polemics rejuvenated the study of Fiqh. But due to regional constrains 
these ventures covered only the tail-end of Shafii' school of 
jurisprudence. A school of jurisprudence imbibing the socio-economic 
features of this land was not developed. The major reason for this 
situation was the extinction of free and bold traditional approaches. In 
this discipline, the region has contributed some works on various 
jurisprudential issues and certain commentaries and translations. When 
compared to Quran and Hadith studies, Fiqh studies would have to get a 
wider acclaim. But here also the state of affairs is not different. Religious 
scholars in Kerala had asserted a significant stress to the study of Fiqh 
from the very beginning of Islamic studies in the region. The above 
mentioned classical works are the precious offspring of this outlook. 
The most important contributions of Kerala made during this time 
span in mainly related to Tasawwuf. It shows the spiritual vivacity of 
Muslims in Kerala. Keralites are obliged to Sufis and their refined 
glorious mentality for the tremendous growth in Tasawwuf. Sufis had an 
important role in the socio-cultural life of the people and they prepared a 
strong foundation for Tasawwuf They contributed richly to the Mappila 
literature. 'Muhiyudin Mala' Viruthams oflcha Masthan, Kappa Pattu, 
Safala Mala are only a few among them. If they are remaining obscure to 
the world, it is due to linguistic incapacity of Keralities to present them 
before the world and the distance that exist from the global scholars. 
The cardinal feature of Sufi works was their popularity and 
simplicity. These were well accepted by all people, from ignorant house-
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wife to learned scholar. These works, studied with all the qualities of 
philosophical insight and spiritual depth won popularity through their 
musical charm. The fragrance of these literary works was spread through 
the humble service rendered by Sufis to the masses. Prosaic research 
works in the field of Tasawwuf were scanty. It happened due to the 
absence of the use of printing technology and text book system in those 
days in Kerala. In early period Sufis followed popular methods and 
straight to heart approach. 
The reformist movements and organizations appeared in 20* 
century produced many original studies and translations. But they 
demolished the glory of Sufi tradition. The reformist movements 
attempted to modernize a society that had grown up with Sufi world view 
and life-style. But they targeted to uproot such a world view and life-
style. The scholarly organization launched to resist the reformist 
deviations, spent their energy in superficial debates and polemics and 
alienated the Sufi tradition from the field of action. The reformist-
traditionalist debate unfortunately created a sceptical approach towards 
Sufism, even among the traditionalist scholars. The reformist effect on 
the traditionalist scholars was visible from the fact that they became 
indulged in Fiqh and drifted away from the heavenly world of Sufism. No 
significant development had taken place in the field of Tasawwuf after the 
th 
institutionalized partisan approach adopted by the elite-scholars in 20 
century. The pedagogy of Madrasa and text books spread in all nooks 
and comers in Kerala. It drifted people away from spiritual epistemology 
and made them inclined to mechanic pedagogy. This new pedagogical 
system was denominationally partisan, competitive, and institutionalized. 
Now this system has reached the climax of institutionalizafion. This 
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institutionalizing tendency has not delivered anything of historical 
relevance. 
It was institutionalization that emerged out of the denominational 
controversy between traditionalists and reformists. The result of activism 
of both competing factions was identical. They expressed conflicting 
ideals but adopted same methods. The achievement worth mention of 
both factions was the introduction of modem methods and approaches in 
the field of education. But it was achieved by demolishing the placid and 
pristine brook of spiritual stream. The traditionalists defended the 
spiritual stream outwardly but in post-partisan period, they sacrificed the 
spiritual stream for convenience. 
It is to be noted that unique learning centers had existed in 
Kerala since a long period. Darses, Darul Ulum Vazhakkad, Maunatul 
Islam Sabha, Lajanatul Islamiyya run Madrsas and neo-Muslim training 
centers. The modem religious organizations ushered Arabic colleges, 
orphanages, and Hifz al Quran Colleges. These institutions succeeded, to 
a great extent, to spread the Islamic leaming and culture. But they 
focused more on organizational caderisation. 
About one dozen oi Shariah colleges and more than 120 Arabic 
Colleges pass out hundreds of scholars every year. This scholastic 
presence has, but failed to produce the proportionate growth in the 
religious propagation, creative progress and intellectual debate. It exposes 
the defective leaming process and orientation imparted to the religious 
students. These graduates are deployed as Khatibs, Qazis, Imams, 
Mudarris, Sadar Muallim, Muallim after their education. But these 
graduates have never been given adequate training, orientation, 
motivation and refreshing in order to perform their duties, systematically 
and creatively either during their education or thereafter. 
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The non availability of Arabic publications is another noteworthy 
shortcoming. Even though some publications are available for name sake, 
these are neither regular nor meticulous. There is no serious move from 
the side of the scholars to promote original work in Arabic and to 
preserve the rich tradition of the past generations. 
The institutions of religious learning have mushroomed in every 
nook and comer of Kerala. It ushered a boom in education. The 
contribution of these institutions to spiritual and intellectual advancement 
is, however deplorably disproportionate with resources spent on these 
institutions. No literary work of international academic standards is 
produced from these institutions of learning. The literary style is 
superficial and many institutions are snobbish. The scholastic presence 
and literature works were not used for beneficial debates; but for lowly 
tendency of groupism and mutual irreverence. These literary works 
lacked the quality of those works which inspired intellectual debates in 
Islamic world. Most of the literary works composed here were influenced 
by the nouveaux riches of gulf boom period. There was no single work on 
'Islamisation of knowledge' or 'Islamic Science' or Islamic Banking 
which inspired philosophical revolution among American Muslims or in 
Persia, Malaysia and Egypt. Further such works were not introduced to 
the Kerala reading community in its due times. 
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Table - 1 
Religion-wise Population in Kerala based on 1991 and 2001 Census 
figures* 
1991 
Religion 
Hindus 
Muslims 
Christians 
Others 
Total 
Number 
16668587 
6788364 
5621510 
20057 
29098518 
Percentage 
57.28 
23.33 
19.32 
0.07 
100.00 
2001 
Number 
17883449 
7863842 
6057427 
33901 
31838619 
Percentage 
56.17 
24.70 
19.03 
0.10 
100.00 
Table - II 
Number of Institutions for Religious Education Staff and Students 
Institutions 
Madrasas 
Darses 
Arabic 
Colleges 
Total 
Numbers 
8006 
1074 
128 
9208 
1*^0. of Pupils 
10,04868 
31721 
6400 
1042989 
No. of 
Teachers 
29219 
1109 
265 
30,593 
Expenses 
(Per month) 
9,47,067,74 
54,50,200 
47,70,000 
104,926,974 
Table : 1 based on statistics furnished by MECA in Narendran Commission Report and 
Special Recruitment - Study, 2004. Quoted by Prof. U.Muhammed, Education 
Empowerment of Kerala Muslims: A Socio-Historical Perspective, A Project approved by 
ICHR, New Delhi, Published by Other Boolcs, Kozhikode, 2007, p. 189. 
Kareem C.K., Kerala Muslim History Statistics and Directory, Cochin, Charithram 
Publication, 1991,p.l61. 
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Table - III 
List of Cadre Based Muslim Organizations in Kerala^ 
Name of Organization 
Samastha Kerala Jami'yatul Ulama 
Kerala Jami'yatul Ulama 
Kerala Nadvathul Mujahideen 
Jama'at-e- Islami (Kerala chapter) 
Ahmadiya Muslim Jamaa't 
Samasthana Kerala Jami'yatul Ulama 
Dakshina Kerala Jami'yatul Ulama 
Year of established 
1925 
1923 
1950 
1946 
1915 
1968 
1967 
Table - IV 
List of Important Moulids'' 
Sl.No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Name of Composer 
Elapantakath Ahmed Haji 
Abubakar Kunhi Musliar, 
Kozhikode 
Kasargod Qazi, Adullah 
Musliar 
Kunhupari Musliar, 
Karattil, Tirur 
Period 
1221-1217 
A.H 
1240-1310 
A.H 
1261-1337 
A.H 
1267-1333 
A.H 
Title 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib Nabi (Saw) 
2. Moulid fi Manaqib 
Shaikh Abdul Qadir jilani 
3. Moulid fi Manaqib Shaikh Hamza 
Al Karrar. 
Qasidah bi Tawassul al Mursalin 
Qasidah fi Asmah Ahl al Badar 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib al Shaikh 
Farid Qurasani 
2. Moulid al Mamfurami 
3. Moulid al Shuhadah al Badar 
4. Moulid al Shuhadah al 
Puttanangadi 
^ See for details Dr. Abdul Samad, op.cit. pp.40-208. 
" A.P.Muhammed Ali Musliar, Tuhfah alAkhyarfi Tarikh al Ulama al Malaibar, M.S., pp. 16-180. 
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5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Ahmad Sharif, 
Chavakkad 
Aamu MusHar, Andona 
Eanikutty Musliar, 
Mamanacode 
Mattatur, Abdurahman 
Ahas Avaran Mushar 
Moidu Musliar, 
Shujayi, 
Pichan Moideen 
Musliar 
Puttanveetil Hassan 
Musliar 
Edappal Saidutty 
Musliar 
Sufi Musliar, 
Karingapara 
Kokkur, Nalakath 
Kuhahammad 
Venniyur, 
Narimadakkal, Ahmad 
Mundu parambil 
Sayyid, Mohammed 
Pakara Marakkar 
Musliar 
Parathur, Kuhahammad 
Mualiar 
1269-1326 
A.H 
1270-1334 
A.H 
1271-1352 A.H 
127-1313 
A.H 
1278-1338 
A.H 
1278-1356 
A.H 
1285-1364 
A.H 
1286-1347 
A.H 
1290-1331 
A.H 
1290-1352 
A.H 
1293-1349 
A.H 
1293-1375 
A.H 
1299-1313 
A.H 
1299-1335 
A.H 
Moulid fi Manaqib Shaikh Ahmed 
Rifaii' 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib Shaikh Abdul 
2. Qadir Yusamma Al Yahu 
Tangal. 
Path al Mannan fi Manaqib Shaikh 
Abdurahman 
1. Maulid fi Manaqib Nabi (saw) 
2. Maulid fi Manaqib An Shaikh 
Umar Qazi 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib Rasul 
(Saw) 
2. Moulid an Abdul Qadir al 
Mashhuri Sayyid Yahu 
Qasidah al Hamziyah fi Shuhadah 
Al Malappurami 
Moulid fi Manaqib Veliyancode 
Shaikh Umar Qazi 
Moulid fi Manaqib Hasan wal 
Husain (R.A.) 
1. Qasidah al Hamziyya fi Ridah al 
zainiya 
2. Qasidah al Lamiyya 
Moulid fi manaqib Ashab al 
Badriyyun 
Al Qasidah al Badariyun 
Qasidah al Munajat 
Al Qasidah Al Badriyyun 
1. Maulid fi Manaqib Shuhadah al 
Malappuram 
2. Maulid fi Manaqib 
Abubakr Siddiq (R.A) 
3. Maulid fi Manaqib Usman bin 
Affan R.A. 
4. Maulid fi Manaqib Shaikh 
Zainuddin Makhdum al Kabir 
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19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Chenakattil, Moidutty 
Musliar 
Palottu, Moosakutty 
Haji 
Mohammed Alias 
Vambichi Musliar 
Ponnani 
Moosa Musliar, 
Vadutala, Kochi 
Ahmad Koya, Shaliyati 
Ponmundam, Sayyid 
Ahmad Bukhari alias 
Atta Koya Tangal 
Pangil Ahmed kutty 
Musliar 
Modayampilakkal Ali 
Hassan musliar 
Kuttikatoor, 
Abdurahmankutty 
Ahmad Shahrani 
Musliar 
Kidangayam Ibrahim 
Musliar 
1299-1370 
A.H 
1299-1372 
A.H 
1300-1345 
A.H 
1300-1395 
A.H 
1302-1374 
A.H 
1304-1366 
A.H 
1305-1365 
A.H 
1310-1380 
A.H 
1311-1382 
A.H 
1313-1382 
A.H 
1315-1370 
A.H 
Moulid Qasidah al Anam 
Al Qasidah Badriyun al Hamziyya 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib Nabi (saw) 
2. Moulid fi ManqibHamsa (RA) 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib An Abu 
Hamid al Ghazzali 
2. Moulid fi Manaqib Mohd Ali 
Jauhar 
1. Moulid Mavahib Rabb al Matin fi 
Manaqib Shaikh Muinudin 
Chishti 
2. Moulid Manaeh al Nail fi 
Manaqib Sayyid Muhammed 
Jamalulaili 
3. Moulid Kawakib al Majd Wal 
Malakuti fi Manqib Shaikh 
Muahammed bin Alavuddin al 
Himsi al Kalikuti 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib Fatima (R.A) 
2. Moulid fi Manaqib Hasan wal 
Husain 
Al Qasidah al Qutubiya fi Ghausi 
Madh al Bariyya. 
Moulid fi Manaqib Kwaja 
Muinuddin Chishti al Ajmiri 
Qasidah al Hamziyya fi Usuli Khair 
al Bariyya 
Qasidah an Ahl al Badariyyun wal 
Uhdiyyun 
Moulid Sharah Sudur fi Manaqib 
Ahl alBadar 
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30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
Purathil Muhammed Alias 
Manu Musliar 
Abdul Kamal Muhammed 
Musliar 
Madayi, Qadiyani 
Kunhamad Haji 
Abubakar Kunhi qazi 
Nediyiruppu Taruvara 
Moideen Musliar 
Tirur, Karatveetil 
Kunhipari 
Ahmad, Shirasi, Mankada 
Abdul Aziz Valappil, 
Ponnani 
Kodur, Thorappu Moidden 
Nalakath, Marakkar kutty 
N.M.Moidu Moulavi 
Kokoor 
Chenganakattil Moiduttly 
Sayyid Mohammed Alias 
Kunhi Koya 
Pullattu, Ahmad kutty 
1315-1384 
A.H 
1324 
A.H 
1803-1953 
1822-1883 
1838-1884 
1838-1884 
1851-1908 
1852-1904 
1874-1918 
1876-1939 
1880-1939 
1881-1951 
1881-1939 
1881-1952 
Moulid fi Manaqib Nabi (Saw) 
Moulid an Anchangadi Ahmed 
Musliar 
Moulid fi Qasidah al Mia'raj Nabi 
(Saw) 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib Shaikh 
Mamu Koya 
2. Qasidah al Hamziyah 
1. Moulid Sharraf al Anam fi Madh 
al Khair al Anam 
2. Sirr al Asghar Min Madh Nabi 
(Saw) 
3. Moulid fi Manaqib Shaikh Abdul 
Qadar 
4. Moulid fi Manaqib sayyid Alavi 
al Mampuram 
5. Moulid fi Manaqib Shaikh Rifaii' 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib Qutub al 
Zamzan Sayyid Alavi al Mampuram 
2. Shaikh Rifaii 'Moulid 
3. Shaikh Jilani Moulid 
4. Shaikh Fariduddin Moulid 
1. Rifaii'Moulid 
2. Shaikh Jjilani Moulid 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib Hamza (R.A) 
2. Moulid fi Manaqib Shaikh 
Ahmed Badavi 
Badar Moulid 
Moulid fi Manaqib Shaikh Abdul 
Hasan Ali Shaduli 
Moulid fi Madhi Nabi (saw) 
Moulid fi Dakhirat al Anam 
1. Ali Kawkab al Dhuriyyah 
2. Moulid fi Manaqib Sayyid Ali 
Ahdal 
Tuhfah al Ashiqin fi Manaqib 
Sayyid al Bukhari 
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44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
Palattil Veetil, Muhammed 
Alias Bava 
Vazhakkad, Muhammed 
Musliar 
Moyippoth Areekal 
Muhammed 
Amanath, HassanKutty 
Valappil, Muhammed 
Ahas Bava 
Cherushola Sayyid 
Muhammed Bukhari 
Pottengal Khnhi Pokker 
C.K Abdulla Mushar 
C.B. Ahmed KunhiKoya 
Tangal, Chavakkad 
Maulana K.T.Manu 
Mushar 
1882-1926 
1882-1940 
1882-1952 
1885-1976 
1890-1972 
1892-1977 
1908-1983 
A.H 
1919-1984 
d.l250 
1932-2009 
1. Moulid fi Manaqib al Madhi 
Rasul(Saw) 
2. Moulid fi Qissah al Badariyun 
3. Moulid fi Qissah al Uhdiyun 
Moulid fi Manqib Ummahat al 
Muminin 
l.AlNooral Awwal 
2.A1 Kawkab al Dhuriyya fi 
Manaqiqib Nafisah al Misriyah 
Moulid fi Madh Rasul 
Moulid Madh Nabi (Saw) 
Moulid fi Madh Nabi (Saw) 
Moulid fi Madh Nabi (Saw) 
Moulid fi Miaraj Nabi (Saw) 
Qasidah lawamia' al Anwar 
Mauqul Min Madh Rasul(SAW) 
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GLOSSARY 
Abd 
Afzal al Ulama 
Arabic college 
Aqidah 
Aql 
Arif 
Awliyah 
Alim 
Barakah 
Bai 'ath 
Batin 
Dua 
Dikr 
(pi. Ibad), creature, servant, worship. 
A University degree in Arabic, enabling the 
holder to teach the subject in secondary schools. 
The colleges those taught Arabic and Islamic 
studies. 
Things related with fundamental belief of Islam 
such as belief regard to God, Angles, 
Messengers, Prophets, Day of Judgment etc. 
Reason or intellect. 
(pi. arifun) the Gnostics in Sufism, who has 
gnosis (Ma'rifah) of God. 
The saints. 
(pi. Ulama), One trained in the religious 
Sciences. 
Holiness, virtue as inherent spiritual power. 
Vow of allegiance. 
In ward, Interior, inner, Ilm Batin (the Science 
of the inward). 
Prayer. 
Remember, recollect, spiritual exercise 
designed to renter God's presence. The method 
employed (rhythmical repetitive invocation of 
God's names) to attain spiritual concentration. 
263 
Dars Mosque school. A mosque connected Arabic 
and Quran School used in the older Mappila 
tradition for training scholars. 
Dargah 
Dua 
Dhabah 
Din 
Fiqh 
Fatwa 
Faqir 
A Court, term for a Sufi convent, shrine or 
tomb. 
Voluntary and optional prayer. 
Slaughtering laws in Islam. 
Religion of Islam. 
Islamic jurisprudence, the science of related 
with Religious law, juridical-canonical system 
of Islam. 
A legal opinion issued by law giver (Mufti). 
Possessed of one day's sufficiency for self and 
Faqih 
Fatiha 
Faraidh 
Dhat 
family. 
(pi. Fuqaha) a Juri consult, a specialist in 
Islamic jurisprudence. 
The opener, the chapter with which the Quran 
opens. 
Inheritance law in Islam. 
The essence, Dhat al Ilahiya. The divine 
essence. 
Hadith 
Halal 
Hal 
Sayings, action and silent approval of the 
Prophet Muhammed (SAW). 
What that is permitted by religious law. 
(pi. Ahwal) A spiritual state of enlightment or 
rapture associated with Sufi Path. 
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Halqa 
Haqq 
Haqiqah 
Hijrah 
Hifz 
Halal 
Haram 
Haji 
Hujjat 
I'd 
Ihsan 
Ijmah 
Ibadat 
Imam 
Inam 
Islah 
lit. 'Presence' a Sufi gathering for song recital 
and Dikr. 
The real, the truth, one of the ninety nine names 
of God. 
The reality, A Sufi term. 
Migration of Prophet Muhammed to Madina on 
622.A.D, Muslim era. 
Memorization, Hifz al Quran, memorization of 
Holy Quran. 
What which is permitted by the religion of 
Islam. 
What which is forbidden by the religious law. 
One who has made the pilgrimage to Makkah. 
Evidence, Hujjat al Islam, the evidence of 
Islam. 
Festival such as Id al Fitar (festival of breaking 
the fast of Ramzan) and Id al Adha (festival of 
sacrifice) 
Virtue, morality, spiritual life. 
Consensus of the doctors of law, or of the 
notables of Islam, particularly in the early 
generations of the legal point. 
The proper service of an Abd, servant of God, 
devine worship and its ordinance. 
A leader in public worship, (pi. aimmah). 
Gift, land given tax free. 
Reform, especially theological reform. 
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gbssaiy 
Isnad Chain of transmission for each Hadith, 
containing the names of the authorities who 
transmitted the Hadith from the Prophet and 
ending with the collector or final person in the 
line. 
Ijaza 
Istigatha 
Ijtihad 
Sanction or permission, command, leave. 
Appeal to holy men for intercession on the Day 
of Judgment 
The research on basis of Quran and Sunnah and 
other approved sources 
Istihsan 
Istislah 
Jamaa 't 
Jaram 
Jihad 
Jinn 
Jumua' 
Kalam 
Khanqah 
Khilafat 
Khutuba 
Khatib 
Madrasah 
Public welfare, juristic equity. 
public good. 
An assembly of people, in combination, 
organized prayer. 
Burial place of saints or martyrs. 
Striving spiritually or physically in the way of 
God, a holy war for the faith. 
In Islam, a species of being between Men and 
Angles 
Friday prayer. 
Theology, or Urn al Kalam, scholastic theology. 
(pi. Khawaniq), A religious hostel, Sufi centre. 
Office of the Khalipha, (the Caliphate). 
Congregational sermon. 
A preacher, a public reader, or speaker. 
In Mappila Islam a religious school for younger 
children intended for the teaching of the Quran, 
Arabic, and Islam. 
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Mala 
Malapatukal 
Manaqib 
Ma 'rifah 
Maulavi 
Musliar 
Mulla 
Moulid 
Mudarris 
Mufti 
Mujtahid 
Murid 
Munakahat 
Nabi 
Nafs 
(lit. garland, necklace,) the devotional songs 
praising the Prophets, saints and religious 
events. 
Songs in praise of holy men among Mappilas. 
Virtues, works of merit (of saints). 
Mystical intuitive knowledge, revealed 
knowledge of spiritual truth. 
(lit. Tutor), A titles of respect for a Muslim 
religious teacher, now also a degree. 
The older term for religious teacher of the 
Quran, he is trained as intensively but less 
formally than Maulavi. 
In Mappila Islam, hereditary recite and teacher 
of the Quran, he has lesser training and 
standing than a Maulavi. 
Birth day, especially that of a saint or the 
Prophet. A liturgical recital in honor a saint or a 
Prophet. 
Teacher in a mosque. 
A canon lawyer authorized to promulgate a 
Fatwa or formal legal opinion. 
One who exerts himself in the interpretation of 
the Quran and Islam. 
Disciple of a Sufi or saint. 
Matrimonial affairs. 
(pl.Anbiyah), a Prophet selected by Allah 
almighty. 
(plNufiis), the soul, the psyche, the ego, the 
soul is the reality of man. That is intermediate 
between spirit (ar-ruh) and body. 
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Nercha 
Othupalli 
Padapattu 
Pir 
Qazi 
Qasidah 
Qiblah 
Qiyas 
Qissapattu 
Qalb 
Ratib 
Qutub 
Rasul 
Rabbu 
Salah 
(lit.vow), To make a personal vow or offering in 
order to gain a benefit, A religious festival in 
honour of a Muslim saint or martyrs. 
Religious school (Maktab) 
Song dealing with battles. 
Elder, used for the Sufi director in Iranian and 
Indian spheres. 
A Muslim judge having specific juridiction in 
religious matters. 
Ode. 
The direction of a worshipper during 
compulsory prayer. 
Argument by analogy, one of the principles of 
jurisprudence, along with The Quran, Sunnah, 
Ijmah, according to which one may proceed to 
legal conclusion on any given subject not 
covered by the other three engaging an 
analogous reasoning. 
A branch of Mappila Songs dealing with stories 
of Prophets, saints and Battles. 
The heart. 
Devotional acts performed by a group of 
devotees singing in ecstasy and torturing the 
body. 
Head of the hierarchy of Awliyah (Sufi saints), a 
grade of Waliyyu. 
Apostle, generally for Prophet Muhammed 
(saw). 
The sustainer, One of the names of Allah 
almighty. 
Compulsory prayer. 
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Saum 
Sayyid 
Shahada 
Shahid 
Sharah 
Shariah 
Shaykh 
Shirk 
Silsilah 
Sufi 
Sunni 
The fasting. 
Any descendant of the Prophet Muhammed, 
Testimony, The witness of Islam. 
(pi. Shuhadd) witness, Martyr. 
Commentary. 
The Sacred law of Islam. 
(pl.Shuyukh), Spiritual master of the path. 
Associationism, polytheism. 
The chain of masters in a Sufi order connect 
the latest one 
An adherent to Sufism. 
Followers of traditions, the major division 
Tangal 
Tawassul 
Tawakkul 
Tauba 
Tauhid 
Tafsir 
Ta 'wil 
Ulama 
Muslims 
Malayalam terms denote descendants of the 
Prophet (saw). 
Entrusting ones self to Muslim divines. 
Trust in God, mystic state of abandonment in to 
God's hands. 
Repentance, turning to God, 
The Unity of God. Monotheism. 
Exegesis, commentary of Holy Quran. 
Esoteric commentary of Holy Quran. 
(sgr. Alim\ those who are trained in the 
religious science. 
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Ummah 
Urs 
Wahdat 
Wall 
Waqf 
Wilayah 
Wuzu 
Yathim Khana 
Zakat 
Zawiyah 
Ziyarah 
A community, generally for Muslim 
Community. 
Wedding, term usually used in India for the 
Festival commemorating the death of a saint. 
Unicity, Wahdat al Wujud, The Unicity of 
Being. 
{plawliyah), Lit. Friend, a devotee with 
miraculous powers and immersed in Worship of 
God. 
Property given as an endowment, whose income 
is available for religious Purposes in Islam. 
Saintship, state of being under the protection of 
God., Concept of sanctity, consecration. 
Ablution for Prayer. 
Orphanage. 
The compulsory alms in Islam. 
A cell, hermitage. 
Visitation (holy place, shrine). 
